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Cancer Treatment and Research 

Foreword 

Where do you begin to look for a recent, authoritative article on the 
diagnosis or management of a particular malignancy? The few general onco
logy textbooks are generally out of date. Single papers in specialized journals 
are informative but seldom comprehensive; these are more often preliminary 
reports on a very limited number of patients. Certain general journals fre
quently publish good indepth reviews of cancer topics, and published sympo
sium lectures are often the best overviews available. Unfortunately, these 
reviews and supplements appear sporadically, and the reader can never be 
sure when a topic of special interest will be covered. 

Cancer Treatment and Research is a series of authoritative volumes which 
aim to meet this need. It is an attempt to establish a critical mass of oncology 
literature covering virtually all oncology topics, revised frequently to keep the 
coverage up to date, easily available on a single library shelf or by a single 
personal subscription. 

We have approached the problem in the following fashion. First, by divid
ing the oncology literature into specific subdivisions such as lung cancer, 
genitourinary cancer, pediatric oncology, etc. Second, by asking eminent 
authorities in each of these areas to edit a volume on the specific topic on an 
annual or biannual basis. Each topic and tumor type is covered in a volume 
appearing frequently and predictably, discussing current diagnosis, staging, 
markers, all forms of treatment modalities, basic biology, and more. 

In Cancer Treatment and Research, we have an outstanding group of 
editors, each having made a major commitment to bring to this new series 
the very best literature in his or her field. Martinus Nijhoff Publishers has 
made an equally major commitment to the rapid publication of high quality 
books, and world-wide distribution. 

Where can you go to find quickly a recent authoritative article on any 
major oncology problem? We hope that Cancer Treatment and Research 
provides an answer. 

WILLIAM L. MCGUIRE 

Series Editor 



Preface 

In this first volume of Gastrointestinal Cancer, the editors have deliberately 
sought topics within the broad field that are characterized by recent advances, 
development, importance and clinical utility. By intent, the subject matter 
does not encompass the totality of gastrointestinal cancer. A future volume 
will address additional areas. 

We have selected a worldwide authorship who have made important con
tributions to their respective areas. We have requested the authors to develop 
a scholarly and well-referenced presentation of their subject. The authors have 
responded in an outstanding manner. We believe that their contributions are 
of great importance for a better understanding of the biology of gastrointesti
nal neoplasia and that numerous contemporary principles for current diagno
sis and management are well presented. 

Our modern concepts of the relevance of cell kinetics in the genesis of 
gastrointestinal neoplasia have been developed by Deschner and Salmon from 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York. The genetic aspects of 
gastrointestinal cancer with its precursor states are thoroughly discussed by 
McConnell from Liverpool, England. Bartholomew and Schutt from the Mayo 
Clinic have presented our current understanding of the systemic expression of 
gastrointestinal malignancy with a clear delineation of the various skin, joint 
and chemical clues. 

The extraordinarily high incidence of esophageal cancer in Iran provides the 
data base for a thoughtful, well-referenced paper by Sorouri, formerly from 
Teheran. The epidemiology of gastric cancer continues to yield clues as to its 
etiology as outlined by Correa from New Orleans. Although decreasing in the 
United States, gastric cancer continues to present a worldwide problem and 
Kobayashi from Tokyo discusses the radiologic and endoscopic clues which 
will result in early detection and more curable disease. The problem of gastric 
stump cancer, of note particularly in European countries and occurring 15 or 
20 years after gastric resection, is discussed by Dahm from Germany. The 



x 
role of bacteria and bile salts in the pathogenesis of large bowel cancer as 
discussed by Hill from London is an example of metabolic epidemiology. His 
chapter is followed by a detailed statement by Williams, also of London, on 
the current role of colonoscopy in the diagnosis and management of large 
bowel cancer and its precursors. Concepts have been changing regarding both 
the diagnosis of cancer superimposed on ulcerative colitis as well as the 
surveillance in patients with inflammatory bowel disease and this is well 
outlined by Bayless and Yardley from Baltimore. Colacchio and LoGerfo 
from New York describe the current role of carcinoembryonic antigens (CEA) 
in the management of large bowel cancer and indicate its importance in 
determining recurrence. 

Weingrad and his colleagues from New York have analyzed a historic 
experience with primary lymphomas of the gut, delineating diagnostic, prog
nostic and management principles. Hormone-producing tumors of the gut, 
which may be slow-growing but extensive in their clinical effects, are dis
cussed in detail by Friesen and Petelin from Kansas City. Sun-Tsung-tang 
and associates from China discusses hepatocellular carcinoma with its inter
esting epidemiologic relationships, its immunologic marker and the potential 
for cure when diagnosed early. Finally Neefe and Schein from Washington, 
D.C. have reviewed in detail the current chemotherapeutic management of 
gastrointestinal cancer emphasizing combination chemotherapy and multimo
dality therapy with an optimistic note for the future. 

We believe each chapter to be the definitive statement about the respective 
topic. We hope the reader will share our enthusiasm. 
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1. Cell Kinetics of Gastrointestinal Cancer and its 
Precursor States 

ELEANOR E. DESCHNER and REMY J. SALMON 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Normally there exists in the gastrointestinal mucosa an equilibrium 
between cell renewal and cell loss through intraluminal exfoliation and cell 
death. In precancerous and cancerous states, this fine balance or steady state 
is disturbed. This condition may sometimes be recognized by an elevation in 
the number of cells involved in DNA synthesis, a faster cell turnover time, or 
an abnormal location of the proliferative compartment. An alteration in some 
aspect of normal cell kinetics may reveal the presence of an abnormality even 
before any microscopic pathology is visible. Certain aspects of cell prolifera
tion can in some instances then be employed as an early marker for the 
involvement of the mucosa in a disease state such as tumor formation. 

Likewise, the effect of an imbalance in hormonal levels and its relationship 
to the development of a disease state may be elucidated by an analysis of cell 
proliferation. The stimulating effect of gastrin on parietal cell proliferation and 
its inhibitory effect on DNA synthesis in the rat antral mucosa [1], for exam
ple, is compatible with the increase in fundic mucosal height, increased fundic 
mucosal area and diminished antral size observed in patients with Zollinger
Ellison syndrome [2]. 

The purpose of this chapter will be to provide the reader with information 
concerning cell proliferation in the gastrointestinal tract under both normal 
and diseased conditions. One can fully appreciate that the accumulation of 
data concerning the mucosa of man is far from complete and that much of 
our background must be provided by animal studies. Over the last decade 
there has been a surge in kinetic research along new pathways. Animal 
models for the evaluation of all types of gastrointestinal neoplasia have been 
established and it is now possible to grow, manipulate and observe tumors of 
human origin in immunodeficient nude mice. In vivo cellular kinetics at 
different stages of tumor growth, following the effect of both chemothera-

1. J. DeCosse and P. Sherlock (eds.), Gastrointestinal cancer 1, 1-26. All rights reserved. 
Copyright © 1981 Martinus NiihotlPublishers, The Hague/Boston/London. 
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peutic agents as well as substances which may modify or repress tumor 
growth are all areas which should provide us with a better understanding of 
carcinogenesis and therapy. 

2. TECHNIQUES 

Measurements of epithelial cell proliferation have been carried out using a 
variety of techniques. Radioactive precursors of DNA such as tritiated thy
midine have been employed and injected into patients with limited life 
expectancy and biopsies taken at stated intervals over an extended interval, 
i.e. 2-3 days. By following the wave of labeled mitoses which emerges, it has 
been possible to obtain values for the duration of the various phases of the cell 
cycle. 

In patients other than those terminally ill, information concerning the 
gastrointestinal mucosa has become available using in vitro procedures with 
biopsy specimens incubated in nutrient media to which radionuclides such as 
tritiated thymidine CHTdR) are added. This technique will provide one with a 
labeling index (L.I.) or ratio of labeled cells to total cells which is a measure of 
the proliferative activity of the tissue. In addition, it will clearly demonstrate 
the location of the proliferative compartment. 

An in vitro procedure termed the double label technique not only provides 
the duration of S phase or the phase during which DNA is synthesized but 
allows one to estimate the total cell cycle time. Different populations of 
labeled epithelial cells are formed with the use of two doses of 3HTdR a low 
(I) and a high dose (h) or two types of labeled thymidine, i.e. 3H and 14C, 
separated by an interval of time (t). A value for S phase C[') can be 
derived: 

Nh _~ 
N, 

Knowing the S phase duration and having obtained the L.1. at 1 hour, the 
total cell cycle time (TJ can be estimated: 

Tc = 1's x 100. 
L.1. 

3. ESOPHAGUS 

3.1. Histology and Kinetics in Normal Tissue 
The esophageal mucosa is a stratified non-keratinizing squamous epithe

lium, which when it abruptly ends at the distal end is replaced by the 
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Table 1. Proliferative parameters of epithelial cells in human and rodent stratified squamous 
epithelium of the esophagus. 

L.1. 
(% ) 

Man 
in vivo: basal layer 8.7 

entire mucosa 0.95 
In vitro: basal layer 10.0 

Rat 3.7 

Mice basal cells 1.8 

M.1. S phase 
(% ) (h) 

0.69 
0.08 
0.85 10.6 

4.8-5.5 
\.2 9.1 

Te 
(days) 

4.5 

Ref. 

[4] 
[4] 
[7] 
[3] 
[6] 
[5] 

columnar epithelium of the cardia. Proliferating epithelial cells are located in 
the basal layer of the squamous epithelium. Migration occurs progressively to 
the lumen where cells become extruded from the surface of the mucosa. 
Mitotic figures are seen only in the deep basal layer since these are the cells 
synthesizing DNA. Repeated injections of tritiated thymidine eHTdR) 
demonstrate that all basal layer cells of the esophagus have proliferative 
capability but they are scattered randomly [3]. The daughter cells emerging 
from cell division may remain as basal cells, or one or both may migrate and 
differentiate. Proliferation rates in man and in rodent are slow, i.e. one-third 
as rapid as epithelial cells in other gastrointestinal epithelium of the same 
species and lower in man than in rodent [3-7] (Table 1). Synthesis of DNA 
occurred in vivo in 8.7% of basal epithelial cells [4] in the mature human 
esophagus, while in vitro levels have been found to be slightly higher 
(9.2 -11.1 %) [7]. An estimate for the turnover time of the tissue in man or the 
average time elapsed for 3HTdR labeled cells to migrate from the basal layer 
to the lumen is between 4 and 8 days [4, 7]. 

3.2. Kinetics in Diseased States 
Approximately 70% of esophageal cancers are squamous carcinomas while 

the remainder are adenocarcinomas occurring primarily in the distal one third. 
Certainty regarding the nature of malignancy in the latter region may be 
difficult since the cancer may have an esophageal or cardial origin. The 
prognosis of this disease is poor, aggravated as it is by a constant nutritional 
deficiency related to stenosis and dysphagia. 

Few kinetic studies have been reported in esophageal carcinoma. Howeve~, 
much interest has centered on two syndromes: Plummer-Vinson and Barrett's 
epithelium. Plummer-Vinson syndrome is associated with anemia, dysphagia, 
hypochlorhydria, and iron and vitamin deficiency in females 40-45 years of 
age. The histological findings feature a basal cell hyperplasia with nuclear 
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hyperchromatism and severe inflammatory changes in the underlying muco
sa. These are very similar to characteristics of in situ carcinoma [8]. 

Barrett's syndrome, which also may be a precancerous condition [9], is 
believed to arise from reflux esophagitis. Biopsies show patchy heterotopia of 
gastric epithelium with or without parietal and peptic secreting cells. This 
heterotopia can undergo changes characterized as atrophic gastritis and even 
display intestinal metaplasia [8]. Studies of epithelial cell kinetics undertaken 
in vitro after incubation of biopsies with 3HTdR demonstrated a two fold 
increase in the L.I. in columnar type Barrett's epithelium compared with the 
esophageal squamous epithelium (23.3% vs 10.0%). S phase duration was 
similar in both tissues (about 10 hours). Because of the lower L.I., the esti
mated cell cycle time for epithelial cells in normal esophageal mucosa was 4.4 
days whereas it was less than 2 days for cells in the columnar type esophageal 
epithelium [7]. The most abnormal finding reported involved an expansion of 
the proliferative zone to the surface, which was observed in two patients with 
adenocarcinoma of the esophagus and one of nine without adenocarcino
ma[10]. 

The significance of this expanded zone in the development of esophageal 
carcinoma requires further investigation, particularly in light of the response 
of such patients to anti-reflux surgery [11]. Reversion of columnar epithelium 
to squamous epithelium occurred following this procedure in four of ten 
patients over a period of 1 to 2 years. Reflux either disappeared or was 
severely diminished as measured by pH probe [11]. 

Epidemiologic findings emphasize the role of nutrition in the development 
of esophageal cancer especially in combination with zinc deficiency and the 
ingestion and/or endogenous formation of nitroso compounds [12,13]. Ani
mal studies report an acute inhibition of DNA synthesis in esophageal epithe
lial cells 4 hours after various N-nitroso compounds are injected [14]. The 
responsiveness of the esophagus to low levels of some nitrosamines would 
indicate both the ability of the tissue to activate or metabolize these substan
ces as well as the sensitivity of this organ to carcinogenesis. Nutrient defi
ciencies have been shown to contribute to the sensitivity of the esophagus to 
cancer induction. For example, in rats, zinc deficiency increased the incidence 
and shortened the lag time for the induction of esophageal tumors with the 
nitrosamine, methylbenzylnitrosamine [12]. 

An additional factor in the incidence of esophageal cancer, at least in China 
where it is one of the most common cancers, is the concurrent presence of a 
fungal infection [15]. A hyperplastic epithelium; thicker and growing faster 
than normal esophageal mucosa, was found in the resected esophagus of 
patients with this early cancer and growing within this mucosa was the 
fungus Candida. Kinetic analyses have as yet not been reported on this type 
of tissue. 
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4. STOMACH 

4.1. Histology and Kinetics in Normal Tissue 
There are three separate regions of the stomach, each of which is histolog

ically distinct. As previously mentioned, the cardia with its stratified squa
mous epithelium is lined completely with simple columnar mucous epithelial 
cells. Those at the lower portion of the pits have as their special function the 
renewal and replacement of cells and the population, as a whole, the secretion 
of mucus. 

The fundic portion is the largest and most complex area of the stomach 
because it contains the greatest number of specialized cell types. These gastric 
pits are lined with simple columnar mucous cells which extend downwards 
for approximately one-third of the total length to the isthmus area or zone of 
cell proliferation. Epithelial cells in this area are more cuboidal or low colum
nar in shape. Mitotic figures occur predominantly in this region. 

Specialized cell types such as parietal and argentaffin cells are seen pri
marily below the isthmus or neck of the gastric pit. Here too the chief or 
zymogen secreting cells predominate. Interspersed among these are ~.t least 
eleven different endocrine cells with their varied functions to synthesize, store 
and secrete hormones. Some of those which have been successfully character
ized are the A cells, which secrete enteroglucagon, the G or gastrin secreting 
cells and the argentaffin cell secreting serotonin, histamine and possibly 
motilin. 

The gastric pit of the pyloric region is deeper than in the fundic region and 
is lined with simple columnar epithelial cells similar to the mucous neck cell. 
A few parietal acid secreting cells have been demonstrated in this region; 
however, the major specialized cell type in the antrum is the G cell [16]. 
Moreover, the G cell population is statistically higher at the greater curvature 
than at the lesser curvature. 

The reported L.I. for gastric epithelial cells has varied from 4.27 to 15.2%; 
however, the antrum has consistently been found to have the highest proli
ferative activity. The turnover time for the gastric mucosa is estimated to 
range from 2 to 6 days[17-19]. S phase values reported are within a narrow 
range (6.1-10 hours)[20]. 

The undifferentiated cells at the isthmus of the fundic pit and at the lower 
portion of pyloric pits are the cells that normally engage in DNA synthesis 
and replace those cells sloughed from the surface. They also act as stem cells 
for the parietal and some endocrine type cells [21 ,22]. Zymogen cells and 
gastrin cells [22, 23] have been found to renew themselves slowly and contin
uously. An increased gastrin level in mice significantly enhanced parietal cell 
production [22]. However, high gastrin levels significantly decreased the label
ing and mitotic indices in rat pyloric antral pits [l]. Thus gastrin acts as a 
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tropic hormone in the body of the stomach while having an inhibitory effect 
on the antrum. 

Normal turnover time of gastrin cells in the stomach of rodents is approx
imately 3 months [24]. Starvation for 4 days causes a 68 % depletion of the 
gastrin cell population. When this condition is followed by six days of refeed
ing, gastrin cell numbers increase by 79 %. In this case, gastrin cell prolifera
tion is considerably increased and the turnover time drastically re
duced [24]. 

4.2. Kinetics in Diseased States 
Atrophic gastritis and intestinal metaplasia are strongly correlated with 

gastric cancer[25] based on at least five observations: (1) The incidence and 
extent of intestinal metaplasia is greater in a cancerous stomach than in one 
which is normal or has ulcer disease. (2) During the early stages, gastric 
cancer is often seen in a transitional area bordering one that is characterized 
by intestinal metaplasia. (3) The most frequent locations of intestinal metapla
sia, the antrum and lesser curvature, are also the major sites for gastric 
cancer. (4) A large proportion of gastric cancers are of the intestinal type and 
(5) the incidence of gastric cancer in patients with a history of atrophic 
gastritis is higher than it is in other control groups. 

Recent studies have shown that the lack of acid secretion in the atrophic 
mucosa provides an atmosphere conducive to the proliferation of certain 
bacterial species capable of acting on elemental nitrates [13]. The resulting 
exogenous nitrosamines added to those formed endogenously would elevate 
their level enhancing the probability of additional damage to the DNA of cells 
in this intestinalized mucosa and thereby allowing the initiation of gastric 
cancer. 

An additional factor thought to contribute to the development of intestinal 
metaplasia is duodenal reflux. The contents, particularly bile salts with their 
detergent properties, may act to destroy the normally protective mucosal bar
rier lining the stomach. 

Autoradiographic observations of epithelial cells of gastric mucosa of 
patients with atrophic gastritis reveal a cell cycle time of about 2 days, a 
slightly shorter interval than in the normal mucosa, which is believed to 
result from a reduced G1 phase [19], In general the higher labeling indices 
found in diseased gastric mucosa (Table 2) can be explained by the close 
resemblance it bears to small intestine not only in appearance but also in 
kinetic behavior. 

Premalignant and malignant diseases of the gastric mucosa are also charac
terized by a two to five fold increased level of nuclear ploidy over that 
recognized in normal mucosa [31]. The presence of additional chromosomal 
material causes an increase in the size of nuclei such that the nuclei of gastric 
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Table 2. Kinetics of epithelial cells in preneoplastic and neoplastic gastric mucosa of man. 

LI MI TG2 Ts Tc Ref. 
(%) (%) (h) (h) (h) 

Atrophic gastritis 
Fundus 14.0 1-6 16 >30 [261 

19.0 [27] 
10-17.3 6.5-7.6 37.6-75.3 [19] 

Antrum 12.9 [27] 
12.9 [28] 

11.3-19.4 6.9-10.0 51.8-67.6 [19] 
Gastric cancer 

Fundus 9.9 2.3 [29] 
16.4 1.2 [30] 
19.3 [27] 

Antrum 15.8 [27] 
23.0 1.8 [30] 

epithelial cells in patients with pernICIOUS anemia and gastric cancer are 
almost twice the diameter of normal 2n cell nuclei. 

Accompanying this elevated level of cell proliferation and increased chro
mosomal content of nuclei, these cells of the mucosa with atrophic gastritis 
display a faster migration to the surface [26, 32]. A high level of epithelial cell 
loss in gastritis patients may bring about the compensating high L.I. [33]. 
Enlargement of the proliferative compartment with cells in the upper regions 
of pits engaged in DNA synthesis has been recognized in normal appearing 
gastric pits as well as those involved in the early stages of gastritis [26,34]. 
Histological alterations accompany the progression of the disease and less 
differentiated epithelial cells are seen at the surface and upper regions of the 
gastric pit. These cells are capable of cell proliferation and are characteristic of 
the mild to moderate level of gastritis present. In the more severe stages of 
the disease, intestinalization develops and parietal cells are reduced in num
ber. These intestinalized pits have no homogeneous proliferative pattern; 
rather, they can express one of two types. One pattern is characterized by the 
presence of immature DNA synthesizing cells at the surface while the other 
displays the existence of well-differentiated intestinal type cells in this area. 
The latter pattern is thought to display the full extent or severe progression of 
the disease and the complete conversion of the gastric mucosa to a small 
intestinal mucosa with its full absorptive capabilities [34]. 

Investigation of cell proliferation in the pyloric antrum of the rat during 
early stages of induced N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) gas
tric carcinogenesis has shown that pits lined with immature mucus-depleted 
cells can be recognized and separated into two groups, each expressing a 
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different proliferative pattern [35]. The one displayed a shift of the prolifera
tive compartment in a downward direction toward the muscularis mucosa in 
keeping with the future development of an endophytic tumor. The other 
revealed an upward shift of proliferating cells, presumably preliminary to the 
formation of an exophytic neoplasm. These patterns effectively forecast the 
types of tumors, namely adenomas and microinvasive carcinomas, which later 
appeared in these animals. These diverse routes for tumor induction have also 
been noted in the development of DMH induced colonic neoplasia [36]. The 
relative frequency of an endophytic to exophytic inductive sequence to cancer 
is unknown. However, there is greater difficulty in the recognition of an 
endophytic growth pattern within any mucosa. Thus there exists a lesser 
likelihood for early detection of a malignancy expanding in a downward 
direction and an enhanced probability of metastasis. 

5. SMALL INTESTINE 

5.1. Histology 
The pyloric antrum leads into the first part of the small intestine, namely 

the duodenum, the region into which bile and pancreatic secretions flow. The 
effect of some substances on cell proliferation will be discussed later in this 
section. 

From the duodenum there follows the jejunum and ileum, differing only in 
their basic structure from each other and the duodenum by the shape and 
length of the finger-like projections or villi which are thrown up by the 
mucosal surface to enhance absorptive capacity. The tubular gland or crypt of 
the small bowel has the greatest number of specialized cells lining its wall. 
The epithelial cells of this area include goblet cells, columnar cells, enteroen
docrine cells and Paneth cells. All cell types are believed to originate from the 
same precursor cell, the columnar cell of the crypt base [37]. The intermediate 
cells formed are recognizable for their future role by the appearance of cellular 
products in the cytoplasm. The appearance of granules predicts a future 
Paneth or endocrine cell while a secretory product forecasts a future goblet 
cell. Scattered at the base of the crypts are the many and varied endocrine 
cells along with argentaffin cells, which have approximately the same popula
tion frequency throughout the entire small intestial tract. Other endocrine 
cells have more specific distributions. A small population of G cells are 
present in the duodenum but the primary endocrine cell types here are the 
secretin-producing cell, the motilin-producing cells and the gastric inhibitory 

polypeptide-producing cell. 
The latter three specialized cells are also located in the jejunum but in 

lesser numbers. The endocrine cell type found most frequently in this middle 
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area of the small intestine is the epithelial cell, which secretes enteroglucagon. 
These cells have been identified by immunohistochemistry but the kinetics 
of only the gastrin-producing cells has been investigated. 

5.2. Kinetics in Normal Tissue 
Regardless of the region in which they are present, crypts of the small 

intestine contain the same number of epithelial cells per gland [38]. Mitotic 
figures are seen at the base of crypts and their quantitation has allowed both 
estimations of the renewal time for epithelial cells to be made as well as 
theories to be developed regarding the mechanism of migration and replace
ment. Estimates of epithelial cell cycle time indicate a minimum of 42 
hours [39,40] and a maximum of 144 hours [18]. An L.1. of 27.4 % was 
obtained for human jejunum [4] and correspondingly high M.l.s of 2.1-3.1 % 
were seen [4,39,40]. 

Many factors influence or modify epithelial cell proliferation and the small 
intestine has usually been employed to assess their effect (Table 3). Aging, 
irradiation, nutritional status, genetic inheritance and many endogenously 
formed substances have been evaluated and found to alter cell renewal. 

The effect of aging was noted on the proliferative activity of young 93-
day-old mice compared with that in 940-day-old rodents. Greater variability 
in the duration of the cell cycle of individual cells occurs with age along with 
an increase in the synthesis and G] phases [38]. Chronic low level gamma 
irradiation of 12 rads/day produces a shortening of the cell cycle when 
compared to non-irradiated controls [41]. Even strain differences among mice 
of the same age reveal a variability in the durations of epithelial cell cycle 
times, i.e. BCF, mice, 15 hours vs CAF, 11.5 hours [41]. 

Work on neuro-modulation has begun to emerge in the literature because of 

Table 3. Factors which influence cell proliferation in small intestine. 

Factor 

Aging 

Irradiation 
Adrenaline 

Stress 
Noradenaline 
Sympathectomy 
Somatostatin 

Serotonin 
Histamine 
Starvation 
Bile acid 
Pancreatic secretion 

Accelerate 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

Depress 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

Reference 

(38) 
(41) 
(42) 
(42) 
(42) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(44) 
[45,46) 
(47) 
[52) 
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interest in the rich adrenergic innervation of intestinal crypts (see Chapter 13). 
Evaluations of adrenalin and substances that block alpha and beta adren
ergic stimulation have been made on cell proliferation in the jejunum of 
rats [42]. Infusion of adrenaline inhibited cell proliferation by extending the 
mitotic and cell cycle time, a finding similar to that seen when restraint stress 
is employed. In the latter instance cell proliferation is also reduced presuma
bly due to the increased levels of adrenaline released from the adrenal 
medulla [42]. Noradrenaline stimulated cell proliferation whereas surgical 
sympathectomy inhibited the process. Presumably inhibition was due to the 
absense of noradrenaline from local nerve terminals [42]. 

Somatostatin, which inhibits growth hormone and gastrin release as well as 
gastric acid secretion, represses DNA synthesis in the duodenal and jejunal 
mucosa when infused 8 hours before the time of maximal S phase activity 
(12-2 a.m.)[43]. Infusion during the day depresses the mitotic index suggest
ing that somatostatin can act at both the G1-S and GrM boundaries of the 
cell cycle. 

Two biogenic amines, serotonin and histamine, have been examined and 
found to influence cell proliferation. Both stimulate cell renewal in rat jeju
num when injected intraperitoneally [44]. 

Starvation of rats causes a decrease in the number of cells in the gland and 
reduces the number of proliferating and mitotic cells [45, 46]. Bile acid feeding 
stimulates cell proliferation in small bowel, accelerates migration up the villus 
and shortens the cell cycle time [47]. While bile diversion had little effect on 
the L.1. and M.1. of the jejunum [48, 49], a significantly lower labeling index 
was reported in the distal ileum [50, 51]. It is of interest to note that the 
primary function of the ileum is the absorption of bile salts and that their 
absence destroys the integrity of the mucosa. 

Pancreatic secretions have also been observed to influence epithelial cell 
proliferation and particularly villus size [52]. In general, the integrity of the 
small bowel mucosa requires controlled regulation of GI hormones, bile and 
pancreatic secretion levels. When disturbances in their balance occur, or the 
nutritional or physiological status of the individual is altered, these factors are 
reflected in the kinetics of the epithelial cell. 

5.3. Kinetics in Diseased States 
The response to disease in this portion of the gastrointestinal tract involves 

one of two alternatives. Either there is a diminution in the epithelial cell 
population and the size of the villi with resulting atrophy of the mucosa 
taking place, or the mucosa undergoes hypertrophy. The former condition 
involves decreased proliferative activity and shortening of the villi to produce 
a reduction in absorptive surface. This manifestation is observed in patients 
with severe pernicious anemia with concomitant vitamin B12 deficiency. In 
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addition to a decreased frequency in mitosis, there is also an increase in 
nuclear size demontrated in small intestinal mucosa of these individuals [53]. 
Spectrophotometric measurements to determine the ploidy of these epithelial 
cells have not as yet been carried out. 

5.3.1. Sprue. Another condition characterized by loss or reduction in villus 
size is celiac sprue or gluten enteropathy [54,55]. Moreover, it is marked by 
enlarged convoluted crypts, frequent mitoses, and excessive cell loss. Patients 
with sprue show a characteristic malabsorption syndrome and may develop 
malignant lymphoma in 6-10% of cases of long-standing disease [56] (see 
Chapter 12). 

Untreated patients with sprue demonstrate a three-fold greater proliferative 
activity and faster upward migration of epithelial cells than is seen in control 
individuals. Sprue patients have a crypt cell population which is four times 
that found in control biopsies [39, 40]. This increase involves not only a 
lengthening of the gland but also a widening of the crypt. A normal crypt 
may be composed of 800 cells, but in a sprue mucosa the crypt may contain 
3000 cells. While the growth fraction or percentage of cells participating in 
DNA synthesis is between 0.72 and 0.83 in normal small bowel [39, 40], it is 
far lower in the sprue mucosa [0.55-0.61]. The number of proliferating cells, 
however, is still far greater in the crypts of patients with gluten enteropathy 
and the cell cycle time is extremely short, i.e. approximately 24 hours [39, 40]. 
Remission of malabsorption symptoms in patients on a gluten-free diet after 
6-12 weeks is accompanied by a reduction in the L.I. and a slower migration 
rate such that it is intermediate between untreated sprue and control levels. 
Even over longer periods, a completely normal histologic picture is not 
achieved and proliferative activity remains rapid. 

5.3.2. Intestinal Resection. Partial resection of the small bowel induces 
histological changes in the remaining mucosa [57]. Two months following 
removal of only 10% of lower rat ileum allowed the villi to increase in height 
and cell renewal to be enhanced 141 % over control values [58]. Two months 
after 40% small bowel resection, both the total number of cells and the 
number of DNA synthesizing cells in the ileal rat crypts increased with 
expansion of the proliferative and maturation zone. The duration of the cell 
cycle was essentially unaltered; however, the number of villous cells was 
increased and the migration rate was accelerated [59]. Shortening of the cell 
cycle, due primarily to a reduced duration of S phase, was seen 60 days 
following resection of 70% of the small intestine [60]. 

Within 3 days after acute distal intestinal obstruction cell proliferation 
increased by a factor of three in crypts proximal to the obstruction. There 
were also changes in the length and width of crypts as well as in villous height 
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and the width of villi at their base [61]. It has been suggested that a systemic 
factor is involved in regulation of the size of the villous cell population [62]. 
Gastrin and also glucagon have been suggested as effecting this compensatory 
proliferative response. Glucagon administered at physiological doses stimu
lated DNA synthesis throughout the intestine in contrast to gastrin, which 
had no remarkable effect on small bowel but stimulated DNA synthesis in 
the colon [63]. This study suggests that the major effector of post-resectional 
intestinal hyperplasia is glucagon. The significance of increased DNA synthe
sis in an area adjacent to the obstruction, which may be a tumor, is that 
further malignancy in transformed cells here would be expressed faster and 
increase the risk of local recurrence. 

Patients undergoing radiotherapy in the abdominal region or receiving 
chemotherapeutic agents as treatment for the presence of cancer, very often 
are fed an elemental diet made of readily absorbable nutrients. Such a diet fed 
to mice for seven days brought about an increase in the length or cellularity 
of the villi [64]. The number of cells/villus increased by 120% but the crypt 
population was reduced by 35%. Unexpectedly, and in contradiction to nor
mal feedback regulation, no alteration in the cell cycle time or S phase 
duration was found compared with controls. The radiation response of this 
mucosa was delayed by 16 hours compared with control mice and the over
shoot in labeled cells normally seen following whole-body irradiation of 1000 
rads did not occur. The protective quality credited to an elemental diet may 
be related to the increased epithelial cell population of the villi. Slower 
depletion of the villus cells would allow delay of compensatory proliferation 
in crypt cells, thus providing additional time for repair of sublethal damage in 
these cells. 

6. LARGE INTESTINE 

6.1. Histology and Kinetics in Normal Tissue 
The distal portion of the gastrointestinal tract begins with the caecum and 

is composed of five regions, the ascending, transverse, descending and sig
moid colon and, lastly, the rectum. The mucosa in these areas is histologically 
similar throughout with the presence of crypts of Lieberkilhn of varying 
depth. Columnar, mucous, enteroendocrine and Paneth cells line the cryptal 
walls. The latter two cell types occur only in small numbers, e.g. approxi
mately four Paneth cells occur in every 100 crypts in the ascending colon [65]. 
The stem cell for all four cell types is throught to be the vacuolated crypt
base columnar cell. The intermediate cell types formed have limited capacity 
to replace themselves [66]. 

Data relative to proliferation kinetics is perhaps more available for the large 
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bowel than any other portion of the digestive system. This is undoubtedly 
because of the relative ease with which biopsies may be obtained using the 
proctoscope and more recently the newly developed flexible colonoscope. 
The latter now allows sampling even from the right side of the colon. 

Patients with limited life expectancy have repeatedly been sampled through 
a colostomy after intravenous infusion of tritiated thymidine and a percent 
labeled mitoses curve obtained. From this, the various phases of the cell cycle 
for the epithelial cells has been determined. When measurements were carried 
out in vivo, the S phase duration was between 9 and 20 hours [67 -69] and the 
total cell cycle time between 24 and 48 hours [67, 68]. The proportion of cells 
in S phase for the large intestine (or L.I.) according to in vivo experiments 
varied between 12 and 25 % [67, 68]. The replacement time for this tissue as 
calculated from these values is in the order of 4 to 8 days. 

In vitro studies generally provide shorter S phase durations, i.e. 7.2-11.2 
hours and lower values for labeling indices, 1.5-17 % [69- 74]. Consequently, 
estimates for the total cell time have provided longer values than those 
obtained in vivo (i.e. 77.2-129.9 hrs vs 24-48 hours)[74]. 

There exists no agreement in the literature concerning circadian rhythm in 
the gastrointestinal tract. However, if this type of biological phenomenon does 
exist, much of the variability in kinetic parameters expressed may be related 
to the time of sampling. Circadian change has been reported in all areas of 
the mouse digestive system including the descending colon and rec
tum [75,76]. This was described when the mice were standardized on a 12 
hour alternating light and dark cycle. Maximum DNA synthesis coincided 
with the transition period from dark to light and the lowest frequency occurred 
at the time of transition from light to dark. If, indeed, such a rhythm can be 
demonstrated in man, it may be possible to deliver chemotherapeutic agents 
at a time when they can be less toxic to the host's gastrointestinal and bone 
marrow system [76]. 

Evidence for neural control of cell proliferation in the large intestine as well 
as small intestine has been reported. Adrenergic nerves have been found in 
the lamina propria near the basal region of the crypts [77]. Chemically sym
pathectomized rats showed a decreased mitotic rate compared with con
trols [78]. Rats which received alpha adrenoreceptor stimulation had an 
increased mitotic rate while those experiencing alpha adrenergic blockade had 
a reduced mitotic rate. Those that received either stimulation or blockade of 
beta-adrenoceptors exhibited no alteration in cell proliferation [78]. Similarly 
neither serotonin or histamine influenced colonic epithelial cell proliferation 
in any measured way. 

A mesenchymal-epithelial cell interaction has been postulated to exist 
between the fibroblasts forming the collagenous sheath around each crypt and 
the epithelial cells lining the crypt. The characteristic migration of epithelial 
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cells from the base of the crypt to the lumen was reported to be accompanied 
by a similar migration pattern within the fibroblast population [78,80]. The 
ability to undergo DNA synthesis and mitosis has recently been confirmed 
for the cryptal fibroblasts [81]. Labeled fibroblasts were seen along the entire 
cryptal wall but the predominant number were along the lower two-thirds of 
the gland. After three weeks little change in the distribution of labeled 
fibroblasts was observed, evidence that appreciable migration did not occur. 
An L.I. of 2.4% for these cells was determined, indicating they are a slowly 
renewing cell population [81]. 

6.2. Kinetics in Diseased States 
6.2.1. Polyps. An understanding of the development of polyps and their 

role with regard to colon cancer has involved histological analysis of their 
size, appearance and proliferative activity. Histologically there are three major 
types, which have been studied with great intensity: hyperplastic or metaplas
tic polyps, tubular adenomas or adenomatous polyps and villous adenomas. 
The hyperplastic polyp is an independent entity not only histologically differ
ent from the two types of adenoma, but with a less aggressive nature. Hyper
plastic polyps show an increased number and hypermaturity of goblet and 
absorptive cells [82,83]. Epithelial cells lining the cryptal walls are of irregular 
size with increased numbers of tall microvilli. The variation in cell size give 
glands the commonly described 'sawtooth' or serrated appearance [82]. 
Hyperplastic polyps have a thickened, well differentiated fibroblast sheath at 
the surface of the crypts concomitant with a hypermature population of 
epithelial cells in this region [79, 80, 83]. Unlike adenomatous polyps, hyper
plastic polyps are not formed by the production of new glands but grow by 
papillary infolding [84]. 

Tubular adenomas and villous adenomas are neoplastic lesions, the latter 
being more so than the former. These excrescences grow as a result of two 
operative mechanisms. There is infolding of the surface epithelium as well as 
new gland formation at the upper regions of the crypts. Involvement of the 
mesenchymal layer in proliferation along with the epithelial defects would 
lead to the development of villi and the formation of the villous adeno
ma[84]. 

Adenomatous polyp epithelium is composed of immature cells which are 
uniform in size and thin and pencil-like in shape. Goblet cells have only an 
extremely small size goblet and therefore sparse amounts of mucus can be 
present; however, the frequency of goblet cells varies from area to area [82]. 
Unlike the hyperplastic polyp, the fibroblastic sheath is not well developed at 
the surface or luminal area. It is instead similar in its immature appearance to 
the membrane at the base of crypts [79]. 

Epithelial cell renewal in hyperplastic polyps occurs in the same regions as 
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in normal mucosa although some enlargement of the proliferative compart
ment has been noted [82,85]. In contrast, in the adenomatous polyp, DNA 
synthesizing epithelial cells predominate in the upper thirds and along the 
mucosal surface [71, 86-90]. No difference in the duration of S phase has 
been noted between cells of the polyp and those of the normal colonic 
mucosa, but a two fold increase in the labeling indices has been reported [71]. 
Estimates of the cell cycle time are approximately one half that of the normal 
colonic epithelial cell (33 hours vs 80 hours). 

When polyps are fragmented and cell separation techniques employed in 
conjunction with a DNA polymerase assay with 3HTTP; the growth fraction 
(GF) of actual cycling cells in the total population can be determined. In the 
case of adenomatous polyps and villous adenomas the GF for these tumors 
was approximately 32% of the cell population [91]. It must be remembered 
though that this particular assay system only follows the viable cells, those 
which are not excluded by filtration as being part of a larger aggregate, and 
those survivors of Ficoll-Hypaque centrifugation. 

6.2.2. Mucosa Adjacent to Tumors. The histologically normal appearing 
colorectal mucosa adjacent to polyps and carcinomas has been found to have 
at least three different proliferative patterns (Table 4). Basically, epithelial cell 
replication in the large bowel of most animals and man occurs in the lower 
two-thirds of the crypts with the lower one-third the predominate zone of 
DNA synthesis. Another pattern observed involves extension of the prolifer
ative compartment to the surface (Stage I defect). This is seen in patients with 
multiple polyposis, familial polyposis, some symptom-free members of poly
posis families, patients with an isolated adenomatous polyp, some patients in 

Table 4. Types of proliferative pattern in colorectal crypts. 

Pattern 

Normal 
Stage I defect 

Base of gland 

Lower third Middle third 

Lumen of gland 

Upper third 

Extension of proliferation compartment 
Stage II defect 

or 

or 

Shift in major zone of proliferation 

= predominant zone of proliferation. 
- - - - - - - - = area of cell proliferation. 
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the general population and patients with a history of a previous colon can
cer[87,90]. Although the proliferative compartment is enlarged in the Stage I 
abnormality, the major zone of cell replication remains in the lower third of 
the crypts. This defect is thought to be an early expression of loss of regula
tory control over repression of DNA synthesis at the top of the middle third 
of the gland. 

The third proliferative pattern reported in patients with a previous history 
of colon cancer is a shift in the predominant region of DNA synthesis from the 
lower third to the middle and upper thirds of the glands (Stage II 
defect)[90, 92]. This pattern has also been observed in mice after five weekly 
injections of the colon carcinogen 1 ,2-dimethylhydrazine [90]. It occurs at a 
time when focal areas of cellular atypism are beginning to appear in the upper 
portion of colonic crypts prior to the formation of adenomatous I?olyps and 
carcinomas [93]. When patients with the Stage I defect were surveyed, it was 
found that the Stage II abnormality occurred with less frequency, indicating it 
to be a further step in the development of a neoplasm in the mucosa [90]. 

6.2.3. Ulcerative Colitis. It has been reported that between 3 % and 10% of 
all patients with ulcerative colitis develop colon cancer [94,95] but in patients 
having the disease along the total length of the colon and for a period greater 
than 20 years, the incidence is four times higher[96 , 97]. The continued 
ulceration and regeneration of the mucosa is characterized by alteration in 
chromosome number and structure. Chromatid breaks occur and cells with 
hypotetraploid karyotypes are present [98]. Adenomatous polyps develop in 
the ulcerative colitis mucosa as does adenomatous epithelium and both are 
believed to be precancerous. Of biopsy and colectomy specimens from 
patients with ulcerative colitis, 19 % have been found to contain foci of 
adenomatous epithelium [99]. Endogenously formed carcinogens [13] or abnor
mal levels of promotors such as certain bile acids present in the lumen [100] 
may induce malignant transformation not only in such areas of neoplasia in 
these patients but also in any bearing adenomas. 

Biopsies from patients with ulcerative colitis placed in culture and allowed 
to incorporate 3HTdR have revealed epithelial cells to be migrating faster 
toward the lumen and to be more heavily engaged in proliferative activity 
than cells in control material (Table 5)[101]. The duration of S phase was not 
significantly lengthened but the estimated turnover time for these cells is rapid 
(34 hours vs 90 hours for controls)[70]. 

Extension of the proliferative compartment to the surface of glands has 
been noted in ulcerative colitis material [70, WI-103], an observation pre
viously made on histologically normal appearing mucosa adjacent to 
polyps [87,88,90]. This abnormal zone of DNA synthesis is thought to reflect 
an early expression of a defect in the normal regulatory controls that bring 
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Table 5. Histologic and proliferative characteristics of epithelial cells in ulcerative colitis muco
sa. 

Hypotetraploid karyotypes 
High degree of adenomatous transformation 
Increased L.I. 
Fast migration rate 
Normal S phase duration 
Decreased duration of cell cycle time 
No inhibition of DNA synthesis with phosphodiesterase inhibitors after U.c. > 10 years 
Expansion of proliferative compartment (Stage I defect) 
Shift in major zone of DNA synthesis within crypts (Stage II defect) 

about differentiation and repression of DNA synthesis. However, in ulcerative 
colitis mucosa, the possibility exists that this may be a response to the 
severity of the disease and therefore a normal component of the feedback 
mechanism. 

The ability of phosphodiesterase inhibitors to reduce the level of DNA 
synthesis was tested in the colonic mucosa of patients with long-standing 
chronic ulcerative colitis [104]. Those with left sided and those with universal 
colitis for over ten years showed no inhibition of thymidine incorporation, 
while those with either form of the disease for less than ten years displayed 
normal theophylline inhibition. Similarly the mucosa of ulcerative colitis 
patients with colon cancer and premalignant changes in the mucosa did not 
reveal theophylline induced inhibition of DNA synthesis. However, this 
defect in the control of DNA synthesis was seen regardless of whether 
premalignant changes were present in the tissue and is a biochemical altera
tion which may precede or accompany histopatologic changes in the muco
sa [104]. 

In addition to this defect relating to control of DNA synthesis, patients 
with ulcerative colitis sometimes display an abnormal distribution of S phase 
cells within crypts [103]. Rather than having the lower third of crypts act as 
the major zone of DNA synthesis, the middle and upper third of crypts have 
the greater number of proliferating cells. Among a group of 18 patients with 
ulcerative colitis ranging in duration from several months to over 20 years, 
approximately 39% demonstrated this shift in the major zone of DNA syn
thesis (Stage 2 defect); 72 % of ulcerative colitis patients showed extension of 
the proliferative compartment to the surface (Stage 1 defect). The mucosa of 
patients with this shift in the major proliferative compartments is presumed to 
be engaged in the future development of tumor tissue in this area [103]. 

6.2.4. Large Bowel Cancer. Large bowel carcinoma is the second most 
common form of cancer found in economically well-developed countries of 
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the West. For this reason it is this area that has had more effort applied to it 
to obtain kinetic information than any other region of the gastrointestinal 
tract. At first, observations of the kinetic properties of human colon cancer 
cells were made directly on the tumor following injection of 3HTdR into 
patients with limited life expectancy [67, 68,105]. In the sixties and seventies, 
much activity centered about in vitro measurements. Short pulse tritiated 
thymidine labeling indices were sought for malignant tissue using a variety of 
techniques [91, 106, 107]. They were obtained for clinical use to determine if 
there was predictive value for therapeutic treatment or a relationship with the 
drug of choice and clinical response. Recently studies of human colon cancer 
have involved the development of cell lines and observations of the nude 
heterotransplant system [108, 109]. 

Only one in vivo study was carried out over a long enough period to allow a 
complete percent labeled mitosis curve to be obtained [105]. The generation 
time for these colon cancer cells was 26 hours, and the duration of S phase 14 
hours. The labeling index for this tissue was 23.1 % and both 0 1 and O2 

phases were of similar durations, 5 hours and 5.7 hours respectively. 
Other L.1. obtained in vivo for carcinoma cells ranged from 13 to 

21. 7 % [II 0]. Those reported using in vitro techniques often are lower, i.e. 4.5 
and 6.6% [1 II , 112] but variability may be due to improper oxygenation of 
tissue for adequate 3HTdR incorporation, or variability within the tu
mor[ Ill]. Metastases have been shown to have a median L.1. of 5 % but a 
range of values from 1.5 to 35% [107]. After chemotherapy with 5-FUDR, 
the L.I. of colon cancer tissue measured in vitro within 7 days changed and 
correlated well with the clinical effects evaluated 3 months later. A two-fold 
change in L.1. over time was thought to reflect an effect of therapy [107]. 
There may be some possibility of determining response to chemotherapy or 
radiotherapy early in the therapeutic schedule to delineate those resistant to 
treatment. 

Estimated cell cycle times for tumor cells from in vitro studies are higher 
than 26 hours, the value determined by Terz [105]. They range instead from 
30.2 to 244 hours [72, 73, Ill]. The differences may in part be explained by 
the lower labeling indices and the longer S phase durations reported. Cample
john et al. found normal rectal epithelial cells to have a mitotic duration of 
1.2 hours while the mean value for 19 carcinomas studied was 2.3 
hours [73]. 

Labeling indices of human colon adenocarcinomas grown in nude mice 
ranged from 9 to 22 % [108], covering the spectrum of in vitro and in vivo 
values previously mentioned. Two xenograft lines, one a well-differentiated 
columnar cell carcinoma of the colon and the other a poorly differentiated 
one, examined for kinetic parameters had L.I. values of 22.2 and 19.0% 
respectively [109]. Carcinoma cells from the well-differentiated malignancy 
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had a slightly longer cell cycle time than cells from the poorly differentiated 
one (35 vs 26 hours). The growth fraction or percentage of cells involved in 
proliferation was almost precisely the same for both lines (47 vs 46%). The 
fraction reported by Terz with his in vivo data was between 42 and 49% of the 
cells [to5]; however, other estimates have been as low as 13-25% [73] in one 
in vitro study and to.7-48.6% in another[91]. The latter two studies involved 
19 and 17 colon carcinomas respectively. Varaibility in the growth fraction 
may be related to differences in oxygenated and anoxic areas within the 
tumors since fewer proliferative cells are seen in poorly vascularized tis
sue[113]. 

Tumor volume doubling times have also been found to vary considerably 
from study to study and compared poorly with the actual volume doubling 
times of III to 3430 days determined by analysis of radiological films [114]. 
Measurements of pulmonary metastases of colorectal carcinomas had a mean 
doubling time of 9.5 days [to9]. In general estimated values derived from in 
vitro and in vivo studies range from 3 days [Ito, Ill, 115] to 45 days [105], 
falling far short of actual measured doubling times. One factor which may 
play an important role in the slow growth of tumors is the rate of cell loss. 
This factor too has been estimated by various authors to be as high as 
90% [73] but another report showed only one half the rate of cell loss [105]. 

Kopper and Steel measured the growth of well-differentiated and poorly 
differentiated colon carcinoma lines in the flank of immunosuppressed 
mice [109]. They determined a volume doubling of 1l.8 days and a cell loss 
fraction of 80% for the former and a 6 day doubling time and 66% cell loss 
factor for the latter xenograft line. Again a far faster doubling time than has 
been reported in man but an extremely high cell loss fraction was indicated. 
The lack of resemblance between the actual doubling times for mice and man 
may relate to the sizes of tumors involved since doubling time often increases 
with increasing size and the tumors in mice are relatively small. Xenograft 
lines of colon carcinoma have been tested in immunosuppressed mice against 
several single chemotherapeutic agents, each of which altered tumor growth, 
regardless of the histological appearance of the line [109]. The greatest 
response was achieved with the use of 5-FU. 

Studies of cell proliferation have been instrumental in the development and 
use of cell cycle specific drugs in combination with cell-cycle nonspecific 
agents. Improvement in leukemic cure rates is based on this approach. Of 
primary concern in cancer therapy has always been detection of differences in 
kinetic behavior between carcinoma cells and normal cells. At present, three 
approaches may be useful with colonic cancer and they have both come to 
light in experimental models. 

Evidence from animal work suggests that unlike normal tissue, malignant 
cells do not follow a predictable synchronized circadian rhythm [76]. Thus 
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administration of a drug or the use of irradiation at the appropriate nadir of 
cell proliferation in the colon may produce less toxic effect to the normal 
tissue and a selectively greater killing of tumor cells. 

The second approach comes from research using the colon carcinogen, 
1,2-dimethylhydrazine in rats. Chemical sympathectomy significantly lowered 
the mitotic rate in normal crypts but did not influence it in adeno
carcinomas [78]. The use of drugs releasing norepinephrine as well as alpha
adrenergic manipulation influenced cell proliferation in the normal crypts 
while tumor cell proliferation was unaltered. Obseryations such as these 
indicate autonomic neural control over normal colonic proliferative activity 
whereas it is reduced or absent in neoplastic tissue. Again selective advantage 
may perhaps be achieved between tumor and normal colonic mucosa by 
manipulation of neural response thus altering the ratio of proliferative cells in 
both tissues [78]. 

In addition to revealing the lack of neural control present in colonic tumor 
tissue, Tutton has demonstrated that serotonin or histamine injection stimu
lated the mitotic rate within the neoplasm but not in the normal tissue [78]. 
The hormone-dependency revealed in DMH-induced tumors may exist in 
human large bowel cancer and may be the basis for a new therapeutic strategy 
against its aggressive character. 

It becomes evident from this brief exposition on the proliferative character
istics of normal and neoplastic gastrointestinal cells that our storehouse of 
information is large and growing. Kinetic data have successfully provided a 
rationale for chemotherapeutic usage with bone marrow malignancies but 
have had limited success against solid tumors, particularly stomach and large 
bowel cancer. Now that animal models have been developed for the induction 
of both gastric and large bowel neoplasia, the biological tools are available to 
define and describe proliferative characteristics under new and unique condi
tions, seeking always to uncover important selective differences between 
tumor and normal tissue growth. 
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2. Genetic Aspects of Gut Cancer 

RICHARD B. McCONNELL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The contribution of genetic predisposition to the origin of cancer may be 
much greater than has been supposed. In particular there has been gradually 
increasing evidence that for nearly all cancers there is at least one form which 
is inherited in a simple mendelian manner. In the past only certain rare 
tumours were known to be determined by simple genetic mechanisms and 
the genetic predisposition to most common cancers was considered to be 
vaguely polygenic, probably with genes at a large number of loci each able to 
make a small contribution by susceptibility to one or more environmental 
agents. This quantitative basis of genetic susceptibility may still underlie 
many sporadic cases of cancer but there is growing evidence in some of these 
polygenic systems that there can be one or more major genes which, when 
present, are able to cause cancer with only minimal environmental stimulus. 
Such major genes can be responsible for occasional familial aggregations of a 
cancer suggestive of mendelian type of inheritance. It is hoped that intensive 
study of this type of family will identify such major genes and their biochem
ical or immunological effects and thus provide insights into the nature of the 
carcinogenic process. 

J. J. Combined Genetic and Environmental Research 
The search for environmental factors responsible for human cancer has 

been disappointing. A considerable impetus was given to such studies 30 
years ago by the smoking-lung cancer findings but they have not led to any 
comparable relationship being demonstrated other than in breast and uterine 
cancer. Apart from a vague relationship between alcohol consumption and 
oesophageal, liver and pancreatic carcinomas, no environmental factor of any 
magnitude has been established in gastrointestinal cancers. It may be relevant 
that a strong familial element has been demonstrated in some of these 
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gastrointestinal cancers. 
A combined genetic and environmental approach to cancer research should 

prove more profitable than separate studies. It is interesting that a genetic 
influence can be demonstrated in lung cancer in spite of the strength of the 
smoking factor. It was found [1] that the non-smoking relatives of lung cancer 
patients had an increased risk of lung cancer similar to that of smokers 
without any such family history of the disease. In addition smokers with a 
family history of lung cancer had a risk that was greater than the sum of both 
familial and smoking risks. 

In a search for genes which might be contributing to this increased suscep
tibility to the effects of smoking, an enzyme called aryl hydrocarbon hydrox
ylase was studied [2]. This enzyme is inducible, membrane-bound and 
involved in the metabolism of chemical carcinogens found in tars. The extent 
of induction in cultured human leucocytes is under genetic control, there 
being a polymorphism in United States whites with about 10% having high 
inducibility and 45 % low inducibility. In lung cancer patients, all of whom 
were heavy smokers, the inducibility was high in 30 % and low in only 4 %. 
These data suggest that susceptibility to lung cancer is associated with high 
levels of inducible aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase activity and Kazazian [3] 
takes the view that this may be one of many inherited risk factors for lung 
cancer, with gradations of risk being modulated by different genes acting in 
combination and by different environmental factors. 

1.2. Chromosomal Abnormalities 
There is a vast literature on chromosomal abnormalities in tumours but it 

is quite uncertain if these aberrations are aetiologically significant in human 
carcinogenesis. Some may be directly related such as the specific deletions of 
retinoblastoma, Wilm's tumor or the Philadelphia chromosome of chronic 
myeloid leukaemia [4]. In this gastrointestinal review little mention will be 
made of chromosome abnormalities other than the important work of Danes 
in polyposis coli [5]. 

1.3. Genetic Mechanisms 
From a genetic point of view gastrointestinal cancers can be divided into 

these determined by single genes and therefore inherited in a more or less 
simple mendelian manner and those in which the genetic influence is more 
complex and due to genes at several loci influencing susceptibility to environ
mental carcinogenic factors. 

1.3.1. Single Gene Inheritance. It has been estimated [6] that there is an 
association with malignancy in nearly 10% of the 2000 diseases known to 
have mendelian inheritance. In most of these the increased cancer risk applies 
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Table 1. Conditions with single gene inheritance and 100% cancer risk. 

Condition 

Clarke-Howel-Evans Syndrome 
Familial polyposis coli 
Discrete colonic polyps 
Cancer Family Syndrome 

(Adenocarcinomatosis) 

Site of malignancy 

Oesophagus 
Colon 
Colon 

{ Stomach 
Colon 

to parts of the body other than the gastrointestinal tract. 
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There are only a few gastrointestinal cancers that are determined by a 
single gene. In some the cancer develops in nearly all the individuals carrying 
the abnormal gene, for instance in carcinoma of the colon with polyposis coli 
and in carcinoma of the oesophagus with puberty-onset tylosis (Table 1). 

There are also the familial cancers (' cancer family syndrome', 'adenocarci
nomatosis') which appear to show dominant inheritance, with great variability 
of phenotypic expression between families, suggesting considerable genetic 
heterogenicity. The part of the gastrointestinal tract chiefly involved in these 
cancer families is the colon, though there are many references in the literature 
to familial occurrence of cancer at other gastrointestinal sites, the explanation 
of which may be single gene inheritance but may equally well be chance 
aggregation due to an exceptional environmental load. 

Other gastrointestinal cancers in which single gene inheritance plays a part 
are those in which an inherited condition carries a risk of cancer develop
ment, e.g. carcinoma of the pancreas with hereditary pancreatitis and malig
nant hepatoma with haemochromatosis (Table 2). 

In some syndromes the cancer risk is mainly in organs other than those of 
the gastrointestinal tract, e.g. ataxia telangiectasis, in which carcinoma of the 

Table 2. Conditions with single gene inheritance and increased gastrointestinal cancer risk. 

Condition 

Ataxia telangiectasia 
Dyskeratosis congenita } 
Bloom syndrome 
AI pha -I-anti trypsin deficiency 
Hereditary pancreatitis 
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome 
Haemochromatosis 
Wilson's disease 
Multiple endocrine neoplasia I 
Severe atrophic fundic gastritis 

Site of malignancy 

Stomach 

{ Oesophagus 
Rectosigmoid 
Liver 
Pancreas 
Stomach, intestines 
Liver 
Liver 
Pancreatic islets 
Stomach 
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stomach occurs [7]. In dyskeratosis congenita and Bloom syndrome, the mole
cular pathology includes defective DNA synthesis and one might expect to 
find an increased incidence of malignancy. Indeed an increased incidence of 
carcinoma of the oesophagus and carcinoma of the rectosigmoid has been 
reported [8]. 

Certain ,single gene-determined enzyme deficiencies can lead to an 
increased cancer risk. For instance, alpha-I-antitrypsin deficiency may 
influence hepatoma development [9] in addition to predisposing to chronic 
obstructive airway disease in the presence of cigarette smoking. 

1.3.2. Polygenic Inheritance. In the majority of patients with gastrointestinal 
cancer no simple pattern of inheritance is apparent. In these sporadic cases 
the genetic basis of susceptibility to carcinogens is probably due to several 
genes at different loci, most with heterozygous effect but some possibly 
requiring inheritance from both parents. The inheritance may be in two parts, 
there being considerable evidence of an inherited tendency to develop non
site-specific cancer and ~ separately inherited tendency to develop cancer of a 
particular organ. Many family studies of patients with common cancers such 
as gastric carcinoma, show not only an increased incidence of that cancer in 
relatives as compared with controls, but also of cancer at other sites. 

With a common condition it can be expected that occasional families will 
be found in which, by change alone, several members have been affected. As 
well as chance, such aggregations may be due to a heavy concentration of 
environmental factors or to an unusual concentration of the genes of the 
polygenic systems, but the possibility cannot be excluded that the genetic 
mechanism is due to an unusual major gene. Early onset of cancer or the 
occurrence of multiple cancers in an organ are features favouring the major 
gene explanation. 

Careful statistical analysis of data derived from family and twin studies is 
necessary before the role of genetic factors in the aetiology of common 
cancers can be determined. The problem of statistical controls is not easy to 
resolve. The incidence of cancer in the general population is important, but in 
stratified populations this can be misleading. With satisfactory control data, 
calculations can be made of the likelihood of family aggregations occurring by 
chance alone and an expected incidence in relatives can be approximated. 

1.3.3. Polygenic Inheritance with Increased Cancer Risk. There are several 
conditions in which inheritance plays a part and which are associated with a 
cancer risk higher than that expected from general population frequencies. 
Examples are inflammatory bowel disease and coeliac disease (Table 3). The 
hereditary mechanism in this group of conditions is probably not the effect of 
one gene but rather is multifactorial and due to both the effect of several 
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Table 3. Polygenically inherited conditions with increased gastrointestinal cancer risk. 

Condition 

Pernicious anaemia 
Coeliac disease 
Crohn's disease 
Ulcerative colitis 
Chronic calcifying pancreatitis 
Cirrhosis of liver 
Juvenile polyposis 

Site of malignancy 

Stomach 
Oesophagus, intestines 
Intestines 
Colon 
Pancreas 
Liver 
Stomach, intestines 
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genes as well as a considerable environmental influence. The increased cancer 
risk in these conditions may be due to a non-specific effect of the disease or 
may have a genetic basis associated with the genotype of the condition. For 
instance, abdominal lymphoma associated with coeliac disease may be asso
ciated with the same immunological disturbance which underlies the coeliac 
disease. There are strong genetic influences in several immunologal 
defects [10]. 

1.4. Cancer Families 
In this chapter the part played by heredity in gut cancer will be considered 

under anatomical headings. There is, however, an important aspect of the 
subject that needs to be considered separately as it can involve the inheritance 
of cancer at several sites in one family. Mention has already been made of an 
apparent inherited tendancy to develop cancer per se. Families are often 
reported in the literature in which many members have been affected by 
cancer of various organs. The name 'Adenocarcinomatosis' has been applied 
but, more often, the term 'Cancer Family Syndrome' is used. 

During the past decade many cancer families have been studied by Lynch 
and his Omaha group and a good deal of progress has been made in subdiv
iding this heterogeneous group into different types [1 1]. One of the features of 
the cancer families is that by far the commonest tumour has been cancer of 
the large bowel and, particularly, of the proximal colon [12]. In some of the 
families the only cancer found is in the large bowel, in others there have 
been, in addition, many members with carcinoma of the endometrium and 
ovary [13], and in yet other families the additional malignancy has been of the 
breast [14] or elsewhere in the gastrointestinal tract. Other features of the 
Cancer Family Syndrome are an early age at onset of malignancy, usually 
between 30 and 50 years of age, though occasionally earlier [15], and multiple 
primary cancers [16]. 

There can be little doubt that in many of these families cancer is being 
inherited in a dominant manner, presumably due to the presence of single 
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genes or, possibly, one gene the expression of which varies from family to 
family due to other modifying genes. There have been far too many of these 
large families described to be merely due to chance aggregations of cancer. In 
vitro defects of cellular immunity have been demonstrated in Cancer Family 
Syndrome patients [17]. 

Though it would be unwise to exclude the involvement of environmental 
factors in the production of cancer in the members of these families, the 
evidence suggests that they are not of much importance in deciding which 
members develop a carcinoma. 

It is not known what proportion of sporadic large bowel cancers encoun
tered in clinical practice are due to these major genes, but the finding of a 
strong family history of the disease when the patient is below 50 years of age 
or has multiple large bowel cancers [18] suggests that single gene cancers 
make up as much as 10% of the total. It may be that because people have so 
few offspring nowadays the familial nature of the disease is often not appar
ent. 

2. CARCINOMA OF OESOPHAGUS 

There is little evidence of heredity being concerned in the maJonty of 
cases of cancer of the oesophagus. In a Danish study of 101 patients with 877 
first-degree relatives and 341 healthy controls with 2572 relatives, no signifi
cant differences were found between the five cases of oesophageal cancer in 
the patient's relatives (0.57%) and the 13 (0.51 %) in the control rela
tives (19). 

This lack of evidence of increase in familial occurrence of cancer of the 
oesophagus in Denmark is in contract with the findings with cancer of other 
organs in which it is usual to find a site incidence in relatives about double 
that in controls. In China it has been found that patients with carcinoma of 
the oesophagus had a positive family history more frequently than controls 
without cancer [20]. However, in North China oesophageal cancer is the 
commonest type of cancer in males. In 1960, Lin county of Honan province 
had the extremely high prevalence rate of 67.26 cases per 100000 population. 
In this county 61.4% of 935 patients were found to have a positive family 
history, but so had 42.9% of 375 healthy controls. 

One of the most striking features of the epidemiological aspects of oesopha
geal carcinoma is the remarkable differences in incidence in different geogra
phical locations. There is no other tumour with such large variations in 
incidence in different parts of the world. Even within Great Britain an 
eight-fold difference has been found between the incidence in North Wales 
and that in East Anglia [21]. Very much larger differences are found if 
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European and North American incidences are compared with those in West 
Kenya, Natal, the Transkei and Iran [22]. In Iran the high incidence was 
found both in areas populated by Iranians and in areas settled by Turkomans 
[23] (see Chapter 4). 

The evidence suggests that in South Africa, at least the present high 
frequency in some locations has developed during the past half century. This 
suggests a strong newly-developed environmental aetiology as the genes in 
the population could not have changed appreciably in such a short time. Beer 
made from maize husks might be responsible [24]. More recent surveys in 
China have revealed incidences even higher than those quoted above. In 
Linksien county the prevalence has been reported to be as high as 379 per 
100 000 [25], and it is also of interest that a high prevalence of pharyngo
oesophageal cancer was found in domestic fowl. 

One of the features of genetically determined cancer is the early age at 
onset compared with sporadic cancer. It is, therefore, interesting that there is 
a family in a village on the north-east coast of Iran, which has one of the 
highest prevalence rates in the world, in which 13 cases of oesophageal cancer 
are known to have occurred in three generations [26]. Such a family aggrega
tion might be due to chance, But in 11 of the patients the carcinoma 
developed very much earlier than in patients with the same disease in other 
areas of north-eastern Iran. This might suggest a strong genetic factor in the 
aetiology of the disease in this family. Familial oesophageal cancer has been 
reported in three brothers in South America [27] and also in Russia [28]. There 
is an association with coeliac disease in which there is a strong genetic 
element [29]. 

2.1. Single Gene Oesophageal Cancer: Clarke-Howel-Evans Syndrome 
The weight of evidence is in favour of the view that heredity plays little or 

no part in the aetiology of sporadic oesophageal cancer. It is, therefore, a 
surprise to find that there are families in which the disease is inherited in a 
simple mendelian dominant manner in association with the late onset type of 
tylosis (hyperkeratosis palmaris et plantaris). The first report of such families 
came from Liverpool [30, 31] and there has been a follow-up on them [32]. In 
these families at least 24 cases of carcinoma of the oesophagus have occurred 
during the past 50 years, all of them in members with tylosis, which is 
determined by a single gene. It has been calculated that members with the 
abnormal gene have a 95% risk of developing the cancer by the age of 65 
years. 

The association of tylosis and oesophageal carcinoma in these families is 
likely to have only one genetic explanation, and that is the existence of a 
single mutant gene which causes both tylosis and carcinoma of the oesopha
gus. This gene mayor may not be at the same locus as the usual gene for late 
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onset tylosis. A less likely, though possible, explanation is that there are two 
separate genes, one for tylosis and the other for carcinoma of oesophagus, so 
closely linked on a chromosome that no crossing-over has taken place in 
these large families. 

Tylosis and oesophageal cancer have been reported together in other famil
ies [32-34] and it is, therefore, worthwhile to examine carefully the palms and 
soles of the feet of any patients who develop carcinoma of the oesophagus 
under the age of 50 years. Any sign of hyperkeratosis would be an indication 
for study of other members of the patient's family. Though prophylactic 
oesophagectomy is not yet a practical proposition, there is no doubt that one 
day it will be carried out in tylotic members of these families in the same way 
that prophylactic colectomy is done in affected members of polyposis coli 
families. In the meantime all that can be done is to tell the tylotics who are 
aware of their great cancer risk that they should report immediately even 
slight dysphagia or chest discomfort. Periodic oesophageal washings for cyto
logy and endoscopy may be of value. The tylotics who are not aware of the 
risk can be told of it if it is judged that they are sufficiently stable to accept 
the news without the development of an anxiety state. In the Liverpool 
families there are few in this category, and, so far, most of the tylotics have 
been shielded from the knowledge of the fate that awaits them in early 
middle life. 

In these Liverpool families with late-onset tylosis, oral leukoplakia was 
noted [35]. It is therefore interesting that a 25-year-old Los Angeles patient 
with both oesophageal cancer and oral leukoplakia had tylosis of the early 
childhood onset type [36]. 

3. CARCINOMA OF THE STOMACH 

Probably there have been more investigations of the hereditary aspects of 
gastric carcinoma than of any other common cancer and a genetic influence 
has been clearly demonstrated in the increased liability of people with blood 
group A [37]. However, group A individuals are only about 20% more liable 
than people of the other blood groups. Consequently if the ABO locus 
represents the sole genetic factor involved it is unlikely that an hereditary 
component would be detected in conventional studies of the incidence of the 
disease in twins or other relatives. 

Because carcinoma of the stomach is so common, occasional families will 
be found in which several cases have occurred by chance alone and it has, 
therefore, to be established whether or not families with multiple cases are 
found more frequently than can be accounted for by chance. It is, however, 
not enough to demonstrate significantly large numbers of familial aggrega-
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tions of the disease since such familial concentrations may be due either to 
hereditary factors or to a common carcinogenic environment. These are, of 
course, the problems which have to be solved when considering the place of 
heredity in any common disease. However, with carcinoma of the stomach 
we are fortunate since there is available a considerable body of data to derive 
an answer. 

3.1. Incidence in Populations 
From the work that has been reported, it is clear that the incidence of the 

disease varies at least ten-fold from one country to another [38]. It is common 
in Japan, Finland, Poland and Chile and relatively uncommon in the white 
population of the United States, England and India. In addition there are 
smaller, but still substantial differences among ethnic, social and economic 
groups within countries. Gastric cancer is more frequent in North Wales than 
in South-East England. In industrial countries gastric cancer is more frequent 
among the poor, but in South Africa it is several times more frequent among 
the Cape Coloured as compared to the poorer Bantu workers. 

It is not known whether these variations in incidence are due to genetic or 
to environmental differences, but with the exception of a report of asbestos in 
the talc used in Japan in the cooking of rice [39], specific environmental 
factors have, so far, escaped detection. Within Wales, varying opinions are 
held, from the high susceptibility to gastric cancer being a genetic character
istic of the Celtic people [40], to specific environmental factors operating and 
powerful enough to obliterate evidence of the ordinary genetic factors such as 
the increased susceptibility of blood group A people [41]. 

3.2. Twins 
There are many pitfalls in the interpretation of twin data [42], but some 

reports are worthy of note [43]. A recent report concerned identical female 
twins who, at the age of 45, both developed adenocarcinoma of the gastric 
antrum [44]. Their mother had also died with a carcinoma of the gastric 
antrum, suggesting the possibility of gastric polyposis either of adenoma [45] 
or of juvenile type [46]. 

3.3. Incidence in relatives 
Many studies have been reported in which the frequency of carcinoma of 

stomach among relatives of patients with the disease is compared either with 
the frequency in relatives of people who do not have the disease, or with the 
frequency of the disease in the general population. Most studies can be 
criticised on the grounds of biased ascertainment of the propositi, incomplete 
or inaccurate collection of the family data or unsuitable controls. This is 
particularly true of the early studies. Those published up to 1957 have been 
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excellently reviewed [47]. 
Some of the investigations carried out since 1958 are open to the same 

criticisms as the earlier reports, but they provide further evidence for the 
conclusion that there is familial aggregation of carcinoma of the stomach. In 
addition, they tend to confirm the suspicion that the high incidence of gastric 
cancer occurs in single family units (parents and offspring) rather than scat
tered randomly throughout all the more distant relatives. Five large cancer 
families have been studied in Utah, in each of whom three cases had occur
red in one unit [48]. In these and 12 other families in which two or three 
cases had occurred, no similar concentration of cases were found in other 
units of the families. It was considered that this indicated that the genetic 
component for carcinoma of stomach is polygenic. 

The families of 167 patients with carcinoma of the stomach and 145 
patients with carcinoma of the large bowel were studied and the results were 
compared with general population frequencies in Ohio [49]. It was found that 
carcinoma of the stomach occurred in the relatives of patients with carcinoma 
of the stomach significantly more often than in the general population. 
Gastric cancer was about twice as common in both fathers and mothers and it 
was more than three times as frequent in brothers and sisters as expected. In 
contrast, carcinoma of the large intestine did not occur more commonly than 
would be expected from the frequency of the disease in the general popula
tion. In the relatives of patients with large bowel cancer, carcinoma of the 
stomach did not occur any more frequently than in the general population, 
although the number of cases of large bowel cancer was significantly higher. 

There have been many other reports of the familial aspects of carcinoma of 
the stomach. In one from Mexico the records of 393 patients were anal
ysed [50]. Three per cent had given a positive family history but there was 
such a family history in only 0.75% of the controls. More recently a detailed 
survey of gastric cancer in the Republic of San Marino [51] showed that gastric 
cancer accounted for 9.2 % of deaths. Study of the families of the 36 patients 
who had died of the disease revealed that 25 % had first degree relatives 
affected compared with only 5% of the relatives of age and sex-matched 
controls. 

3.4. Incidence in Spouses 
Although carcinoma of the stomach may be concentrated in some families, 

it does not necessarily follow that these family aggregations have a genetic 
explanation. Environmental factors operating on the members of some famil
ies could be responsible. An analysis of the frequency of the disease in 
non-blood relatives living in the same environment as the gastric cancer 
propositi would help to distinguish genetic and environmental factors. Two of 
the investigators of the incidence in blood relatives also studied the incidence 
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in the spouses of the propositi, and in both studies it was found that the 
spouses had much the same incidence of the disease as the con
trols [52,53]. 

It is thus likely that genetic factors are operating, but the results cannot be 
considered decisive since cancer patients and their spouses share a similar 
environment only during their married life. It is possible that carcinogenic 
factors operating in youth are important in the aetiology of the disease. These 
investigations do suggest, however, that important exogenous factors for sto
mach cancer are not present in the home environment of patients with 
stomach cancer during adult life. 

3.5. The Genetic Basis of Gastric Cancer 
Intense research during the past decade has resulted in several discoveries 

which suggest not only that there are a number of genes which play a 
relatively minor role in susceptibility of gastric cancer, such as the genes for 
blood group A, but also there may be genes which are able to make a major 
contribution to cancer susceptibility. 

3.5.1. Immunologic Defects. Isolated reports of large families with many 
affected relatives are not usually very informative because with such a com
mon disease large aggregations are likely to occur by chance alone. One 
study, however, is worthy of particular note, not because 12 members devel
oped stomach cancer, but because a battery of laboratory studies was applied 
to 16 family members in an attempt to elucidate mechanisms underlying 
susceptibility [54]. Evidence was found of cell-mediated immunodeficiency 
and a number of relatives showed antibodies to gastric parietal cells. It was 
suggested that a genetic defect of T lymphocytes might be involved in the 
concentration of cases in this family. Because of the parietal cell antibodies and 
the fact that several members of the family showed macrocytosis, the authors 
also suggested a subclinical process related to pernicious anaemia, perhaps a 
genetically mediated auto-immune gastritis p~edisposing to gastric cancer. The 
subject of immunological dysfunction, atrophic gastritis and gastric malig
nancy has been well reviewed [55]. 

3.5.2. Pernicious Anaemia. Over the past 30 years it has become established 
that there is a strong predisposition to develop gastric cancer in both people 
with pernicious anaemia as well as people with severe atrophic gastritis who 
have not developed pernicious anaemia. The importance of heredity in these 
two conditions has also been demonstrated. More recently there have been 
important advances in the understanding of their genetic bases, which may 
underlie a large proportion of sporadic, apparently non-familial cases of carci
noma of the stomach. 
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Work in Copenhagen in the early 1950s confirmed that there is a consid
erable risk of gastric carcinoma developing in patients with pernicious anae
mia [56]. Then more gastric cancer was found in the relatives of patients with 
gastric cancer than in the general population [57]. It was also shown that 
among these relatives there was an increased occurrence of pernicious 
anaemia and achlorhydria [58]. It was reasoned that the tendency to achlorhy
dria was possibly inherited and this in turn predisposed to both gastric cancer 
and pernicious anaemia. 

It became certain that heredity is important in pernicious anaemia when it 
was shown that 20% of 106 relatives of patients with pernicious anaemia had 
impaired vitamin B12 absorption [59] and 19% of 220 other relatives had 
parietal cell auto-antibodies in their serum [60]. Other auto-immune condi
tions such as thyroid disorders, diabetes mellitus and vitiligo are also preval
ent in these families [61]. 

A recent study in Helsinki of 68 pernicious anaemia patients, 183 of their 
first-degree relatives and 354 control subjects included gastroscopy with mul
tiple gastric biopsies, testing of gastric acid output, ABO blood grouping, estima
tion of serum levels of gastrin, vitamin B]2 and parietal cell antibodies and 
tests for intrinsic factor antibodies in gastric juice [62]. Though the overall 
prevalence of chronic gastritis was similar in the relatives (64%) and the 
controls (59%), sJvere atrophic gastritis of the body of the stomach, achlor
hydria, parietal cell antibodies and a raised fasting serum gastrin level were 
significantly more common in relatives, 23 of whom had severe atrophic 
gastritis indistinguishab1le from the gastric mucosal lesion found in pernicious 
anaemia patients. The '\ mean age of the subjects with slight or moderate 
atr~phic gastritis of the, body was significantly lower in the relatives than in 
the \,controls. ~uggestingi an early dnset and a rapid progression from mild to 
sev~re gastritis in some p~rnicious anaemia relatives. The relatives seemed to 
fall into two populations\ one with a high proneness to severe atrophic 
gastritis and the other with little such proneness. It was considered that this 
bimodal distribution supports the participation of a single major factor, prob
ably genetic, in the pathogenesis of severe atrophic fundic gastritis in the 
relatives of pernicious anaemic patients. 

Other studies by the Helsinki group in pernicious anaemia families [63] 
have led them to conclude that severe atrophic fundic gastritis is caused 
mainly by a single major inherited factor, which they term the' A-factor'. 
The factors causing the development of parietal cell antibodies were thought 
to be closely linked with this A-factor although not identical. It was con
cluded that parietal cell antibodies are not cytotoxic but merely an indication 
of altered immune response, and that circulating antibodies to intrinsic factor 
do not have a significant role in the development of either chronic gastritis or 
overt pernicious anaemia. 
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Serum pepsinogen I and serum gastrin levels have been measured in 171 
first degree relatives of 62 pernicious anaemia patients [64]. Both a low serum 
pepsinogen and a high serum gastrin were found to be useful in detecting 
severe atrophic gastritis in these relatives, whilst tests for parietal cell anti
bodies were of little value. Serum pepsinogen determination had greater sen
sitivity but testing for both pepsinogen and gastrin levels had a specificity 
of 100%. 

3.5.3. Severe Atrophic Fundic Gastritis. Workers in Helsinki [65] demon
strated that atrophic gastritis was associated with the development of gastric 
carcinoma[65]. It was found during a 10-15 year follow-up that nine of ten 
previously diagnosed gastritis patients had developed carcinoma of the sto
mach. Subsequently the genetics of chronic gastritis has been extensively 
investigated by this group and it has been shown that severe atrophic gastritis 
is largely genetically determined [66]. The liability to severe atrophic fundic 
gastritis was shown to be significantly higher in the first-degree relatives of 
patients with this type of gastritis. 

Although family members tended to have similar gastric mucosal changes, 
patients with severe gastritis had some relatives whose fundic mucosa was 
normal in all biopsy specimens, even in the oldest age groups. When the 
liability to fundic gastritis in these subjects was measured as age-adjusted 
score values, it formed a bimodal curve indicating two populations, one with 
very high liability to severe fundic gastritis, whilst the other family members 
did not have this liability [67]. There is a strong probability that this liability 
to fundic gastritis may be due to a single factor which may be genetic rather 
than due to the common family environment. 

The term A-gastritis has been introduced [68] for the mucosal picture of 
severe atrophic fundic gastritis accompanied by functional changes in the. 
form of achlorhydria and low vitamin B12 and intrinsic factor levels and 
immunological alterations such as high serum gastrin with parietal cell and 
intrinsic factor antibodies. The antral mucosa is normal or only slightly 
altered and A-gastritis is now further defined by having high serum gastrin 
and low serum pepsinogen 1 levels [64]. It would seem likely that there is a 
major gene underlying liability to severe fundic gastritis and that the gene is 
very pleotropic. Alternatively the non-histological features of A-gastritis may 
have separate genetic bases. There is a good deal of evidence of an hereditary 
basis of gastric acid output [69] and a relationship has been found between low 
serum pepsin activity, achlorhydria and the subsequent development of gas
tric cancer [70]. 

It has been shown that severe atrophic fundic gastritis is significantly more 
frequent in the relatives of patients with gastric carcinoma than in con
trols [71, 72]. It was found particularly when the proband had diffuse gastric 
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carcinoma. This type of carcinoma has been shown to be associated with a 
much greater frequency of affected relatives than is the intestinal type of 
gastric carcinoma [73]. 

The diffuse type of carcinoma has been found to be particularly associated 
with blood group A and it was suggested that individual, presumably genetic, 
factors are of great importance in its aetiology whereas the development of 
the intestinal type of gastric carcinoma is influenced by environmental fac
tors [74]. It is not known if the two histological types of carcinoma are 
associated within families. 

Studies of first-degree relatives of patients with severe atrophic gastritis, 
pernicious anaemia and carcinoma of the stomach have indicated that the 
tendency to develop atrophic gastritis is influenced by one gene [75]. This 
genetically determined 'A' type of gastritis is connected with a high risk of 
developing gastric cancer. It is not yet known whether this severe atrophic 
fundic gastritis is a common precursor of sporadic, apparently non-familial 
cases of gastric cancer, but there is much evidence to suggest that it underlies 
at least some of them. 

From the practical point of view the most satisfactory way to screen people 
for this pre-malignant type of chronic gastritis is to test their serum for 
pepsinogen I and gastrin levels. A low serum pepsinogen I level accompanied 
by the finding of hypergastinaemia, in the absence of total gastrectomy for 
Zollinger-Ellison syndrome, should be diagnostic of this type of gastritis [64]. 
A low serum pepsinogen I level would appear to be the most useful single 
subclinical marker of increased risk of developing gastric cancer. 

3.5.4. ABO Blood Groups. The results of the investigations of the families 
with carcinoma of the stomach suggested that genetic factors are concerned in 
the aetiology of the disease, but they did not conclusively prove it. The 
demonstration that people of blood group A are more prone to develop the 
disease than people of blood groups 0, Band AB proved that heredity is 
concerned since the ABO blood group is determined solely by what genes the 
individual inherits from his parents. The ABO genes are therefore concerned 
in determining liability to the disease and the ABO locus is probably only one 
of several which play a part. 

The relationship between the ABO blood group genes and carcinoma of 
stomach was established in 1953 [76] and since then the association has been 
confirmed all over the world. In 1967,71 series were summarised [77]: 55 
showed an excess of group A and 14 showed little difference from the 
control. In only two series was there a considerable deficiency of group A and 
one of these was a series of only 112 cases from Jerusalem. Considering the 
marked heterogeneity of the ABO blood groups over quite small distances 
and the consequent difficulty in obtaining good controls, these data leave no 
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doubt of the true causal nature of the relationship. The increased risk of 
group A people is a modest 20% over the general population risk. 

Of the more recent reports, one from Amsterdam [78] analysed the data of 
874 patients according to the site of the tumour within the stomach and 
found that group A was especially increased in the series of tumour of the 
antrum. Previous reports had given conflicting answers to the question of site 
of tumour and blood groups [77]. In a Japanese population, blood group A 
was associated only with the diffuse-type histology of carcinoma [79]. This is 
the histological type of gastric cancer that has been found to be familial in 
contrast to the intestinal-type in the relatives, of which no increased carci
noma of stomach incidence has been found [73]. 

There is no evidence that secretor character is concerned in the aetiology of 
gastric cancer, but a remarkable absence of Lewis negative individuals in 320 
stomach cancer patients has been reported [77]. Of 1000 healthy Liverpool 
controls, 34 were Lewis negative. The significance of this finding awaits the 
tests of a series of patients in a part of the world, such as Japan, with a much 
higher incidence of Lewis negative in the population. 

In spite of much research the reason for the blood group A association is 
still unknown. It seems likely that the ABO blood group genes are pleotrophic 
with many diffferent effects in various systems in addition to their role in 
determining the serological specificity of antigens on red cells and water 
soluble glycoproteins which are found in most body fluids including saliva 
and gastric juice [80]. The influence on liability for gastric cancer may be due 
to one of these effects and have nothing to do with the blood group antigens or 
it may be due to the blood group specific substance themselves. An equally 
high incidence of blood group A is found in series of patients with pernicious 
anaemia [81] and it has even been suggested that this high incidence of group 
A in pernicious anaemia may be the reason for the apparent excess of group 
A in carcinoma of stomach [82]. 

Work with tumour tissue involving carcinoembryonic antigens that are 
molecularly similar to blood group antigens has shown that changes in phe
notype of blood group antigens in tumour tissue may result from altered 
glycoprotein synthesis by diseased mucosal cells [83, 84]. The significance of 
this work is not obvious: the changes may be due to the cancerous changes within 
affected cells. 

3.5.5. Ataxia-telangiectasia. Carcinoma of the stomach occurs in immuno
deficiency diseases such as common variable immuno-deficiency and ataxia
telangiectasia [2,85 -87]. Ataxia-telangiectasia (Louis-Bar Syngrome) is inher
ited as an autosomal recessive condition with neurological, cutaneous and 
immunological abnormalities [88]. A study of 27 families has been made to 
see if external factors could explain the increased cancer risk [89]. The malig-
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nancies are often reticuloendothelial though carcinomas of the biliary system, 
ovary and stomach have been described. 

In one reported family [90], two sibs with ataxia-telangiectasia developed 
mucinous .g~stric carcinoma before the age of 20. Their mother had also 
developed gastric cancer. She must have been heterozygous for the gene for 
ataxia-telangiectasia. This report raised the possibility of an increased cancer 
risk in those who carry one dose of this gene. This possibility received some 
support from family studies [89] as an increased susceptibility to malignant 
tumours was found in heterozygotes. 

Ionising radiation of ataxia-telangiectasia lymphocytes produced up to a 
ten-fold excess of chromatid breaks compared with normal lymphocytes [91]. 
A slower repair of double strand breaks was suspected. It is interesting that 
gastric cancer seems to be unduly frequent in heterozygotes for some other 
recessive defects of DNA repair [87]. 

Heterozygotes for the ataxia-telangiectasic gene make up about 1 % of the 
general European population. If it is true that they share with homozygotes a 
high predisposition to cancer [86], their identification becomes a matter of 
considerable importance in cancer prophylaxis. There has been an encourag
ing report of laboratory identification of heterozygotes, based on the sensitiv
ity of lymphoblastic cell lines to ionising radiation [92]. 

4. SMALL BOWEL MALIGNANCY 

Heredity is concerned in three conditions which predispose to small bowel 
malignancy; Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, coeliac disease and Crohn's disease. 
Small bowel tumours not associated with these conditions are so uncommon 
that there is little data available concerning a possible place of heredity in 
their aetiology. Only isolated reports of familial aggregation have been made 
and these fall into two categories, carcinoma and lymphoma. Reports of 
duodenal carcinoma within families without polyposis are very rare [93], but 
periampullary malignancy has been described in patients with familial polypo
sis coli with sufficient frequency to justify its being recognised as one of the 
extra-colonic manifestations of the disease and be considered a variant of 
Gardner's syndrome [94]. Reports of abdominal lymphoma in several mem
bers of a family are ~Iso rare [95] and raise the suspicion of coeliac disease. 
They have however, been associated with immunological deficiency [96]. 

4.1. Peutz-Jeghers Syndrome 

Compared with the risk in familial polyposis coli in which the development 
of malignancy is the rule, the cancer risk in Peutz-Jeghers syndrome is slight. 
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There is, however, growing evidence that the syndrome is associated with a 
frequency of intestinal cancer much higher than one would expect by chance. 
Because the polyps are hamartomas rather than adenomas it was at one time 
thought there might be no increased cancer risk. However, by 1957 one 
author had found that 13 of the 67 cases reported up to that time had 
developed small bowel carcinoma [97]. Since then there has been a steady flow 
of reports of carcinoma in the small bowel and elsewhere in the gastrointes
tinal tract [98-101]. The problem has been reviewed [102]. In the latest report 
a 56-year-old woman died of a duodenal carcinoma and her son died at the 
age of 29 of a gastric carcinoma [103]. It was thought that the metastasising 
tumours developed in hamartomatous polyps. 

The genetics of Peutz-Jeghers syndrome has been reviewed [104]. There 
seems little doubt that it is due to a single mutant pleiotropic gene inherited 
as a mendelian dominant. Gastrointestinal polyps are not found in all carriers 
of the gene, nor is mucosal pigmentation invariably present. The cutaneous 
pigmentation around the mouth and eyes and on the fingers tends to fade 
gradually after the age of 30 years, so parents of a case may not exhibit this 
sign. Not only may patients be unaware of any other sufferers in the family, 
but even examination of the relatives may fail to reveal a few polyps or 
minute mucous membrane pigmentation. 

Fortunately there is no clinical need to diagnose which relatives are affected 
as no prophylactic measures are possible to avoid the two common complica
tions of the polyposis - chronic blood loss and attacks of intestinal obstruction 
due to intussusception. Several operations may be needed for the latter and 
surgical removal should be as restricted as possible if malabsorption is to be 
avoided. Even though the exact degree of risk of the development of gastroin
testinal malignancy is still not known, it is certainly not high enough to 
warrant prophylactic resection of large parts of the bowel. 

4.2. Coeliac Disease 
As association between steatorrhoea and malignant lymphoid tumours of 

the gut was recognised 40 years ago [105] but up to 1962 the steatorrhoea was 
considered to be secondary to the lymphoma (also see Chapter 12). Then it 
was suggested [106] that the lymphoma was a complication of adult coeliac 
disease. This suggestion was supported by further evidence [107]. Statistical 
support for the concept [108] was strengthened by a significantly increased 
incidence of adenocarcinoma of the G.I. tract, especially in male patients. 
There was a particularly high incidence of oesophageal carcinoma but some
what surprisingly adenocarcinoma of the jejunum has been reported only 
fifteen times [109]. 

Failure of a newly diagnosed patient to respond to gluten withdrawal, or 
the return of symptoms for no apparent reason in a patient previously well-
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controlled on a gluten-free diet, should raise the possibility that a malignant 
tumour has arisen. Rising values of serum IgA may be associated with the 
onset of lymphoma [110]. In a survey of the incidence of malignancy in 208 
coeliacs [Ill], 113 had been on a strict gluten-free diet for at least twelve 
months and 67 had never taken the diet. In these 180 patients there had been 
12 cancer deaths and six lymphoma deaths. The authors concluded that the 
gluten-free diet reduces the incidence of carcinomatous complications to 
approximately that of the normal population, but in a later report [112] the 
same group reported on a longer follow-up and were unable to confirm the 
observation. 

The magnitude of the association is yet to be uncovered, mainly because it 
is only in recent years that it has been realised that relatively symptomless 
coeliac disease is not uncommon in adult life. Perhaps a gluten-free diet will 
become an important factor in cancer prevention. If so, an understanding of the 
genetic basis of coeliac disease will be important in detecting symptomless coeliacs 
who need to be on a gluten-free diet if they are to escape gastrointestinal 
malignancy. 

4.2.1. The Genetics qj' Coeliac Disease. The genetics of coeliac disease has 
been intensively studied in recent years. The explanation of one incompletely 
penetrant autosomal gene [113] is unlikely. Discordant monozygotic twins 
have been reported [114]. The most informative surveys have been those in 
which jejunal biopsies were carried out in the relatives of coeliacs. Usually 
these have shown that about ten to 12 % of first-degree relatives have the flat 
mucosa typical of coeliac disease [IIS-118]. However, only four of 72 (S.S% 
first-degree relatives of IS child coeliacs were found to have a flat mucosa 
and all four were asymptomatic [119]. On the other hand 3S of 182 (19.2 %) 

first-degree relatives of adult coeliacs were found to have a flat mucosa, and, 
though many were symptomless, each had at least one abnormality of red 
cells or other evidence of malabsorption [120]. 

4.2.2. IdentifYing Potential Coeliacs. If there is, as seems likely, a consider
able cancer risk in coeliacs and if this risk can be lessened by adherence to a 
gluten-free diet, it becomes a matter of some importance to identify coeliacs 
as early as possible, perhaps even before they develop symptoms. In Western 
Europe between one in 2S0 and one in 7S0 of the population has been 
estimated to be coeliac. Therefore the early identification of coeliacs must 
make up an important part of any large-scale cancer prevention pro
gramme [121]. 

Considerable progress has been made in developing a technique for coeliac 
identification without carrying out jejunal biopsy but at present it is possible 
only in families in which one coeliac has already been identified. HLA typing 
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of the coeliac and the first degree relatives can point to possible coeliacs who 
can thereafter be examined clinically and biopsied. At first the HLA type 
associated with coeliac disease was HLA-B8 but work on the B-cell antigens 
has shown that DRw3 is much more strongly associated with the disease: 
about 95% of coeliacs have this antigen [122, 123]. 

It is not known for certain whether the HLA antigen itself is concerned in 
the aetiology of coeliac disease or if there is linkage disequilibrium between 
the HLA locus and a coeliac locus. Such a major locus cannot constitute the 
whole genetic basis for the ~isease. Other loci and environmental factors, in 
addition to wheat gluten, must influence the age of onset of symptoms of the 
condition. There is a suggestion that the genes determining urinary pepsi
nogen phenotype, alpha-I-antitrypsin and ABH secretor character may be 
contributing to a coeliac genotype [124]. In cancer prevention however, merely 
typing for HLA-DR within coeliac families could result in the identification 
of the majority of the coeliacs or potential coeliacs. 

4.3. Crohn's Disease 
The increased risk of intestinal malignancy in patients with Crohn's disease 

is not yet firmly established on a statistical basis. There have been rather 
more reports of small bowel cancer than would be expected by chance 
alone[125]. Carcinoma can develop in fistulous tracts [126]. Colonic Crohn's 
disease has been so recently separated from ulcerative colitis that its relation
ship to colonic cancer may well have to wait some more years before it is 
clarified, although a relationship has been suggested [127, 128]. Its genetic 
basis is bound up with that of ulcerative colitis [129]. 

5. CARCINOMA OF THE LARGE INTESTINE 

In this section, cancer of the colon and rectum will be considered together 
as they often occur within a single family, suggesting that they are not 
distinct entities. 

Before proceeding to discuss what is known about the place of heridity in 
sporadic colorectal cancer, mention should be made of the genetic basis of two 
pre-cancerous conditions, ulcerative colitis and the polyposes. 

5.1. Ulcerative Colitis 
The cancer risk in ulcerative colitis may have been exaggerated in the past, 

but there is certainly some risk of developing colon cancer in people who 
have had total involvement of the colon by ulcerative colitis for a number of 
years [130, 131]. With Crohn's disease, the position is much less certain and 
consensus of opinion is that cancer is very much less liable to develop in 
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Crohn's colitis than in ulcerative colitis. 
The most striking result of studying the families of ulcerative colitis 

patients is the number of relatives affected by Crohn's disease. The converse 
is also true with many relatives of Crohn's patients having ulcerative colitis. 
There is no doubt that within families there is a strong association of the two 
conditions [129,133]. 

An association between inflammatory bowel disease and the chromosomal 
abnormality, Turner's syndrome, has been reported [134]. Of 135 adults with 
this syndrome, two developed severe ulcerative colitis and two Crohn's dis
ease. 

There has been a report of identical male twins, one of whom developed 
ulcerative colitis at the age of 6 and multifocal anaplastic colon cancer at the 
age of 22 [135]. His twin brother was quite healthy. Discordance for inflam
matory bowel disease in identical twins is not unusual and there is no 
evidence of an inherited tendency for colitics to develop colon cancer. Rather, 
it is likely that the development of malignancy is related to long-standing 
inflammatory disease, especially if it begins in youth. 

Mention will be made later of a relationship between ulcerative colitis and 
carcinoma of the proximal bile ducts [136]. 

5.2. The Large Bowel Polyposes 
The cancer risk in familial polyposis of the large bowel is firmly establish

ed [137]. Prophylactic colectomy is indicated as soon as polyposis is diagnosed. 
Figures from St. Mark's Hospital [138] show that 50% of new patients who 
present because of symptoms already have carcinoma of the large bowel. On 
the other hand, only 9 % of polyposis patients who are traced through family 
studies already have cancer. The comparable Swedish figures are 64 and 10% 
respectively [139]. 

In a survey of the condition in Sweden no clear-cut genetic distinction was 
found between families with extra-colonic manifestations (Gardner's syn
drome) and those without such lesions [138]. In 12 of the 32 families with 
extra-colonic signs, only one member had a lesion of the Gardner type. 

Conversely, families in which there have been several cases of Gardner's 
syndrome have been found to contain an individual with polyposis but no 
extra-colonic lesion. The same overlap between classical familial polyposis and 
Gardner's syndrome has been found in Japan [140]. In a Baltimore study [141] 
several cases of medulloblastoma were noted in child relatives of polyposis 
patients. These tumours had developed at an age before colonic polyps might have 
been expected. 

There is therefore a good deal of evidence to support the view that Gard
ner's syndrome, Turcot's syndrome and other syndromes of colonic polypsis 
with extra-colonic lesions are not distinct entities. A genetic theory which 
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would explain the family data so far collected is that there is one major 
pleotropic gene underlying the inheritance of all these syndromes, with other 
genes determining whether or not extra-colonic manifestations develop and 
also their type[142]. From the data so far published, it is not clear if these 
modifying genes at other loci influence the age of development of the 
polyps [143], though there is evidence of some genetic predisposition in 
younger colon cancer patients [144]. This genetic theory received some sup
port from skin fibroblast cultures from members of Gardner's kindred 109, in 
which increased tetraploidy occurred in cultures derived from branches with 
the full Gardner's syndrome but not in cultures derived from branches show
ing only extra-colorectal lesions [145]. Other culture studies indicated genetic 
heterogeneity, which might be attributed to modifying genes [146]. 

Not only are the familial polyposes of adenomatous type associated with 
colonic cancer but so also are the inherited hamartomatous types such as 
Peutz-Jegher's syndrome [147] and juvenile polyposis [148], though in these 
latter polyposes, carcinoma of the stomach and duodenum are more frequent 
than large bowel cancer. To complete the versatility of the polyposes, some 
patients with familial polyposis of the colon have polyps in the stomach and 
can develop gastric carcinoma [149] and, as mentioned earlier, ampullary car
cinoma occurs in both Gardner's syndrome [94] and familial colonic polypo
sis [150], Another family had members with colonic polyps and with gastric 
polyps, and one with a medulloblastoma of the cerebellum [151]. There were 
sebaceous cysts but no osseous lesions in this family. Both colonic and gastric 
cancer had occurred. There seems to be no limit to the permutations of 
lesions within families and this is in keeping with the genetic theory men
tioned above. Theoretically one family could have so many of the modifying 
genes that the various members could have skin, gastric, osseous and cerebral 
lesions [142]. 

5.3. Inherited Colon Cancers without Polyposis 
In the introduction of this chapter reference was made to the Cancer 

Family Syndrome or Adenocarcinomatosis, in which cancers of the colon 
develop in some members along with uterine or breast cancers in other family 
members. There are in addition inherited types of large bowel cancer not 
associated with polyposis. The inherited polyposis conditions probably account 
for 1 % or less of all large bowel cancers whilst the inherited types not 
associated with polyposis account for at least 10 % and perhaps 25 % of the 
total [8, 152]. 

The largest group of colon cancer families are those with Cancer Family 
Syndrome described previously. Families in which only colonic cancer occurs 
may be a variant of these, as the cancers share the characteristics of a 
dominant mode of inheritance, an early age of onset, and multiple cancers of 
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the large bowel, particularly in the proximal colon [12]. A third type of 
hereditary colonic cancer is that in which some family members develop 
stomach cancer. In this hereditary gastrocolonic cancer, there may be double 
primaries in one individual or a combination of single primaries among 
relatives [152]. 

In Muir's or Torre's syndrome [153,154], multiple skin tumours occur in 
conjunction with large bowel cancer. Some relatives may have duodenal, 
gastric or urinary tract malignancy and the syndrome has a dominant mode of 
inheritance. It may be part of the cancer family syndrome but it seems likely 
that it is a distinct clinicogenetic entity [152]. An isolated report of colon 
cancer in a family with the nail-patella syndrome raises the possibility of an 
association with this condition, which has a mendel ian dominant mode of 
inheritance [155]. A man and two of his daughters died of colonic cancer. 

It is difficult not to conclude that a simple major gene for colonic cancer is 
operating in a family in which 27 cases had developed by 1972 [156]. Of 50 
deaths in the family, 22 have been due to cancer of the colon and rectum and 
no environmental basis was postulated because they lived in a circumscribed 
area and no special family quirks of dietary habit were discovered. An 
alternative explanation is that there exists in this type of family [157] a form 
of polyposis with very few polyps determined by a single gene. Consistent 
with this possibility is a large family in which solitary polyps were found in 
nearly 50% of one generation and in which a third of the previous generation 
had died of gastrointestinal cancer [158]. Such small adenomatous lesions of 
the rectum and sigmoid might easily be missed, and the cases of cancer 
would then be considered to be ordinary sporadic carcinoma. 

5.4. Sporadic large Bowel Cancer 
The incidence of large bowel cancer varies approximately ten-fold from one 

part of the world to another. It is common in the British Isles, ·North 
America, Australasia and Denmark, but relatively rare in countries where 
carcinoma of the stomach is common, such as Poland, Finland, Iceland and 
Japan. In Africa it is particularly rare, except in the white population of South 
Africa. There are no localities with extremely high incidence as is found with 
carcinoma of the oesophagus. 

5.4.1. Incidence in Relatives. Each of the studies that have been made of 
the incidence of colonic cancer in the relatives of patients with the disease 
have showed a much higher figure than that in controls. In one survey [159] 
26 of 763 relatives had died of large bowel cancer compared with 8 of 763 
controls. In another [49] the finding was 31 cases in 392 relatives compared 
with 9.7 expected. In a painstaking survey of the causes of death in the 
families of 209 patients who had been admitted to S1. Mark's Hospital, 
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London [181, the overall percentage of large bowel cancer in 430 first-degree 
relatives was 10.9%. The number of large bowel malignancies in the 218 
males was 25 (expected 4.5) and in the 212 females it was 22 (expected 6.3). 
Among the 209 patients investigated, eight were aged 40 or under when their 
cancer was diagnosed. Of these eight, five had at least one affected relative. Of 
the 15 index cases who had eight or more adenomas in the specimen of 
bowel removed at operation, eight had a positive family history. Of the seven 
index cases who had two or more carcinomas in the bowel, three had a 
positive family history. Of the seven index cases who gave a history of 
previous carcinoma of the large bowel, five had a positive family history. 

These findings indicate that if a patient with large bowel cancer has a 
positive family history, the clinician should examine the bowel carefully for 
neoplasms other than the presenting lesion. After operation he should be 
followed up because of the increased risk that he may develop a new primary 
tumour. 

There has been an excellent survey of the individuals at high risk for large 
bowel cancer[161], which includes a review of the genetics of spontaneous 
colon cancer in rats. This rodent model develops cancer of the ascending 
colon resembling the human familial aggregates of colon cancer. 

5.4.2. Incidence in Spouses. There has been one study that has shown a 
high incidence of large bowel cancer in the spouses of large bowel cancer 
patients [18]. Of 34 spouses who had died, death certificates were obtained for 
27 and three had died of large bowel cancer. This 11 % incidence in spouses 
was similar to the 10.9% incidence in the relatives of this study and much 
higher than the 3 % mortality in the general London population. 

These London data suggest that the increased incidence in relatives of large 
bowel cancer patients is due to the environment rather than genetic factors. 
On the other hand, in a large-scale survey of mortality of married couples in 
Sweden (162), it was found that 1 716 people had died of colorectal cancer in 
1961. The cause of death was determined in 1 094 of their spouses (99.6% of 
those eligible for the survey), and it was found that the risk of colorectal 
cancer and other possibly aetiologically related diseases was no higher in the 
spouses than in a matched population. The authors concluded that if eating a 
diet identical with that of patients with bowel cancer is not associated with an 
increased risk, the current view of colon cancer aetiology may need to be 
revised and dietary patterns before marriage investigated. Studies of the risk 
in sibships would be an important approach. 

5.4.3. Clinical Implications. There are certain clinical conclusions that can 
be drawn from these data as to whether there is a quantitative inherited 
tendency to develop sporadic large bowel cancer or whether large bowel 
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cancer is mainly environmental in origin, the inherited type being found only 
in certain families. These clinical conclusions are that, if a patient with large 
bowel cancer gives a family history that includes a relative who has had 
bowel cancer, then the whole of his bowel must be thoroughly examined to 
exclude other lesions as he may well have two separate cancers at the time of 
first presentation. If any bowel remains after the initial operation, he must be 
followed up regularly in case a new primary carcinoma develops. 

The occurrence of carcinoma of the large bowel in someone under the age 
of 40, someone who has eight or more adenomas in the operative specimen 
removed for carcinoma of the colon, or someone who has two or more 
carcinomas at presentation means that the risk in other members of his 
family is considerable and they should be warned to report immediately any 
intestinal symptoms. They also ought to undergo periodic surveillance with 
occult blood testing and colonoscopy. 

6. CARCINOMA OF THE PANCREAS 

There are marked geographically differences in the incidence of pancreatic 
carcinoma [163, 164]. The highest frequencies are in Western and industrial
ised cO'untries, but all races can be affected. There is a considerable male 
preponderance. An association with heavy alcohol consumption is likely and 
diabetics have a two-fold increased risk of developing the disease [165]. The 
incidence in the United States appears to be increasing at the same time as 
gastric cancer has been decreasing. 

Family aggregations of pancreatic cancer continue to be reported, such as 
four siblings [166], four brothers [167], two sisters [168] and father and 
son [169]. These cancers developed over the age of 60 and not at an early age 
as one might expect if the underlying genetic cause was the Cancer Family 
Syndrome or hereditary pancreatitis. It is difficult to attribute such aggrega
tions to chance or a unique environmental agent. At one time it was consid
ered that chronic pancreatitis predisposed to the development of pancreatic 
cancer [170] but recent data do not show any connection between the two 
conditions [165]. 

The only firm evidence of a genetic influence in pancreatic cancer is that 
there is a high risk in hereditary pancreatitis and malignant islet cell tumours 
of the endocrine pancreas occur in multiple endocrine neoplasia, Type I. 

6.1. Hereditary Pancreatitis 
Since the first report in 1952 [171], many families. have been described in 

which chronic calcifying pancreatitis is inherited in an autosomal mendelian 
dominant manner, even though penetrance is not complete. Nearly thirty 
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large families have been reported, mainly in the United States [172] and the 
United Kingdom [173]. In some families the affected individuals have amino
aciduria, which may be secondary to the disease. In others, pancreatic duct 
anomalies are found and it is possible that the genetic abnormality is at the 
sphincter of Oddi rather than in the substance of the gland. Against this is the 
frequent finding of pancreatic calcification in members of these families who 
have minimal symptoms. 

The disease is similar to sporadic chronic pancreatitis with the development 
of steatorrhoea and diabetes, but the age of onset of abdominal pain ranges 
from four to 14 years. The pathological features are also very similar. Though 
childhood onset is the rule, families with several adult-onset cases have been 
reported [174]. Among 300 adult cases in France, three families of this type 
were found [175]. Another report is of a 61-year-old man whose first attack of 
pain was at 17 years of age, and whose daughter and grand-daughter became 
symptomatic at 12 and 9 years respectively [176]. At the present time the 
position is uncertain, but it seems possible that there is no clear-cut genetic 
distinction between hereditary pancreatitis and many cases of sporadic adult 
chronic calcifying pancreatitis. 

Attention was first drawn to the cancer risk in hereditary pancreatitis in 
1968 [177]. It was thought that possibly as many as 30% developed carcinoma 
of the pancreas and this rate was found in another review [178]. On the other 
hand in three kindred reported later, only 8 of 54 deaths were found to have 
been due to pancreatic carcinoma [179] and none was found in 72 patients 
from seven families [173]. Members of hereditary pancreatitis families have 
developed pancreatic carcinoma without having had clinical pancreati
tis [178]. 

6.2. Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia 
Islet cell tumors are commonly familial, many of them being the gastroin

testinal expression of multiple endocrine neoplasia I, MEN I, characterised by 
tumours in the pituitary, parathyroids, adrenal cortex and pancreas (also see 
chapter 00). The islet-cell lesion is the most likely to be malignant. MEN I is 
inherited as an autosomal dominant disorder [180]. Penetrance is nearly com
plete if at-risk individuals below the age of 20 are excluded. Parathyroid or 
pancreatic tumours are present in over 75% of affected individuals, pituitary 
involvement in nearly 66% and the adrenal in about 33%. The various 
endocrine glands are usually not affected simultaneously, so long-term eva
luation is needed to assess the degree of expressivity. 

The genetic entity of MEN I may not be as clear cut as previously thought 
as a family has been reported with features of MEN I and II [181] and a 
14-year-old Japanese boy with bilateral pheochromocytoma and an islet cell 
tumour has been described [182]. 
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Considerable phenotypic variability is found within individual families, but 
hormone radioimmunoassay has been of great help in diagnosing asympto
matic family members. When ten Zollinger-Ellison patients were stu
died [183], seven were found to have co-existing endocrine disease and six 
were members of MEN I families. During the study of 109 family members, 
four previously undiagnosed cases of pituitary tumour, 17 of hyperparathy
roidism, seven Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and one insulinoma were found. 

The proportion of cases of Zollinger-Ellison syndrome who are part of 
multiple endocrine neoplasia is uncertain but it is at least 40%. Patients 
presenting over 60 years of age, whose parents were endocrinologically nor
mal, are probably sporadic cases and their sibs and offspring need have little 
concern, but any young adult patient should be considered to have the 
genetic form of the disease until proved otherwise. Relatives younger than the 
patients may not have had time to develop any facet of the syndrome and 
one or other parent may be affected but asymptomatic. Yearly assessment of 
gastric acid secretion and measurement of serum gastrin levels in those at risk 
should be carried out in an attempt to detect the potentially malignant islet 
cell lesion. Serum calcium estimation, parathormone assay and roentgeno
grams of the pituitary fossa are also advisable. 

7. CARCINOMA OF LIVER 

Malignant hepatoma in Europe and North America usually develops in a 
cirrhotic liver (see Chapter 14). Among the genetic causes of cirrhosis is 
haemochromatosis, which was though to have a dominant mode of inheri
tance [184). There have been several studies of HLA antigens in patients with 
this disease and in their families [185). In one large French investigation [186) 
it was concluded that the disease is determined by two homologous alleles 
giving recessive inheritance. The data from various sources are difficult to 
interpret but it seems likely that the genetic basis of haemochromatosis is a 
polygenic system with at least one major gene, which may be HLA-A3 or a 
gene on chromosome 6 in linkage disequelibrium with it. Some of the genes 
are probably responsible for increased exchange of iron from plasma to storage, 
and others for increased iron absorption and increased serum iron. 

The early detection of affected family members and subsequent regular 
venesections should prevent the onset of cirrhosis and therefore of malignant 
hepatoma. Though malignant hepatoma is much less common in Wilson's 
disease than in haemochromatosis [1871, hepatoma also should be preventable 
by effective treatment of patients with Wilson's disease with D-penicillamine. 
Wilson's disease has recessive inheritance. 

Other inherited conditions that can result in malignant hepatoma are fa-
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milial cholestatic cirrhosis of childhood [188], familial liver-cell adenoma[189] 
and alpha-I-antitrypsin deficiency [190]. Hepatoblastoma has been reported in 
infant sisters [191] and infant sister and brother[192]. In the Fanconi syn
drome, it is uncertain whether hepatoma is a complication of the disease or of 
oral androgen therapy, but some patients have developed hepatic carcinoma 
without androgen treatment [193]. 

In cirrhosis not due to recognisable inborn errors of metabolism, there is a 
definite though not strong familial tendency [184], which is probably genetic 
rather than due to the common environment even though reports of familial 
hepatoma are rare [194, 195]. In a study of 254 patients who had died with 
cirrhosis, 24 % had developed hepatocellular carcinoma [196]. HBsAg-positive 
chronic active hepatitis was identified as a high risk group with malignancy in 
42%. In the same paper, it was noted that ten of 16 liver cancer patients who 
did not have cirrhosis had a family history of various cancers. The father of 
one of these patients had also died of primary liver cancer. In another family 
two HBsAg-positive brothers had had hepatocellular carcinoma but a third 
brother, also HBsAg-positive, has not yet developed liver cancer [197]. 

8. CARCINOMA OF GALL BLADDER AND BILE DUCTS 

There is evidence of an association between gall stones and gall bladder 
neoplasms in Israel[ 198] and in American Indians [199]. The genetic basis of 
gall stones is not simple [200]. Controlled studies have shown that the inci
dence in sibs of patients is higher than in controls. Parents of patients affected 
at an early age suffered more often from gall stone disease than did parents of 
controls. The bile of sisters of young women operated on for gall stones was 
found to be more lithogenic than that of controls. 

It has already been noted that a review of 103 patients with cancer of bile 
ducts had shown that eight had ulcerative colitis [130]. In three the carcinoma 
of the bile duct developed several years after colectomy, suggesting genetic 
factors common to the colitis and the malignancy. Seven of the eight were 
significantly younger than the median age of the group as a whole, but 
otherwise there was no other apparent difference. Though this relationship 
suggests a genetic basis for some cases of bile duct cancer, it should be noted 
that carcinoma of the bile ducts has been reported in a 45-year-old man 
(hepatic duct) and his 44-year-old wife (ampulla), both tumours developing in 
the same year[201]. This is a good illustration of the fact that familial 
occurrences need not be genetic. 
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3. Systemic Manifestations of Gut Malignancy 

LLOYD G. BARTHOLOMEW and ALLAN 1. SCHUTT 

The familiar malignancy of the gastrointestinal tract may present some 
difficulty in early diagnosis but is ultimately recognized by its local effect on 
the organ involved, as well as by symptoms from dysfunction of adjacent 
viscera. Adding another dimension to the problem of diagnosis of gastrointes
tinal malignancies is the unusual tumor that mayor may not have local 
manifestations but predominantly presents systemic symptoms foreign to the 
accepted function of the cells of the gastrointestinal tract. These aberrant 
symptoms may be due to the production of abnormal hormones, cellular 
metabolites with generalized endocrine disturbances, immunologic reactions, 
or other metabolic abnormalities that are even less well understood. The size 
and duration of the primary tumor and the presence or absence of metastasis 
frequently have little or no correlation with the systemic presentation. A few 
genetic syndromes may make their appearance known with systemic features 
which, if recognized, may provide early diagnostic clues heralding the pres
ence of an underlying gastrointestinal lesion carrying a high risk of future 
carcinoma. 

This chapter, for convenience of presentation, will be subdivided into the 
body systems primarily affected: dermatologic, cardiovascular, hematologic, 
endocrine and metabolic, neuromuscular, rheumatologic, renal, and gastroin
testinal. 

1. DERMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS 

Cutaneous changes associated with an internal malignancy are varied and 
common. Some are easily detected, while others are subtle and their recogni
tion, by either the patient or the physician, is fortuitous. Because such 
cutaneous manifestations may be the first indication of a serious underlying 
disease, all physicians should be mindful of these danger signs. The major 
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skin manifestations can be readily recognized, and if a physician is in doubt, 
dermatologic consultation should be sought immediately. Although skin 
manifestations often signal a poor or very serious prognosis, there are enough 
instances of probable cures with early recognition that one cannot take a 
fatalistic attitude toward their presence. 

1.1. Acanthosis Nigricans 
Acanthosis nigricans is a symmetric verrucous, velvety hyperplasia of the 

skin associated with hyperpigmentation that varies from brown to black. The 
lesions are located primarily in the flexural areas, in the body folds of the 
axilla (Figure 1), lower part of the back , neck, groin , and antecubital spaces, 
and on the palms and soles. When extensive, the lesions may involve the 
areolae, umbilicus, perineum, wrists, lips, palate, and mucous membranes. On 
first glance, the pigmentation may be overlooked as evidence of poor body 
hygiene, particularly before the lesions have become elevated from the surface 
of the skin. 

A benign variant of acanthosis nigricans is seen in obese young adults, 
often with a familial background, and is also occasionally seen in patients 
who chronically ingest drugs such as corticosteroids and nicotinic acid. Acan
thosis also may be related to endocrine disorders , including insulin-resistant 
diabetes, hyperlipidemia, congenital lipodystrophy, growth abnormalities, and 
several forms of hepatic cirrhosis. 

In a study at the Mayo Clinic[ 1] of 90 patients with acanthosis nigricans, 
17 with malignancies were noted , including 13 with adenocarcinomas and 
four with lymphomas. Of the adenocarcinomas, approximately one half were 
in the gastrointestinal tract and included often highly anaplastic lesions in the 

Figure 1. Acanthosis nigricans in axilla. 
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stomach, pancreas, and colon. Acanthosis nigricans may precede symptoms of 
a malignancy by months to years, as noted in 78 % of patients described by 
Curth et at. [2], and may disappear when the primary tumor is removed. 

Figure 2. Dermatomyositis involving face, neck, and upper part of chest. 

Figure 3. Dermatomyositis involving extensor surfaces of hands. 
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Return of the skin lesion suggests regrowth or metastasis of the malignancy. 
The prognosis is invariably poor in these circumstances. In most series, the 
average survival time of the patient after discovery of the neoplasm has been 
less than a year. Although the younger patient is usually considered to have 
the benign form, one 23-year-old patient in the Mayo Clinic series had 
acanthosis associated with malignancy. 

1.2. Dermatomyositis 
Dermatomyositis involves principally the skin, muscle, and blood vessels 

and has characteristic erythematous and edematous cutaneous findings asso
ciated with muscle weakness and inflammation. The proximal muscles are 
usually initially involved, with aching and weakness soon developing into 
painful and tender myositis. A violaceous hue or a purplish-red heliotropic 
erythema, usually seen on the eyelids, cheeks, forehead, and temples (' mal
ignant erythema '), is considered characteristic of this disease (Figure 2). These 
skin changes also occur over the extensor surface of the forearms, upper back, 
and hands and are accentuated over the base of the nails and the dorsa of the 
fingers (Figure 3), especially over the joints and knuckles. When the process 
is healing, a telangiectatic erythema develops in areas of atrophy and scar
ring. 

In collected series [3-5], carcinoma has been found in 15-50% of the 
patients. The skin changes may precede the neoplasm by days to years, with 
an average of 6 months. Associated malignant lesions include those of pri
mary origin in the breast. rectum, and stomach, but the gallbladder, large 
bowel, and esophagus have been involved with acanthosis nigricans and the 
skin condition reappears with recurrence of the tumor. The mechanism of this 
association is unknown, but a relationship has been suggested either to a 
material produced by the tumor or to an immunologic mechanism. In a 
review by Williams [5] of 590 cases of dermatomyositis, a 15 % overall inci
dence of carcinoma was noted. In the Mayo Clinic series of 270 patients [4], 
the incidence of carcinoma in all age groups was 6.7%. However, in the 18 
patients with malignancy, none was less than 40 years old, giving an inci
dence of 17% in the group 40 years or older. 

1.3. Nodular Fat Necrosis 
Painful nodular lesions, particularly of the lower extremity, immediately 

suggest erythema nodosum, erythema induratum, and generalized diseases 
that are often associated with them. In the same category, a much rarer lesion 
is nodular fat necrosis [6, 7]. The condition may be due to excessive produc
tion of lipase from functioning pancreatic acinar cell carcinoma. This results 
in widespread panniculitis with nodular lesions not only on the lower extrem
ity (Figure 4) but also on the lower abdominal wall. Although the lesions 
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Figure 4. Subcutaneous nodular lesions of nodular fat necrosis. 

resemble the other nodular erythemas, biopsy will disclose fat necrosis. The 
high levels of lipase seen in these situations also produce fat necrosis in the 
bone marrow, with resultant bone pain, polyarthralgias, and eosinophilia. The 
presence of persistent hyperlipasemia and nodular lesions of the lower 
extremity is usually associated with carcinoma of the pancreas. On a few 
occasions, these have been seen with recurrent and chronic pancreatitis. 

1.4. Tylosis 
Keratosis palmaris et plantaris is characterized by symmetric thickening of 

the skin of the hands and feet, generally confined to the palms and soles but 
with some extension onto the dorsal surfaces. Painful fissuring and local 
hyperhidrosis are common. 'Tylos, ' from the Greek word meaning ' woody , ' 
accurately describes the condition of the palms and soles. Two forms of 
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tylosis are distinguishable: type A, which has a rather variable age at onset 
from 5 to 15 years, and type B, which is diagnosable as early as the first year 
of life. Type B is also distinguishable from' type A by the sharply delineated 
edges of the lesion, a uniform thickness of the keratosis, and the relative 
rarity of painful fissuring. Type B is considered to be a localized disease and 
unassociated with systemic manifestations. 

Type A, however, has occurred in families and has been associated with a 
high incidence of squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus. The two types 
of tylosis are most likely due to different genes, and because of the serious 
outcome in one form, the two varieties should be differentiated. In 1958, 
Howel-Evans et al. [8] reported two families from Liverpool in which 18 
members eventually had carcinoma of the esophagus. All 18 patients, with 
the possible exception of one, had tylosis. In these families, no member 
unaffected by tylosis had esophageal carcinoma. The condition is considered 
to be an autosomal dominant inherited condition, and 70% of persons with 
dominant inheritance of tylosis die of squamous cell carcinoma of the esopha
gus. Howel-Evans and associates noted a marked association between tylosis 
and carcinoma of the esophagus, since 18 of 48 members with tylosis devel
oped esophageal carcinoma, whereas only one of 87 members without tylosis 
had esophageal cancer; and the one patient may have had tylosis. There 
appeared to be an equal incidence in both males and females. In 1959, Clarke 
et al. [9] stated that healthy tylotic persons in these families had a 95 % 
chance of this carcinoma developing between the ages of 26 and 63 years if 
they had not meanwhile died from some other cause. Some of the families 
with tylosis have had congenitally abnormal esophagi. In one family [10], 
dysphagia began in early infancy, suggesting that the abnormality might be 
congenital, with an acquired stricture later, secondary to fibrosis and reflux 
esophagitis. In both these instances, the presence of gastric mucosa lining the 
lower esophagus was noted. In all the reports, the esophageal carcinoma was 
squamous cell, with no mention of adenocarcinoma (see Chapters 2 and 4). 

J.5. Miscellaneous Cutaneous Reactions 
Generalized pruritus, unexplained on the basis of other cutaneous lesions, 

is often associated with an intra-abdominal malignancy. The most common 
type, as far as the gastrointestinal tract is concerned, is that associated with 
obstructive jaundice. Other common intra-abdominal lesions associated with 
pruritus are lymphomas, Hodgkin's disease, and carcinoma of the stomach. 
Pemphigoid lesions characterized by subepidermal blisters and bullous lesions 
have been reported to be associated with gastric and pancreatic carcinoma. 

Much controversy exists regarding the significance of herpes zoster because 
of its common occurrence in older people. Its diagnosis is readily apparent, 
but determining its significance relative to an underlying malignancy may 
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present problems. Herpes zoster in an older person should be of concern if the 
patient is not in good health. Although herpes is a viral infection, its devel
opment coincidentally with a visceral malignancy may be the result of depres
sion of the immune response in patients with malignancies such as lympho
mas or leukemia. In solid tumors, including carcinomas of the breast, uterus, 
ovary, and stomach, herpes zoster is more commonly seen in immunosup
pressed patients with advanced disease or after radiotherapy or chemotherapy. 
Its characteristic unilateral nerve root distribution may be the first clue to 
metastatic involvement of the spinal cord at the appropriate level. 

Multiple neurofibromatosis (von Recklinghausen's disease) varies from a 
forme fruste to hundreds of soft subcutaneous neurofibromas. Most patients, 
however, present with a few skin tumors, and the lesions are recognized by 
the associated cafe-au-Iait spots. Gastrointestinal manifestations have been 
recognized in association with multiple neurofibromatosis [11, 12]. These 
include ulceration, bleeding, obstruction, and associated malignancies. In 
addition to the expected benign neurofibromas of the gastrointestinal tract, 
other tumors, some malignant, have been noted, including neurilemmomas, 
leiomyomas, and leiomyosarcomas [13]. Other bowel lesions associated with 
this condition are polypoid ganglioneurofibromatosis of the large bowel and 
neurogenic fibromas. 

An unusual but intriguing cutaneous clue to an underlying malignancy is 
acquired hypertrichosis lanuginosa[l4, 15]. Lanugo refers to fetal-type hair, 
and its sudden occurrence should not be overlooked. It has been reported in 
association with malignancies of the rectum, colon, gallbladder, breast, blad
der, and lung. 

1.6. Genetic Disorders 
Two rare but striking examples of genetic disorders involving the gastroin

testinal tract are Gardner's syndrome and Peutz-Jeghers syndrome. The skin 
manifestations in each instance usually cause few symptoms, but they should 
alert the physician to potentially serious gastrointestinal disease, often before 
any symptoms are evident. 

Gardner's syndrome [16-18] is probably a variant of familial polyposis of 
the colon and consists of multiple polyps of the colon and occasionally of the 
small bowel and stomach. Cutaneous clues to the diagnosis are its association 
with mUltiple subcutaneous sebaceous adenomas, desmoids, fibromas of the 
trunk and extremities, bony changes consisting of osteomas and osteochon
dromas, and dental anomalies. The bony lesions occur in the long bones, the 
facial bones along the mandible, or the pelvis. Early recognition of Gardner's 
syndrome is important because it invariably results in carcinoma of the colon. 
Such malignant transformation may occur in the young, having been seen as 
early as the teens. The colonic lesions may remain completely asymptomatic 
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until malignant change has developed. Early recognition of this disease 
should lead to proper therapy, which in almost all instances consists of total 
colectomy with a permanent ileostomy. Modern surgery, however, offers 
some options, such as the continent pouch or ileoanal pull-through with 
salvage of the anal sphincter. Offering such radical treatment to a young 
asymptomatic patient is fraught with many difficulties, but large-bowel cancer 
almost always develops prematurely - the median age being about 40 years. 
Until recently , this type of radical surgery was believed to protect the patient 
with Gardner's syndrome from any future bowel malignancy. Unfortunately, 
in recent years [19], carcinoma of the duodenum or ampullary region has been 
noted in such a significant number of patients as to suggest more than a 
chance occurrence. Therefore, even with the best treatment available, contin
ued surveillance of these patients, with frequent examination of the stomach 
and duodenum, should be considered. With the development of polyploid lesions, 
particularly in the duodenal area, further surgery at that time will need to be 
considered. 

To a lesser degree, Peutz-Jeghers syndrome presents some of the problems 
associated with Gardner's syndrome. Peutz-Jeghers syndrome [20-22] consists 
of mucocutaneous melanin pigmentation on the lips (Figure 5), mucous 
membrane, skin around the facial orifices, and occasionally the extremities. It 
is associated with widespread gastrointestinal polyposis of the stomach , small 
bowel, and colon. Histologic study reveals that the polyps are hamartomatous, 
with an abnormal amount of normal tissue in its usual location. The potential 
for malignancy has been considered to be no greater than that of normal 
tissue. In more recent years, as more cases have been recognized, malignant 
changes in Peutz-Jeghers syndrome have been reported [23-26]. Whether 

Figure 5. Melanin freckles of lips in Peutz-Jeghers syndrome. 
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these changes occur in hamartomatous polyps or in the surrounding mucosa, 
one cannot be certain. The reported increased incidence of carcinomas in 
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome has been in areas of the bowel where m'alignancy is 
extremely rare, for example, the duodenum and small intestine. A few ma
lignancies have been noted in the gastric antrum and rectum. The photomi
crographic material in past reports does not always give enough detail to 
completely convince one as to the exact origin of the malignancy. One 
expects the normal incidence of carcinoma in Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, so it is 
not unusual that a few cases have been reported. 

In a recent study of 48 patients at the Mayo Clinic [27] followed up from' 1 
to 47 years, with a median period of 33 years, no evidence of gastrointestinal 
malignancy was noted. However, six patients had malignancies of miscella
neous sites, including two with lung cancers and one each with cancer of the 
breast, biliary tract, kidney, and uterus. Also, women between 40 and 60 
years of age but especially those less than 25 years old with Peutz-Jeghers 
syndrome have an increased incidence of ovarian neoplasms, varying from 
cysts and cystadenomas to the more unusual types such as dysgerminomas, 
Sertoli cell carcinoma, and the very rare sex cord tumor with annular 
tubules [23,25,28]. 

2. CARDIOVASCULAR MANIFEST A nONS 

Hypercoagulability of the blood can manifest itself in various vascular 
phenomena. Spontaneous thrombophlebitis [29] in an apparently healthy per
son more than 50 years old usually initiates an extensive diagnostic search for 
an occult malignancy. The thrombophlebitis may be superficial or deep and is 
often migratory and multiple. Poor response to anticoagulation therapy and 
the development of pulmonary emboli during such therapy further suggest an 
undiagnosed malignancy. Other ominous signs include anemia, elevated sedi
mentation rate, and abnormal serum protein levels. The common primary 
sites of tumor origin include lungs, pancreas, and prostate and, to a lesser 
extent, the ovaries, stomach, large bowel, and lymphatic system. 

Altered coagulability of the blood from many causes, including malignant 
disease, may rapidly lead to devastating vascular changes in the form cur
rently recognized as disseminated intravascular coagulation. In these circum
stances, the prognosis is poor and the disease progresses so rapidly that there 
may be no opportunity to search for an underlying disease. 

Painless nonpitting swelling of the lower extremities may be the first sign 
of lymphatic obstruction secondary to a pelvic malignancy. Local inflamma
tory signs are conspicuously absent, and the change in size of the extremity 
may be all that is apparent. This syndrome may be seen with pelvic metas
tases from carcinoma of the large bowel, ovary, and prostate, and from pelvic 
lymphoma. 
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Transient or persistent ischemic changes [30-32] in an extremity may be 
associated with an altered state of coagulation, sympathetic overactivity, or 
peripheral emboli. These changes are clinically manifested by Raynaud's 
phenomenon, acrocyanosis, and ulceration and may progress to gangrene of 
the extremity. The development of these symptoms later in life, particularly 
in women with no previous personal or family history of such vascular 
changes, suggests the possibility of an occult malignancy. Characteristically, 
there is an abrupt onset, with bilateral distribution and rapid progression to 
digital ulceration and gangrene. The search for the cause has demonstrated 
primary malignancies in the pancreas, large bowel, or small bowel as well as 
the kidney, ovary, and lymph nodes. Usually, the sympathetic nervous sys
tem has not been infiltrated by the malignancy. Some as yet unidentified 
humoral or coagulation factor has been postulated as being responsible for 
these distal vascular changes. The prognosis is considered poor, although 
apparent complete remission of vascular symptoms has occurred with excision 
of the tumor. 

3. HEMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS 

Cancer of the digestive tract often betrays its presence by effects on either 
the formed or the humoral components of the blood. Various hematologic 
manifestations have been associated with an underlying gastrointestinal neo
plasm secondary either to quantitative or functional deficiency or to excess of 
elements of both the major blood cell lines and the blood proteins. 

Anemia and erythrocytosis, leukopenia and leukemoid reactions, thrombo
cytopenia and thrombocytosis, bleeding syndromes and thrombosing tenden
cy, hypoproteinemia or excess of one or more normal or abnormal serum 
proteins, and immune deficiency or hypersensitivity phenomena have all been 
described as systemic effects of neoplasia of the alimentary tract. These 
paraneoplastic effects vary in frequency from blood-loss anemia, a common 
diagnostic hallmark of gastrointestinal cancer, to rare hemolytic varieties. 

3.1. Anemia 
Anemias associated with gastrointestinal cancer can be produced by several 

mechanisms often acting in concert. Specific treatment for these anemias may 
be available when the cause is identified. Seventy percent of patients with 
adenocarcinoma of the right colon present with a hypochromic, microcytic 
anemia related to iron deficiency from chronic, insidious loss of blood. 
Although iron replacement may improve the anemia temporarily, the obvious 
treatment is surgical excision of the bleeding lesion. 

Macrocytic anemia secondary to vitamin B]2 deficiency may develop in 
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patients who have gastric carcinoma associated with pernIcIous anemia or 
after total gastrectomy, extensive ileal resection, intestinal loop stasis with 
bacterial overgrowth due to surgery, radiation therapy, or chronic carcinoma
tous obstruction. Folate deficiency may cause macrocytic anemia when hepa
toma develops in patients with cirrhosis. 

Hemolytic anemia, either immune or mechanical in origin, is a rare event 
as a dominant syndrome in patients with malignant neoplasms of the 
digestive system. Coombs-positive hemolytic anemia accompanied either gas
tric or large-bowel carcinoma in three of 16 patients who had autoimmune 
hemolytic anemia associated with carcinoma reported by Spiral and 
Lynch [33]. Miura et al. [34] described a patient with localized adenocarcinoma 
of the colon who died of steroid-resistant Coombs-positive hemolytic anem
ia. 

Microangiopathic hemolytic anemia characterized by the presence in the 
peripheral blood of a large number of schistocytes (fragmented erythrocytes 
with a short half-life), often with thrombocytopenia and laboratory evidence 
of disseminated intravascular coagulopathy, is associated with a very poor 
prognosis. This pattern can be seen in a number of disease states, including 
metastatic adenocarcinoma from the gut. The hemolytic anemia usually has 
an acute onset and is severe, rapidly progressive, resistant to therapy, and 
almost invariably fatal. The mechanism of red cell fragmentation is consid
ered to be the mechanical forces generated by flow turbulence secondary to 
the intravascular deposition of fibrin strands induced by the mucin secreted 
by adenocarcinoma cells. In 37 cases of microangiopathic hemolytic anemia 
with carcinoma reported by Lohrmann and associates [35], metastatic gastric 
and breast adenocarcinomas were the most frequent. Other metastatic carci
nomas of primary digestive tract origin included those from the colon, pan
creas, and gallbladder. Microangiopathic hemolytic anemia also may be secon
dary to hemangioendothelioma of the liver, as reported in four cases by 
Alpert and Benisch [36], analogous to the thrombocytopenia seen in patients 
with cavernous hemangioma (Kasabach-Merritt syndrome). Presumably, the 
cells are fragmented in the rapid blood flow through distorted abnormal 
vascular channels present in these very vascular neoplasms. Shortened red 
cell survival also may occasionally be due to hypersplenism caused by con
gestive splenomegaly from obstruction of the splenic vein by pancreatic car
cinoma. 

The normochromic, normocytic anemia commonly observed in patients 
with advanced or metastatic gut cancer and many other chronic diseases has 
multiple causes, including reduced erythropoiesis, poor marrow utilization of 
iron, and low-grade hemolysis or chronic compensated disseminated intravas
cular coagulation. Plasma volume is increased in many of these patients, 
causing a falsely low hemoglobin level secondary to hemodilution. Normo-
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chromic anemia may be prominent in patients who have been heavily treated 
with radiation or myelosuppressive chemotherapeutic drugs, particularly those 
with cumulative marrow toxicity, such as the nitrosoureas or mitomycin C. 
Bone marrow infiltration with metastatic carcinoma cells may sometimes be 
seen with gastrointestinal carcinoma. These patients may manifest a nor
mochromic, normocytic anemia due to myelophthisic anemia and a leukoery
throblastic smear. 

3.2. Elythrocytosis 
The only carcinoma of the digestive tract that produces paraneoplastic 

erythrocytosis is hepatoma. Thorling [37] collected 64 cases of this association, 
of which only one involved a female. Although erythropoietin is technically 
difficult to demonstrate consistently, evidence points to its excessive produc
tion by tumor cells as the cause of erythrocytosis in these patients. While 
most hepatomas are not resectable, when complete tumor resection has been 
possible, the erythrocytosis has subsided. Of 448 patients with hepatoma from 
four reported series, 31 (7 %) had documented erythrocytosis. This compares 
with an incidence of 20% in cerebellar hemangioblastoma and about 3% in 
renal cell carcinoma. Because renal cell carcinoma is a far more common 
neoplasm, most of the reports of paraneoplastic erythrocytosis that Hammon'd 
and Winnick [38] collected from the literature were associated with renal cell 
carcinoma. 

3.3. Leukocytosis 
Transient leukocytosis often is observed in patients with gastrointestinal 

cancer after an acute bleeding episode. Many patients with gastrointestinal 
carcinoma have persistent leukocytosis in the absence of infection, particularly 
those with advanced or metastatic disease. The leukocytosis may progress to a 
leukemoid reaction that resembles leukemia, although with a more ordetly 
progression to mature forms and a nonleukemic marrow pattern. The possi
bility of infection, particularly miliary tuberculosis, should always be 
excluded, as it is a more common inciting' facto~ of leukemoid reactions. 
When a malignant solid tumor causes a leukemoid reaction, metastatic dis
ease is usually present, and while the neurophilic line is most commonly 
affected, eosinophilic and lymphocytic leukemoid reactions occasionally occur. 
Robinson [39] studied 12 patients with cancer who had leukocyte counts in 
excess of 20,000/mm 3 , of whom one had a hepatoma; all 12 had levels of a 
granulopoietic factor which were five to ten times normal. 

Paraneopiastic eosinophilia has been noted with carcinoma of the stomach, 
pancreas, and colon. Isaacson and Rapoport [40] reported that the gastrointes
tinal tract was the most frequent site of origin in the 12 % of patients with 
eosinophilia who had paraneoplastic eosinophilia. Ranke [41] described a 
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patient who had severe leukocytosis and 40% eosinophilia associated with 
hepatoma. Production of an eosinophilopoietin substance by tumor cells has 
been postulated (though not proved) to be a mechanism of tumor-produced 
eosinophilia. In comparison, lymphocytic leukemoid reactions are far less 
common, but they occasionally occur as a response to gastrointestinal carci
noma, as Bichel [42] reported with gastric carcinoma. 

3.4. Thrombocytosis 
Thrombocytosis is not uncommon in patients with advanced or metastatic 

gastrointestinal cancer. The condition tends to be mild, but occasionally the 
levels of thrombocytes increase to two or three times normal, but the throm
bocytosis is almost never accompanied by hemorrhagic or thrombosing phe
nomena. More commonly, thrombocytosis in these patients is seen as a 
'rebound' phenomenon after recovery from cytotoxic chemotherapy-induced 
thrombocytopenia, or it may, when mild, be secondary to iron deficiency. 

3.5. Thrombocytopenia and Coagulation Defects 
Spontaneous thrombocytopenia in patients afflicted with gastrointestinal 

cancer usually heralds invasion of the bone marrow by metastatic carcinoma 
cells or disseminated intravascular coagulopathy induced by metastatic dis
ease [43]. Milder forms are more common, and frequently a balance occurs 
between thrombosis and fibrinolysis (' compensated disseminated intravascular 
coagulopathy'). When chronic and compensated, disseminated intravascular 
coagulopathy is characterized by elevation of soluble fibrin complexes and of 
fibrinolytic split products, by hyperfibrinogenemia, and, less commonly, by 
thrombocytopenia. In acute disseminated intravascular coagulopathy, severe 
coagulopathy may be present with hypofibrinogenemia, severe thrombocyto
penia, prolonged thrombin and prothrombin times, and spontaneous hemor
rhage or widespread thrombosis. In the series of 61 patients studied by Sun 
and associates [44], about equal numbers of patients had localized and 
advanced cancers. Most of the patients with thrombotic episodes had meta
static disease, most commonly of prostatic origin but also from the stomach, 
pancreas, liver, and colon. 

3.6. Immunologic Disorders 
Malignant diseases of the hematologic system are frequently associated 

with immune deficiency, both humoral and cellular, leading to severe and 
unusual opportunistic infection. Although immune deficiency can develop in 
patients with gastrointestinal carcinoma, it tends to be relatively infrequent 
and to occur late in patients with advanced metastatic disease who have often 
received prolonged or extensive antineoplastic chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or 
adrenocorticosteroid therapy. Lurie and colleagues [45] suggest that patients 
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who have depression of immune parameters early during the clinical course of 
colon carcinoma have a poorer response to treatment, with a lessened survi
val, than do those who have an intact immune system. 

4. ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC MANIFESTATIONS 

The endocrine cells of the gut and pancreas are believed to be embryolog
ically of entodermal (foregut) or neuroectodermal (neural crest) origin [46]. 
The development of sophisticated techniques such as electron microscopy, 
immunohistochemical assay, and radioimmunoassay, capable of measuring 
minute quantities of cell products, have shown that these cells and their 
neoplasms share common ultrastructural, cytochemical, and functional char
acteristics. These endocrine cells are referred to as the APUD system, based 
on their properties of Amine Precursor Uptake and Decarboxylation. The 
gastrointestinal mucosal and pancreatic APUD-cell system is now recognized 
to be a very complex endocrine system. It is believed to secrete all the known 
polypeptide hormones and their precursors, a number of other physiologically 
active polypeptides, and the vasoactive amines 5-hydroxytryptamine (seroton
in), 5-hydroxytryptophan, and histamine (see Chapter 13). 

Those clinical syndromes secondary to hypersecretion of cell products by 
gastrointestinal neoplasms can be divided into two major groups. The largest 
group comprises patients with hormonally functioning tumors originating in 
gastrointestinal endocrine tissue (APUDomas), including pancreatic islet cell 
tumors and carcinoid tumors. The much rarer ectopic hormone syndromes 
are secondary to carcinomas originating in gastrointestinal tissue not ordi
narily considered to have primary endocrine function. While ectopic hormone 
syndromes are most common in primary lung cancer (small cell) and in renal 
cell carcinoma (hypernephroma), hepatoma produces the widest variety and 
most frequently seen ectopic hormone syndromes of digestive tract origin. 

4.1. Islet Cell Syndromes 
Islet cell syndromes have various clinical manifestations that are produced 

by hypersecretion of one or more of the recognized polypeptide hormones 
(Table I). These syndromes are complex, ranging from hypersecretion of a 
single hormone by one defined type of islet cell neoplasm to overproduction 
of multiple hormones by either the same islet cell neoplasm (generally a 
carcinoma) or multiple islet cell tumors, each producing different hor
mones [47]. The five major syndromes due to islet cell hypersecretion include 
insulinoma, gastrinoma, the WDHA (Watery Diarrhea, Hypokalemia, Achlor
hydria) syndrome, glucagonoma, and polyhormonal islet cell syndrome. 
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The symptoms produced by insulinoma are primarily of central nervous 
system origin, most characteristically due to subacute or chronic neuroglyco
penia, rather than the acute symptoms seen with iatrogenic hypoglycemia. 
Diagnosis is often delayed for years. Symptoms span the spectrum of central 
nervous system dysfunction, from psychiatric disturbances to disordered con
sciousness mimicking alcoholic intoxication. Long periods of spontaneous 
remission may occur, but generally, a pattern of attacks of increasing severity 
and frequency develops, particularly before meals or after exercise. If unrecog
nized, chronic hypoglycemia may develop, leading to paranoid personality 
change and dementia [48]. 

Diagnosis depends on clinical suspicion, followed by demonstration of 
spontaneous blood glucose levels of 40 mg/dl or less, coincident with inap
propriately high plasma levels of insulin. The islet cell tumor of some patients 
may secrete proinsulin [49], which may not be recognized by the standard 
insulin radioimmunoassay (a specific proinsulin radioimmunoassay has now 
been developed). Supplementary provocative tests (tolbutamide, prolonged 
fasting, glucagon, glucose, leucine, arginine, and insulin suppression with 
diazoxide) are sometimes helpful, though each has its limitations. About 16% 
of insulinomas metastasize (primarily to regional nodes and the liver) and 
thus are clinically malignant [50]. Islet cell carcinomas are characteristically 
multiple, low-grade, and indolent in progression, with a median survival of 
several years from the diagnosis of inoperability. 

The classic manifestations secondary to uncontrolled secretion of gastrin by 
non-{3-cell pancreatic islet cell tumor are gastric hypersecretion, severe peptic 
ulceration, and diarrhea. With increased physician awareness and wider use of 
the radioimmunoassay for serum gastrin, many cases are being diagnosed 
earlier, with clinical findings indistinguishable from those of idiopathic duo
denal ulcer or erosive duodenitis. These early-recognized cases satisfy the 
criteria for the diagnosis of Zollinger-Ellison syndrome, based on levels of 
fasting serum gastrin and gastric hypersecretion [51]. At diagnosis, nearly 
two-thirds of patients have either multicentric pancreatic tumors or unresect
able metastases to regional nodes or the liver [52]. The association of Zolling
er-Ellison syndrome and nonpancreatic endocrine tumors - particularly para
thyroid adenoma and, less often, tumors of the anterior pituitary, adrenal, 
thyroid, and ovary - is a feature of the Wermer syndrome of multiple endo
crine neoplasia (MEN, type 1). Twenty to 30% of patients with Zollinger
Ellison syndrome have an extrapancreatic endocrine tumor[53]. Continuous 
suppression of gastric acid hypersecretion with long-term histamine Hrrecep
tor antagonists such as cimetidine now offers an alternative therapy to total 
gastrectomy for patients with Zollinger-Ellison syndrome [54]. 

In 1958, Verner and Morrison [55] described two patients with islet cell 
tumors and a syndrome of refractory progressive watery diarrhea and hypo-
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kalemia. By 1974 [56], these same two investigators reviewed 55 cases from 
the literature of the syndrome" now named for them but also referred to as the 
WDHA syndrome, pancreatic cholera, or VIPoma in view of the frequent 
demonstration of elevated plasma levels of vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP). 
The intense hormonally stimulated gastric hypersecretion present in Zolling
er-Ellison syndrome has provided enormous i~petus to basic research in 
gastric physiology. This research produced the key to understanding and 
effectively managing the clinical syndromes of refractory peptic ulceration and 
diarrhea secondary to acid inactivation of luminal digestive enzymes. While a 
very rare clinical event, the Verner-Morrison syndrome, with equally striking 
clinical manifestations to the Zollinger-Ellison syndrome, can be considered 
the counterpart for stimulating research in the pathophysiology of diarrhea. 

The current understanding of the genesis of hormonal diarrhea in patients 
with the WDHA syndrome has recently been reviewed [57]. The diarrhea of 
these patients is secretory, exceeding 500 ml124 h even during fasting and 
often amounting to several liters daily of fluid rich in potassium and bicar
bonate. Understandably, this leads to severe dehydration, acidosis, marked 
loss of weight, and hypotension [58]. Hypokalemia so severe as to be Iife
threatening may lead to hypokalemic nephropathy and renal failure [55] and is 
apparently largely due to secretion of potassium by the colon [59]. Water and 
bicarbonate are primarily secreted in increased amounts by the proximal 
intestine with decreased distal intestinal absorption. About half of patients 
with the syndrome manifest hypercalcemia in the presence of normal plasma 
levels of parathyroid hormone [56]. A similar incidence of diabetes mellitus 
has been noted for patients with the watery diarrhea syndrome. Glucose 
tolerance may become normal after resection of the islet cell tumor [60]. 
Significant elevations of both plasma calcium and glucose levels can follow 
infusion of vasoactive intestinal peptide in amounts sufficient to achieve 
plasma levels comparable to those seen in patients with the Verner-Morrison 
syndrome [61]. Tetany may rarely occur [55] and may be secondary to hypo
magnesemia, with either normal or increased levels of serum calcium [62]. 

As implied by the name, vasoactive intestinal peptide produces cutaneous 
flushing and increases both pulse rate and blood pressure amplitude, when 
infused into normal volunteers [61]. Flushing was a prominent symptom in 
10 of the 55 patients reviewed by Verner and Morrison [56]. Achlorhydria, 
reported to be a component of the watery diarrhea syndrome [63], is present 
in the basal state but can be moderately stimulated by gastrin and less so by 
histamine [64]. A wide variety of substances have been proposed as the 
causative agents hypersecreted by islet cell tumors to give rise to pancreatic 
hormonal diarrhea [65]. In addition to vasoactive intestinal peptide, these 
include the pancreatic peptide hormones gastrin, glucagon, secretin, and pan
creatic polypeptide, as well as calcitonin, serotonin, and prostaglandins acting 
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either singly or together. 
Whereas the level of vasoactive intestinal peptide is elevated in the plasma 

of most patients with pancreatic cholera [66], the diagnostic value of the 
determination has been strongly questioned by Gardner[58], who believes 
that non-neoplastic causes of chronic secretory diarrhea, such as surreptitious 
ingestion of laxatives or diuretics [67], can be excluded on a clinical basis. He 
believes that the results of plasma vasoactive intestinal peptide,radioimmu
no assay may be difficult to interpret because of nonspecificity of antibody, 
variability between laboratories, and elevation of plasma vasoactive intestinal 
peptide levels in non-neoplastic disorders such as cirrhosis and chronic renal 
insufficiency. In addition, some patients have islet cell tumors and chronic 
secretory diarrhea but have normal levels of plasma vasoactive intestinal 
peptide [68]. Patients with the WDHA syndrome also have been documented 
to have normal levels of plasma vasoactive intestinal peptide but very high 
levels of pancreatic polypeptide and prostaglandin E, with the diarrhea of the 
latter responding to prostaglandin-inhibitor treatment [69]. Thus, vasoactive 
intestinal peptide may be one of the chief mediators of pancreatic cholera 
syndrome, but it does not act alone. 

Verner and Morrison [56] found that, of 53 patients with the WDHA 
syndrome, 37% had malignant islet cell tumors with metastases, 30% had 
benign pancreatic tumors cured by surgical removal, while 20% had non
f3-islet cell hyperplasia. Postoperative complications after resection of pan
creatic tumors in patients with pancreatic cholera have included congestive 
heart failure, perhaps due to hypokalemic cardiomyopathy or to sudden loss 
of the vasodilatory effect of vasoactive intestinal peptide, and rebound gastric 
acid hypersecretion with peptic ulceration, probably due to loss of the inhibi
tor of gastric acid secreted' by the pancreatic neoplasm [56]. Like other islet 
cell carcinomas, metastatic VIPoma may be responsive to chemotherapy with 
streptozotocin, either alone or in combination [57]. Lithium therapy may 
control the secretory diarrhea of the WDHA syndrome of patients not re
sponsive to streptozotocin by inhibiting vasoactive intestinal peptide-induced 
increase in intestinal mucosal cyclic adenosine monophosphate [70]. 

The clinical hallmarks of the glucagonoma syndrome, including a unique 
dermatitis (necrolytic migratory erythema), stomatitis, anemia, loss of weight, 
mild diabetes, and hypoaminoacidemia, have been detailed by Mallinson et 
al. [71]: They collected data on nine patients, of whom eight were post
menopausal women. The glucagonoma syndrome is considered the rarest of 
the major islet cell tumor syndromes [72] but has been recognized with 
increasing frequency since specific plasma radioimmunoassay and histochem
ical determinations for glucagon have become readily available. Historically, 
this syndrome dates to the description by Becker et al. [73]. in 1942 of a 
patient who suffered from a distinctive chronic dermatitis and died from 
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metastatic islet cell carcinoma. In 1966, McGavran et al. [74] demonstrated 
that the tumor associated with this syndrome is composed of glucagon
secreting a-cells. The distinctive dermatitis is now considered pathognomonic 
of the glucagonoma syndrome [75]. Mallinson et al. [71] noted that the derma
titis usually started and was most severe in the groin, perineum, lower 
abdomen, and between the thighs and buttocks but often became widespread 
to involve the face, hands, and feet. 

Beginning as erythematous areas, the lesions progressed to superficial cen
tral bullous formations, rupturing to form crusts or a weeping surface with 
central healing and a sharply defined, spreading annular outline which healed 
in 1 to 2 weeks, with residual hyperpigmentation. Circumoral crusting was 
present in all patients and painful glossitis in most. The dermatitis usually 
preceded diagnosis of the pancreatic tumor by more than a year and in two 
cases by more than ten years. The lesions often become secondarily infected 
with bacteria or fungi and regress when the glucagon-secreting pancreatic 
tumor is completely resected [75] or when the associated marked depression of 
plasma amino acids is corrected by total parenteral nutrition [76]. 

Although the diabetes mellitus in most patients with the glucagonoma 
syndrome is usually mild and stable, patients have developed diabetic keto
acidosis [72] or have become insulin-resistant [77]. Although most patients with 
the glucagonoma syndrome have islet cell carcinoma with unresectable meta
static lesions [71], perhaps more widespread screening of appropriate diabetic 
patients with the radioimmunoassay for plasma glucagon will uncover a larger 
percentage of benign tumors or early resectable islet cell carcinoma [75]. Other 
paraneoplastic effects of glucagonoma appear to be diffuse neurologic involve
ment [78] and hypercalcemia with normal levels of plasma parathyroid hor
mone [77]. Like islet cell carcinomas secreting insulin, gastrin, or vasoactive 
intestinal peptide, those producing large amounts of glucagon or proglucagon 
may be responsive to chemotherapy with streptozotocin either alone [79] or in 
combination with 5-fluorouracil [78]. 

Somatostatin is a hypothalamic tetradecapeptide that inhibits the secretion 
of pituitary growth hormone [80]. Somatostatin has been demonstrated by 
immunofluorescence and electron micrographic techniques to be present in 
significant amounts in normal pancreatic and upper gastrointestinal tract 0 
cells [81], and in both benign [82] and malignant [83] islet cell tumors. The 
clinical features of the somatostatinoma syndrome include diabetes mellitus, 
cholelithiasis, and steatorrhea. Recognition of these symptoms in a patient has 
permitted the preoperative diagnosis of somatostatinoma and the demonstra
tion of an elevation of plasma somatostatin-like immunoactivity. The diabetic 
state has been observed to clear after complete resection of the pancreatic 
tumor [82]. Somatostatin-secreting pancreatic islet cell carcinomas also have 
been demonstrated to produce ectopic hormones, including calcitonin [83, 84] 
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and corticotropin [85]. Ectopic Cushing's syndrome has been recognized to be 
associated with islet cell carcinoma [86], and in 17 collected instances of this 
association [87], most of the patients had intense generalized melanosis from 
ectopic production of melanocyte-stimul!lting hormone. Cure of a patient with 
acromegaly by resection of a large cystic f3-cell adenoma of the pancreas 
containing substantial amounts of human growth hormone has recently been 
reported [88]. Ectopic production of chorionic gonadotropin and its subunits 
was found in 17 (63%) of 27 patients with functioning islet cell carcinomas by 
demonstration of both elevated plasma and tumor extract levels of human 
chorionic gonadotropin. In contrast, none of the 43 patients with islet cell 
adenoma or of the six patients with nonfunctioning islet cell carcinoma had 
elevated values of human chorionic gonadotropin. Thus, human chorionic 
gonadotropin and its subunits appear to be markers of malignant de-repres
sion of the genome rather than simple hypersecretion by an aberrant 'cell 
rest' [89]. Other peptide substances localized in both the brain and the gut 
might be produced in excess by pancreatic or intestinal tumors in addition to 
somatostatin and vasoactive intestinal peptide [90]. Awareness of the potential 
clinical syndromes consistent with the known physiologic actions of neuroten
sin, enkephalins, substance P, or cholecystokinin could lead to identification 
of such an occurrence by application of available immunohistochemical and 
radioimmunoassy techniques. 

O'Neal et al. [91] suggested that the poly hormonal secretory potential of 
islet cell carcinoma may on rare occasion include production of vasopressin 
(antidiuretic hormone). 

Multiple endocrine neoplasia, type I (MEN, type 1), or Wermer's syn
drome, is a rare, dominantly inherited genetic disorder that includes multi
centric adenoma, carcinoma, or hyperplasia of pancreatic islet cells, as well as 
cells of the anterior pituitary and parathyroid glands and carcinoids of variable 
primary site [92]. Gastrinoma and insulinoma have been the most common 
islet cell syndromes [93]. MEN, type 2, or Sipple's syndrome, includes hyper
parathyroidism plus pheochromocytoma and medullary thyroid carcinoma 
often associated with mucosal or cutaneous ganglioneuromatosis but not with 
islet cell tumors. Less common are the reports of MEN variants that combine 
tumors from MEN types 1 and 2, particularly pheochromocytoma and islet 
cell adenoma or carcinoma [92, 94], thus emphasizing the neuroendocrine 
origin of hyperplastic or neoplastic cells in MEN syndromes. These overlap
ping syndromes frequently occur in families with von Hippel-Lindau disease 
or neurofibromatosis. 

4.2. Malignant Carcinoid Syndrome 
The malignant carcinoid syndrome is most readily diagnosed when a 

patient presents with typical carcinoid cutaneous flushing involving the face, 
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neck, and upper part of the chest associated with diarrhea and clinical evi
dence of advanced metastatic malignant disease, particularly hepatomega
ly [95]. The urine commonly contains an increased amount of 5-hydroxyindole
acetic acid (5-HIAA), a metabolic breakdown product of 5-hydroxytrypta
mine (5-HT or serotonin), synthesized from tryptophan by these endocrine 
tumors. Blood levels of 5-HT may be elevated, but the level is technically 
much more difficult to determine than the readily available urinary 5-HIAA 
determination. While carcinoids can arise at any level in the gut, the vast 
majority of carcinoids giving rise to the malignant carcinoid syndrome are of 
midgut (small bowel or right colon) origin, most frequently the distal ileum, 
and excrete only 5-HIAA in the urine. The unusual carcinoids of foregut 
origin (gastric, pancreatic, or bronchial) may lack the ability to decarboxylate 
5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP) to 5-HT and will excrete 5-HTP, 5-HT, and 
5-HIAA [96]. 

Cutaneous flushing represents the classic clinical feature of malignant car
cinoid syndrome. This visible episodic vasodilatation is extremely variable in 
frequency and severity but tends to be mild in most patients and to herald 
the presence of metastatic liver disease. Flushes characteristically last 2 to 5 
minutes and are associated with a sensation of warmth spreading over the 
area of erythema. If the flushing is unusually severe, facial swelling, periorbi
tal edema, conjunctival injection, and tachycardia or hypotensive symptoms 
may occur. Flushing that has been of long duration, particularly if frequent 
and severe, may lead to constant diffuse malar and facial purplish cyanotic 
erythema and telangiectasias. Precipitating factors tend to be those that pro
duce vasomotor symptoms, such as emotion, exertion, imbibing alcoholic 
beverages, and postural changes. Eating, defecation, and hepatic palpation 
also precipitate flushing in many patients with malignant carcinoid syndrome. 
Because carcinoids are characteristically a very indolent nonaggressive cancer, 
many patients may harbor known metastatic disease for years before flushing 
becomes noticeable. 

It was initially believed that release of serotonin by the tumor caused 
carcinoid flushes, but current thought incriminates kallikrein (bradykinin) as 
the usual mediator, with histamine and prostaglandins having a role in 
some [97]. While there is general correlation between the incidence of flush
ing and urinary 5-HIAA excretion, flushing is occasionally present with 
normal levels of 5-HIAA and, conversely, is absent with very high levels of 
5-HIAA [95]. The so-called histamine flush is extremely rare, may last for 
hours and be intensely pruritic, and is considered characteristic of carcinoids 
of foregut origin. This type of carcinoid flush may respond to blockade with 
combined histamine H 1- and Hrreceptor antagonists [98]. Extreme variability 
in synthesis, storage, rate of release, platelet binding, and tissue inactivation 
of 5-HT may help explain the wide range of variability of symptoms as 
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correlated with levels of serotonin or its metabolic products. 
Diarrhea, like flushing, is seen in about two-thirds of patients with the 

malignant carcinoid syndrome. There is no constant relationship between 
diarrhea and flushing in individual patients. The diarrhea of the carcinoid 
syndrome is characteristically watery and varies greatly in frequency and 
severity. The major pathophysiologic mechanism contributing to carcinoid 
diarrhea is generally considered to be humoral stimulation of intestinal motil
ity by an agent not clearly defined. 5-HT may have a role, as both 
p-chlorophenylalanine, an inhibitor of 5-HT synthesis, and methysergide, a 
5-HT antagonist, may be effective in controlling the diarrhea of patients with 
malignant carcinoid syndrome. Both these agents have significant toxic poten
tial and thus have not enjoyed wide clinical acceptance. Symptomatic control 
of diarrhea is often achieved with standard antidiarrheal agents such as 
codeine, tincture of opium, diphenoxylate, or loperamide. Other mechanisms 
that may be operational in the diarrhea of patients with carcinoid syndrome 
include partial intestinal obstruction due to kinking of the bowel wall by 
fibrosis about the tumor or mesenteric shortening and fibrosis. Steatorrhea 
may be due to diffuse mesenteric lymphatic obstruction from nodal metas
tases or fibrosis, to bowel ischemia from the compression of mesenteric 
arterial and venous vessels by intense fibrosis or internal elastic vascular 
sclerosis [99], or to chronic intestinal obstruction and stasis with bacterial 
overgrowth, or it may occur after ileal resection. Some patients may have 
choleretic or secretory diarrhea [100]. Multiple mechanisms seem to be opera
tional in the genesis of diarrhea in some patients with malignant carcinoid 
syndrome. 

Carcinoid heart disease is the most serious distant paraneoplastic effect of 
malignant carcinoid syndrome and may dominate the clinical course, fre
quently leading to progressive right heart failure and death [101]. This distinc
tive cardiopathy is caused by progressive fibrosis of the internal elastic lamina 
of the endocardium of the right heart, apparently secondary to prolonged 
exposure to high concentrations of an unknown humoral agent released by 
carcinoid hepatic metastatic lesions. The typical clinical findings are those of 
restrictive right heart disease dominated by tricuspid valve thickening and 
distortion with insufficiency and stenosis, usually with similar, less severe, 
pulmonary valve disease leading to pulmonary stenosis. A similar process 
may rarely involve the left heart in patients with bronchial carcinoid. 

Pellagra is an additional paraneoplastic syndrome seen in patients with 
malignant carcinoid syndrome secondary to shunting of up to 60% of the 
dietary complement of the essential amino acid L-tryptophan into neoplastic 
synthesis of 5-HT, leading to reduced synthesis of nicotinic acid [102]. Signif
icant clinical improvement may occur after treatment with nicotinic acid. 
Pellagra was noted in only two of the 91 patients with malignant carcinoid 
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syndrome reviewed by Davis et al. [95], both of whom were in poor nutri
tional status due to advanced carcinomatosis. Other paraneoplastic effects 
seen in malignant carcinoid syndrome include retroperitoneal fibrosis [103], 
Peyronie's disease [104], arthropathy [105], and myopathy [106]. Reports of 
ectopic hormone secretion in the malignant carcinoid syndrome have included 
the ectopic corticotropin-melanocyte-stimulating syn'drome (ACTH-MSH syn
drome) and insulin production [97]. 

4.3. Ectopic Hormone Syndrome 
In addition to the previously discussed ectopic hormone production by 

gastrointestinal endocrine carcinomas as a manifestation of the polyfunctional 
potential of cells of the APUD system, carcinomas of digestive tract origin 
originating in tissue not usually considered to have endocrine potential may 
also produce ectopic hormones and metabolic syndromes. By far the most 
commonly seen are those produced by primary liver cancers [107], including 
hypoglycemia and hypercalcemia with hepatocellular carcinoma and precocious 
puberty with hepatoblastoma. Less common paraneoplastic disorders observed 
with hepatocellular carcinoma include feminization, carcinoid syndrome [108], 
porphyria cutanea tarda [109], hyperl ipemia [110], and osteoporosis [111]. 
Increased production of a number of proteins, in addition to the characteristic 
tumor marker o:-fetoprotein, has been found in patients with hepatocellular 
carcinoma. These include dysfibrinogenemia [112], cryofibrinogenemia, poly
clonal hypergammaglobulinemia [113], vitamin B12 -binding protein [114], and 
thyroxine-binding globulin [115]. 

Ectopic Cushing's syndrome (ectopic ACTH-MSH syndrome) is most fre
quently seen with small-cell lung cancer and malignant thymoma. This syn
drome should be suspected when the patient is elderly and becomes rapidly 
and severely ill with signs and symptoms of adrenocortical hypersecretion. 
Loss of weight and muscle wasting and weakness rather than obesity are 
usually seen. Hypokalemia is frequently severe and often poorly responsive to 
potassium replacement. Severe mucocutaneous melanosis may occur secon
dary to ectopic production of melanocyte-stimulating hormone. Gastrointesti
nal carcinomas, other than islet cell tumors and carcinoids, which have been 
reported to lead to ectopic Cushing's syndrome, include those originating in 
the esophagus, stomach, and colon [116]. 

While the onset of hypercalcemia in patients with cancer most commonly 
is secondary to osseous metastasis, in a large number of these patients, bony 
metastases cannot be demonstrated. In most of these patients, the hypercal
cemia is considered to be secondary to ectopic hyperparathyroidism, with 
secretion by the tumor of a substance identical or closely related to parathy
roid hormone. These ectopic parathyroid hormone-like tumor products may 
on occasion differ immunologically from native parathyroid hormone and 
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have less affinity for antibody to parathyroid hormone used in the parathy
roid hormone radioimmunoassay, but they retain the usual physiologic 
actions of parathyroid hormone. Hypercalcemia of recent onset, with serum 
calcium levels of more than 14 mg/dl, especially if observed in a patient with 
anemia and loss of weight and without renal stones or evidence of bone 
resorption, is highly suggestive of ectopic hyperparathyroidism. While carci
noma of the lung and kidney produce most ectopic hyperparathyroidism, 
primary gastrointestinal carcinomas reported to be associated with the ectopic 
parathyroid hormone syndrome include those of esophageal [117], pancreatic, 
hepatic, and large bowel origin [118]. 

Extrapancreatic paraneoplastic hypoglycemia was caused by large mesen
chymal abdominal or thoracic neoplasms in most (64%) of the series collected 
by Lipsett et al. [119]. Hepatoma made up 21 %, whereas 6 % were associated 
with carcinoma of other digestive tract origin, including stomach, bile duct, 
and cecum. Extrapancreatic tumors are believed to produce hypoglycemia by 
mechanisms other than elaboration of insulin [120], as ectopic extrapancreatic 
paraneoplastic insulin secretion has rarely been documented. Postulated neo
plastic hypoglycemic mechanisms include marked consumption of glucose by 
large hypermetabolic tumors, secretion by the neoplastic cell of nucleic acids 
with insulin-like actions, and elaboration by tumors of tryptophan derivatives 
which are capable of inhibiting hepatic glyconeogenesis. 

The syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion (SIADH) has 
been reported in association with a wide range of clinical situations. These 
include central nervous system trauma, infection, neoplasm, or disease and 
thoracic disease represented by lung cancer, malignant thymoma, pulmonary 
tuberculosis, and pneumonia, as well as metabolic disorders such as acute 
intermittent porphyria [121]. Clinically, SIADH presents as water intoxication 
due to continued antidiuretic hormone (vasopressin) secretion in the presence 
of relatively hypo-osmolar serum and may progress to cerebral edema. The 
syndrome is characterized by renal sodium loss, hyponatremia, and abnormal 
or expanded extracellular fluid volume, all of which can be corrected by 
limiting intake of water. Levels of antidiuretic hormone can be measured in 
body fluid or tissue by radioimmunoassay or bioassay. Marks ef al. [122] 
demonstrated, by both of these techniques, tissue levels of antidiuretic hor
mone which approximated those present in the human neurohypophysis in a 
pancreatic carcinoma from a patient with SIADH. 

The functioning neoplasms that characteristically produce large amounts of 
gonadotropins are those of trophoblastic origin, such as choriocarcinoma and 
gonadal carcinomas that contain trophoblastic elements. As such, this 
gonadotropin production cannot be considered ectopic. Ectopic production 
of human chorionic gonadotropin and its subunits has been demonstrated 
by radioimmunoassay in a wide variety of nontrophoblastic malignant neo-
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plasms [123], including hepatoma, hepatoblastoma, and other gastrointestinal 
cancers, notably gastric and pancreatic carcinoma. In male children with large, 
rapidly progressive hepatoblastoma, precocious puberty may result [124]. In 
men, ectopic paraneoplastic production of human chorionic gonadotropin is 
most commonly seen as a manifestation of lung cancer but also has been 
documented in primary hepatocellular carcinoma [125]. Feminization may 
occur in adolescents and gynecomastia alone in older men. 

5. NEUROMUSCULAR MANIFESTATIONS 

Primary neuromuscular disorders [126, 127] often present a combination of 
signs and symptoms that are not readily categorized into specific entities. 
Adding to this problem is the reverse situation, in which neuromuscular 
syndromes are secondary to malignant disease elsewhere in the body. Even 
more intriguing is evidence that these neuromuscular syndromes are not due 
to invasive metastatic disease but to some other remote mechanism. In a 
series [128] of 1,465 patients with carcinoma, 96 patients (6.6%) had an 
associated neuromyopathy. The incidence was significantly increased in 
patients with carcinoma of the lung (12 to 15%) and ovary (16%) but was 
considerably less frequent in patients with carcinoma of the prostate (6%), 
breast (4%), colon (3 to 5%), and rectum (less than 1 %). Categorizing these 
carcinomatous neuromyopathies was difficult because of overlapping syn
dromes, but the most frequent symptoms were weakness and wasting of 
proximal muscles, occurring in 65 % of the patients. Other syndromes delin
eated were myopathies, including myasthenia gravis, cerebellar degeneration, 
selective spinal cord motor neuron degeneration, and dementia. Unfortunate
Iy, the most consistent finding in carcinomatous neuromyopathy is its almost 
universally poor prognosis, with removal of the tumor having little or no 
effect. 

6. RHEUMATOLOGIC MANIFEST A nONS 

Acute and chronic nonspecific inflammatory reactions in the fibrous tissue 
around tendons and joints occur with some systemic diseases (e.g. viremia, 
collagen diseases). Similarly, such changes have been associated with malig
nant tumors. These include an atypical rheumatoid arthritis syndrome (carci
nomatous polyarthritis) and hypertrophic osteoarthropathy (Marie-Bamberger 
syndrome) [129]. 

Rheumatoid arthritis-like joint symptoms in a patient more than 50 years 
old are suggestive of a systemic disorder, and an underlying malignancy 
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Figure 6. Hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy. 

should be sought. Unusual features include an abrupt onset, asymmetric 
involvement of larger joints (less frequently seen in the usual form of rheu
matoid arthritis) and the sparing of the commonly affected hand and wrist 
joints. Cancers manifesting these changes are found in the breast, bladder, 
bronchus, colon, and cervix. 

Clinically, hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy may develop abruptly 
and consists of painful digital clubbing (Figure 6), with burning paresthesias 
and ossifying hypertrophic periostitis at the distal end of long bones, and 
synovitis. The condition is most commonly associated with intrathoracic 
disease, which may very from inflammation to primary or metastatic malig
nancy. In 50 patients with this syndrome, 19 had an underlying malignancy, 
with two having the origin of the lesion in the colon [129] . 

7. RENAL MANIFESTATIONS 

All the common pathophysiologic syndromes of rena! disease are occasion
ally seen as paraneoplastic vary :equences of gastrointestinal carcinoma. Renal 
failure can be precipitated either by hypercalcemia or, when disseminated 
intravascular coagulation eventuates in bilateral renal cortical necrosis, by exten
sive renal ischemia with infarction, or bilateral renal vein thrombosis. Depo
sition of tumor antigen-antibody complexes on glomerular basement mem
brane can result in paraneoplastic membranous glomerulopathy and the ne
phrotic syndrome. Presumptive evidence of soluble immune complex glomeru
lonephritis was demonstrated by Costanza and associate~ [130], who showed, 
by immunofluorescent staining, the presence of immunoglobulins and carci-
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noembryonic antigen on the glomerular basement membrane in a patient with 
the nephrotic syndrome and hepatic metastases secondary to carcinoma of the 
colon. A similar patient with the nephrotic syndrome and a resectable colon 
carcinoma has been described, in whom carcinoembryonic antigen could not 
be demonstrated on the glomerular basement membrane but in whom depos
its of tumor antigen and antibody were detected by immunofluorescent 
techniques [131). The patient improved after resection of the primary colon 
carcinoma, as did the patient reported by Cantrell [132] after resection of a 
gastric carcinoma. 

Renal amyloidosis and renal vein thrombosis also may lead to the nephrotic 
syndrome. Tubular syndromes secondary to metastatic pancreatic carcinoma 
have been noted in isolated reports .. These include the adult Fanconi 
syndrome of proximal tubular dysfunction [133] and renal failure secondary to 
tubular obstruction by proteinaceous casts in a patient with peritoneal. carci
nomatosis secondary to a mucoprotein-secreting adenocarcinoma [134]. The 
latter syndrome is most commonly a complication of mUltiple myeloma. 

8. GASTROINTESTINAL MANIFEST A TlONS 

The common major constitutional paraneoplastic signs and symptoms of 
gastrointestinal cancer and the more rare and fascinating gastrointestinal gen
etic syndromes with dermatologic manifestations have been previously dis
cussed in this chapter. Several other paraneoplastic effects of gut cancer 
deserve emphasis. 

The patient with an otherwise asymptomatic gastric carcinoma may note 
dependent edema as an initial symptom secondary to pronounced hypoalbu
minemia related to exudative protein-losing enteropathy. Waldmann et 
al. [135] demonstrated gastrointestinal protein loss in all seven patients with 
ulcerated gastric carcinomas whom they studied, as well as in patients with 
ulcerated colon and esophageal carcinomas. A more recent report [136] de
scribes a patient with severe hypoalbuminemia and generalized edema from an 
ulcerated primary duodenal adenocarcinoma. The McKittrick-Wheelock syn
drome represents a special variant of neoplastic protein-losing enteropathy 
and refers to the sometimes massive secretion of electrolytes and protein-rich 
mucus by soft, bulky villous tumors of the rectosigmoid. Patients with this 
syndrome may present with severe dehydration, potentially fatal shock, con
fusion, paralysis, and cardiac arrhythmias secondary to severe depletion of 
water, potassium, sodium, chloride, and serum proteins. The offending villous 
neoplasm may be so soft and jelly-like in consistency that detection by digital 
rectal examination may be very difficult [137]. The presence of firm areas, 
deep in the villous lesion, may betray the presence of an area of occult 
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carcinoma and has been found in about 40% of these neoplasms. Deller ef 

al. [138] found mild malabsorption and steatorrhea associated with minor 
atrophic changes in the mucosa of the small bowel of most of the 45 patients 
with cancer they studied, including two with rectal cancer. These findings 
suggest that mild paraneoplastic malabsorption may be a contributing factor 
to the loss of weight commonly experienced by patients with cancer. Len
der[139] described patients who had systemic amyloidosis associated with 
carcinoma of the colon, stomach, and gallbladder. In a review of the litera
tur" he found that only 7% of 944 patients with systemic amyloidosis had 
malignant neoplasms. 
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4. Epidemiology and Early Detection of Cancer 
of the Esophagus 

PARVIZ SOROURI 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The esophagus functions as a conduit for passage of ingesta into the 
stomach, a relatively simple but vital function. Its proximity to many other 
essential organs, such as trachea, bronchi, aorta and other large vessels in the 
mediastinum, increases the possibility of carcinomatous involvement, both 
extrinsically and intrinsically. Surgical approach and removal is at best very 
difficult and is sometimes devastating. Unfortunately, the disease is usually 
beyond its early stages by the time the diagnosis of cancer of the esophagus is 
made in a symptomatic patient. Thus, any form of treatment would fall short 
of being curative. In recent years, a consensus of opinion has been formed 
that the diagnosis of early stages of cancer of the esophagus, particularly in 
subjects at high risk, is of utmost importance. The study of etiologic factors 
as well as the pattern of the disease in the geographic areas of high incidence 
are helpful in formulation of criteria for classification of high-risk populations 
as well as furnishing guidelines for early diagnosis and future preventive 
interventions. 

2. INCIDENCE 

Carcinoma of esophagus has been found more frequently in recent years, 
probably due partly to better diagnostic methods. The incidence varies con
siderably by geographical location, race and sex. Many different isolated and 
unrelated locations in the world have been reported to show high incidence 
for cancer of esophagus. The high incidence and the fatal outcome of this 
disease has been known for many years amongst the inhabitants of some of 
these high-incidence areas. For instance, the disease, its symptoms and its 
course, have been well known to the Turkoman tribes in the high-incidence 
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area of Gonabad in the Caspian littoral of Iran for many generations and 
centuries [1]. The tribe has accepted it as a natural process of fate and thus 
resist any form of medical intervention. 

Cancer of esophagus shows a marked variation of about 300-fold between 
the highest and lowest incidence rates in different countries [2]. The highest 
rates are reported in parts of Central Asia, in eastern and southern regions of 
Africa, and in Curacao and parts of Brazil [2]. However, striking variations in 
the frequency of the disease have been found within relatively small areas. A 
belt of high incidence has been proposed. It runs from the Caspian littoral in 
Iran to Northern China with extremely high incidence rates reported from 
regions of Gonabad and Gorgan in Iran [3] and from the province of Honan in 
China [4]. The high rates in Turkmenia, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan in the 
USSR [5] form the central portion of the belt. Many areas of high frequency 
are found in East and South Africa [6] especially Rhodesia [7] and parts of 
Transkei [8-10]. Rates are moderately elevated in France [11], particularly in 
the provinces of Brittany and Normandy[12], in India[7, 13], Japan, Puerto 
Rico [7, 14], in the black population of the U.S. [15], among the Chinese in 
Singapore [7, 16] and in southern Greenland [17]. 

In contrast to these areas of high and moderately elevated incidence, in 
most countries the incidence rates of esophageal cancer, age standardized to 
the world population, are below 10.0 per 100000 for males and below 5.0 per 
100000 for females [7]. In the United States, the incidence for white males is 
about 4.7 per 100000 and 1.6 per 100000 for females and has remained 
stable for the past 40 years. However, the incidence in the black population in 
the U.S. has risen since 1940 and is now at 16.7 per 100 000 for black men 
and 4.8 per 100000 for black women. Rates for Americans of Chinese and 
Japanese descent are somewhere in between and have not increased in recent 
years [18]. 

In India in the Greater Bombay study, the rate was reported to be 14.4 for 
males and 11.0 for females per 100 000 [191. In Northern Karnataka, cancer of 
esophagus constituted 14.1 % of all malignancies seen and occurred in a 
slightly younger age population [20]. It is of interest to note that the moder
ately-high incidence of cancer of esophagus in the Indians persists even when 
they have immigrated to other countries. Of the 21 cases of the cancer of 
esophagus reported from Beersheba, Israel 43% occurred in Indian Jews who 
had immigrated to Israel about 1960. The incidence otherwise for the general 
population in Israel is 2.8 for males and 1.8 for females per 100 000 [21]. 

A high incidence of cancer of esophagus had been reported in West Kenya 
in the past [22,231. Recently, a high incidence has also been reported from 
Central Kenya as compared to the low incidence in the Rift Valley and North 
Kenya [241. 

In Saudi Arabia, cancer of esophagus comprises 5.9% of all cancers 
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Table 1. List of geographic locations with high incidence of cancer of the esophagus. 

Location Male Female 
per 100,000 per 100,000 

Iran, Caspiari littoral 
Gonabad region 93.1 110.0 
Gorgan region 66.7 49.2 
Gilan region 20.1 6.2 

China, Linksien area 85.0 55.0 
South Africa 

Transkei 70.4 33.3 
Rhodesia 

Bulawayo 63.8 2.2 
USSR 

Turkmenia 51.1 33.2 
Kazakhstan 47.8 26.3 
Uzbekistan 28.5 13.7 

France 
Ille-et-Vilaine 29.4 1.2 

Switzerland 20.0 4.0 
Singapore 

Chinese 20.1 6.4 
Cote O'Or 

Bourgogne 18.1 1.3 
Greenland 

Greenlander 16.2 6.7 
India 

Bombay 15.2 10.8 
Puerto Rico 14.8 5.4 
U.S. Blacks 13.9 3.3 
Japan 

Miyagi 12.9 6.7 

recorded there, the fifth most frequent cancer [25]. 
The incidence of cancer of esophagus in the Cote D'Or district of Bour

gogne was found to be elevated at 18.1 for men and 1.3 for women per 
100000 [26]. The incidence rates are tabulated in Table 1. 

3. SEX 

Cancer of esophagus for world standard population is calculated to be 5.0 
per 100 000 for males and 0.7 per 100 000 for females. The European stan
dard records a rate of 7.1 per 100 000 for males and 1.0 per 100 000 for 
females. The risk of females developing esophageal cancer is very low, the 
average sex ratio being 5: 1 (male: female). Reports from Poland, U.K., Den-
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mark, Sweden, German Democratic Republic, Norway and the Federal 
Republic of Germany show that the incidence rate and sex ratio is about 
same [27]. Only in Brittany and Normandy in France is a very high incidence 
of 29.4 per 100000 for males and 1.2 per 100000 for females recorded, a 
ratio of 25: 1 (male: female). In Finland, the incidence for males is 6.8 per 
100000 and for females 4.9 per 100000, the ratio being 1.4: 1 (male: fe
male). In the Gonabad region of the Caspian littoral of Iran, the high inci
dence of93.1 per 100000 for males and 110.0 per 100000 for females gives a 
sex ratio of 0.6: 1 (male: female). However, in the Gorgan region, which is less 
than 200 km away from Gonabad, the incidence is 66.7 per 100000 in males 
and 49.2 per 100000 for females, the sex ratio being 1.4: 1 (male: female). 
The same type of ratio is reported from the Transkei of South Africa. 

Thus, it is generally accepted that carcinoma of the esophagus is more 
common in men with few geographic exceptions. A survey of 14500 cases 
reported by various authors showed 72.25% in men and 27.75% in 
women [28]. In few areas such as the Gonabad region of the Caspian littoral 
in Iran [3], in Finland [29] and Indian Jews in Beersheba, Israel [21], the sex 
ratio is reversed and slightly more than one half are seen in females. 

4. AGE 

The majority of cases are found in the sixth and seventh decades. In most 
reported series, the average age is approximately 62 years. Cancer of esopha
gus generally occurs at a younger age in women [28]. In certain regions, 
particularly in the Caspian littoral in Iran, in India, in Transkei and Kenya, 
cancer of esophagus is found at approximately 5 to 15 years younger than the 
expected age of 62 years [3, 7-9,13,22-24]. 

5. RACE 

It has been evident for many years from vital statistical reports in the U.S. 
that the incidence of cancer of esophagus per 100000 population is highest in 
black males and less so in black females. No valid reason for this high 
incidence in the black population of the U.S. has been formulated. Some 
observers have implicated possible lower socioeconomic factors rather than 
racial factors [15]. 

In the high-incidence areas of the Caspian littoral in Iran, the people are of 
Turkic or Mongol origin. Ancient writings suggest that esophageal cancer has 
long been known in this part of he world. People of the same ethnic origin 
are also amongst the population of high-incidence areas in the USSR and 
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China. A genetic predisposition to esophageal cancer may be present in the 
Turkoman race. Study on the HLA profiles of the Turkomans has been 
initiated but results are not yet known [2]. 

6. ETIOLOGY 

The cause of cancer of the esophagus is unknown. Attempts have been 
made to incriminate agents such as alcohol, hot food and liquids, smoking, 
and diseases such as syphilis, scleroderma, achalasia and oral sepsis, but no 
acceptable evidence for any single cause has been recorded. Epidemiological 
data amongst the high-incidence areas has been accumulating. In central 
Asia, the epidemiology of cancer of the esophagus is most fully documented 
in the Southern Caspian littoral in Iran which has the highest incidence of 
cancer of the esophagus localized in a small area. Joint Iran-International 
Agency for Research on Cancer Study Group has provided new and stimu
lating information about this area. 

The study Group stratified the area into 15 regions and accumulated large 
quantities of information about the structure of the population and local 
agriculture, climate, vegetation, and geology. The people are of Turkic or 
Mongol origin. They lead a life dedicated to agriculture, either as semi
nomadic pastoralists or as settled-subsistence farmers. The crops are mainly 
wheat, barley and cotton. Sheep and goats are the principal livestock. Their 
mode of life has changed very little over many centuries. 

Some important findings have been established. Alcohol and tobacco, two 
major factors in the etiology of cancer of the esophagus in many other 
regions, can be excluded in the Caspian cases. There is no evidence of use of 
local plants or herbs in the high-incidence areas, nor of unusual method of 
preserving or cooking. Clear regional variations in diet were, however, identi
fied, with bread and tea emerging as the main staples in the high-incidence 
areas. It was also found that the people living in these regions had low calorie 
and total protein intake, and low intake of vitamin A, riboflavin and vitamin 
C. More hot tea is consumed in the high-incidence areas. 

Measurements of morphine metabolites in urine indicated that addiction 
was widespread in the high-incidence areas, occurring in about 50% of the 
men and women aged 35 or more, despite poor verbal cooperation on inter
views. Morphine is not only smoked in the form of opium in these areas, but 
also eaten as opium or in the form of a tarry residue scraped out of opium 
pipes called 'shireh.' Tests for known carcinogens in bread and tea such as 
aflatoxin, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and nitrosamines were all nega
tive, but the grain is frequently contaminated in the field by fungi and foreign 
seeds, some of which, particularly the fungi, may elaborate carcinogenic tox-
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ins. Indeed potatoes from this high-incidence area were found to be infected 
with Fusarium sulphurerum Schlechtendal, which is capable of producing at 
least four different irritant trichothecenes [30]. 

The role of the diet is very important, not by what it contains but by what 
it lacks. The effects of chronic inadequate nutrition may both impair the 
normal structure and function of the esophagus ari.d ,induce general effects on, 
for example, immune function extending back into infancy and early child
hood [2]. An endoscopic survey was undertaken in Northern Iran on 430 
persons in the high-incidence area [31]. This study revealed a chronic esophag
itis, involving mainly the middle and lower thirds of the esophagus in 86% of 
the subjects and the frequency was very high even in the younger age groups. 
Also an incidence of 3.7% dysplasia and 2.6% invasive cancer of the esopha
gus was present in the people studied. 

Clinically and histologically the esophagitis in this rural population was 
different from that observed in the low-risk areas of Europe and the United 
States where esophagitis is usually associated with reflux [32-37]. The low 
prevalence of incompetent cardias and hiatus hernias and absence of symp
toms of heartburn in Iran suggested that 'the esophagitis is not of reflux 
origin. This was further supported by the frequent finding of a normal precar
dial mucosa in the presence of esophagitis. The absence of ulceration, even in 
the most severe cases of esophagitis is also noteworthy. The histological 
changes of the chronic esophagitis in this study is similar to the early changes 
seen before frank dysplasia and early cancer development in rats treated with 
N-M-N-nitrosaniline [38]. 

Little is known about precursor lesions of esophageal cancer in man. The 
changes in the mucosa surrounding the cancer are assumed to be of a 
precancerous nature [4,39], but there is no information on the lesions preced
ing this dysplasia. 

In follow-up studies in a high-risk population in China, 27% of obvious 
dysplasia progressed to cancer[42]. In another high-risk population in Central 
Asia, submucosal fibrosis has been incriminated as a precancerous condi
tion [43]. 

A similar screening study was performed in the People's Republic of China 
on large numbers of persons in Linksien (Lin County, Honan Province) and 
nearby regions where mortality from esophageal cancer is reported to be 
approximately 100 per 100000 per year[44]. In the Linksien area, 62045 
people over 30 years of age were examined by an exfoliative cytological 
technique between 1971 and 1975. The technique consisted of swallowing a 
gauze-covered balloon which was then inflated and withdrawn, carrying with 
it cells from the esophageal wall. Dysplasia was found in 2.2 % and invasive 
or in-situ carcinoma in 1.2 % of the cases examined. They reported that the 
technique used had very low false negative results. Among a series of 11 011 
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persons with normal cytology, only 13 were known to have developed cancer 
shortly afterwards. Preliminary study of patients with esophageal dysplasia 
who were followed up to 12 years revealed a high risk for esophageal can
cer. 

A vesiculo-papular oropharyngeal lesion called Amaqhakuva was reported in 
ten of 82 patiens with cancer of the esophagus in the Xhosa patients of the 
Transkei region [10]. In one of these patients, this lesion had preceded squa
mous cell carcinoma of the upper third of the esophagus by six months. 
Again, nutritional deficiencies leading to possible infection have been pro
posed as the cause of these lesions. 

Plummer-Vinson syndrome (Paterson-Kelly, Sideropenic anemia with post
cricoid dysphagia and the formation of webs or strictures in the upper part of 
the esophagus) has been considered a precancerous condition of esophageal 
cancer, which is otherwise rare at this site [45, 46]. The pathogenesis of this 
syndrome is not clear. Iron deficiency is important, but other nutritional 
deficiencies such as riboflavin, thiamine, pyridoxine and protein as well as 
genetic factors have been suggested (see Chapter 2). Pellagra was evident in 
36 patients reported from the Scandinavian series of this syndrome [10]. 
Riboflavin has been shown to be essential for maintaining the integrity of the 
squamous epithelium of the esophagus [47]. Severe riboflavin deficiency in 
mouse and baboon caused atrophy and ulcerative lesions in the esophageal 
mucosa and some hyperplastic lesions were thought to be precance
rous [48, 49]. 

Previous field studies have revealed a widespread riboflavin deficiency in 
Northern Iran, equally prevalent in the areas of both high and low-risk for 
cancer of the esophagus [50, 51]. The oral lesions associated with riboflavin 
deficiency regressed after 3-4 weeks of administration of riboflavin [50]. 
Endoscopic and histologic observations in the Caspian littoral suggested that a 
chain of events leading to cancer starts with chronic inflammation and some 
hyperplastic changes of the epithelium, evolving in some cases to dysplasia 
and finally cancer. This chronic inflammatory change has been found in 
patients 15 years of age indicating that the crucial injury may occur early in 
life [31]. 

Injury to the epithelium may be another factor involved. In Africa, trau
matic insults include the eating of great quantities of farinaceous foods 
containing small particles of silica, wild spinach and stinging nettles. Kaffir 
beer, to which may be added various toxic substances, such as cleaning fluids, 
is also consumed, the overall diet being essentially deficient. In Iran, as well 
as in India, China and USSR and Scottish women, the drinking of hot tea 
may cause thermal injury on a weakened esophageal mucosa due to dietary 
deficiency [31]. The factor of thermal irritation has been felt to be the most 
constant predisposing factor by some [52]. 
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The ratio of bread to rice in the Caspian littoral was found to have a 
tendency to rise with the incidence of esophageal cancer. The consumption of 
pulses, green vegetables and fresh fruit was lower among the high risk 
population as was the consumption of all types of animal protein. The diet in 
this area is restricted to little but home baked bread and tea [51]. The same 
restricted type of diet is reported from Northern Karnataka, India [20]. The 
diet is mostly restricted to 'Jowar Rotis' taken with a paste of chillies and 
spices. The' Rotis' ·are often several days old, which may be contaminated 
with fungal growth or other toxins. The very hard nature of' Rotis' may also 
cause constant irritation to the esophageal mucosa. Ingestion of spiced foods 
is suggested as a factor in development of cancer of the esophagus in Saudi 
Arabia [25]. 

Various nitrosamine compounds have been found to be potent esophageal 
carcinogens in rodent models [59-65]. It has been demonstrated that methyl
alkyl-nitrosamines will specifically induce carcinomas of the esophagus 
regardless of their route of administration [53]. One of the more potent of 
these compounds, N-methyl-N-benzylnitrosamine (MBZN) produced papillo
mas in 100% of rats. Of the total number of neoplams, 66% were papillomas, 
17% were pedunculated papillary carcinomas, and 17% were sessile carcino
mas. Histologically, all of the neoplasms showed squamous differentia
tion [54]. As in the rats, squamous cell carcinoma is by far the most 
frequently observed type of human esophageal cancer[55]. The neoplasms are 
usually well differentiated, with varying degrees of keratinization, and are 
deeply invasive. Patterns of growth are also very similar to those found in the 
rat. Most of the cancers exhibit a fungating pattern with characteristic intra
luminal proliferation or an infiltrating pattern with extensive lateral sub
epithelial penetration. Ulceration is prominant in about 25% of the carcino
mas. Although the predominant form of esophageal neoplasm in the rat, a 
papillary form, is rare in humans, a few cases have been reported [56]. 

In another study, methyl-n-amylnitrosamine (MNAN) was found to be not 
as specific a carcinogen for the esophagus as had been thought, since tracheal 
and nasal cavity tumors were also induced in rats. However, esophageal 
tumors might predominate more strongly if enhancers specific for the esopha
gus were administered in addition to MNAN [57]. This observation is inter
esting when the clinically high incidence of cancer of the esophagus is noted 
among the patients with primary head and neck tumors, suggesting MNAN as 
a possible etiologic factor[78]. 

Many reports have accumulated from various regions about nitrosamines 
being involved as carcinogenic factors in some of the high-incidence areas. 
Dimethylnitrosamine has been found in the fruit juice used by the Bantu to 
curdle milk which is their chief food for the first 20 years of life [58]. 
Nitrosamines are also found in larger amounts in certain foods in Greenland, 
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France and Iran. 
In a study in the Transkei region of South Africa, the soil was found to be 

molybdenum-deficient in the areas with high incidence of esophageal cancer. 
This deficiency was felt to be possibly linked to accumulation of nitrates and 
nitrosamines in the food of cancer-prone natives [66]. 

A possjQle carcinogenicity of mycotoxins for esophageal cancer has been 
proposed because the toxic metabolities of Fusarium species have been shown 
to induce hyperkeratotic papillomatous growths in the squamous forestomach 
of rats and basal cell hyperplasia of the esophageal squamous epithelium in 
the rat. 

The coordinating group for research on the etiology of esophageal cancer in 
North China has reported the presence of Geotrichum candidum link in the 
food of high-risk groups and advances some experimental evidence of cocar
cinogenic properties of the fungus. Interestingly, chickens of this region share 
a high rate of esophageal neoplasm [17]. The role of food contaminated with 
fungi has already been mentioned in the study of the Caspian littoral [30]. 

The epidemic of alimentary toxic aleukia (AT A) which occurred in parts of 
the Soviet Union were almost certainly caused by similar trichothecenes and 
judging from various reports there seems to be some overlap of earlier AT A 
areas and current high esophageal cancer areas. 

In Africa, there is a clear association between corn cultivation and occur
rence of esophageal cancer [71]. Although this may largely be due to nutritional 
implications, the extreme frequency of Fusarium contamination of this crop in 
Africa [7] and elsewhere including the U.S. [8] raises the possibility of at least 
a carcinogenic effect of some irritant Fusarium metabolites which are known to 
cause lesions in the rat esophagus. 

The highest known esophageal cancer rate in Africa occurs in southwestern 
districts of the Republic of Transkei whereas the incidence in the northeastern 
region of the country is relatively low [30]. Corn is the main dietary staple in 
the low as well as high-incidence areas. Earlier observations indicate that the 
extent of moldy corn consumption is not only a matter of expediency depend
ing on the success of the crop, but that moldy ears are actually preferred by 
many Transkeians for beer making because of the allegedly improved fla
vor. 

In one study, the data obtained are suggestive that higher levels of myco
toxins, deoxytrivalenol and zearalenone contamination occur in moldy kernels 
produced in a high- as compared to a low-incidence area of esophageal cancer 
in Transkei [30]. 

Many studies have shown that cigarette smoking increases the risk of 
carcinoma of the esophagus [9, 67 -69]. In one report, multiple sections of the 
esophagus from 1202 autopsy specimens from men whose smoking history 
was known were examined. Atypical basal epithelial cells were found far more 
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frequently in cigarette smokers, with a direct relationship between the amount 
of smoking and the frequency of atypical cells [70]. 

Several epidemiologic studies have found a correlation between carcinoma 
of the esophagus and alcohol consumption [11 , 69, 71-74]. Alcohol may also 
promote the effect of tobacco. In a study in IIIe-et-Vilaine in France, it was 
shown that the logarithmic risk of esophageal cancer in man was a linear 
function of the daily consumption of alcohol and tobacco, separately and also 
the effect was synergistic when taken together[69]. The consumption of any 
type of alcoholic beverages entails an increased risk of esophageal cancer. In 
addition, it has been found that the risk is greater for cider and digestives, 
particularly the distillate of apple cider. The additional risk is greater for strong 
beverages (digestives) than for lighter ones in France [73]. 

The mechanism of possible carcinogenicity of methanol is unknown. It may 
be possible that alcoholic beverages carry active carcinogens such as polycyclic 
hydrocarbons, nitrosamines, fusel oils and other still unknown substances. 

Various additives to alcoholic beverages are reported from Jamaica, Puerto 
Rico, South of U.S., Transkei in Africa, India, Japan and Greenland and 
postulated as possible carcinogenic factors. 

Various types of obstructive lesions have been associated with carcinoma of 
the esophagus. Lye strictures have been found to develop into cancer in 
3.5-5.5% of patients, frequently at an unusually early age [76, 77]. In one 
study, the mean interval between lye ingestion and development of carcinoma 
was 43.5 years [78]. 

The incidence of carcinoma in achalasia has been variously reported from a 
fraction above 0 to 29% [78-100]. The true incidence is estimated to be 
approximately 3 %. Malignant tumors arise at all levels, but the most com
mon location has been found to be the middle third of the esophagus. Here, 
again, the average age at onset is earlier [48] as compared to spontaneously 
occurring tumors (average 62 years). The mean interval between diagnosis of 
achalasia and carcinoma has been reported to be approximately 18-28 
years [78, 79]. Some authors believe chronic irritation plays an important role 
in its etiology. Early surgical treatment of achalasia to prevent esophageal 
dilatation has been advocated to help prevent subsequent development of 
carcinoma [80-86]. Carcinoma occurring after a clinically successful Heller 
procedure for achalasia has been reported [78]. If achalasia is treated without 
surgical repair, yearly esophagoscopy, esophagogram and cytologic examina
tions are recommended. In fact, in long-standing achalasia, biannual cytologic 
examination of washings has been suggested [79]. Almost 90% of cancer of 
the esophagus occurring in lye stricture and achalasia is squamous cell carci
noma. 

Several retrospective studies and case reports have shown that there is an 
increased frequency of esophageal adenocarcinoma in patients with Barrett's 
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epithelium [83-89]. The columnar cell-lined esophagus, called Barrett's epi
thelium, is a metaplasia of the distal esophagus which is associated with 
chronic reflux esophagitis. In a large study, 12 cases of adenocarcinoma was 
found among 140 patients with columnar lined esophagus [87]. Another retro
spective review revealed that the tumor arose in Barrett's epithelium in 12 of 
14 cases of primary esophageal adenocarcinoma [89]. Abnormal patterns of 
epithelial renewal have been associated with frank neoplasia or preneoplastic 
lesions elsewhere in the gastrointestinal tract [90-96] (see Chapter 1). 

In a recent study, it was found that all three types of Barrett's epithelium 
(specialized columnar, junctional and fundic), when not associated with evi
dence for neoplasia, in general have proliferation kinetics which are typical of 
normal epithelia elsewhere in the gastrointestinal tract. However, a minority 
of patients who have Barrett's epithelium may have altered proliferation 
kinetics, such as expansion of the proliferative zone. Whether identification of 
an expanded proliferative zone will predict those individuals who are more 
likely to develop cancer is a subject which requires further investiga
tion [97]. 

Although antireflux operations may prevent extension of the columnar 
epithelium within the esophagus, the columnar epithelium may persist for 
many years and retain its malignant potential [87]. Regression of Barrett 
esophagus or reversion to squamous lining after an antireflux procedure has 
been reported [98]. The reported inciqence of carcinoma associated with Bar
rett esophagus varies from 8.S% to 26.3% [87,98]. 

The most common roentgenographic findings in Barrett esophagus are 
hiatal hernia (8S%), stricture (82%), mucosal abnormality (74%), reflux (62%) 
and ulcerations (S4%)[99]. It has been suggested that this constellation of 
radiologic findings, particularly ulceration, may suggest a Barrett esophagus 
and thus identify the patient with an increased risk of esophageal cancer. One 
case is reported in whom adenocarcinoma from Barrett's epithelium simulated 
esophageal varices radiologically [111]. In another report, 4% of patients 
treated with dilatation for treatment of peptic esophageal stricture developed 
adenocarcinoma at the site of the stricture, raising the possibility that chronic 
irritation may have predisposed them to neoplastic change in addition to 
Barrett epithelium factor[100]. 

A relationship between diaphragmatic hiatal hernia and gastroesophageal 
carcinoma has also been suggested, particularly wih those hernias associated 
with a short esophagus [102-104]. In a study of 34 000 hiatal hernias, only in 
0.2% were carcinomas detected [10S]. Hiatus hernia seems to be more preval
ent in Western Europe and the U.S. One report stated that 47% of patients 
with hiatus hernia were found to have erosive esophagitis [107]. In another 
survey, 2S.7% of symptomatic patients with hiatus hernia were found to have 
erosive esophagitis [106]. 
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Esophageal reflux is known to be a cause of esophagitis, stricture and 
ulceration. Histologically, basal cell hyperplasia as well as extension of the 
papillae close to the epithelial surface have been shown to have a good 
correlation with symptoms and with reflux studies [37]. 

Other studies have indicated that distal to an esophageal ulcer or stricture 
secondary to reflux, columnar epithelium may be found [108-110]. In another 
study of 1 225 patients with chronic reflux esophagitis, 140 patients were 
found to have columnar metaplasia of the distal esophagus. Adenocarcinoma 
of the distal esophagus developed in 8.5% of the 140 patients with metapla
sia[87]. 

Carcinoma has been reported to occur in 0.31 % of pharyngoesophageal 
diverticula [112]. 

Esophageal carcinoma is a common complication in sideropenic dysphagia 
(Plummer-Vinson syndrome) [107]. However, a more recent report has shown 
a marked decrease in esophageal carcinoma in younger women in Swed
en[114]. 

Irradiation has been proposed as an etiologic factor in development of 
cancer of the esophagus in several patients [109]. Interestingly, a granular cell 
myeloblastoma of the esophagus is reported in a patient developing after 
irradiation for treatment of carcinoma of the esophagus [121]. 

Only six cases of carcinoma of the esophagus associated with scleroderma 
have been recorded so far[116-120]. 

Leukoplakia of the esophagus has been found in some reports to be a 
common pathologic condition, frequently associated with carcinoma, and pos
sibly precancerous [122]. 

The esophageal mucosal changes in pellagra in man have been reported to 
consist of intense hyperemia, edema and multiple small ulcerations endosco
pically responding promptly to therapy [123,124]. Fourteen patients in a series 
of 700 cases of carcinoma of the esophagus gave a history of pellagra [28]. 

Carcinoma of the esophagus has been shown to exist in about 1.2 % in the 
population of head and neck cancer patients, approximately ten times the 
incidence in a normal population [78]. In another study, the risk of developing 
a new primary carcinoma of the esophagus in patients with head and neck 
cancer, equaled the risk of metastatic disease from the initial head-neck 
tumor[ 125]. 

The association of head-neck carcinoma with esophageal carcinoma may be 
due in part to predisposing factors, such as heavy smoking and heavy alcohol 
consumption [126, 127], perhaps due to contaminating carcinogenic agents 
within the alcohol and tobacco [55]. 
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7. HEREDITY 

The role of influence of hereditary factors in carcinoma of the esophagus 
needs further investigation (see Chapter 2). In one study, it was found that 
22.1 % of 172 patients with carcinoma of the esophagus had a family history 
of carcinoma of the esophagus [128]. In keratosis palmaris et plantaris (tylo
sis), which is inherited as an autosomal dominant a high incidence of cancer 
of the esophagus is reported. In a study of 48 members of two families with 
tylosis, 18 developed cancer of the esophagus; an incidence rate of 
37.5% [129]. Other reports later have described this association [130-132]. 

The hereditary factors in the Turkoman races in Northern Iran, USSR and 
China needs further evaluation. HLA studies are in progress in Northern 
Iran. 

8. EARLY DETECTION 

Two cases of microscopic carcinoma of the esophagus were diagnosed on 
endoscopic evaluation of the patients for hiatus hernia and reflux esophagitis. 
Carcinoma was not suspected at the time of endoscopy [132]. Few other cases 
of early carcinoma of the esophagus have been reported [86, 134, 135, 
137-141,143]. A large group of 28 cases of superficial squamous cell carci
nomas diagnosed in early stages comes from Japan [135]. By far, the largest 
group reported is from China. Chinese report that use of a net-covered 
balloon for cytologic screening has lead to detection of early esophageal 
lesions and precancerous dysplasia. They detected 136 asymptomatic cases of 
esophageal cancer among 11 564 persons, and 70% of these patients were in 
an early stage. They claim that the overall resection rate has increased to 
80%, and the overall five-year survival rate to 29%. However, in patients 
with early detection followed by early surgery, the five-year survival rate 
increases to about 90% in their series [42,133,142]. In the Mayo Clinic series 
of 1657 patients, the five-year survival after resection for 31 middle esopha
geal lesions without nodal involvement was 41.9%. This contrasts to an 
overall five-year survival of 9%. 

The detection of early cancer of the esophagus either fortuitously [132,143] 
or through organized screening [42,133, 135, 142], has resulted in early sur
gery with very encouraging five-year survival rates in recent years. An ana
logy may be drawn with carcinoma of the stomach in Japan where mass 
screening, early detection and treatment has given a 90%, five-year survival 
rate [144]. Possibly, similar efforts devoted to esophageal cancer may bring 
about a parallel success and break the traditional gloomy prognosis of this 
disease. 
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Any person with persistent progressive dysphagia must be evaluated thor
oughly for the presence of cancer of the esophagus. However, dysphagia is 
also a common symptom for many of the associated conditions such as 
achalasia, lye stricture, Plummer-Vinson syndrome, Barrett esophagus, head 
and neck cancer, or stricture after surgery for head and neck cancer. 

Usually by the time that the cancer of the esophagus produces dysphagia, 
the cancer is beyond its early stages. Thus, in order to detect early cancer of 
the esophagus, other criteria than clinical manifestations must be sought. The 
most important of these criteria would be cytological diagnostic measures. 
The high-risk group for cancer of the esophagus should be recognized and 
possibly followed by routine annual or biannual cytological diagnostic evalua
tion, regardless of lack of specific symptoms. 

The high-risk groups are tabulated in Table 2. 
Barium swallow should be used routinely in these high-risk patients to 

diagnose early and possibly resectable carcinomas. Double contrast roentgeno-

Table 2. High-risk group for development of cancer of the esophagus. 

1. Long-standing malnutrition, particularly deficiency of vitamins A and C, riboflavin, pro
teins: 
1.1. - In certain geographic areas, such as Caspian littoral in Iran, Kenya, India, China, 

USSR 
1.2 - Untreated malabsorption of long-standing duration, particularly celiac sprue disease 
1.3 - Plummer-Vinson syndrome 

2. Hereditary factors: 
2.1 - Turkoman or Mongol race in Iran, USSR and China 
2.2 - Black male population in U.S. 
2.3 - Tylosis 
2.4 - Celiac sprue 

3. Achalasia 
4. Benign stricture 

4.1 - Lye stricture 
4.2 - Stricture from peptic esophagitis 
4.3 - Post-surgical strictures 

5. Barrett's esophagus 
6. Hiatal hernia 
7. Pulsion diverticulae 
8. Carcinomas of other organs 

(most commonly head, neck and lung) 
9. Heavy alcohol consumption 

10. Heavy smoking 
11. Long-standing history of intake of hot beverages and spiced foods 
12. Reflux esophagitis: 

12. 1 - Barrett's esophagus 
12.2 - Hiatal hernia 
12.3 - Post-gastric surgery 
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graphy of the esophagus seems to be the best method for detecting small 
lesions [78, 14S]. 

Radioactive phosphorus for diagnosis [lSI], despite report of overall accu
racy of 9S% [IS2, IS3], has not gained general application. It would also not 
be applic!lQle for repeated annual screening. 

Computerized tomography may be of benefit in demonstrating the extent of 
invasion outside the esophagus. No reports have been presented so far in 
regard to its application in early detection of cancer of the esophagus. 

Cytological diagnosis by using washings, abrasive balloons, small sponges 
and different types of brushes introduced either blindly or under fluoroscopic 
control has been replaced by flexible endoscopy with sampling of the esopha
geal mucosa by direct brushing, washing or multiple biopsies in recent years. 
Endoscopic brushing of the esophagus has yielded the highest positive result 
ranging from 81.8 to 96.2% [146-lS0]. 

The following plan of screening is recommended for detection of early 
cancer of the esophagus developing in the high-risk population. 
1. Endoscopic brush-washing cytology and multiple biopsies every 6 

months. 
2. Double contrast esophagogram yearly. 
3. Both double contrast esophagogram and endoscopic brush cytology and 

biopsy at any time when dysphagia or changes in symptom complex 
occurs. 

9. PREVENTION 

Most of the factors cited as playing an etiologic role in cancer of the 
esophagus, such as nitrosamines, alcohol, cigarettes, and deficient nutrition 
have had their effects over a long period of time. Thus, correction of these 
factors may not decrease the risk in the present generation, but it may reduce 
the risk in the future generations. However, early detection of reflux esophag
itis and its correction may decrease the risk of development of the cancer of 
the esophagus in each individual patient. 
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5. Epidemiology of Gastric Cancer and its Precursor 
Lesions 

PELA YO CORREA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our understanding of the epidemiology of gastric cancer has been charac
terized by alternating periods of progress and stagnation, generally matching 
technologic developments that have facilitated its study. For many years the 
information available was based on mortality statistics, which called attention 
to the fact that there were marked intercountry contrasts in the frequency of 
the disease [1]. Studies of relative frequency complemented mortality statistics 
and indicated that interpopulation contrasts were also found within several 
countries [2]. Studies of migrant populations became available around the 
1960 decade and revealed drastic changes in both incidence and mortality 
associated with migration, generating the notion of previously unsuspected 
dynamic changes in the epidemiology of the disease [3]. The same studies 
suggested that forces at play in the premigration period, most probably in the 
first decades of life, were responsible for the high risks observed after migra
tion to low-risk countries. 

The histopathology of gastric cancer was then correlated with demographic 
parameters and it was reported that one histologic type, the so-called intesti
nal type, predominated in high-risk populations [4]. The same histologic type 
was accompanied by atrophic and metaplastic changes in the surrounding 
gastric mucosa [5]. These nontumoral changes were found to be very preval
ent in autopsy material of high-risk populations, both providing an indicator 
of such risk and suggesting a possible explanation for the prolonged latency 
period found in migrant populations [6]. Fiberoptic endoscopy became avail
able and facilitated the study of patients with precursor lesions. 

A long search for experimental models became fruitful when some N
nitroso compounds were found active, and these experiments contributed to 
the present interest in the role of this family of chemical compounds as 
human carcinogens [7]. Although it has been suspected for a long time that 

1.1. DeCosse and P. Sherlock (eds.), Gastrointestinal cancer I, 119-130. All rights reserved. 
Copyright © 1981 Martinus Nijhofl Publishers, The Hague/Boston/London. 
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dietary patterns are responsible for the interpopulation variability in gastric 
cancer, extensive search for carcinogens in dietary items led to no clear 
conclusions. The discovery that carcinogens can be formed intragastrically in 
experimental animals by simultaneous feeding of nitrite and secondary 
amines has deemphasized the search for complete carcinogens in the diet and 
strengthened work on the hypothesis of in situ synthesis of carcinogens, 
especially N-nitroso compounds [8]. 

We will summarize separately the most relevant factors related to the 
epidemiology of gastric cancer and its precursor lesions. 

2. GASTRIC CARCINOMA 

2.1. Geographic Distribution 
It has long been known that some countries have very high mortality and 

morbidity rates for stomach cancer. Japan has always been at the top of the 
list. The average annual incidence rate in Miyagi males, adjusted to the world 
population from 1968 to 1971, was 94.6 per 100000[9]. Andean populations 
in Latin America have generally high risks. Costa Rica and Chile have 
displayed high rates, although not as high as those of Japan. In 1974, the 
mortality rate in males from Chile was 50.8 and in Costa Rica 49.5 per 
100000 [10]. Some Nordic countries have also displayed high risks, although 
there has been a marked decrease in recent years. Age-adjusted incidence 
rates for 1968 to 1972 were 24.6 per 100000 in Norway, 37.5 per 100000 in 
Finland and 43.0 per 100000 in Iceland. Unites States whites and Austra
lia-New Zealand have been at the other end of the risk spectrum in most 
intercountry comparisons. The age-adjusted incidence rate for the state of 
Connecticut in 1968-1972 was 13.5 per 100000; the comparable rate for 
New Zealand (non Maori) was 15.3 per 100 000 [9]. 

2.2. Sex Ratio 
There is a predominance of male rates in all countries but the magnitude of 

the excess varies with age. The male: female ratio is close to unity at ages 
under 35, after that age it rises until it reaches a peak of about 2: 1 around 
age 55 and, thereafter, declines to about 1.3: 1 at the oldest age [11]. 

2.3. Time Trends 
There has been a consistent decline in mortality and incidence rates of 

gastric cancer first noticed in the United States and later in most other 
countries [12]. The decline is seen in both sexes and all age groups, especially 
younger cohorts. 
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2.4. Migrant Studies 
Observations in immigrants to the United States who were born in coun

tries at high risk for stomach cancer revealed that they continued to experi
ence the risk characteristic to the population of origin [13]. This pattern was 
observed for the first generation of immigrants only. Their United States-born 
offspring displayed rates similar to those of the adopted country. Similar 
observations have been made in Australia and the intracountry migratory 
populations of Colombia [6]. 

2.5. Histopathology 
Observations made about 30 years ago reported that most gastric carcino

mas reproduced well-formed glandular elements lined by mucus-secreting 
cells similar to those found in intestinal tumors. They frequently arose from 

Figure J. Gastric mucosa showing loss of glands, marked inflammatory infiltrate in the lamina 
propria and intestinal metaplasia. The metaplastic glands (right side) have numerous mucous 
goblets similar to those found in the intestine. 
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gastric mucosa that had previously been transformed to intestinal-like muco
sa [5]. For those reasons, tumors with these histologic patterns were called 
'intestinal type.' Other tumors did not show the cohesiveness needed to form 
glandular structures and invaded the gastric wall in a diffuse fashion, which 
has resulted in the name' diffuse type' being applied to them. It was noted 
that males had a higher proportion of the intestinal type than females and 
there was a tendency for an increased proportion of such tumors to occur 
with advanced age in both sexes [4]. 

Studies of the histology of gastric tumors in Japanese populations in their 
native land and in Hawaii led to the following conclusions: 1) The age
specific incidence rate for diffuse carcinoma remained little changed among 
Japanese migrants; the decrease in intestinal type accounted for most of the 
decline in the total gastric cancer incidence in Hawaii. 2) The predominance 
of the diffuse type in the young and of the intestinal type in older persons has 
been preserved in both populations, but the age at which the transition in 
type occurs has changed; the transitional age comes earlier in Japan, where a 
high risk for stomach cancer still prevails [14]. 

Histological classification of gastric carcinoma in Latin America showed 
that the intestinal type accounted for most of the excess incidence in high
risk populations and it was, therefore, labeled the 'epidemic type' [6]. This 
type was found less frequently in populations at low risk. It was later found 
that the intestinal type accounted for most of the declining rates observed in 
recent decades in several countries [15]. The diffuse type displayed less inter
country variation in rates and has been associated with a lesser decline in 
rates in the United States and European populations [16,17]. Further evidence 
of the independency of the intestinal and diffuse carcinomas was provided by 
the age-specific incidence rates for each histologic type in native Japanese and 
in Japanese migrants to Hawaii. The slope of the intestinal-type curve was 
much steeper than that of the diffuse type and only the former type showed 
any decline with migration [14]. 

2.6. Blood Groups 
A small excess in blood group A distribution in gastric cancer patients has 

been noted for a long time. When blood group types were correlated with 
histology it was found that the group A excess was restricted to the diffuse 
histologic type in populations of different ethnic groups (Colombia, Norway, 
Hawaiian Japanese), apparently suggesting some kind of genetic susceptibili
ty [14,18] (see Chapter 2). 

2.7. Socioeconomic Class 
A marked inverse socioeconomic gradient in risk has been noted in many 

countries with the lower classes having approximately 2.5 times the risk of 
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the upper classes. This has not been accompanied by a consistent pattern of 
excess risk in specific occupations although miners, fishermen and agricultural 
workers have been considered at higher risk than other occupations [19]. An 
urban-rural gradient is described in some studies but is not a constant feature 
of the epidemiology of the disease. In general, urbanization is associated with 
lower-risk. Urban-rural differences, however, may be determined by migration 
patterns. In some countries a high risk has been observed in some rural areas 
but not in others. Since first generation migrants maintain their original risk, 
the risk of the population of any given city will be equivalent to a weighted 
average of the risks of the native and migrant populations. A city with heavy 
migration from high-risk rural areas may, therefore, display a risk much 
greater than expected on the basis of the native population alone. If, on the 
other hand, migration is predominantly from low-risk rural areas, the risk of 
the city will tend to be low. In populations with heavy immigration a strong 
correlation can be found between the gastric cancer risk of the immigrants 
and that of their place of birth [6]. 

2.8. Geochemistry 
There have been suggestions that gastric cancer is related to occupations 

involving close contact with the soil. Acidic soils are generally found in areas 
of high risk for stomach cancer. Deficiencies of trace elements have been 
suggested but no consistent pattern has emerged [20]. An association between 
high nitrate content of the drinking water and cancer risk has been suspected 
in England and in Colombia [21]. 

2.9. Diet 
The marked interpopulation differences in gastric cancer risk and in dietary 

habits, as well as the fact that the gastric mucosa sustains prolonged contact 
with food, were the basis for etiologic hypotheses pointing to dietary habits. It 
has been speculated that diet may have a carcinogenic role in a number o( 
ways: a) food items may be carcinogenic ; b) they may be vehicles for 
carcinogens; c) they may be converted to carcinogens in the food preparation 
process; d) they may contain promoters of carcinogens; and, e) they may lack 
inhibitors of carcinogens. It is also recognized that the above characteristics 
are not mutually exclusive and that there may still be other unknown ways in 
which diet may influence carcinogenesis [19]. 

Descriptions of dietary habits of populations at high risk have led to 
suspected associations between cancer and a variety of food items: rice in 
Japan, fried foods in Wales, potatoes in Slovenia, grain products in Finland, 
spices in Java, and smoked fish in Iceland. In many descriptive studies 
starchy foods were the most frequently implicated items [22]. In the United 
States it has been observed that the decline in cancer mortality coincided with 
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Figure 2. Metaplastic gastric antral mucosa with adenomatous dysplasia. The metaplastic gland 
(upper part) shows decreased mucous secretion and elongated hyperchromatic nuclei with pseu
dostratification. 

a decrease in the consumption of cabbage and an increase in the consumption 
of lettuce and citric foods [12]. A considerable number of case-control studies 
have focused on dietary items in several parts of the world. Wynder et al. [23] 
found no noteworthy differences between cases and controls in Iceland, 
Slovenia and the United States. Meinsma reported a higher frequency of 
bacon and a lower frequency of citric fruits in cases than in controls in 
Holland [24]. Acheson and Doll found no significant case-control differences 
in England [22]. Higginson reported a more frequent use of fried foods by 
cases in Kansas City [25]. Graham et al. in Buffalo found a smaller porportion 
of cases who use raw vegetables (lettuce, tomatoes, cole slaw)[26]. Hirayama 
reported that cases in Japan consume less milk and more salted foods than 
controls [27]. 

Although no unanimity can be found to implicate any food as positively 
associated with gastric cancer risk, a number or studies have reported that 
green leafy vegetables such as lettuce, as well as citric fruits, are associated 
with lower risk. Bjelke has interpreted his findings in Norway and the United 
States as showing an independent protective effect of a vitamin C index [28]. 
There is speculation, therefore, that vitamin C may play an inhibitory role in 
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gastric carcinogenesis. Bjelke has pointed out that some items such as salted 
fish and vitamin C index may interact with respect to histologic expression of 
the carcinoma. It thus appears that the effect of any specific item might be 
dependent on the presence of other items and that a very complex interaction 
of a variety of food items may determine whether potential dietary carcino
gens are expressed or remain inactive. 

2.10. Pernicious Anemia 
It has been well established for many years that patients with pernicious 

anemia carry an increased risk of gastric cancer. It has also been known that 
pernicious anemia patients develop progressive atrophy of the mucosa of the 
corpus and fundus of the stomach, probably related to antiparietal cell anti
bodies, and that gastric carcinoma in such patients arises in the same topo
graphic area of the stomach showing the atrophy. The atrophic area is also the 
site of extensive transformation of the normal mucosal glands into intestinal
type glands, so-called intestinal metaplasia. However, the great majority of 
gastric cancer patients, especially outside Scandinavian countries, do not have 
a history of pernicious anemia. 

3. PRECURSOR LESIONS 

3. J. Historic Aspects 
The concept of gastric cancer precursors has evolved from a series of 

observations of the pathology and epidemiology of the disease. Its origins date 
back to 1883 when Kupfer described in the gastric mucosa islets of intestinal 
glands [29]. According to the prevailing concepts of pathogenesis at that time, 
they were interpreted as misplaced embryonal rests and duly labeled 'hetero
topias.' Little consideration was given to the possibility that these heteroto
pias may have pathologic significance until Bonne ef at. in 1938 described 
Chinese immigrants who had a high frequency of both gastric carcinoma and 
atrophic gastritis with 'goblet cell metaplasia,' which is equivalent to the 
so-called heterotopias [30]. By contrast, the native Malays had a low frequency 
of carcinoma and a low prevalence of metaplasia. Jarvi and Lauren in 1951 
described carcinomas resembling those of the intestine originating in such 
areas of 'heterotopia' [31]. The true nature of these heterotopias began to be 
reevaluated and the idea that they may not be really embryonic rests but 
rather a change from the gastric to intestinal mucosa, 'metaplasia,' began to 
find some supporters. In 1955 Morson described small gastric carcinomas 
originating in areas of intestinal metaplasia [32]. Siurala repeatedly biopsied 
individuals followed over a period of years and described progression from 
atrophic gastritis to gastric carcinoma [33]. Figure 1 illustrates the metaplastic 
changes. 
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3.2. Interpopulation Correlations 
Recently the epidemiology of precursor lesions has been studied in Colom

bia where a cancer registry in the city of Cali reported that the immigrants 
from the Andean mountains of Narino had a very high incidence of gastric 
carcinoma, especially of the intestinal type [6]. A systematic search for intes
tinal metaplasia in autopsy material from six groups of immigrants, as well as 
from the local natives, revealed a positive correlation between the incidence 
of gastric cancer, especially of the intestinal type, and the frequency of meta
plasia [6]. Imai et al. reported a similar positive correlation between metaplasia 
and carcinoma in a comparison of Japanese and U.S. populations [34]. The 
association with metaplasia is largely limited to intestial-type carcinoma. In 
surgical specimens, carcinomas of the intestinal type are usually surrounded 
by severe intestinal metaplasia. The presence of intestinal metaplasia in spec
imens with diffuse carcinoma was found with about the same prevalence as 
that of the population under study [15]. In low-risk populations, diffuse carci
nomas are usually surrounded by normally appearing mucosa. 

3.3. Histologic Characteristics 
From detailed studies of the gastric mucosa in high-risk populations, a 

series of lesions have been described that apparently represent a continuum of 
change from normal to carcinoma [35]. The complete process is believed to 
take a long time: 16 to 24 years in cell kinetics studies [36]. 

The mildest and, therefore, probably earliest lesion observed is superficial 
gastritis, characterized by infiltration of lymphocytes, plasma cells and poly
morphonuclear leukocytes in the superficial portion of the lamina propria. 
Superficial gastritis is usually accompanied by necrosis of epithelial cells and 
regenerative changes in the glandular neck region. It is widely believed that 
this type of gastritis can be produced by a variety of injuries and that it may 
be repaired ad-integrum. The lesion considered to be next in the severity scale 
is chronic atrophic gastritis, characterized by loss of glands as determined by 
the visualization of areas of lamina propria devoid of glands and occupied 
only by connective tissue and white blood cells. There are varying degrees of 
severity of atrophy. On this atrophic background the process of intestinal 
metaplasia sets in with the appearance of glands lined by cells normally 
present only in the intestine: absorptive cells, goblet cells, argentaffin cells and 
Paneth's cells. These cells are distinguished by their morphologic characteris
tics, as well as by the abnormal set of enzymes they contain: alkaline 
phosphatase, leucine aminopeptidase and sucrase. When all of the morpho
logic and enzymatic characteristics expressed in the phenotype of these cells 
correspond to those of the normal intestine, the metaplasia is usually labeled 
mature and, as long as it remains mature, the transformation to neoplastic 
cells appears remote. 
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In some patients, however, there are metaplastic cells which appear less 
mature and do not show the complete set of intestinal enzymes, suggesting 
that they lose that phenotypic expression and that their intestinalization, as 
judged by this set of enzymes, is incomplete. In specimens with gastric 
carcinomas surrounded by metaplasia, the set of intestinal enzymes is fre
quently incomplete [37]. These same metaplastic cells show abnormalities of 
nuclear morphology characterized by increased size, hyperchromatism and 
irregular shape. In pathology terminology these changes are known as 'dys
plasia,' which also implies distortion of the glandular architecture. These 
architectural changes have been divided in two groups: when they resemble 
hormonally-induced proliferations of glandular tissue they are called 'hyper
plastic dysplasia,' and when they resemble a benign proliferation of tubular 
glands they are called 'adenomatous' or 'villous' dysplasia [38]. Dysplasia is 
believed to carry an increased risk of transformation into invasive carcinoma. 
Figure 2 illustrates adenomatous dysplasia. 

3.4. Distribution by Sex and Age 
Although gastric cancer is more frequent in males than in females, studies 

in Finland and Colombia have found equal prevalence of atrophic gastritis in 
both sexes. Dysplastic changes, on the other hand, are more common in men, 
apparently indicating that the promotional stages of the carcinogenic process 
are expressed more strongly in men. Atrophic gastritis and intestinal metapla
sia increase with age in both sexes, not only in prevalence but also in surface 
area covered by the lesion. Detailed studies of the dynamics and especially of 
the rate of conversion from one stage of the precursor lesions to the next, 
reveal that the proportion of individuals in a given community who enter into 
the precursor lesion cycle, is achieved rather early. After the third decade of 
life, the porportion of individuals with some of the precursor lesions remains 
constant. This apparently indicates that the selection of the members of the 
community who will (or will not) enter the cycle of precursor lesions is 
achieved before the end of the third decade. The later stages, characterized by 
increase in the surface area covered by metaplasia and by dysplasia, show a 
constant increment with age [35]. 

3.5. Diet 
Few studies of diet in patients with atrophic gastritis have been done. Since 

the prevalence of precursors is probably high in areas at high risk for stomach 
cancer, it may be assumed that the same dietary patterns described for 
stomach cancer are applicable to its precursors. 

Studies conducted in the high-risk area of Narifio, Colombia, show an 
excessive consumption of corn, wheat and cabbage [39]. An inverse relation
ship (less use of these items in the high-risk area) was found for lettuce and 
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other green leafy vegetables. Individuals with atrophic gastntls reported a 
higher consumption of corn and lima beans and a lower consumption of 
lettuce and other green leafy vegetables than the controls. The data suggested 
a peculiar interaction of food items: lettuce seemed to prevent the association 
between atrophic gastritis and corn consumption only when the amount of 
corn eaten was not excessive. Concerning food' preparation, salting of food for 
preservation was generally more common in high risk areas. 

3.6. Nitrate Intake 
Nitrate is present in the water supply of some populations at high gastric 

cancer risk such as Colombia, England, Chile, Israel and Newfoundland [40]. 
In Narifio, Colombia, the content of nitrate in the water was found to be 
higher in towns where cancer and precursor lesions were more frequent. A 
significantly higher concentration of nitrates was found in the urine of per
sons living in high-risk villages. In the same villages, a greater proportion of 
the population obtained their drinking water from dug wells and it was 
precisely in the water from such wells that high-risk levels of nitrate were 
found [21]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The epidemiology of gastric cancer and its precursors, as summarized 
above, has given rise to speculations about the etiology of the disease, as 
summarized in the following quote [8] : 

'It is postulated that one major subtype of gastric carcinoma (" intestinal 
type") is the end result of a series of mutations and cell transformations 
begun in the first decade of life. The mutagen could be a nitroso compound 
synthesized in the upper gastrointestinal tract by the action of nitrite (i.e., 
from food or saliva) on naturally occurring nitrogen compounds. Under nor
mal conditions these nitroso compounds do not reach the gastric epithelial 
cell, presumably because their synthesis is inhibited by antioxidants present in 
food or because of their inability to pass the mucosal barrier. The barrier may 
be overcome by abrasives or irritants such as hard grains, food with high 
sodium chloride concentration, or surfactants. 

Once the first mutation occurs, the glandular gastric epithelium is gradually 
changed to intestinal-type epithelium, the mucous barrier altered and the pH 
elevated. Under these conditions, bacteria proliferate in the gastric cavity and 
facilitate the conversion of nitrates to nitrites, thereby increasing the nitrite 
pool and the probability of formation of mutagenic-carcinogenic nitroso com
pounds. This process of gastric atrophy and intestinal metlWlasia goes on for 
30 to 50 years until some of the individuals affected have the final mutation 
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or cell transformation which allows the cell to become autonomous and 
invade other tissues.' 

Work on this hypothesis continues in several countries. Although it cannot 
be said that the hypothesis has been proven correct, so far all further explora
tions of it have been consistent with the main theme. No other alternative 
hypotheses have been proposed in recent times. 
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6. Early Detection of Gastric Cancer 

SEIBI KOBA Y ASH! 

1. PREFACE 

What does early detection of gastric cancer mean? It probably means the 
detection of a curable cancer which is not necessarily an asymptomatic lesion. 
A scirrhous lesion of gastric cancer can become advanced even when it is still 
asymptomatic and can be already inoperable when it becomes symptomatic. 

On the other hand, a symptomatic lesion is not necessarily incurable. In 
most cases, even a curable lesion will cause some sort of symptoms, but such 
a lesion will be asymptomatic in much earlier period. 

What will a curable cancer mean substantially? It would be a lesion that 
can be radically resected together with involved or uninvolved regional lymph 
nodes. The most curable is a lesion that is localized in the stomach without 
lymph node involvement. Since Ewing's publication in 1936 [1], several 
authors [2-4] have referred to curable or early gastric cancer, but detection of 
such lesion has been extremely difficult. 

Gastric cancer has been a national disease among the Japanese for a long 
time. From long-term studies on gastric cancer in Japan, the depth of can
cerous invasion within the gastric wall seems most valuable to assess the 
curability of a lesion. Early recognition of gastric cancer has been greatly 
improved by recent progress in X-ray and endoscopic examination mainly in 
Japan. It is now evident that the features of a carcinomatous lesion are very 
different roentgenologically and endoscopically depending upon the presence 
or absence of involvement of the propria muscle by carcinomatous tissues. 

Based on this idea, the definition and classification of early gastric carci
noma were proposed by the Japanese Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society 
in 1962 [5]. Early gastric carcinoma is defined as that in which the tumor is 
still confined to the mucosa orland the submucosa regardless of lymph node 
involvement. A five year survival rate of such tumors can exceed 90% after 
radical operation [6, 7]. Being familiar with the gross features of such tumors, 
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one can facilitate early recognition of gastric cancer on X-ray and endoscopic 
examination. 

However, the early detection of gastric cancer is still very insufficient on an 
out-patient basis even in Japan, unless patients with such a tumor visit an 
experienced doctor chronologically earlier. Therefore, a mass screening 
method using double contrast X-ray technique was devised in Japan approx
imately 20 years ago. In addition, further progress in fiberoptic endoscopy 
combined with cytology and biopsy has contributed substantially to early 
detection of gastric cancer not only in Japan, but also throughout the 
world. 

2. DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICA nON OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER 

The definition and classification of early carcinoma of the stomach were 
proposed in 1962 to the Japanese Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society [5] 
and in 1963 to the Japanese Research Society for Gastric Cancer. Early 
carcinoma of the stomach was defined as carcinoma in which cancerous 
invasion was confined to the mucosa orland the submucosa regardless of 
lymph node involvement. 

Early gastric carcinoma, in the experience of Japanese workers, can be 
macroscopically classified as one of three basic types:' type I, protruded type; 
type II, superficial type; subtype lIa, elevated; subtype lIb, flat; subtype IIc, 
depressed; type III, excavated type (Figure 1). 

2.1. Type I: Protruded Type 
A protrusion into the gastric lumen is very prominent. It sometimes resem

bles a benign semipedunculated or sessile polyp. A malignant lesion, in 
general, presents an irregular contour, unevenness of the surface, and bleed
ing with or without definite ulcerations on the surface. Redness, lobulation, 

Type I 

IIa 

Type II II b 

lIe ..........-

Type ill ~ 

Figure 1. Macroscopic classification of early gastric carcinoma. 
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and erosion of the surface are not always observed in malignant lesions. 
Lesions greater than 2 cm in diameter must be considered likely to be malig
nant. 

2.2. Type II: Superficial Type 
The unevenness of the gastric surface is relatively inconspicuous. This type 

is classified into three subtypes. 

2.2.1. Type lIa (Elevated). This type is characterized by sessile mucosal 
elevation of plateau-like or flower bed pattern. The height of elevation is less 
than two times that of the surrounding mucosa. This elevation commonly 
surrounds an area of central depression and then is designated as type 
IIa+ lIc. 

2.2.2. Type lIb (Flat). This type shows neither elevation nor depression of 
the gastric surface and may be recognized only because of discoloration of the 
mucosa. These lesions may be very small. The diagnosis of the pure lIb is 
considered very difficult. 

2.2.3. Type lIe (Depressed). This type is a slightly depressed lesion and 
sometimes has a dirty appearance with adherent mucus or exudate. The 
margins of the depressed area are irregular and may be hemorrhagic. Island
like residues of intact mucosa may be observed in the depressed area. The 
mucosal folds are disrupted and clubbed. Tumors of this type are frequently 
seen in association with the deeper type III lesions and are then called type 
IIc + III. This type and its combinations (lIc + III, IIa + IIc) are the most 
commonly observed types in early gastric cancer. 

These lesions probably correspond to the' superficial erosive carcinoma' of 
Ewing [1] and many instances of the superficial spreading carcinoma of Gut
man et al. [2] and Stout [4]. 

2.3. Type Ill: Excavated Type 
This type appears as an ulcer, quite similar by inspection or radiologic 

examination to a benign peptic ulcer, except when there is invasion of the 
surrounding mucosa, creating a superficial depression around the ulcer, then 
called type III + IIc. When the depressed area is more prominent, the case is 
classified as IIc + III. 

3. CONTROVERSY ABOUT THE TERM' EARL Y GASTRIC CANCER' 

A question will be raised why we do not use the term 'superficial carcio
ma' or 'superficial spreading carcinoma.' The carcinoma is superficial histo-
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logically, but the term 'superficial carcinoma' might be misconstrued to mean 
that the tumor exists only in the mucosa, and is not capable of invading the 
muscularis mucosae. 

Our present definition of 'early gastric cancer' was established by agree
ment among internists, surgeons, and pathologists in Japan over 15 years ago. 
In the discussion on terminology between Murakami [8] and Prolla [9], Prolla 
stated that insofar as the definition is based on morphologic features and the 
histological depth of cancerous invasion, this type of carcinoma should be 
called 'superficial gastric carcinoma'. He did not agree to the term' superficial 
spreading carcinoma' as used by Stout [4] because it is not certain that all of 
these tumors have spread superficially, at the time and in the place they are 
observed. 

An ulcerated lesion such as the type lIe + III or III + IIc, according to the 
Japanese classification seems to exist for many years without spreading 
through the gastric mucosa, and occasionally shows temporary healing. 

By our definition, 'early gastric cancer' can include even prominent poly
poid (type I) and deeply ulcerated (type III) lesions that still are relatively 
localized in the gastric wall. 

We decided to reserve the term 'superficial type' for the relatively flat 
lesions that may be slightly elevated (type IIa), flush with the mucosal surface 
(type lIb), or slightly depressed (type IIc). Therefore, the adjective' superficial' 
cannot encompass all of the different types of early gastric cancer. 

As Murakami stressed [8], 'early' was important to emphasize the benefit of 
prompt detection of gastric cancer. It is well known that gastric cancer has 
been an enormous, nationwide problem in Japan. Early detection by radio
graphic and endoscopic techniques is essential for a chance of curative resec
tion. In this light, the term employed should appeal to the mass communica
tion media and to the public, emphasizing that early detection is an important 
means of solving this national problem. 

It is true that 'early gastric cancer,' by our definition, can progress to 
lymphatic involvement and even to distant metastases in rare instances, but 
the us~al reported prognosis is excellent, the 5-year survival rate being over 
95% [7]. For this reason, we think that the term 'early gastric cancer' is 
more appropriate than 'superficial carcinoma' or 'superficial spreading carci
noma.' 

4. INCIDENCE OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER 

At our hospital (AACH), the incidence of an early lesion among all gastric 
carcinoma is shown in Table 1, accounting for a mean of 13.1 % from 1964 to 
1977. The incidence has not shown a significant increase since 1967. Takagi 
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Table 1. Incidence of early gastric carcinoma (Aichi Cancer Center Hospital). 

Year No. with No. early gastric cancer % early cancer 
gastric cancer resected radically 

1964 5 2 40.0 
1965 303 20 6.6 
1966 295 24 8.0 
1967 256 27 10.5 
1968 271 51 18.8 
1969 282 33 11.7 
1970 280 38 13.6 
1971 260 37 14.2 
1972 266 36 13.5 
1973 270 35 13.0 
1974 254 41 16.1 
1975 279 31 11.1 
1976 293 51 17.4 
1977 266 43 16.2 

Total 3580 469 13.1 

et al. [10] reported that a ratio of early cancers to all gastric cancers operated 
on had shown a significant increase during past decades. The rate was 2.1 % 
during the period from 1946 to 1955, 9.7% from 1956 to 1965, and 28.1 % 
from 1966 to 1975, respectively. In the United States, Ito et al. [11] reported 
that the rate of early gastric cancer was 8.3 % in the series of the University 
of Chicago. 

5. RADIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS 

Radiological diagnosis of early gastric cancer stems from Gutmann's pioneer 
work over 40 years ago [2]. A significant improvement was made by Shirakabe 
et al. [12], who established a double contrast radiologic method. 

5.1. Method of Examination 
The patient is premedicated intramuscularly with an antispasmodic 5 to 10 

minutes before the examination to lessen gastric motility and to avoid rapid 
flow of barium into the duodenum. For constipated patients, laxatives or a 
cleansing enema should be given to eliminate colonic gas and feces. 

To provide good visualization, it is necessary to give a patient a sufficient 
amount of barium and air. The volume of barium given is usually more than 
200 ml. With less barium the entire gastric mucosa cannot be wated evenly 
to obtain good double contrast images. The volume of air to insufflate the 
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Table 2. Pick-up rate by X-ray and endoscopic examination. 

Period 

1959-1962 
1963-1967 
1969-1971 

Shirakabe et al. [14]. 

X-ray 

66.7% 
86.3% 
86.7% 

Endoscopy 

94.4% 
95.0% 
95.0% 

S. KOBAYASHI 

stomach adequately is also important. According to Maruyama, at least 
300 ml of air is required for this purpose[13]. 

5.2. Results 
A pick-up rate of abnormalities in the stomach by double contrast X-ray 

examination was reported by Shirakabe et al. (Table 2) and compared with 
that by endoscopic examination [14]. 

During the period 1959 to 1963, the detection rate was low, showing 66.7% 
by X-ray examination, and endoscopy was superior to X-ray examination in 
detection of abnormalities. During the period 1969-1971, X-ray examination 
was improved, and the detection rate improved to 86.7%. Endoscopy did not 
impact on this improvement. 

Diagnostic accuracy for detection of malignancy is shown by Shirakabe et 
al. [14] (Table 3). During the period 1959-1962, X-ray and endoscopic exam
ination demonstrated diagnostic accuracies of 66.7% and 66.1 % respectively. 
During the period 1963-1967, the rates were elevated up to 82.5% and 
83.8%, respectively. During the last period 1969-1971, a further significant 
improvement was attained up to 95.0% and 93.4%, respectively. 

5.3. Radiologic Findings of Early Gastric Cancer 
5.3.1. Produced Types (Iype I and /Ja) 
Barium filling study. Protruded types of early gastric cancer are generally 

small and flat, usually without ulceration or scar formation. Therefore, bar
ium-filled roentgenograms of the stomach may not disclose a typical filling 

Table 3. Diagnostic accuracy of gastric malignancy. 

Period 

1959-1962 
1963-1967 
1969-1971 

Shirakabe et al. [14]. 

X-ray 

66.7% 
82.5% 
95.0% 

Endoscopy 

66.1 % 
83.8% 
93.4% 
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b 

a 

Figure 2. (a) A compression radiograph showing a filling defect at the angulus for a IIa 
carcinoma. (b) A compression radiograph showing an irregular filling defect on the posterior wall 
of the lower body, which is lobulated, and the surface is slightly nodular, suggesting a IIa type 
early gastric cancer, later confirmed to be an intramucosal carcinoma. This photograph was 
provided by Dr. M. Ito, Department of Internal Medicine, Nagoya City University. 
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defect or evC'.n an indirect finding suggestive of a lesion. Unless at least a part 
of the lesio·,l is delineated on the films, the diagnosis of an elevated cancer 
will not be made by a barium filling method. If a lesion is present on the 
lesser or the greater curvature, or the adjacent area, the diagnosis could be 
made with barium filled radiographs demonstrating a small filling defect or an 
irregular contour. If a lesion is present on the anterior or the posterior wall of 
the stomach, barium-filled radiography will not likely establish the diagnosis. 
An antral lesion will be shown as a filling defect in the prone position of a 
patient. Thus, a barium-filled radiograph may be able to pick up a lesion, but 
not make a qualitative diagnosis. 

Double contrast study. Double contrast X-ray examination plays an impor
tant role in the diagnosis of a protruded lesion, clearly delineating its confi-

a 

Figure 3. (a) A double contrast radiograph showing an irregular ulceration with a granular base in 
the antrum. The converging folds are disrupted but not fused at the ulcer margin. This finding 
suggested a lie type early gastric cancer localized in the ulcerated region, later confirmed 
histologically to be intramucosal carcinoma. This photograph was provided by Dr. M. Ito, 
Department of Internal Medicine , Nagoya City University. (b) A double contract radiograph 
showing an irregular ulceration with thickened converging folds which are clubbed, disrupted but 
not fused at the ulcer margin. There findings suggested a lie type early gastric cancer involving 
the submucosa, later confirmed histologically. 
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guration, size and features of the surface, but does not well delineate the 
presence or absence of a stalk or the margins of the tumor, which are better 
demonstrated by a compression study. the presence or absence of a stalk on a 
protruded lesion is a key point to determine the diagnosis. A lesion in the 
fundus or the upper body of the stomach cannot be effectively demonstrated 
by compression. Such lesions will be better delineated in a semi-upright, left 
oblique position on double contrast X-ray examination. 
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Compression study. A compression study plays an important role in the 
diagnosis of protruded early gastric cancers. The configuration, size and sur
face features are well demonstrated by compression, especially in a lesion of 
the lower body or the antrum of the stomach. Furthermore, a compression 
study can reveal the presence or absence of a stalk and the border of a tumor. 
A successful compression study can, therefore, make a diagnosis of a pro
truded early gastric cancer (Figure 2). 

5.3.2. Depressed Types 
Types IIc and IIc + III. The characteristic features of these types are irregular 

margins, a depressed base, and thinning, clubbing and fusion of the tips of 
converging folds. A small and very shallow lIe without converging folds 
cannot always be diagnosed with certainty. However, well-visualized double 
contrast radiographs show a barium fleck on a lIe appearing area and a deeper 
depression represents III (Figure 3). 

Types III, 11I+llc and benign peptic ulcer. To identify a III+ lIe cancer and 
to distinguish it from a benign peptic ulcer, one should be alert to the 
adjacent mucosa of a benign appearing ulcer niche on X-ray films. A lIe area 
may be identified during a healing process of an ulcer with medical treatment. 
An ulcer niche decreases in size. This phenomenon has been called a 'mal
ignant cycle of ulceration' in gastric cancers and is commonly seen in ulcer
ated early gastric cancers. 

5.3.3. Features of Converging Folds in Depressed Early Gastric Cancers. Char
acteristic features of the folds related to depressed early gastric cancers are 
shown in Figure 4. The differential diagnosis between early malignant and 
benign ulcerative lesions can be made on the basis of these features . 

According to Shirakabe et al. [14], a routine radiologic examination revealed 
86 % of all gastric lesions and subsequent endoscopy added 9% to the discov
ery rate. However, a more detailed radiologic examination did not increase 
the discovery rate further. With routine X -ray series, 32 % of all lesions were 

=:=J Disruption 

~ Disruption 

~ Clubbing 

~ Indentation 

:::::;::, Thinning 

~ Discoloration 

Figure 4. Features of folds in early gastric carcinoma. 
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interpreted as malignant, 30% as suspicious and 25% as benign. Subsequent 
endoscopic examination reduced the rates of suspicious and benign radiologic 
findings to 19% and 17% respectively. At a detailed X-ray series, 68% were 
interpreted as malignant, 8 % suspicious and 18 % as benign. With detailed 
radiologic and endoscopic examination, 86 % were diagnosed as malignant, 
8% as suspicious and 6% as benign. Shirakabe et at. concluded that biopsy 
procedure would be needed in the diagnosis of 14% of the lesions [14], 

Finally, the authors conclude that double contrast radiography plays an 
important role in detecting early gastric cancers. Continuing correlative stu
dies with endoscopic findings and gross appearances of the resected specimens 
would be required for a more detailed understanding of the radiologic findings 
of early gastric cancers. 

6. ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS 

A total of 476 patients with 496 early gastric cancers, found at the Gas
trointestinal Endoscopy Unit, the Aichi Cancer Center Hospital during the 
period 1965 to 1977 were classified by the Japanese Classification (Table 4). 
The endoscopic diagnosis of the cases was evaluated at the following three 
different stages: (1) the initial endoscopic examination; (2) before positive 
biopsy or cytology; and, (3) after review of gastroscopic photographs following 
positive biopsy or cytology. 

Table 4. Macroscopic classification of 476 cases of early gastric cancer. 

1965-1977 

Type No. lesions % 

43 8.7 
I+I1c 5 
lIa 35 7.1 
I1a+ lIb 2 
I1a + I1c 52 10.5 
IIc+ I1a 13 2.6 
I1c+ I1b 5 
I1c 238 48.0 
IIc+ III 86 17.3 
III + Hc 16 3.2 
III 

Total 496 10Q.0 
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Table 5. Initial endoscopic diagnosis of early gastric cancer. 

Endoscopic diagnosis 

Malignant 
early cancer 
advanced cancer 
total cancer 

Nonmalignant or inconclusive 
ulcer or ulcer scar 
polyps 
gastritis 
atypical epithelium 
submucosal tumor 
others 
total 

Total 

1965-1977 

No. cases 

246 
98 

344 

87 
16 
20 
3 
2 
4 

132 

476 

6.1. Initial Endoscopic Diagnosis (Table 5) 

% 

51.7 
20.6 
72.3 

18.3 
3.4 
4.2 

27.7 

100.0 

S. KOBAYASHI 

At the inital gastroscopy, 246 (51. 7 %) of 475 cases of early gastric cancer 
were correctly diagnosed and 98 (20.6%) were interpreted as advanced cancer. 
A total of 344 cases (72.3 %) were, therefore, correctly read as cancer on the 
films taken at the initial gastroscopy. On the other hand, 132 (27.7%) were 
regarded as non-malignant or inconclusive with the following diagnosis: 
benign ulcer or ulcer scar, 87 (18.3%); polyps, 16; gastritis of various types, 
20; submucosal tumor, 2; atypical epithelium (dysplasia), 3; and others, 4. 

6.2. Endoscopic Diagnosis Before Biopsy or Cytology, (Table 6) 
Before biopsy or cytology, repeat gastroscopy was performed in some cases 

to improve diagnostic accuracy or to observe varied changes during a follow
up period. A correct interpretation was made in 305 cases (64.1 %) of early 
malignancy and 106 (22.3%) of the total 476 cases were again read as 
advanced cancer. However, 411 cases (86.4 %) were correctly interpreted as 
malignant lesion at this stage. Conversely, the number of the cases regarded 
as benign were significantly reduced to 65 (13.6%) by repeat gastroscopic 
examinations. 

6.3. Final Endoscopic Diagnosis (Table 7) 
Gastroscopic films of all but one of the cases were carefully reviewed after 

malignancy had been confirmed by cytology or biopsy procedures. Either 
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Table 6. Endoscopic diagnosis prior to biopsy and cytology. 

1965-1977 

Endosj;qpic diagnosis No. cases % 

Malignant 
early cancer 305 64.1 
advanced cancer 106 22.3 
total cancers 411 86.4 

Nonmalignant or inconclusive 
ulcer or ulcer scar 50 10.5 
polyps 10 2.1 
atypical epithelium 3 
submucosal tumor 
other 
total 65 13.6 

Total 476 100.0 

cytology or biopsy, or both done under direct vision with a fibergastroscope 
were positive for malignancy in all of the 475 cases examined. 

The diagnosis of early gastric cancer was successfuly made in 387 cases 
(81.3 % ). However, the remaining 88 cases (18.5 %) were still regarded as 
advanced cancer in endoscopic appearance. Endoscopic criteria based upon the 
Japanese classification of early gastric carcinoma were helpful in differentiat
ing early carcinoma from advanced cancer in the majority of the cases, but 
one should realize the limits of endoscopy as long as macroscopic criteria 
alone are applied. 

Table 7. Final endoscopic diagnosis of early gastric cancer. 

Endoscopic diagnosis 

Early cancer 
Advanced cancer 
Gastric ulcer* 

Total 

* Biopsy or cytology not done before surgery. 

1965-1977 

No. cases 

387 
88 

476 

% 

81.3 
18.5 
0.2 

100.0 
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Table 8. Endoscopic misdiagnosis in relation to macroscopic type of early gastric cancer. 

Type A B BfA (%) 

No. lesions Those erroneously 
diagnosed as 
benign or inconclusive 

43 10 23.3 
I+IIc 5 0 0 
IIa 35 7 20.0 
IIa+ lIb 2 50.0 
IIa + IIc 52 2 3.8 
IIc + IIa 13 0 0 
IIc + lIb 5 I 20.0 
IIc 238 33 13.9 
lIe + III 86 12 14.0 
III + IIc 16 7 43.8 
III 1 100.0 

Total 496 74 14.9 

6.4. Endoscopic Misdiagnosis in Relation to Macroscopic Type of Early 
Gastric Cancer (Table 8) 

Before biopsy or cytology, 65 cases (13.6 %) were still diagnosed as benign 
or inconclusive by endoscopic observation or film inter:->retation. The 65 cases 
included 50 interpreted on endoscopic examination as benign ulcer or ulcer 
scar, 10 as a polyp, 3 as a typical epithelium (dysplasia) and 2 as others (Table 8). 

Type I and IIa were occasionally diagnosed as gastric polyps. Type III + IIc 
were often interpreted as a benign gastric ulcer because the IIc component can 
be easily overlooked. Type IIc+III and lIe were less frequently misdiagnosed. 
Thus, we found that the endoscopic differentiation between benign and ma
lignant lesions is difficult in some cases of early gastric cancer[161. 

6.5. Role of Endoscopic Biopsy 
Endoscopic biopsy plays an important role in establishing the correct diag

nosis of malignancy and in determining the extent of the cancer, mainly its 
upper margin and rarely, the lower margin [16]. The sites of biopsy are 
important. 

In an ulcer that appears benign, at least four biopsy specimens are taken, 
one from each of the four sectors of the ulcer margin (Figure 5). If the ulcer is 
malignant, at least one specimen can be expected to be positive. From a 
lesion having the type IIc configuration, at least three specimens are 
obtained from a suspicious area to establish the diagnosis, and an additional 
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Biopsy is taken from four corners of the ulcer 
margins to make a differential diagnosis. 

Figure 5. Site of biopsy in benign appearing ulcer. 

5 ,.,.,,, G Cu", 

(a) (b) 

(a) Distal gastrectomy will be done . 

(b) Prox imal gastrectomy will be considered . 

Figure 6. Site of biopsy in lie appearing lesion. 
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four biopsies are taken from the surrounding margins to delineate the extent 
of cancer (Figure 6). This information can help the surgeon in designing the 
extent of resection and deciding whether a distal or proximal gastrectomy will 
be required. 

In our experience biopsy provides an accurate diagnosis in 94.6% of cases 
at the first examination. Thus, cytologic examination is usually unnecessary 
in the diagnosis of early gastric cancer (Table 9). We now utilize brush 
cytology selectively in cases with negative biopsy or stenosis proximal to the 
tumor, and more often in cancer of the cardiac area of the stomach [17, 18]. 

Table 9. Results of endoscopic biopsy in 464 patients with early gastric cancer - 1965-1977. 

Sequence of No. yielding Cumulative 
endoscopic positive diagnostic 
procedures results accuracy 

First 439 94.6% 
Second 18 98.5% 
Third 2 98.9% 
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6.6. Endoscopic Differential Diagnosis of Early Gastric Cancer and Benign 
Peptic Ulcer [16] 

Considerable number of gastric cancers resemble a benign peptic ulcer. 
Endoscopic recognition of a IIc area surrounding a deper benign appearing 
ulcer is most important to avoid a delay in diagnosis. A IIc area usually 
appears so red that the differentiation between a IIc cancer and regenerating 
tissues at the margins of a benign peptic ulcer is sometimes difficult. There
fore, an appropriate biopsy method is imperative for differentiation. 

The authors [19] collected 16 cases of early gastric cancer from a surgical 
series at the University of Chicago during the period from 1955 to 1969. Of 
the 13 cases examined endoscopically, 4 were regarded as benign peptic 
ulcers. 

Evans et al. [20] commented that, while the early detection of gastric cancer 
has been facilitated by endoscopy and endoscopic biopsy, endoscopic diagno
sis by observation alone was correct in only four of nine cases of early gastric 
cancer; the remaining five cases were interpreted as benign peptic ulcers. 
Biopsy was positive in six patients. In most cases misdiagnosed by endoscopic 
inspection, a small IIc area surrounding a deeper peptic ulceration (III) was 
overlooked. As Ito et al. [11] pointed out, a lesion may be seen only tangen
tially and then incompletely with a forward-viewing instrument, so that 
important features of early gastric cancer such as disruption and clubbing of 
the folds and irregular depression of the ulcer margin may be poorly demon
strated. With a side-viewing instrument with gastrocamera, it is usually 
possible to photograph the lesion, en face and to scrutinize more details of 
the folds and ulcer margin. 

In our experience, intragastric photography using a side-viewing instru
ment, such as the Olympus GTF, has been very helpful in detecting small IIc 
areas on film and has aided in guiding subsequent endoscopic biopsy. 

The following are typical samples of depressed types of early gastric cancer. 
Figure 7 shows a discolored area with converging folds representing IIc. 
Figure 8 shows a discolored area with converging folds representing a IIc 
cancer surrounding a deeper central ulceration, making IIc + III. Figure 9 
shows a close view of an ulcer demonstrating an apparently benign ulcer. 
However, a more distant view (Figure 10) demonstrates a shallow depression 
surrounding the benign-appearing ulcer, suggesting this lesion to be malig
nant, namely III + IIc-type of early gastric cancer. 

6.7. I/Iustrative Cases 
6.7.1. Case 1. A 28-year-old man presented with mild fasting epigastric 

pain. Gastroscopy revealed a punched-out ulcer at the angulus (Figure 11). 
Our endoscopic impression was that the ulcer was undoubtedly benign. Howev
er, biopsy from the area of erythema on the anterior aspect of the ulcer 
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Figure 7. Gastroscopy revealed a discolored area representing IIc .. 

Figure 8. Gastroscopy revealed a discolored area with converging folds representing a lie 
surrounding a deeper central ulceration (arrows), making IIe+ Ill. 
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Figure 9. Gastroscopy revealed a close view of an ulcer (arrows) demonstrating an apparently 
benign ulcer. 

Figure 10. A more distant view of the ulcer in Figure 9 demonstrating a shallow depression 
(arrows) surrounding the benign appearing ulcer, suggesting the lesion to be malignant, namely 
III + lIe type of early gastric cancer. 
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Figure 11. Gastroscopy revealed a punched-out ulcer at the angulus. 

Figure 12. The gross specimen showing the ulcer almost healed (arrow). 

revealed signet-ring cells. In the resected specimen the ulcer was almost 
healed (Figure 12). Histologically , cancer cells were limited to the mucosa 
(Figure 13). This was our most difficult case in distinguishing a small type lIe 
area at the margin of a deeper ulcer crater that appeared benign. 
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Figure J J. Cancer cells of signet-ring and presignet-ring types are limited to the lamina propria. 
HEx 137. 

6.7.2. Case 2. A 49-year-old man who had had a long history of gastric 
ulcer presented with a recurrent fasting epigastric pain in August 1979. 
Gastroscopy on admission revealed a peptic ulcer at the angulus. After 6 
weeks of cimetidine treatment the ulcer showed almost healing. Two months 
after discharge gastroscopy showed relapsing of the ulcer with an irregular 
upper margin (Figure 14). A III + IIc early cancer was suspected . Endoscopic 
biopsy was performed and one of four specimens taken from the four sectors 
of the ulcer margin was positive for signet-ring cells. Gastrectomy was per
formed and cancer cells were confined to the mucosa. No lymph node 
involvement was found. 

The author would like to emphasize the importance of identifying a IIc area 
at the margins of a deeper ulcer to distinguish a depressed type of early 
gastric cancer from a benign peptic ulcer. In addition, it is important that 
biopsy be performed earlier during the period of follow-up of even benign
appearing lesions in order to avoid delay in appropriate treatment. 
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Figure 14. Gastroscopy revealed relapsing of ulcer with an irregular upper margin (arrow), suggest
ing a suspicion of III + lIe type early cancer. 

6.8. Endoscopic Dye-Scattering Method 
A small malignant gastric cancer may be overlooked by ordinary endos

copic examination. In an attempt to make such lesions conspicuous, a dye
scattering method with methylene blue was introduced by Yamakawa et al. in 
1966 [21). 

To obtain adequate staining, a proteolytic enzyme solution is initially given 
orally to the patient to remove gastric mucus covering the surface of the 
stomach. Then a small amount of 0.5% methylene blue is given orally or 
through a nasogastric tube. The patient is required to move frequently to 
spread the dye solution evenly throughout the stomach. Then the gastroscope 
is introduced into the stomach. Dark blue staining is observed in cancer and 
intestinal metaplasia. Normal gastric mucosa, peptic ulcer or scar, erosion, 
benign polyp and gastritis without intestinal metaplasia do not stain. In a 
depressed type of early gastric cancer such as IIc, this method is very helpful 
to delineate the contour of a lesion by staining the depression with methylene 
blue. This helps not only to identify a depressed lesion but also to determine 
the extent of cancer. Biopsy should be performed on both the inside and 
outside of the depression. 

Suzuki et al. [22] reported that of 36 gastric cancers, 33 (92 %) were suc
cessfully stained and demonstrated that methylene blue is clearly visible in 
the superficial cells of cancerous lesions and intestinal metaplasia. Thus, a 
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dye-scattering method is a valid adjunct to identify a depressed early gastric 
cancer and its extent. 

7. CYTODIAGNOSIS 

As mentioned earlier, biopsy is accurate in the diagnosis of gastric cancer at 
the first examination. Therefore. cytologic approaches became less important. 
When a lesion is visualized endoscopically, biopsy is the method of choice for 
diagnosis. Those lesions with a proximal stricture through which the fiber
scope cannot reach should be brushed to make a cytological diagnosis of 
gastric cancer [17]. 

7.1. Brushing Technique 
Because of the complexity of earlier technique, a gastric lavage cytology 

brushing method introduced by Kameya et al. in 1964 [23] was established at 
the Gastrointestinal Endoscopy and Cytology Laboratories, University of 
Chicago in August 1968 [24]. After a lesion has been brought into the center 
of a visual field on gastroscopy, a nylon brush is introduced through a biopsy 
channel and advanced to the lesion. Bleeding is usually seen at the site or in 
the vicinity of the lesion after successful brushing. The material is smeared 
on glass slides immediately after withdrawing the brush. Fixation, staining 
and reading are subsequently made. 

Since June 1970 we have been employing a brushing technique through 
fiberoptic instruments in the following circumstances [25,26]: (1) cases with 
negative biopsy results; and (2) the presence of a marked stenosis which does 
not allow the biopsy forceps to reach the site of the tumor itself under direct 
vision. Thus, brushing cytology plays a supplementary role to biopsy in many 
cases. This technique is particularly useful for the diagnosis of carcinoma of 
the cardia of the stomach with a marked stricture [18]. A combined use of 
biopsy and brushing made a correct diagnosis in 121 (90 %) of 135 patients 
with carcinoma of the cardia (Table 10). 

Although the presence of malignancy is quite probable in cases with a 
marked stenosis in the esophagus or the cardia, the possibility of a benign 
stricture should first be excluded. A definitive histological diagnosis should be 
made to facilitate the choice of appropriate treatment on the basis of the 
cellular type. Therefore, it is especially important to obtain a positive brush
ing result in cases with negative biopsy in order to initiate an appropriate 
therapeutic approach for a juxtacardial lesion suggestive of malignancy. Cyto
logy is more accurate than biopsy in gastric cancer involving the cardia and 
also is more reliable in stenosing tumors as reported by us [18,26] and by 
Witzel et al. [27]. A combined use of biopsy and brushing raised diagnostic 
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Table 10. Results of brushing cytology in 135 patients with carcinoma of the cardia - June 1970 
to Dec. 1976. 

Brushing Biopsy No. patients 

Positive Positive 81 
Positive Negative 23 
Positive Not done 2 
Negative Positive 15 
Negative Negative 14 

Brushing positive 106/135 (78%) 
Biopsy positive 96/133 (72%) 
Brushing and/or biopsy positive 121/135 (90%) 

accuracy approximately 20% in gastric cancer involving the cardia or the 
lower esophagus in cases showing a mucosal elevation, thick folds or a tight cardia 
stenosis on esophagoscopic examination [18]. Therefore, the brushing technique 
is especially recommended for use on such occasions. 

8. HEALING OF ULCERATION IN GASTRIC CANCER 

There has been controversy on the malignant transformation of a benign 
peptic ulcer of the stomach. In 1940, Mallory [1] reported four cases of ulcer 
cancer which had shown a healing tendency. In 1944, Palmer and Hum
phreys [28] also reported the role of peptic digestion in ulceration in preexisting 
carcinoma that could heal completely with medical treatment. 

In 1960, Murakami [29] pointed out that there seems a life cycle of ulcera
tion, healing and recurrent ulceration for malignant ulcers, especially in early 
gastric cancer and later termed the course as 'malignant cycle.' 

From December 1964 to December 1974, 13 patients with gastric cancer 
were followed up for more than 6 months with the initial diagnosis of a 
benign gastric ulcer [30]. Nine of the 13 lesions demonstrated the so-called 
'malignant cycle' during the follow-up period (Table 11). With regard to the 
depth of these lesions, three were intramucosal cancers, two invaded the 
submucosa and four were advanced cancers with involvement of the propria 
muscle. It is also interesting that all of the signet-ring cell carcinomas and all 
poorly-differentiated adenocarcinomas showed a malignant cycle. These 
lesions are very similar to benign peptic ulcers in clinical symptoms, gross 
type and location. A peptic etiology for the ulceration is suggested by the 
presence of acid secretion in all the six patients examined in our series. Sakita 
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Table 11. Malignant cycle. 

Number of cases 9 (13) 

Depth of cancer 
m' 3 (6) 

sm 2 (3) 

pm 4 (4) 

Histologic type 
signet ring cell 3 (3) 

poorly diff. 3 (3) 

well diff, 3 (3) 

mod, diff, 0(2) 

( ) Total number. 

et al. also noted that all their patients showing a malignant cycle of ulceration 
demonstrated acid secretion [31]. With the progress in biopsy technique, a 
delay in the diagnosis of such malignant ulcers showing a healing tendency 
has been reduced. 

8.1.1. Case. A 59-year-old man presenting with epigastric pain followed by 
hematemesis was treated as a benign peptic ulcer for three months in 1963. 
In may 1969, the patient developed epigastric pain and upper gastrointestinal 
series revealed a niche on the lesser curvature of the lower body which was 
thought to be benign (Figure 15). Gastroscopy demonstrated an ulcer with 
whitish exudate, also appearing benign (Figure 16). Four months later in 
September 1969, The ulcer almost healed with converging folds. Gastroscopy 
demonstrated a tiny ulcer at that time (Figure 17). In January 1970, the ulcer 
recurred on the lesser curvature of the lower body (Figure 18), again appear
ing benign, and healed in three months. In May 1970, the ulcer recurred, 
appearing irregular in shape with disrupted converging folds (Figure 19). The 
ulcer base was smooth but the margins were irregular and slightly depressed 
in the vicinity of a whitish base. A III + lie type early gastric cancer was 
suspected. Biopsy was positive for signet-ring cells. Gastrectomy was per
formed but it was still difficult to make a diagnosis of gastric cancer, even 
from the gross specimen, which did not show characteristic features of ma
lignancy. Histologically, signet-ring cell carcinoma was found. 

As shown in this case, complete or considerable healing is not a criterion 
for benignity of an ulcerated lesion, which phenomenon has also been 
described in the western literature [32]. 
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Figure 15. UGI series revealed a niche on the lesser curvature of the lower body which was 
thought to be benign. 

9. SMALL CANCER OF THE STOMACH 

A recent advance has been in detection of small gastric cancers, the so
called 'microcarcinoma.' A small lesion is likely to "be an early cancer, 
although even a large lesion can still be early on rare occasions. Our current 
efforts center on improving detection of 'microcarcinoma. ' 
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Figure 16. Gastroscopy demonstrated an ulcer with whitish exudates, appearing benign. 

Figure 17. Gastroscopy demonstrated an almost healed ulcer (arrow). 

During a 12-year period from 1965 to 1977, 'microcarcinoma' of the 
stomach less than 1 cm in size on the gross specimen was found in 19 (3.9%) 
of 484 patients with early gastric carcinoma operated on at the Aichi Cancer 
Center Hospital [33]. 
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Figure 19. The recurred ulcer was irregular in shape and the converging folds appeared disrupted 
(arrow). 

Three asymptomatic patients were suspected to have a small lesion by mass 
screening X-ray examination of the stomach. Three asymptomatic and six 
symptomatic patients came to the outpatient clinic to undergo a thorough 
examination of the upper gastrointestinal tract. Three were thought as follow-
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up to have a benign lesion (polyp or peptic ulcer). Two patients developed a 
second lesion during the follow-up of a benign disease. In the remaining two, 
a second tumor was incidentally found on the resected stomach operated on 
for early gastric carcinoma. 

There were 13 symptomatic and 6 asymptomatic patients. The former 
included 10 with epigastric pain and 3 with epigastric fullness. X -ray diagno
sis was correct in only three (16%), probably benign in nine (47%) and 
normal in seven (37%). Endoscopic diagnosis was correct in six (32%), suspi
cious of malignancy in eight (42 %) and benign in five (26 %). An endoscopic 
biopsy established a diagnosis of cancer in 15 of 17 patients on the initial 
examination. A repeat biopsy was required in two patients to make a positive 
diagnosis . Regarding the gross type, lIe was seen in ten (53 %), IIa in seven 
(73 %) and IIa + lIe in two. 

Roentgen diagnosis was less reliable than endoscopy, which could pick up 
an abnormality in all the patients. It is, therefore, concluded that a combined 
use of X-ray and endoscopic examination will be necessary to detect a small 
lesion of gastric carcinoma and early performance of biopsy will make a 
definitive diagnosis. 

A representative case is presented. A 56-year-old man presented with 
epigastric pain. Upper gastrointestinal series revealed no abnormality. Howev
er, gastroscopy revealed a small irregular depression on the greater curvature 
of the antrum, which was thought to be a IIc lesion (Figure 20). Biopsy was 

Figure 20. Gastroscopy revealed a small irregular depression (arrows) on the greater curvature of 
the antrum, which was thought to be a lie lesion . 
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Figure 21. Microscopic photograph revealed a minute focus (arrows) of well differentiated adeno
carcinoma without invasion to the muscularis mucosae. HE x 30. 

positive for well-differentiated adenocarcinoma. The patient underwent a dis
tal hemigastrectomy and the gross specimen showed a 3 x 3 mm shallow 
depression. Histologically, it was a well-differentiated adenocarcinoma without 
invasion of the muscularis mucosae (figure 21). 

The frequency of ' microcarcinoma' less than 1 cm in size was reported to 
be 3-13% in a collective review in 1969[34]. It is very important that 
advanced cancer was seen in 1.5 % of such small cancers, which makes efforts 
to detect such small lesions extremely valuable. 

Such a small cancer is sometimes misdiagnosed as a benign disease or is 
occasionally found as the second lesion during follow-up of a preexisting 
benign lesion. Even a benign lesion should be followed up very carefully to 
avoid a misdiagnosis, especially in patients at high risk for gastric cancer, 
namely patients over the age of 40 or with a family history of gastric cancer, 
or members of a race with high incidence. In our series, six of 19 patients 
(30%) were asymptomatic. Thus, a smaller lesion has more chance to be 
asymptomatic. 

Endoscopy was superior to radiologic examination as a diagnostic method 
for detecting a small cancer because it could indicate some abnormalities in 
all the lesions in our series. A differential diagnosis from benign disease was 
not very easy even by endoscopic examination. A correct interpretation was 
made in only 30% of the cases in our series. 
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Endoscopic features are a shallow, irregular depression, irregular base, dis
coloration and nodular margins, according to Fukutomi et al. [35]. Endoscopic 
biopsy was positive for carcinoma in 15 of 17 patients at the initial examina
tion and became positive in the remaining two patients at the repeat exami
nation. 

Although endoscopic biopsy is decisive, an ill-planned biopsy may result in 
inadequate visualization because of bleeding: to establish the diagnosis with 
one biopsy specimen. Improvements of biopsy techniques with magnifying 
observation or dye-scattering techniques emphasizing the surface features can 
be expected in the future. 

10. MASS SCREENING FOR GASTRIC CANCER 

Detection of early gstric cancer has been increasing at outpatient clinics as 
people become more educated about cancer prevention. However, early 
lesions comprise only 15-20% of gastric cancer at present. How can the rate 
be increased? In Japan, we have been employing a mass screening system for 
detection of gastric cancer mainly in asymptomatic populations since 1960, 
using a bus equipped with an X-ray machine for an indirect barium meal 
study. 

Mass screening by a radiologic method was first attempted in the United 
States a long time ago [36-38] but did not last long due to both financial 
reasons and rapid decline in the incidence of gastric cancer in the United 
States. A similar idea occurred later to the Japanese, who have had a very 
high incidence of gastric cancer in the past 30 years. Mass screening employ
ing X-ray methods has rapidly expanded throughout the country and is 
currently contributing greatly to early detection of gastric cancer in Japan. In 
1975, 3,000,000 people underwent gastric mass screening and of these, 3022 
were found to have gastric cancer, including 934 with early cancer[39]. 

10.1. Method 
The branch of Japanese anticancer society in each prefecture has its own 

bus equipped with X-ray instruments. Each morning a bus can deal with 
50-60 subjects for X-ray examination of the stomach in a certain factory or 
town. 

250 ml of barium and gas-producing agent are given to take double contrast 
X-ray films. Each examination finishes in 3 -4 minutes after taking six films 
of the following: 
1. Mucosal folds in supine position. 
2. Mucosal folds in prone position. 
3. Double contrast method in supine position. 
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4. Barium filling in prone position. 
5. Barium filling in upright position. 
6. Barium filling in right oblique, upright position. 

Presently, these six exposures are thought to be appropriate to cover the 
entire stomach after detailed assessment. 

10.2. Results 
Ten to fifteen per cent of the subjects examined are recalled for further 

evaluation. The method for the second check is based on the finding on mass 
screening X-ray films and is usually endoscopic examination. At the same 
time, endoscopic biopsy is done for a suspicious lesion. X-ray examination is 
not often employed as a detailed procedure of evaluation. 

Gastric cancer is detected in an average of 0.5% of all examinees in this 
mass screening method. In 1975, early cancer accounted for 31 % of all gastric 
cancer in an overall series throughout the country [39]. However, the fre
quency of early cancer is only 13 % among all the gastric cancers treated at 
the Aichi Cancer Center Hospital, Nagoya, Japan. 

According to Kaneko et al. [40], the five-year survival rate for gastric cancer 
was 53.4% in patients from mass screening and 27% in patients found at the 
clinics. In advanced gastric cancer, the five-year survival rate was 29% in 
mass screened patients compared to 24 % in hospitalized patients. The rate of 
early cancer reported by Kaneko et al. was 42.6% in mass screening group 
and 22.7% in hospitalized patients with gastric cancer[40]. At the ACCH, the 
rate was less than 10% in the initial period (1965-1966) but was raised more 
than 10% after 1967, the highest being 18.8% in 1968. The mean value was 
13.1 % during the period 1965-1977 (Table 1). 

To increase the finding of early gastric cancer in the future, screening to 
bring such patients to the hospital should be expanded or the rate will never 
go up to 20%. Once such patients visit the hospital, early cancer will be 
readily recognized by currently available diagnostic procedures such as double 
contrast X-ray examination, endoscopy, cytology and biopsy. 

The age at the diagnosis of gastric cancer is generally younger in the mass 
screening group than in hospitalized patients [41]. This suggested that if those 
patients detected in mass screening did not take a mass screening examina
tion, they would develop subjective symptoms within a certain period and 
visit a clinic some years later. 

10.3. Problems to be Resolved in Mass Screening 
In Japan, a mass screening program for detection of gastric cancer has been 

supported by the Japanese government as a public health policy. Neverthe
less, the population undergoing the survey is not over 10% of those over the 
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age of 40. It is evident that this policy cannot be nationwide even for the 
Japanese people, who suffer from a high incidence of gastric cancer. 

This method can deal with a number of subjects for a short time, but causes 
a considerably high false-positive rate. Those examined undergo a psychological 
burden until the final diagnosis has been made. 

The next is a financial problem. Ten to fifteen per cent of subjects exam
ined are sent for further evaluation, which costs 515,000 to detect a gastric 
cancer and 540,000 to detect an early cancer[42]. Yearly X-ray examination 
for mass screening may raise a problem of radiation injury in the future. 

However, Ichikawa [43] stated that a yearly check-up will give far more 
benefit than losses from radiation injury in a high-risk population. Hiraya
ma [44] reported that although no increased incidence of leukemia has been 
observed in the screened group compared to the general population, a careful 
follow-up would be needed to investigate this problem further. 

From the above, it seems very difficult to expand this screening program 
for many reasons. However, there seems no better way of mass screening 
than the simple X-ray method currently being done. It will be mandatory to 
establish a mode of epidemiologic prevention in the near future. 
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7. Cancer of the Gastric Stump 

KLAUS DAHM 

Cancer of the gastric stump in patients previously operated on for benign 
disease was first mentioned by Balfour[ 1] in 1922 and was subsequently 
described after gastroenterostomy by several authors [2,3]. Today, cancer of 
the gastric stump is no longer the great rarity it was once considered to be. By 
1972, Morgenstern [4] had found more than 1100 cases and, by 1979, about 
3000 cases had been published [5]. Although the etiology is not yet known 
completely, the possible development of cancer within the gastric stump has 
influenced trends of modern gastric surgery toward more conservative proce
dures such as vagotomy in the treatment of peptic ulcer. Our present know
ledge of carcinoma of the gastric stump is the result of a close collaboration 
among gastroenterologists, surgeons and pathologists. The facts collected from 
all these sources have contributed substantially to the pathogenesis of this 
malignancy. 

1. DEFINITION 

Cancer of the gastric stump comprises a carcinoma developing after either 
partial gastrectomy or after gastroenterostomy. Cancer is rarely observed 
today after gastroenterostomy, because gastroenterostomy as the only proce
dure has been abandoned in the treatment of ulcer disease. 

When defining a cancer of the gastric stump, two criteria should be 
fulfilled: 1. The previous operation (partial gastrectomy or gastroenterostomy) 
should have been carried out for benign disease; and 2. To rule out the 
presence of an occult carcinoma at the time of the first operation, a time 
interval of at least five years should have elapsed since the original gastric 
resection. 

J.1. DeCosse and P. Sherlock (eds.), Gastrointestinal cancer 1, 165-186. All rights reserved. 
Copyright © 1981 Martinus N(ihotf Publishers, The Hague/Boston/London. 
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2. INTERVAL BETWEEN RESECTION FOR ULCER AND MANIFESTATION OF 
GASTRIC STUMP CANCER 

The average interval from the first operation (resection for ulcer) and the 
time of the diagnosis of the stump carcinoma varied between from 23 to 27 ' 
years [6-8). The mean interval calculated from our patients treated at the 
University Hospital of Hamburg was 24 years (Figure 1). Several authors have 
pointed out the increasing risk that threatens the patient with partial gastrec
tomy from the tenth year onwards [9 -11). The relative risk from gastric 
stump cancer is very low before the tenth year; it rises to six to eight times as 
much between the 15th and the 30th year after the intitial operation [12). 
Similar results were found using endoscopy as a screening method (13). 
According to these findings, one can expect that, after a latency of 20 years 
or more following partial gastrectomy every fifth patient may develop a 
cancer of the gastric stump. Several authors noted that the interval was 
greater for those who underwent surgery at a younger age [10, 14-16). 

Figure 1. Mean interval between resection for ulcer disease and manifestation of cancer of the 
gastric stump (n = 58; University Hospital of Hamburg). 

3. EPIDEMIOLOGY 

The frequency of cancer of the gastric stump varies considerably in differ
ent parts of the western hemisphere. Cancer of the gastric stump has been 
reported to occur often in Central Europe [7, 10, 17), especially in the regions 
of the Alps[l3, 18-20) as well as in certain parts of Scandinavia [8, 12,21,22). 
Contrary to these findings, this special form of malignancy seems to be 
observed seldom in Great Britain and in the United States [3,4,23-27). Only a 
few reports , describing individual cases, have been published in France and in 
Italy [28-30). In Japan, where gastric cancer is six times more frequent than 
in the United States, cancer of the gastric stump is not observed more often 
than common gastric cancer[31). The epidemiology is influenced not only by 
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the eating habits or possible contact with noxious substances but also by the 
type of partial gastrectomy employed for ulcer treatment in the respective 
medical centers. Also, the interest of the gastroenterologists to look for special 
sequelae such as gastric stump carcinoma in gastrectomized patients fluc
tuates considerably and may, therefore, alter the true picture. 

The age distribution of patients with a gastric stump carcinoma does not 
differ from that of patients with common gastric cancer. There is a mean age 
peak of 64±4 years [6, 16, 18, 19]. The mean age of patients treated or seen 
for common gastric cancer at the University Hospital of Hamburg was 66 
years. 

Cancer of the gastric stump is much more common in men than in women. 
The figures reported so far vary between 3.5: 1 (male to female) and 
10:1[4,18,21,25,32,33]. According to Saegesser[34], the sex ratio is 17:1. 
The ratio for the common gastric cancer amounts to 1.76: 1 in Central 
Europe [35]. The predominance of the gastric stump carcinoma in the male 
sex may be explained by the fact that the underlying ulcer disease leading to 
partial gastrectomy has a higher incidence in men than in women. It is 
unknown whether estrogen hormones are able to stimulate cytoprotective 
agents such as prostaglandins in the stomach mucosa of patients subjected to 
partial gastrectomy. 

Blood group A is seen more often in association with gastric cancer than in 
the general population, and the same is found in patients with carcinoma of 
the gastric stump [16, 36]. 

4. OCCURRENCE 

4.1. Autopsy Studies 
A strictly controlled retrospective study, based on autopsy material, was 

performed in Oslo 1971 [11]. Among 630 cases of gastric cancer submitted to 
necropsy, the frequency of previous gastric surgery for ulcer was increased to 
about six times the frequency among matched controls for those patients 
operated on 25 years and more before death. The difference was statistically 
significant (p<0.005). A similar study was made in Helsinki[37]. Of 464 
patients dying with gastric cancer, nine had previously undergone a partial 
gastrectomy, while the respective number among the controls was five. The 
difference between the two groups was not statistically significant and, there
fore, a conclusive answer to the question whether partial gastrectomy implies 
an increased risk for carcinoma cannot be given from this report. 

Two statistical studies based on a large amount of autopsy material have 
been published in Austria. Among 50000 autopsies at the University Hospi
tal of Vienna, 363 cases of gastric cancer were observed to have had a partial 
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gastrectomy either according to Billroth II, or to Billroth I or a simple 
gastroenterostomy [19]. Forty of them showed a cancer of the gastric stump 
(11 %). The respective figure of common gastric cancer in the rest of the 
49 637 cases was 5.3 %. This ratio demonstrated that gastric cancer was twice 
as frequent in partially gastrectomized subjects as cancer in the population not 
operated on. In Innsbruck, similar results were found from a smaller number 
of autopsies (n = 9857)[38]. In this study, the proportion with cancer of the 
gastric stump was 8.2 %, whereas the incidence of gastric cancer in intact 
controls amounted to 5.4 %. 

4.2. Follow-up Studies 
Retrospective long term follow-up studies of patients after partial gastrec

tomy were performed in Norway as well as in Sweden [8,22]. In Oslo, 
Helsingen and Hillestad [8] drew attention to the fact that it was not the 
proportion of stump cancer in itself that is deciding but one must compare 
the observed incidence with the total expected incidence in the whole popu
lation. These authors divided the observation period into ten-year segments 
with men and women considered separately. The incidence of cancer among 
those whose stomach was partially resected for gastric ulcer was three times 
higher than expected, while in those operated on for duodenal ulcer, the 
figure was of the order expected. In Sweden, Krause [22] followed up the fate 
of 362 patients with partial gastrectomy operated on between 1905 and 1933. 
Of the total, 212 had succumbed, 28 from cancer of the gastric stump (7.7%). 
In southern Germany, Griesser and Schmidt [7] examined 580 patients several 
decades after partial gastrectomy for gastric ulcer; these authors found a 
gastric stump carcinoma in 77 (13.3 %). 

Similar results were obtained by different authors using endoscopic screen
ing methods to follow up patients with partial gastrectomy. Schmid et al. [10] 
evaluated 24 000 gastroscopies and found 609 patients with a gastrojejuno
stomy (Billroth II procedure). Of the 609, 39 showed a cancer of the gastric 
stump (6.4%). The increased incidence of cancer of the gastric stump, com
pared to the incidence of cancer in the normal population, has been confirmed 
by other endoscopists [9,13,39]. In Switzerland, 6341 patients with partial 
gastrectomy were analyzed in different centers of endoscopy [13] after a post
operative interval of ten years or more. The overall incidence of cancer of the 
gastric stump was 15.1 %, whereas the incidence among patients not operated 
on (n = 29361) was 0.95%. Based on endoscopy, Dome1l6f and coworkers [9] 
reported the expected and observed number of stump carcinomas in patients 
operated on according to Billroth I or Billroth II. They noted that an increased 
risk is found only in male patients 12 years and more after operation (Figure 
2). 

In summarizing the results reported in the literature, most authors agree to 
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Figure 2. The expected and observed accumulated numbers of stump carcinomas in male and 
female patients operated on for benign disease (according to [39]). 

a causal relationship of partial gastrectomy and increased risk of development 
of cancer in the gastric remnant. However, some investigators did not observe 
in their material a higher frequency of stump carcinomas than expected in the 
normal population with intact stomach [37,40,41]. Therefore, the question 
whether gastric resection for ulcer disease implies an increased risk for subse
quent cancer remains a matter of dispute. It seems justified, however, to 
make the following remarks. 

1. Prospective controlled analyses covering 5 to 40 years do not exist. On 
ethical as well as practical grounds, it seems impossible to accomplish such 
studies in the future. 

2. Autopsy studies as well as endoscopic studies may be involved with the 
error of a positive selection of the patients. 

3. Clinical follow-up studies supplying dates about a possible cancer risk 
reflect the situation at the point of examination. They show a momentary 
view and, as all survivors might still be able to develop a stump cancer, 
published values are the least possible figures. 

4. In about 75% of the cases, common gastric cancer is localized to the 
antrum and corpus regions. When this portion of the stomach is removed 
because of ulcer disease, the expected frequency in later cancer development 
should amount to about 25 %. However, the opposite seems to occur. 

5. ETIOLOGY 

5.1 .. Duodenogastric Reflux and the Development of Gastric Stump Cancer 
Clinical as well as experimental observations have pointed to the important 

role of duodenogastric reflux occurring in the gastric remnant from certain 
types of gastroenteric anastomosis. Bile, the main component of the duode
nogastric reflux, is known to act as a detergent, thereby damaging the muco
sal barrier of the stomach [42]. Atrophic gastritis, intestinal metaplasia, and 
cystification of the mucosal glands are the alterations typically occurring in 
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Figure 3. Development of gastric stump carcinoma following different types of partial gastrecto
my. Polya type B II resection undergoes unavoidable reflux, Roux's GE undergoes no reflux 
(n = 93; cases were collected from various hospitals of Hamburg). 

the vicinity of a gastroenteric anastomosis [4,39]. Atrophic gastntls is 
thought to be the main risk factor for the development of gastric carcino
ma [43, 44] . 

Analysis of the different gastroenteric anastomosis, close to which the 
malignant growth often is observed, has shed some light on the effect of 
duodenogastric reflux on the development of a gastric stump carcinoma. In 
the majority of cases, gastric stump carcinoma arises in patients operated on 
decades earlier according to the Billroth II procedure - Polya-type [45]. When 
a Polya-type Billroth II procedure is performed, reflux of bile and duodenal 
secretions regularly pass through the gastric stump, whereas other gastroent
eric anastomosis such as Braun's type GE or the Billroth I procedure effect 
only a partial reflux into the gastric remnant (Figure 3). The high incidence of 
stump cancer, following a Polya type Billroth II resection, is due not only to 
the relative frequency of this type of gastric resection but also to the unavoid
able reflux after this procedure. Therefore, it seems probable that cancer of 
the gastric stump develops as the consequence of an unintentional 'experi
ment' taking several decades to manifest itself. 

In animal models, cancer of the gastric stump develops preferentially in the 
gastric mucosa underlying a continuous duodenogastric reflux [46, 47]. 

5.2. Development of N-nitroso-compounds in the Gastric Stump 
Increasing attention has been paid to the influence of gastric surgery on 

bacterial flora of the gastric juice [48-50] . Metabolically active bacteria capable 
of generating nitrite from nitrate and of catalyzing nitrosation may occur in 
the gastric juice under certain circumstances such as hypochlorhydria or 
achlorhydria [49]. On the premiss of a high ingested concentration of nitrite 
the formation of carcinogenic nitrosamines is possible [48]. In a recent study, 
the concentration of nitrite and N-nitroso-compounds was examined in the 
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fasting gastric juices of 44 patients operated on for ulcer disease [51]. Two and 
a half years had elapsed since operation. A significant increase of nitrite 
concentration was found in the gastric juices of subjects undergoing partial 
gastrectomy according to Billroth I as well as to Billroth II. However, N
nitroso-compounds were elevated only in patients operated on according to 
the Billroth' II procedure as compared to healthy controls. The results of this 
study demonstrated that the Billroth II type gastroenteric anastomosis creates 
conditions leading to the formation of potent carcinogens. 

5.3. Relationship of Type of Ulcer Disease and Gastric Stump Cancer 
The question whether the underlying ulcer disease, i.e. gastric ulcer or 

duodenal ulcer, affects the late prognosis of patients with partial gastrectomy 
is still a matter of dispute. The study of Helsingen and Hillestad [8] demon
strated that, in the group of patients operated on for gastric ulcer, the observed 
frequency of stump cancer was three times higher than expected (p<O.OOl). 
In the group operated on for duodenal ulcer, observed and expected frequen
cies were practically identical. Griesser and Schmidt [7] found among 580 
cases who had a stomach resection because of gastric ulcer 77 patients 
(13.3%) suffering from a stump carcinoma decades later. When the indication 
for stomach resection was a duodenal ulcer, only 6.25 % of the patients 
developed a cancer. On the other hand, cancer also appeared later in patients 
with gastric ulcer treated conservatively, the percentage being to.7 %. 

Therefore, the possibility has to be considered that gastric ulcer per se, apart 
from any changes caused by the operation, might be a factor in cancer 
pathogenesis. In other investigations, no difference was shown in the inci
dence of cancer of the gastric stump as related to the primary ulcer 
site [11,32]. Hammar [21], reporting on 56 cases with cancer of the gastric 
stump, observed a predominance of duodenal ulcer. 

6. DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY 

6.1. Clinical and Diagnostic Symptoms 
The physician runs the risk of attributing the symptoms of a developing 

cancer of the gastric stump to a benign disorder of the remaining stomach. 
Therefore, special attention must be paid to patients who have undergone 
gastric resection ten years or more earlier and who, after remaining in good 
health, suddenly develop epigastric disorders, accompanied with a deteriora
tion of the general state of health. 

Symptoms are as follows (Figure 4): 1. Loss of weight, pain or feeling of 
epigastric heaviness, loss of appetite, and fatigue. These symptoms do not 
differ from those seen in gastric cancer in general. 2. Vomiting of gastric 
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Figure 4. Clinical symptoms in 58 patients with cancer of the gastric stump (University Hospital 
of Hamburg). 

contents suggests malignant obstruction of the anastomosis. When the cancer 
occupies the proximal part of the stomach as well as the distal esophagus, 
patients complain of regurgitation, dysphagia and sialorrhea. 3. Anemia is a 
common symptom whereas massive gastrointestinal hemorrhage with hema
temesis and melena is seldom observed. The average duration of these symp
toms is 8 months [34]. 

6.2. Endoscopy 
Endoscopic observation of the postoperative stomach is adequately per

formed by the modern forward-viewing fiberoptic gastroscopes. Gastroscopy 
not only provides an accurate localization of malignancy (Figure 5) but also 
offers the definite histological diagnosis by biopsy or by cytology. Due to 
gastroscopy, an increasing number of cancers of the gastric stump have been 
detected [9, 10,26,41]. Several authors conclude that a higher number of gas
tric stump carcinomas may be detected at an early stage [10, 41, 52] and that 
endoscopy of the whole gastric stump, with multiple biopsies and brush 
cytology from the gastrojejunal anastomosis, is of crucial importance to 
improve the prognosis of these patients. 

6.3. Radiologic Examination 
Cancer of the gastric stump is not as easy to recognize for the radiologist as 

is cancer of the intact stomach. The literature contains numerous references 
to the limitations of X-ray examination in the diagnosis of cancer in the 
gastric remnant. Most of the interpretations by X-ray were marginal ulcer or 
recurrent duodenal ulcer with complications [53-55] . Conventional radiologic 
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Figure 5. View through fibergastroscope to a tumour (arrow) arising from a gastrojejunal anasto
mosis of a patient with partial gastrectomy (Bill roth II). 

examination can not confirm the diagnosis in more than 50% of cases [55] . 
However, the double contrast Roentgen method has been emphasized as 
helpful in the early diagnosis of cancer of the gastric stump [56] . One of the 
radiological problems is to know with certainty what operation was in fact 
originally performed. The malignant lesions are capable of imitating various 
morphological alterations effected by the previous surgical procedures. In the 
advanced state, the hourglass stomach is a common feature of cancer of the 
gastric stump (Figure 6). However, a funnel-shaped rigidity of the wall of the 
gastric remnant is not at all a definite sign of cancer (Figure 7). In order to 
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Figure 6. X-ray examination of a gastric stump showing irregular constriction due to a narrowing 
cancer in the advanced stage. 

exclude or to prove a stump carcinoma, we combine radiological examination 
with subsequent gastroscopy. 
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Figure 7. X-ray examination of a gastric stump, 28 years after partial gastrectomy (Polya type B II 
resection). No tumour was found at laparotomy. The funnel -shaped rigidity of the distal part of 
the stomach was due to adhesions. 

6.4. Surgical Therapy 
A considerable number of patients suffering from cancer of the gastric 

stump are inoperable by the time they come to surgery. Only 22 of 58 
patients treated at the University Hospital of Hamburg were eligible for 
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Figure 8. Time of survival of 22 patients undergoing curative resection for cancer of the gastric 
stump (University Hospital of Hamburg). Insert: Survival time of patients not operated on 
because of general metastasis (from [57)). 

curative resection of the tumour. The majority of cases with a gastric stump 
cancer are no longer curable due to the existence of visceral or general 
metastasis, but some can benefit from palliative measures. 

The prognosis for cure is poor [4, 16,24,57]. Sporadic cases of long time 
survivors rarely appear in the literature [36,54,57] . Figure 8 shows the dura
tion of survival of our patients undergoing curative resection as compared to 
those not subjected to surgical therapy. Among the 22 of our patients who 
underwent resection for cure, three are living, apparently free of tumour, six 
years after extirpation of the cancer of the gastric stump. 

Apart from general metastasis, surgical interventions are limited by the 
advanced age of the patients. Due to the invasive growth of the gastric stump 
cancer, resection for cure can be achieved in the majority of cases only by 
removing parts of the adjacent organs such as the pancreas., liver or large 
intestine. In our patients, a variety of surgical procedures have been per
formed: Subtotal gastrectomy, 12; total gastrectomy, 10; splenectomy, 5; par
tial pancreatectomy, 3; resection of the left lobe of the liver, 2; and, partial 
resection of the large bowel, 5. The continuity of the digestive tract was 
reconstructed by different methods such as Roux en Y -esophagojejunostomy, 
interposition of an isolated jejunal loop between esophagus and duodenum, 
gastroduodenostomy or gastrojejunostomy. 

7. PATHOLOGY 

7.1. Macroscopic Findings 
Carcinoma of the gastric stump is either exophytic or appears as an ulcer. 

Exophytic tumours are more common. Because of the late onset of symp-
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Figure 9. A. Operation specimen of a huge carcinoma covering the whole gastric stump of a 
68-year-old man , 19 years after partial gastrectomy for ulcer. B. X-ray examination of the 
tumour. 

toms, the surgeon often finds huge carcinomas encompassing nearly the 
entire gastric stump (Figure 9). The direction of the malignant growth is 
mainly along the minor site of the gastric remnant from distal to proximal. At 
an early stage, adjacent organs such as pancreas, liver, and colon are infil
trated by tumour. Several authors have focused attention on the resistance of 
small intestine to invasion by the stump carcinoma [4,34]. 

7.2. Localization 
Studies concerning the localization of cancer of the gastric stump have 

pointed to the gastroenteric stoma as a specific area that seems to be partic
ular liable to cancerous changes [4,22,26,33,46,57]. Early cancer of the 
gastric stump arises often at or near the anastomosis [41,52]. In the Univer
sity Hospital of Hamburg, seven patients were gastrectomized because of early 
cancer of the gastric stump. In all but one, early gastric cancer developed near 
the anastomosis of a Billroth II partial gastrectomy (Polya type) (Figure 10). 
Hammar studied 65 autopsy specimens and provided strong evidence for a 
typical site of cancer growth within the Billroth II stoma, the tumour extend
ing towards the posterior wall near the efferent loop [21J. 

B 
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Figure 10. IIc-type of the Japanese classification of early gastric cancer developing in a gastroent
eric anastomosis. 

7.3 . Microscopic Findings 
The histology shows all forms of gastric carcinoma. According to our 

experience, adenocarcinoms form the major group. Beside these, solid as well 
as anaplastic forms are observed. The new classification of gastric cancer 
according to Lauren [58], used more often in recent years, has not shown new 
findings [59] . 

7.3.1. Polyps. More interesting are those changes that might point to an 
increased risk of cancer development or are reactions accompanied with a 
gastric stump carcinoma. Polyps are more frequent in the residual gastric 
remnant than in the intact one [60] . In any case, suspect polypoid findings 
should be removed by the endoscopist using snare biopsy. Histological exam
ination often shows reactive or regenerative changes of the anastomosis or of 
the gastric remnant described as foveolar hyperplasia [27,61], gastritis cystica 
pseudopolyposa (Figure 11)[4,62,63] or regenerative polyps [64]. Malignant 
transformation has not been demonstrated in these alterations. In contrast to 
regenerative polyps, adenomatous polyps occurring also in the gastric stump 
should be regarded as premalignant [65] . 

7.3.2. Intestinalization. Another morphologic change, often observed near a 
gastroenterostomy, is the intestinalization of the gastric mucosa (Figure 
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Figure II. Gastritis cystica polyposa occurring in a gastroenteric anastomosis. Note dilated glands 
partially dislocated into the submucosa (hematoxylin~osin, x 40 (from [80]). 

12) [4,64,66] . Intestinal metaplasia is more frequent following a gastroduode
nostomy (Billroth I) than it is after gastrojejunostomy (Billroth 11)[64]. Some 
authors have suggested that intestinal metaplasia bears an increased risk of 
cancer[67], whereas other point to the fact that goblet cells and Paneth cells 
are highly differentiated and that carcinoma and intestinal metaplasia are not 
necessarily correlated [68] (see Chapter 5). 

7.3.3. Lipid Islands. Lipid islands, visible as small white or yellow-white 
patches in the gastric mucosa, are frequently observed in postoperative 
patients [69]. Histologically, these patches consist of foam cells beneath the 
surface epithelium. The occurrence of single or multiple islands increases with 
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Figure 12. Gastric mucosa showing intestinalization (jnt), 44 years after gastroenterostomy (he
matoxylin-eosin , x 16 (from [80]). 

time after operation, independently of the original ulcer disease or the type of 
operation performed. In diagnosing early gastric carcinoma at gastroscopy in 
the stomach operated on, it is important for the clinician and the pathologist 
to be aware of the lipid islands because these alterations can be mistaken for a 
signet ring cell carcinoma [70]. 

7.3.4. Dysplasia. Some possible precancerous lesions found in the gastric 
mucosa are defined as dysplasias (Figure 13) (see Chapters 1 and 5). Dysplasia 
of the gastric glands is characterized on the basis of cytological as well as 
structural abnormalities [71] . These are divided into three degrees of mild, 
moderate and severe dyplasia. Dysplasias are often observed in the neigh
bourhood of early gastric cancer as well as in the mucosa of a gastric remnant 
decades after partial gastrectomy [72]. In some cases, they are situated either 
immediately bordering early gastric cancer or showing transitions to the latter. 
According to our present knowledge, severe dysplasia of the mucosa of the 
gastric remnant should be regarded as a possible precancerous lesion. No 
indication exists for surgical intervention in patients exhibiting severe dyspla
sia only. However, supervision by gastroscopy is mandatory . 

7.3.5. Atrophic Gastritis. Since the extensive studies of G.E. Konjetz
ny [73, 74], it has been known that chronic atrophic gastritis is a premalignant 
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Figure 13. Moderate dysplasia of the foveolar glands in a gastric remnant, 26 years after partial 
gastrectomy. Note metaplasia of pseudopyloric glands (hematoxylin-eosin, x 100). 

condition prone to transform in time into gastric cancer. Partially gastrectom
ized patients show atrophic gastritis at a higher frequency and to a more 
severe degree than age-matched controls with intact stomachs [7, 60, 75, 76). 
In long-term follow-up studies, patients with chronic atrophic gastritis have a 
higher incidence of gastric carcinoma than the general population [43, 44). 
Although atrophic gastritis is supposed to have an increased risk of cancer 
development, some authors hesitate to regard it as a precancerous condition 
leading unavoidably to cancer of the gastric stump [78). 

8. EXPERIMENTAL CANCER OF THE GASTRIC STUMP 

Many questions concerning the pathogenesis of the gastric stump carcinoma 
have not been answered by clinical research. Therefore, we looked for an 
experimental model in order to resolve the following problems : First, is the 
gastric remnant really more susceptible to cancer development than the intact 
one? Second, is there any influence of chronic duodenogastric reflux on 
cancer development? 

In the first series of experiments, 66 male Wistar rats were subjected to 
partial gastrectomy according to either the Billroth I or the Billroth II proce
dure. These rats, as well as control animals, were fed the carcinogen N
methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG). Of 66 rats, 25 developed carci-
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Figure 14. Carcinoma of the gastric stump arising from the gastrojejunal anastomosis of a rat , 31 
weeks after daily oral administration of MNNG (from (46)). 

noma in the gastric remnant. The tumours were characterized histologically as 
adenocarcinoma. Mostly, the carcinomas were localized near the gastroenteric 
anastomosis (Figure 14). The process of tumour development in the partially 
resected stomach of the rat was completed within 17 to 31 weeks on contin
uous feeding of MNNG in a concentration of 120 mg/l in the drinking water. 
Control animals , either with intact stomachs treated with the carcinogen or 
operated on and kept under normal diet and tap water, showed no develop
ment of cancer up to the 31 st week. In contrast to these findings, the 
formation of cancer in the intact stomachs required on average 41 weeks under 
the same experimental conditions. With regard to the incidence of malignant 
changes, no significant difference was observed between animals undergoing 
the Billroth I procedure and those undergoing the Billroth II procedure. The 
results suggested that the partially resected stomach of the rat is more 
susceptible to induction of cancer than the intact one. Exposure of the 
resected stomach to an oral carcinogen (MNNG) induced carcinogenesis pre
dominantly in the anastomotic region [46]. 

In a second series of experiments, we tried to answer the question whether 
the duodenogastric reflux has any influence on the malignant cell growth in 
the gastric stump, especially at the anastomosis. Seventy-two male Wistar rats 
were subjected to partial stomach resection. A gastroenteric anastomosis (GE) 
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was performed either as short loop anastomosis (Polya type Billroth II; 
n = 39), thus providing a continuous duodenogastric reflux, or as Y -shaped 
GE (according to Roux; n = 33). By the latter technique, bile and pancreatic 
juices were diverted into the jejunum without coming into contact with the 
gastric remnant. All animals, including a control group with intact stomachs, 
were fed MNNG in the drinking water. At autopsy, most of the tumours 
were found in the animal group subjected to chronic duodenogastric reflux 
(Polya-Billroth II group). The incidence of carcinomas of the gastric stump 
was significantly lower in rats without reflux (Roux group or intact control 
group). The results of these experiments demonstrated that, in rats, the 
duodenogastric reflux contributed substantially to the development of cancer 
of the gastric stump [47]. 
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8. Metabolic Epidemiology of Large Bowel Cancer 

M.J. HILL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Large bowel cancer is one of the major neoplasms in western countries and 
is the major site of carcinogenesis in the United States [1]; the prognosis is 
relatively good (compared with, for example, cancer of the stomach, lung or 
pancreas) so that lung cancer remains the major cause of death from malig
nancy with colorectal cancer second to lung cancer in men, to breast cancer in 
women and to lung cancer when both sexes are combined. 

Because bowel cancer appears to be related to life style it is potentially 
preventable; consequently, during the last 23 years (since the key paper by 
Wynder and Shigematsu [2]) there has been great interest in determining the 
etiology of the disease. In this paper I shall describe the epidemiology of the 
disease and the predisposing and associated diseases. The possible causative 
agents will then be described followed by a summary of the evidence for a 
role for the bile acids as co-carcinogens. These results of the metabolic 
epidemiology will then be discussed in terms of the results of the histopatho
logy of the disease and the adenoma-carcinoma sequence. 

2. EPIDEMIOLOGY OF COLORECTAL CANCER 

There have been many previous in-depth studies of the epidemiology of 
colorectal cancer; examples include these by Wynder[3], Correa and Haens
zel [4], Hill [5], Berg and Howell [6] and Burkitt [7]. The reader is referred to 
these for a detailed treatment of the subject; here I will give a summary of the 
types of observation that have been made together with some of the more 
recent findings. 

J. J. DeCosse and P. Sherlock (eds.), Gastrointestinal cancer 1, 187-226. All rights reserved. 
Copyright © 1981 Martinus Niiholf Publishers, The Hague/Boston/London. 
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2.1. Geographical Distribution 
There have been a number of studies comparing the incidence of colorectal 

cancer in various countries based on the data compiled by cancer registries. 
These include the regular compilations by Segi [8], and by the International 
Agency for Research in Cancer [9, 10]; in addition, publications have included 
estimates from less reliable sources to give a wider coverage of Asia and 
Africa [11]. The clear indications from these are that the disease is common in 
North-West Europe, North America and Australasia and, relatively rare in 
Africa, Asia, Central and South America and Eastern Europe (Table 1). In 
South America there are areas of high incidence in Uruguay and Northern 
Argentina (the River Plata area) adjacent to areas of low incidence. In Europe 
the incidence is lower in the south and east than in the north and west. At a 

Table 1. The incidence of colon and rectal cancer in various countries (data from ref. [II] for 
men, age adjusted 35-64 years per 100,000 per annum). 

Colon Rectum 

Asia 
India 6.6 8.0 
Japan, Miyagi 5.0 8.1 
Singapore 4.6 8.5 

AJi'ica 
Nigeria 2.8 3.1 
S. Africa - white 17.9 10.8 

- coloured 13.7 5.6 
- Indian 2.5 5.1 
- African 6.6 4.5 

Mozambique 5.3 0.1 

S. America 
Colombia 5.7 3.9 
Chile 5.8 6.0 
Venezuela 7.3 4.4 

N. America 
USA - white 26.6 15.6 

- black 25.6 16.0 
Canada - Alberta 20.3 12.4 

Europe 
England and Wales - Birmingham 17.4 20.7 
Denmark 17.1 20.8 
France 20.2 16.8 
Bulgaria 7.8 13.2 
Italy 16.0 11.6 
Poland 8.2 7.5 
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cursory glance the distribution of the disease indicates a genetic predisposition 
to the disease in populations of Anglo-Saxon or Scandinavian origin. 

2.2. Migrant Studies 
The study of migrants is a powerful tool in the investigation of the relative 

importance of genetic and environmental factors in the causation of disease. 
Migrants from Europe to the United States and to Australia, and from Japan 
to the United States have been investigated in great depth; in all of these 
studies it is clear that persons moving from an area with a low risk of 
colorectal cancer to the United States or Australia, both of which have a high 
risk of the disease, rapidly achieve an incidence of the disease similar to that 
of their new homeland and very much higher than that of their country of 
origin [12, 13]. From these studies it is apparent that genetic factors are of 
only minor importance compared with environmental factors in determining 
the risk of the disease in populations. This does not imply that genetic factors 
are unimportant per se; indeed in individuals it is likely that they are very 
important. However, the full genetic predisposition to the disease may only be 
expressed under certain environmental conditions. 

2.3. Colon Cancer Incidence within a Country 
Within a country, the risk of a cancer may vary between regions, between 

sexes, between socioeconomic groups, between races, and between areas of 
different population density. It may also vary with time. These will be 
discussed in turn. 

2.3.1. Variation between Regions. Such variations have been noted in many 
countries. In the United Kingdom there is an increasing incidence from south 
to north and from east to west (Table 2). Similarly there is a variation 
between the Canadian provinces (Table 2). Within the United States the 
incidence is highest in the north and east and lowest in the south and 
west [14]. Within the Sudan, the incidence is much higher in the north than in 
the south [15], this may be due to differences in social class. 

2.3.2. Variations between the Sexes. Large bowel cancer is one of the few 
cancers that are as common in women as in men (Table 3), the ratio being 
between 0.8 and 1.2 in most countries. This apparent uniformity in incidence 
hides some differences; the incidence of colon cancer is greater in women 
than men below the age of 60- 70 but is higher in men in the older age 
groups and is higher in men at all ages for rectal cancer. 

2.3.3. Variations between Socioeconomic Groups. In the high risk popula
tions of the western world there is little difference in the incidence of 
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Table 2. Variation in the incidence of cancer of the colon and rectum by region in the United 
Kingdom and in Canada (data from ref. [II] and from Doll (personal communication).). 

Incidence of colon cancer Incidence of rectal cancer 

Males Females Males Females 

Scotland 28.2 34.2 23.3 17.3 
England - Liverpool 24.1 25.8 15.4 10.5 

- Birmingham 17.4 20.9 20.7 12.9 
- S. Metropolitan 15.8 20.5 16.2 10.9 
- S. West 17.2 18.2 16.6 10.3 

Northern Ireland 21.9 33.7 18.7 16.0 

Canada - Alberta 20.3 26.0 12.4 9.0 
- Saskatchewan 18.0 25.4 18.8 14.2 
- Manitoba 29.8 33.0 15.2 15.1 
- New Brunswick 24.1 38.0 16.8 17.1 
- Newfoundland 24.9 25.5 5.5 9.4 

Table 3. Ratio of age adjusted incidence rates in males: females for colon cancer (for details see 
ref. [5D. 

<D.8 0.8-1.0 1.0-1.2 >1.2 

Africa Uganda S. Africa-white Nigeria S. Africa-black 

Asia Israel Japan Taiwan 
India 

S. America Venezuela Chile Colombia Uruguay 
Jamaica 

Europe England Belgium France Yugoslavia 
Germany Bulgaria Czechoslovakia 

colorectal cancer between various socioeconomic groups. In England and 
Wales the standardised mortality rates for colon cancer for the professional 
and managerial (class I), for the partly skilled (class IV) and unskilled (class V) 
workers are 120, 92 and 109 respectively [16]. For rectal cancer there is a 
somewhat higher incidence in the lower social groups than in class I persons, 
but the difference is not great. In contrast, there is a clear correlation between 
social class and the incidence of large bowel cancer in low incidence countries 
such as Colombia, Japan and Hong Kong. The analysis has been most 
detailed in Cali, Colombia, where Haenszel et at. [17] observed that when the 
population was divided into four classes (upper (I), middle (II), low (III) and 
very low (IV) there was an overall gradient in standard incidence rate from 
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Table 4. Standardised incidence rates for large bowel cancer by subsite of the cancer and by sex 
and socioeconomic class of the patient for Cali, Colombia (data from ref. [17]). 

Site of the cancer Both sexes Males Females 

Class Class Class Class Class Class 
I & II III I & II III I & II III 

All large bowel cancers 145 92 145 96 145 88 

Caecum 105 119 89 119 122 119 

Ascending and transverse 198 72 209 65 185 80 

Descending, sigmoid 
and rectosigmoid 165 81 242 47 119 104 

Rectum 113 100 106 119 118 82 

140 (class I) to 29 (class IV); there was no gradient for cancer of the caecum 
or rectum, the excess for classes I and II being confined to the segment from 
the ascending to the rectosigmoid colon. The gradient was more marked for 
men than for women (Table 4). A similar gradient has been noted in Hong 
Kong [18] and in Japan [19]. 

2.3.4. Variations between Races and Religions. The existence of interracial 
differences in incidence of large bowel cancer is dependent on parallel differ
ences in life style. Thus in South Africa the white, black, coloured and Indian 
populations have widely different incidences in large bowel cancer, as do the 
different religious groups in Bombay (Table 5); these are related to differences 
in cultural environment. Similar differences in incidence of large bowel cancer 
have been noted between the various races in Hawaii (Japanese, Chinese, 
White American and indigenous) and between the various sub-groups of 
Chinese in Singapore. In all of these examples, the various racial groups share 

Table 5. Large bowel cancer in various religious groups in Bombay (data from ref. [20]). 

Religious group 

Hindus - Maharashtra 
- Gujarat 

Moslems 
Christians 
Parsees 

Colorectal carcinomas as a percentage 
of all gastrointestinal neoplasms 

Males Females 

11.5 9.7 
8.0 9.9 
9.3 7.2 

14.5 14.8 
28.6 27.6 
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the same physical environment (e.g. climate, air pollution, latitude) but have 
greatly different life styles, particularly dietary. 

A similar separation of the effects of physical and cultural environment can 
be obtained by studying various religious groups. In this respect, the various 
religious groups in Bombay (Table 5), all of whom share the same physical 
environment, have interesting differences in incidence of colorectal cancer 
with the meat-eating religions having a higher incidence than the vegetar
ians [20]. Similarly, in the United States the vegetarian 7th Day Adventists 
have an incidence of the disease below the national average [21], as do the 
Mormons [22]. 

2.3.5. Variation with Population Density. In general, urban dwellers are 
more likely to develop carcinoma than are rural persons, because of the very 
much higher level of environmental carcinogens (air pollution, industrial 
exposure, etc.) in the urban areas. In England and Wales the ratio in inci
dence of colon cancer between urban and rural persons is about 1.1 [16], a 
small excess compared with that for lung cancer, for example (Table 6). In the 
United States the ratio is somewhat higher than in England and Wales; 
urban-rural differences have been reported from a number of other coun
tries. 

2.3.6. Temporal Variations. There has been a general upward trend in 
incidence of colorectal cancer around the world although there have been a 
few exceptions. In the United States, although the mortality has remained 
constant between 1935 and 1970 this was due to improved treatment and 
masked a 50% increase in incidence. In Japan the incidence, which has 
traditionally been very low, has been increasing rapidly since 1950 [23]. In 
West Germany the incidence of large bowel cancer has also been increasing 
steadily during the last thirty years (since registration began). In contrast, in 
England and Wales the pattern has been more complex. Overall, the inci
dence has changed little during this century; this masks a steady increase to a 

Table 6. The incidence of colon and rectal cancer in urban areas compared with rural areas. 

Country Population Sex Cancer site Incidence in urban areas 
rural areas 

United States White Male Colon 1.4 
Non-white Colon 1.5 

White Rectum 1.4 
Non-white Rectum 1.7 

England and Wales All Male Colon & rectum 1.1 
Female Colon & rectum 1.1 
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maximum in 1935-1940 followed by a steady decrease at the rate of about 
2% per year[23]. In general, the incidence is increasing rapidly in the newly 
developing countries and is more static in the more socially stable populations 
of North-West Europe. 

2.4. Subsite Distribution 
Until recently there has been little detailed data about the subsite distribu

tion of colorectal cancers. However this aspect of the disease has received a 
lot of recent attention. Haenszel and Correa [24] used data from seven coun
tries to investigate the reported relative excess of right sided tumours in low 
incidence countries; the tumours were classified into caecum and ascending 
colon, transverse and descending colon, sigmoid colon and rectum and their 
conclusions were that the incidence of cancer of the caecum plus ascending 
colon and of the rectum varied little and that the geographical variation in 
incidence of the disease was due to the variation in incidence of tumours of 
the sigmoid colon. A similar conclusion was drawn by Haenszel et al. [17] 
from the socioeconomic differences in incidence in Cali, Colombia; the excess 
in social class I being entirely due to tumours in the ascending to sigmoid 
colon, in particular the sigmoid colon. 

In contrast, De long et al. [25] studied data from 12 countries, inclliding 
high incidence (North America, New Zealand), low incidence (Eastern Asia) 
and intermediate (Scandinavia, England) countries, and found that the propor
tional subsite distribution was similar in all countries and increased from the 
caecum to the sigmoid colon. Powell [26] has carried out a more detailed 
study which gave a different picture from that described by the other groups; 
she divided the large bowel into caecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure, 
transverse colon, splenic flexure, descending colon, sigmoid colon and rectum 
and found the incidence to be high in the caecum, sigmoid colon and rectum, 
low at the flexures and intermediate at the other subsites. She could only 
analyse data from Birmingham, England, cancer registry since only there were 
the data recorded in sufficient detail. 

The question as to whether the incidence of carcinoma in the ascending, 
transverse and descending colon is the same (as shown by Powell) or 
increases sequentially (as shown by De long et al.) may prove difficult to 
resolve in the light of the observation by Rhodes et al. [27] that the subsite 
distribution is changing; they noted that in a large midwestern United States 
hospital the proportion of rectal and sigmoid tumours has progressively 
decreased during the last 30 years whilst the proportion of proximal tumours 
(caecum and ascending colon) has increased. Thus the results obtained by 
Powell could be explained as being due to the use of more recent data. 

The subsite distribution is important in evaluating the relative importance 
of various etiologies of colorectal cancer and will be discussed later. 
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2.5. Relation of the Cultural Environment 
There have been a number of case-control studies of large bowel cancer 

indicating that there is no role for smoking, alcohol consumption (except beer, 
to be discussed later), use of drugs and laxatives, bowel habits, etc. The major 
factor in the cultural environment to be incriminated has been diet, although 
there is little agreement on the dietary item implicated. 

Studies of diet take various forms. Many groups have studied the mean 
intake of dietary items by various populations (usually tak~n from tables of 
food consumption prepared by the Food and Agriculture Organisation) com
pared with the large bowel cancer incidence in these populations. By this 
method, Gregor et al. [28] showed a strong correlation with dietary animal 
protein, Drasar and Irving [29] showed a strong correlation with animal pro
tein and with fat, especially bound fat, whilst Armstrong and Doll [30] showed 
strong correlations with meat and with fat. These studies suffer from the 
drawback that the data used for food intake are not reliable (for example, they 
take no account of home grown vegetables). In the study by Gregor et al., 
current diet was more strongly correlated than was the diet consumed 15 - 20 
years previously [28], indicating that diet is more likely to have a tumour 
promoting role than to cause tumour initiation. In contrast, Liu et al., who 
studied data from 20 countries showed that, when the incidence of colon 
cancer was related to the diet 10-15 years previously, the strongest correla
tion was with cholesterol rather than total fat or meat [31]. Clearly the picture 
is not clear and, in view of the quality of the available data on diet, is 
unlikely to become more so. 

There have been many case-control studies relating diet to bowel cancer; in 
these, patients with bowel cancer and suitable controls are quizzed about their 
diet. Clearly the current diet of a person with gastrointestinal disease bears no 
relation to what it was when they were healthy, and so the investigator has to 
rely on dietary recall, usually back to at least a few years ago. A quick survey 
of friends and aquaintances will reveal that people are unaware of having 
changed their diet and, whereas this may be true of the healthy controls it is 
certainly not true, of the cases. In consequence, it is not surprising that these 
studies either reveal no correlation [e.g. 32,33] or give a wide range of results 
implicating fat [19, 34], vitamins A and C [35], fibre as a protective agent [36] 
or in the form of string beans as a causative agent [37], meat [37] and so on. 

These two approaches have been combined in studies of the diet of repre
sentives of populations within an area which have widely different incidences 
of bowel cancer. Such studies have been carried out on Japanese migrants to 
Hawaii compared with those born there (correlation with intake of meat and 
beans)[37], on three socioeconomic groups in Hong Kong (correlation with 
meat, fat and fibre) [38] and on two populations in Scandinavia (correlation 
with beer consumption and inverse correlation with milk and fibre)[60]. 
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Table 7. The relation between diet and the incidence of large bowel cancer. 

Dietary item 

Meat 

Animal protein 

Fat 

Fibre (protective) 

Fibre (causative) 

Beer 

Vitamins A and C (protective) 

Milk (protective) 

Type of study 

International study of 23 countries 
Case controi study 

International study of 23 countries 
International study of 28 countries 
International study of 37 countries 

International study of 28 countries 
International study of 37 countries 
International study of 23 countries 
Case control study 
Case control study 

Qualitative comparison of Africa and UK 
Case control study 
International study of 2 countries 

Case control study 
Study of 3 populations in Hong Kong 

International study of 47 countries 
International study of 2 countries 

Case control study in 2 countries 

International study of 2 countries 

195 

Reference 

30 
37 

30 
28 
29 

28 
29 
30 
2 

34 

7 
36 
60 

37 
38 

61 
60 

35 

60 

The data relating diet to bowel cancer is summarised in Table 7. The 
conclusion to be drawn is that no simple relationship exists between a single 
item of the diet and bowel carcinogenesis; however there is good evidence for 
a role for dietary meat or fat from all three types of study. Any hypothesis on 
the etiology of bowel cancer, whilst allowing a role for a wide variety of 
dietary components, must be able to explain this apparent primary role for 
dietary meat or fat. 

3. PREDISPOSING AND ASSOCIATED DISEASES 

Diseases that predispose to colorectal cancer are often confused with those 
which are merely associated with this malignancy. The distinction is impor
tant because the former are presumably causally related whilst some of the 
latter may be coincidental relationships. 

3.1. Predisposing Diseases 
The diseases that clearly predispose to colorectal carcinogenesis are inflam

matory bowel disease, adenomatosis coli, 'cancer family' syndrome and car
riage of villous adenomas. 
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3.1.1. 1nflammatory Bowel Disease. In 1928 Bargen first suggested there 
was a link between ulcerative colitis and bowel cancer [39] and since that time 
there have been many studies confirming that ulcerative colitis predisposes to 
colorectal carcinogenesis [40-42]. There is a consensus about characteristics of 
the carcinogenesis in these patients. The most important is the latency of the 
process; there is no increased risk of malignancy during the first ten years of 
colitis, and the mean interval between the onset of colitis and the diagnosis of 
cancer is 15 to 20 years. The risk is greatest if the symptoms of colitis are 
chronic and continuous rather than the acute relapsing type of disease. As the 
age of onset of colitis is reduced, so the risk of malignancy is increased; 
MacDougall [43] showed that in persons whose symptoms had lasted for more 
than ten years the risk of malignancy in persons whose age of onset of colitis 
was less than 25 years was 2! times greater than that in other persons. Only 
those with total involvement of the colon are greatly at risk of carcinogenesis 
whilst in those with only distal involvement the risk of malignancy is negli
gible. In his review of cancer in colitis, MacDougall [44] concluded that 
patients with total colonic involvement for more than ten years had 30 times 
the normal risk of colon cancer whilst those with subtotal involvement had 
no excess risk regardless of the other characteristics of the disease. The 
development of cancer is preceded by dysplastic changes over an area suffi
ciently extensive to be recognised by rectal biopsy [41,45], the dysplasia 
progressing from mild through moderate to severe and finally becoming 
malignant. The current status of the precancer lesion in ulcerative colitis has 
recently been reviewed by Dobbins [46]. 

Until relatively recently Crohn's disease (regional ileitis) was thought to be 
limited to the small bowel. However, involvement of the colon is now 
recognised as a common manifestation of the disease and Weedon et at. [47] 
have shown that persons with Crohn's disease of the colon may have the 
same risk as colitics of developing a malignancy. 

3.1.2. Adenomatosis Coli. Adenomatosis coli (familial polyposis coli) is a 
genetically determined disease. Its familial nature was first reported by Cripps 
in 1882 [48] and its association with colorectal cancer was reported only eight 
years later by Handford [49]. It was described and characterised by Dukes [50] 
and has recently been reviewed by Bussey [51]. It is caused by an autosomal 
dominant gene and is defined as a disease in which large numbers of adeno
matous polyps (never fewer than 100, by definition) develop from the color
ectal mucosa. The polyps are fairly evenly distributed throughout the large 
bowel and normally appear when the affected person is in the late teens; the 
average age of patients presenting with symptoms is 33 and the average age 
at which they present with cancer is 40 years. The mean interval between 
detection of adenomas and the detection of carcinomas is ten years; the 
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adenomas in patients with adenomatosis are indistinguishable from the dis
crete adenomas carried by a high percentage of normal people at post
mortem, and their progression to malignancy appears to be identical to that in 
, normal' discrete adenomas. 

There are a number of extra-colonic manifestations of adenomatosis which 
may be present. In its severe form there are osteomas detectable in all bones 
(particularly in the mandibles) and carcinoid lesions at a range of possible 
sites; the disease is then classified as Gardner's syndrome. Recently there 
have been many reports of gastric polyps (particularly in Japan where appar
ently more than 40% of adenomatosis patients have such lesions) and of 
tumours in the duodenum [52]. 

Morson [53] has suggested that, although the development of adenomatosis 
is genetically determined, the progression to carcinoma is due to environmen
tal factors; although mUltiple colorectal carcinomas are common it is clear 
that only a tiny proportion of the polyps become malignant. The cancer in 
these patients has normally progressed so far at diagnosis that the prognosis is 
poor, but follow-up of the children, with regular annual sigmoidoscopy from 
the age of 15 years enables the disease to be detected early (it will, of course, 
affect about 50% of the children since it is determined by an autosomal 
dominant gene) and treated by total colectomy. Thus, in this group true 
cancer prevention is practised. 

3.1.3. Cancer Family Syndrome. 'Cancer families' have been described in 
which a high proportion of first degree relatives of an index case develop large 
bowel cancer. The disease was described by Lynch and Krush [54] and is 
characterised by its early onset and by the fact that it is not preceded by the 
development of large numbers of adenomas (indeed adenomas are rarely 
detected at the time of tumour resection). Large bowel cancer in the female 
members of cancer families is strongly associated with additional cancer of 
the endometrium. 

Cancer family syndrome in the extreme form described by Lynch and 
Krush is rare, but may be an extreme form of the genetic predisposition of 
first degree relatives to develop large bowel cancer [55, 56]. 

3.1.4. Colorectal Adenomas. It is now well established that the vast major
ity, if not all, colorectal carcinomas arise in pre-existing adenomas. The 
evidence for this has been summarised by Morson [53,57] and by Enter
line [58]. A high proportion of adenomas more than 2 cm in diameter already 
contain areas of focal carcinoma (Table 8) indicating that carcinoma can arise 
in adenomas. When the histopathology of colorectal carcinomas is examined, 
a high proportion of Dukes' A carcinomas contain an area of adenomatous 
tissue; a smaller proportion of Dukes'B and only a tiny proportion of 
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Table 8. The proportion of adenomas containing a malignant component and of carcinomas 
containing a non-malignant component. 

Adenoma characteristic 

Adenomas less than 0.5 cm diameter* 
less than 1.0 cm diameter 
between 1 and 2 cm diameter 
greater that 2 cm 

Tubular adenomas 

Villous adenomas 

Tubulovillous 

* Data from ref. [59]; other data from ref. [57]. 

Percentage containing 
a malignant component 

o 
1.3 
9.5 

46.0 

4.8 

40.7 

22.5 

Dukes'C tumours contain a non-malignant component and this is compatible 
with the thesis that carcinomas arise in non-malignant adenomas and, as the 
malignant area grows, progressively replace the non-malignant remnant. 

. There has been a growth of interest recently in the causation of colorectal 
adenomas. This has been hampered by the lack of reliable data; there are 
registries of carcinomas and there are many centres from which reliable 
incidence data on colorectal carcinomas are available, but most large bowel 
adenomas are undiagnosed and are only detected at post-mortem. There are 
few areas of the world where a high proportion of persons undergo post
mortem examination and even in such areas the large bowel is not necessarily 
opened and examined by hand-lens. Nevertheless, some data are available 
and have been reviewed by Correa [62]. The general conclusions that can be 
drawn are that: 
(a) In areas where large bowel cancer is rare, such as Colombia, Nigeria, Iran, 

Japan and in Black South Africans, colorectal adenomas are also rare. 
Where large bowel cancer is common, as in the United States, colorectal 
adenomas are also common. Where the incidence of colorectal cancer is 
intermediate (e.g. Sao Paulo, Sweden, Britain) the incidence of adenomas 
is also intermediate (Table 9). 

(b) When Japanese migrate to the United States their incidence of colorectal 
adenomas and of colorectal carcinomas increases to a level similar to that 
of native Americans (Table 10). 

(c) Despite this apparent correlation between the incidence of adenomas and 
of carcinomas, countries with a common low incidence of colorectal carci
noma have a wide range in incidence of colorectal adenomas (Table 8). 

(d) In general, adenomas arise earlier than carcinomas by approximately 5-10 
years. 
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(e) Whereas colorectal carcinomas are much more common in the left colon 
than in the right, adenomas detected at autopsy are evenly distributed 
along the length of the large bowel (Table 11). Large adenomas, however 
have the same distribution as carcinomas. There is considerable debate 

Table 9. Relation between the incidence of colorectal adenoma and carcinomas in various 
countries. 

Population Colon cancer 
frequency 

Prevalence rate of Reference 
adenomas (men aged 40-50) 
(%) 

Hawaiian Japanese Very high 69 62 
New Orleans - white High 39 62 

- black High 26 62 
Brazil - Sao Paulo Intermediate 14 62 
Sweden - Malmo Intermediate \3 69 
Japan - Miyagi Low 9 62 
Costa Rica - San Jose Low 6 62 
Colombia - Cali Low 7 62 
Iran Low 64 
Nigeria Low <I 65 
Bolivia Low <i 66 

Table 10. Prevalence of adenomas in Japanese living in Hawaii, analysed by place of birth (data 
from ref. (67)). 

Age 0-49 
50-79 
All ages 

Prevalence of adenomas in Japanese 

Living in 
Japan (Akita) 

35% 

Born in Japan 

o 
59% 
61% 

Born in Hawaii 

46% 
67% 
63% 

Table II. The distribution of adenomas and carcinomas by subsite within the large bowel. 

Subsite Sweden Colombia U.S.A. 
ad ca ad ca ad ca 

Caecum and ascending colon 24% 20% 18 30% 24 16% 
Transverse and descending colon 30% 14% 41 13% 35 18% 
Sigmoid colon 30% 41% 20 9% 22 25% 
Rectum 16% 24% 21 48% 19 42% 
Reference 69 69 68 70 68 70 
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concerning the subsite distribution of adenomas, with hospital and colon
oscopy series showing a distribution similar to that of colorectal carci
nomes. This may be because the very small adenomas that are found in 
the right colon at autopsy are not seen at colonoscopy or by X-ray. 

From the geographical epidemiology of colorectal adenomas and from the 
studies of migrants, it is apparent that adenomas are caused by environmental 
factors associated with the western life style. The even distribution of adeno
mas along the large bowel suggests that the environmental factor either enters 
the caecum preformed or else is readily activated. 

In addition to these studies of the role of environmental factors, there have 
been studies of the role of familial and genetic factors, summarised by 
Veale [71], which led to the conclusion that the predisposition to develop 
adenomas is determined by a recessive autosomal gene (p); a person who is 
pp is prone to develop adenomas when exposed to the rei event environmental 
factors whilst presons who are np or nn (where n is the normal variant of p) 
will not develop adenomas regardless of how much environmental factor the 
person is exposed to. This hypothesis is very difficult to test; since adenomas 
are normally asymptomatic there are no published records concerning the 
familial carriage of adenomas. 

The histopathology and the causation of the progression from adenoma to 
carcinoma will be discussed at length later in section 6. 

3.2. Associated Diseases 
A number of diseases have been associated with colorectal cancer, includ

ing a range of cancers of other sites, the so-called 'diseases of fibre deple
tion " and a number of other miscellaneous diseases. 

3.2.2. Associated Cancers. The cancers associated with colorectal cancers 
are the hormone-dependent ones such as cancer of the breast, ovary, endom
etrium and prostate, together with cancers of the digestive system such as the 
pancreas and kidney. Cancer of the large bowel, breast, endometrium, ovary 
and prostate all associated geographically, being more common in western 
countries than in Africa, Asia and South America; migrants from low inci
dence countries to high incidence areas such as the United States experience 
an increased incidence of all five cancers reaching that of the new homeland 
by the next generation. All are associated with each other in patients with 
multiple primary carcinomas. The female members of 'cancer families' are 
highly likely to develop endometrial as well as colorectal cancer. All are 
associated with a western-type diet rich in fat and meat (Table 12), and in all 
steroid hormones or bile acids have been implicated in the etiology. Oestrog
ens have been implicated in breast carcinogenesis by many groups, and the 
causation of breast cancer has been reviewed by McMahon et at. [72]. The 
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Table 12. The association between various cancers. 

Large bowel Breast Ovary Endometrium Prostate 

Incidence in western 
countries High High High High High 

Incidence in Asia, 
Africa and South 
America Low Low Low Low Low 

Social class gradient None None None None None 

Association in 2nd Large bowel Colon 
primaries Breast Endometrium Breast Breast 

Endometrium Ovary Endometrium Ovary None 

Postulated role of 
steroid hormones None ++ ++ ++ ++ 

Dietary associations Fat 
Meat Fat Fat Fat Fat 

Abnormal urinary 
steroids ++ ++ 

etiology of endometrial cancer has been reviewed by Armstrong [73] who has 
postulated a major role for oestrogen and for dietary fat. The role of steroid 
hormones in the causation of cancer of the prostate has been deduced from 
the beneficial effect of the removal of androgen sources by orchidectomy or 
by the reversal of androgen action by oestrogen therapy [74]. The etiology of 
ovarian cancer has been reviewed by Lingeman [75], who has discussed the 
role of oestrogens in carcinogenesis. 

Thus in all of the associated cancers there is a key role for steroid 
hormones and all are associated with a high intake of dietary fat. Because of 
the strength of the association it is likely that the relationship is not coinci
dental but indicates a common component in their causation. The associa
tions have been discussed in detail by Hill [5]. 

3.2.2. Diseases of Fibre Depletion. A number of' diseases of fibre depletion' 
have been described by Burkitt [7] and by Cleave [77] based on observations of 
the prevalence of the diseases in Africa compared with the United States or 
the United Kingdom (Table 13). It has been suggested [78] that an 'associa
tion of a number of effects of unknown causation suggests that they are due 
wholly or in part to some cause common to each' and that the 'common 
cause' is fibre depletion. The' associated diseases' described included consti
pation, diverticular disease, appendicitis, hiatus hernia, polyps and colon can
cer, and dietary supplementation with 2-6 g dietary fibre per day was advo-
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Table 13. The association between large bowel cancer and the 'diseases of fibre depletion' 

Disease Suggestion for Evidence for association 
association 

fibre depletion large bowel cancer 

Constipation 76, 78 Treatable with bran No association [2) 
Appendicitis 76, 78 ? No association [79) 
Diverticular disease 76, 78 Treatable with bran No association [80) 

in short term 
Polyps 78 ? Adenomas progress to 

carcinoma [57) 
Hiatus hernia 78 ? ? 
Gallstones 7 ? Not associated [80) 
Coronary heart disease 7, 76 ? Not associated [81) 
Ulcerative colitis 7 ? Predisposes to bowel 

cancer [40) 
Diabetes 7 

cated to correct the depletion. If this really is the answer then there should be 
quite a strong association. To date little information regarding these correla
tions has been presented; the little evidence available does not indicate such 
an association. Castleden [80] has studied the relationship between gallstones 
and large _bowel cancer and has shown that there is none. Fredrick et al. [81] 
have used the Oxford Record Linkage data to check an association between 
large bowel cancer and coronary heart disease, appendicitis and diverticulitis 
and have found none. Moertal et al. [79] studied prospectively the association 
between appendicitis and large bowel cancer and found none. Wynder and 
Shigematsu [2] studied the relationship between obesity and large bowel can
cer and found none. To date, apart from adenomas and ulcerative colitis, 
which have been discussed already in section 3.1.1 and 3.1.4, none of the 
suggested associations has survived scrutiny. 

3.2.3. Other Associated Diseases.ln a study of the geographical epidemio
logy of multiple sclerosis, Wolfgram [82] studied a wide range of diseases of 
which only colon cancer had a similar geographical distribution. No hypothe
sis has been suggested to explain the association. 

4. POSSIBLE CAUSATIVE AGENTS 

In discussing the agents that might be implicated in large bowel carcino
genesis, we must turn to the epidemiology of the disease for leads. This 
implicated the cultural environment, which includes smoking, alcohol, diet, 
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etc. Factors associated with the physical environment appear to be unimpor
tant. Although the causative agent might be exogenous (e.g. U.V. light, air 
pollutants, water pollutants, cigarette smoke, hair dyes, food colours) or endo
genous (e.g. steroid hormones, metabolites produced by gut bacteria, etc.) it 
must be related to the cultural environment in some way. The various factors 
implicated in carcinogenesis in general may be divided into the following 
broad classes: 
(a) physical factors; 
(b) radiation (both natural and therapeutic); 
(c) immunological factors; 
(d) virological factors; 
(e) environmental agents; 
(0 endogenous agents; 
(g) nutrition; and 
(h) genetic factors. 

4.1. Stress and Physical Factors 
Stress was the first factor to be implicated in carcinogenesis when Imhotep, 

in 3000 Be, stated that cancer resulted from injury [83]. There have been 
many reports of large bowel cancers arising at suture lines following bowel 
resection but there is little support for a role of physical factors, either stress 
or physical irritation, in the causation of large bowel cancer (although irrita
tion was implicated in the causation of cancer of the scrotum [84] by Percival 
Pott in 177 5). 

4.2. Radiation 
Radiation is known to be important in the causation of skin cancer and 

many leukemias. There is unlikely to be a role for solar radiation in large 
bowel carcinogenesis - populations exposed to the highest levels of sunlight 
tend to have ·low incidences of the disease - and large bowel cancer was not 
associated with exposure to the radiation following the atomic bombs in 
Japan. There has been continuing interest in a possible role for therapeutic 
radiation, but there have been few indications that this is a risk factor in 
colorectal carcinogenesis. 

4.3. Immunological Factors 
Although immunological studies account for a large part of the overall 

budget for large bowel cancer research, the main thrust of these studies is into 
the early detection of the disease rather than to its causation and manage
ment. 

There is a widely held view that immune surveillance plays an important 
part in the normal host defence against cancer and thl,lt, when cancer becomes 
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manifest, this represents a failure in the immune surveillance mechanism. In 
support of this, it has been widely noted that persons with immunological 
deficiency or who are on immunosuppressive therapy are more likely than 
, normal' persons to develop cancer [85]. The excess cancers reported in these 
persons, however, tend to be lymphomas and leukemias and do not include 
colorectal neoplasms. 

Berlinger et al. [86] reported defective recognitive immunity in 44 % of 
cancer-free individuals from colon cancer families. These individuals had no 
other pre-cancerous symptoms but the immune defect is similar to that noted 
by many others in persons with established malignancies. It has been reported 
that cellular immunity plays an important role in controlling the rate of 
growth of tumours, and Bone et al. [87,88] have produced data to support this 
in colorectal cancer patients. However, the reduced delayed hypersensitivity 
responses in the patients with fast growing tumours may be the result of the 
general debility of those patients rather than the cause of the rapid growth. 

Using animal models, the effect of stimulating the delayed hypersensitivity 
response by injecting BCG appears not to protect the animals; indeed in some 
reports [89] there is evidence of tumour promotion. 

In summary, there is little clear evidence that immune factors play a major 
part in the causation of large bowel cancer. 

4.4. Virological Factors 
To date, no reasonable evidence has been produced to indicate a role for 

viruses in human colorectal carcinogenesis; indeed, there is little evidence for 
such a role in the causation of cancer at any other site in humans. 

4.5. Environmental Agents 
Under this heading I include all preformed chemical carcinogens to which 

persons are exposed. In contrast to the situation with lung and bladder cancer, 
very few potential colorectal carcinogens have been detected in the environ
ment [90,91]. 

It has been reported that asbestos workers in the United States have an 
increased risk of colorectal cancer [92]; although similar results have not been 
obtained in the U.K[93]. Asbestos dust is known to have an irritant effect on 
the lung and, in combination with smoking, gives rise to very high incidences 
of lung cancer; the dust particles caught in the nasal or oral passages and 
swallowed might have a similar irritant effect in the colon. However, even if 
it is shown to cause colorectal cancers, the amount of asbestos to which the 
normal population is exposed is very small and it is unlikely that it plays a 
major part in the causation of colorectal cancer. 

It has been noted that the incidence of the disease is higher in urban than 
in rural populations, suggesting a role for industrial exposures or atmospheric 
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Table 14, The role of dietary carcinogens in human carcinogenesis. 

Carcinogen Reference Populations Suggested Incidence of colorectal 
studied target cancer in the same 

population 

Aflatoxin 94 Thailand Liver Very low 
95 Africa Liver Very low 

P.A.H.s 96 Iceland Stomach Very low 
N-nitroso compounds 97 Transkei Oesophagus Very low 

pollutants. To date, studies of groups working with known carcinogens (e.g. 
diazo dyes, aromatic amines, N-nitroso compounds, etc.) have revealed no 
excess risk of colorectal cancer. Although polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(P AHs) are present in the atmosphere as a result of combustion of fuels, 
motor exhaust fumes, etc., our main exposure to this group of known carci
nogens is through the inhalation of cigarette smoke; Wynder and Shigemat
su [2] found no correlation between cigarette smoking and colorectal cancer. 

A wide range of carcinogens are known to be present in food, including 
aflatoxins, N-nitroso compounds, PAHs, the products of pyrolysis of protein 
(e.g. harman, nor-harman) etc., but none of these has been implicated in 
colorectal carcinogenesis and the populations exposed to high levels of them 
tend to have a low level of colorectal cancer (Table 14). 

4.6. Endogenous Agents 
A range of endogenous compounds or products of bacterial metabolism of 

endogenous compounds have been claimed to be carcinogenic or co-carcinog
ens and are known to reach the colon. In only a few cases have their tumor 
initiating or promoting actions been tested in the colon and so this section 
contains rather more hypothesis than fact. The compounds to be studied 
include cholesterol, bile acids, steroid oestrogens, tryptopan metabolites, tyro
sine metabolites, N-nitroso compounds and other compounds. 

The group of compounds contains three classes of steroids; interest in the 
steroids as possible endogenous carcinogens began following the early work of 
Cook [98], who had noted the structural similarity between steroids and the 
PAHs. He suggested that endogenous steroids produced as a result of abnor
mal steroid metabolism might be the cause of spontaneous neoplasms - a 
hypothesis that lives on in various theories on the causation of breast, 
endometrial and colorectal cancer. Fieser [99], as a result of early studies on 
structure-activity relationships thought that, if this were so, then the main 
candidates would be the aromatic or partially aromatic steroids. More recently 
Yang et al. [100] went so far as to suggest that P AHs are carcinogenic because 
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of their structural similarity to steroid hormones, which would enable them to 
block binding sites etc. The steroid carcinogens have been reviewed by Bis
choff[101]. 

The evidence implicating these various endogenous compounds in human 
colorectal carcinogenesis has been reviewed elsewhere [5,102-104] and will be 
summarised briefly here. 

4.6.1. Cholesterol. In a series of studies summarised in 1958, Hieger 
demonstrated that when cholesterol is injected subcutaneously in mice as an 
oily solution it is weakly carcinogenic [105]. These experiments were repeated 
by various groups with equivocal results, but Bischoff[10l] in his review has 
presented evidence that the original results are due to solid state carcinogen
esis and not due to any carcinogenic properties of cholesterol itself. In studies 
in which animals are treated with solutions of compounds by rectal instilla
tion, Reddy et al. [106] have shown that neither cholesterol, its epoxide or 
cholestriol is carcinogenic for the rat large bowel and neither were they 
co-carcinogenic in rats treated in the same way after first being treated with 
the tumour initiator dimethylhydrazine (which in rodents is organ-specific for 
the large bowel). 

In contrast, Cruse et al. [107] showed that rats fed a soluble defined diet 
developed fewer colorectal tumours than those animals fed the same diet but 
supplemented with cholesterol, both groups having been treated with dime
thylhydrazine. From this they concluded that cholesterol is co-carcinogenic in 
the rat colon. 

4.6.2. Bile Acids. Bile acids have been shown to be co-carcinogenic in skin 
painting studies, in rectal instillation experiments, in mutagenesis assays in 
bacteria and in Drosophila (Table 15); deoxycholic acid has been found to be 

Table 15. Evidence that bile acids have tumour promoting or initiating properties. 

Bile acid studied Reference Test system 

Deoxycholic acid 108 Painting in oily vehicle Co-carcinogen 
109 on rat skin 

Deoxycholic acid 
110 Rectal instillation Co-carcinogen 

Lithocholic acid 

Deoxycholic acid 
111 Salmonella mutagenesis Co-carcinogen 

Lithocholic acid 

Deoxycholic acid 112 Drosophila Mutagen 

Lithocholic acid 113 
Cell transformation 

Mutagen 
assay 

Total bile acids 114, 115 Bile diversion studies Co-carcinogen 
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Table 16. The effect of diet on faecal bile acid concentration and on the incidence of tumours in 
rats treated with dimethylhydrazine. 

Dietary changes Effect on FBA Effect on tumour 
concentrations incidence 

Added fat Increase Increase 
Added meat Increase Increase 
Added pectin Increase Increase 
Added bran Decrease Decrease 
Added lactulose Decreased metabolism Decrease 
Change to Vivonex diet Decrease Decrease 

For references, see ref. [J 04]. 

co-carcinogenic in aU of these systems whilst lithocholic acid and a range of 
other bile acids have proved to be positive in a number of test systems. 

In bile diversion studies, where the concentration of bile acid in the large 
bowel of rats treated with dimethylhydrazine was increased by surgical treat
ment, by the use of dietary changes or treatment with sequestrants, bile acids 
were again shown to be co-carcinogenic. Table 16 lists studies in which 
dietary or other treatment has changed the faecal bile acid concentration and 
has similarly changed the incidence of colorectal tumours. The animal models 
of large bowel carcinogenesis have been reviewed by LaMont and O'Gor
man [116]. 

Thus there is a considerable body of evidence that bile acids can act as 
co-carcinogens in the rat large bowel. Similar evidence from studies of 
humans will be discussed later. 

4.6.3. Steroid Oestrogens. The evidence that steroid oestrogens can act as 
tumour initiators or promoters in animals has been discussed by Bischoff[lOl] 
and is summarised in Table 17. The role of oestrogens in human carcinogen-

Table 17. Evidence from animal studies that steroid oestrogens can act as tumour initiators or 
promotors (for references, see ref. [10 I D. 

Tumour site 

Breast 

Endometrium 

Adrenal cortex 

Kidney 

Animal 

Rat 

Mouse 
Rabbit 
Rat 
Mouse 

Rat 

Hamster 

Route of administration 

S.c. implant of estradiol 

S.c. implant of estradiol 
Oestrogen dependence in castrates 

Estrone implant 

S.C. implant of estradiol 
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Table 18. Tryptophan metabolites shown to be carcinogenic or co-carcinogenic in various test 
systems (for references, see ref. [59)). 

Tryptophan metabolite 

Indole 
Indoleacetic acid 

3-Hydroxykynurenine 
3-Hydroxyanthranilic acid 
8-Hydroxyquinaldic acid 
Xanthenuric acid 
Quinaldic acid 

3-Hydroxykynurenine 
3-Hydroxyanthranilic acid 

Test system 

} A.A.F. treated rats 

Bladder implantation 

} Mutagenicity in cultured 
mammaliart tissue cells 

esis has been reviewed by McMahon [107], but to date there is no evidence 
that oestrogen can cause bowel cancer in animals or in humans, although it is 
clear that quite large amounts of estradiol, estriol and estrone reach the colon 
and are excreted in faeces [118]. 

4.6.4. Tryptophan Metabolites. A number of tryptophan metabolites have 
been claimed to be carcinogens or tumour promotors (Table 18) although 
most of the data are open to criticism. In particular, the bladder implantation 
method used-by Bryan et al. [119] appears to be as likely to depend on the 
solid state carcinogenesis by the cholesterol carrier as on the test compound. 
All of the metabolites of tryptophan listed on Table 18 have been shown to 
be produced by bacteria and so it is possible that they are produced in the 
human colon by bacterial action on dietary trystophan. 

4.6.5. Tyrosine Metabolism. Tyrosine is metabolised by the gut bacteria to 
phenol and p-cresol, both of which are excreted in large amounts in normal 

Table 19. The factors affecting the production of phenol and p-cresol in the human intestine 
(these phenols are excreted in the urine after absorption from the colon). 

Small bowel overgrowth 

Total colectomy or removal of gut flora by 
pre-operative bowel preparation 

Increase dietary protein 

Increase dietary fibre 

Effect on urinary volatile phenols 
excreted 

Increase total U. V.P .; increase phenol = 
p-cresol ratio 

Great decrease in U.V.P./day 

Increase U.V.P./day 

Decrease U.V.P./day 
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human urine together with small amounts of a number of other urinary 
volatile phenols (U.V.P.s). The factors affecting the normal amounts of 
U.V.P. are shown in Table 19. 

A range of volatile phenols including phenol and p-cresol have been shown 
to be co-carcinogenic in skin painting studies in rats treated with a tumour 
initiating dose of dimethylbenzanthracene. They have yet to be tested as 
tumour promo tors in the rat colon. 

4.6.6. N-nitroso Compounds. N-nitroso compounds are formed by the 
action of nitrite on a suitable nitrogen compound at acid pH or, when 
mediated by bacterial action, at neutral pH: the receptor molecule maybe a 
secondary, tertiary or quaternary amine (giving a dialkylnitrosamine), an 
amide (giving an N-nitrosamide) or an alkylurea (giving N-nitrosourea). The 
N-nitroso compounds are a group of very potent carcinogens active in all 
animals in which they have been tested to date, and there is no reason to 
believe that humans are uniquely resistant to their carcinogenic action (al
though there is, as yet, no unambiguous evidence that N-nitroso compounds 
cause human cancers). 

Although N-nitrosamides and N-nitrosoureas are direct-acting carcinogens 
giving rise to tumours at the site of application, N-nitrosamines need activa
tion to give a proximate carcinogen and so give rise to tumours at a site 
distant from the site of application. This activation appears to take place in 
specific organs since the N-nitrosamines are target organ specific, the target 
organ varying from animal to animal and from nitrosamine to nitrosamine 
(Table 20). The carcinogenicity of the N-nitroso compounds has been 
reviewed by Magee and Barnes [120) and their possible role in human carci
nogenesis has been summarised by HilI [121]. 

Although there has been little work on the mechanism, it appears that the 
mixed bacterial populations found in the human gastrointestinal tract may be 
able to activate N-nitroso compounds making N-nitrosamines relevant to 
local carcinogenesis. Volatile N-nitrosamines have been detected in human 

Table 20. Target organ of N-nitrosamines in various animal species [1"20]). 

Target organ N-nitrosamine Test animal 

Kidney Dimethylnitrosamine, single dose i.p. Rat 
Liver Dimethylnitrosamine, divided doses i.p. Rat 
Oesophagus N-nitrosopiperidine Rat 
Lung N-nitrosomorpholine Rat 
Bladder Dibutylnitrosomine Rat 
Liver N-nitrosopiperidine Hamster 
Oesophagus N -nitrosomorpholine Hamster 
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faeces [122] and in the urine/faeces of patients with ureterosigmoid anastamo
sis [121]. 

4.6.7. Other Endogenous Carcinogens/Mutagens. Several groups of workers 
have described the presence of mutagens in human faeces [e.g. 123-125]. 
Since ileostomy effiuent contains no mutagens, the mutagens in faeces were 
presumably formed during transit through the colon. These mutagens have 
yet to be identified and their relevance to human colorectal carcinogenesis is 
the subject of much speculation. 

Commoner et al. [126] have described the formation of mutagens in beef 
and beef extract during cooking, and there have been many other reports of 
dietary carcinogens but these are unlikely to be related to the faecal mutag
ens; they are all lipid-soluble and so would be readily absorbed from the 
upper small intestine and would not, therefore, reach the colon. The absence 
of mutagens in ileal effiuent confirms this. 

4.7. Nutrition 
The possible role of various components of diet has already been referred to 

in section 2.5 where the studies correlating dietary components with the risk 
of large bowel cancer were described. There have been a number of studies in 
animals indicating that the nutritional status of the animal is an important 
factor in carcinogenesis. Tannenbaum and Silverstone in a series of studies 
showed that rats fed diets rich in protein had a higher incidence of sponta
neous liver tumours [127], whilst Tucker [128] showed that animals fed a low 
calorie diet lived much longer and had a much lower incidence of sponta
neous tumours. 

4.8. Genetic Factors 
Although the studies of migrants indicate that environmental factors are 

the major determinants of the incidence of colorectal cancer in a population, 
there are indications from other work that genetic factors should not be 
ignored. 

Cancer family syndrome and familial polyposis coli, both of which are 
determined by autosomal dominant genes account for only a small proportion 
of the total incidence of colorectal cancer. However, Lovett [55] in a study of 
relatives of 209 bowel cancer cases showed that first order relatives (parents, 
siblings and offspring) had an excess risk varying from 3-fold (for parents) to 
5.5-fold (for siblings); when segregated by sex the male relatives had a 5-fold 
excess and the female relatives a 3-fold excess risk of colorectal cancer. In 
addition, the relatives had an excess risk of the associated cancers (cancer of 
the prostate X 2 in males, cancer of the uterus X 1.4 and of the breast X 1.8 
in females); they also had an excess risk of stomach cancer (x 1.8 in males 
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and x 2.5 in females). An association between cancer of the large bowel and 
cancer of the stomach has not been reported before. 

The adenoma-<:arcinoma sequence has already been described in section 
3.1.4; the genetic component of bowel carcinogenesis might be due to a role 
in adenoma formation or progression to carcinoma. Veale [71] has suggested 
that large bowel adenomas show an inherited tendency and postulated a 
recessive autosomal gene that makes the affected person adenoma-prone. In 
support of this, Kirsner et al. [129] showed that of 421 patients who had an 
adenoma removed from the large bowel, 41 % developed further adenomas 
within 11 years. It is difficult to dissociate genetic from environmental factors 
in interpreting the findings of Lovett or of Kirsner et al., but if the hypothesis 
of a genetic factor in adenoma formation is substantiated then it would 
indicate that environmental factors determine the overall incidence of adeno
mas in a population whilst genetic factors determine which persons within a 
uniformly exposed population will actually develop the disease. It would also 
provide a valuable lead in cancer prevention, since it would strongly indicate 
that relatives of colorectal cancer or colorectal adenoma patients should be 
followed up rigorously whilst those with no family history of the disease 
would be unlikely to develop a large bowel malignancy. 

5. ROLE OF BILE ACID METABOLITES 

5.1. Role of Bile Acids as Tumour Promotors on the Human Large Bowel 
Since the first suggestion by Aries et al. [130] that large bowel cancer might 

be caused by a metabolite produced by gut bacterial action on the bile acids, 
much effort has been expanded by many groups in trying to validate (or 
otherwise) and to clarify the role of bile acids in colorectal carcinogenesis. The 
current position is not clear. 

There have been a number of studies showing that populations with a high 
incidence of colorectal cancer have a higher faecal bile acid (FBA) concentra
tion than do populations with a low incidence of the disease (Table 21). Hill et 
al. [131] studied nine populations in eight .countries and found a good corre
lation between FBA concentration and bowel cancer incidence and similar 
results were obtained in studies of various racial groups recently migrated to 
New York [132], of three socioeconomic groups in Hong Kong [18] and of four 
Scandinavian populations (urban and rural Finns compared with urban and 
rural Danes) - this being an extension of a previous study [134], which found 
no difference in FBA concentration between urban Danes and another group 
of rural Finns. In addition, a study of two populations in South Africa, which 
set out to relate faecal steroids to diet, coincidentally showed that, when 
eating their normal diet, White South Africans have a higher FBA concentra-
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Table 21. Faecal bile acid (FBA) concentration in populations with a high incidence of colorectal 
(CR) cancer compared with that in populations with a low incidence of the disease. 

Populations studied Observation Reference 

1) 6 populations in various parts FBA concentrations correlated 
of the world with CR cancer 131 

2) 5 populations in New York FBA concentrations correlated 
with CR cancer 132 

3) 3 populations in Hong Kong FBA concentrations correlated 
with CR cancer 18 

4) Black and white South Africans FBA concentrations correlated 
with CR cancer 136 

5) Finland and Denmark No relation 60 
6) Finland (2 populations) and FBA concentrations correlated 

Denmark (2 populations) with CR cancer 134 
7) Finland and New York FBA concentrations correlated 

with CR cancer 135 

tion than do Black South Africans (and also have a higher incidence of 
colorectal cancer). A study comparing two groups of Japanese with greatly 
different incidences of bowel cancer found no differences in faecal bile acid 
concentration [133]. 

Case-control studies have been less favourable to the bile acid hypothesis. 
Those by Hill et at. [137] and by Reddy and Wynder[138] found that bowel 
cancer patients had a higher FBA concentration than did control persons, but 
Blackwood et at. [139], Mudd et al. [140] and Moskvitch et al. [141] found no 
difference; the latter provided a possible explanation for the discrepancy by 
noting that those patients with other cancers but with liver metastases had 
low FBA concentrations (so reducing the mean value); they presumably had 
too few colorectal cancer cases to justify separation in those with and those 
without liver metastases but Hill [104] has done so (Table 22); if those cases 
with Dukes'A tumours are removed then the difference between cases and 
controls becomes small, and disappears if right-sided tumours are consid
ered. 

Prospective studies are in progress in high risk populations and in a popu
lation of 8000 normal persons aged 45-75; these have been described by 
Hill [103] and should provide good evidence on the role of bile acids in 
human colorectal carcinogenesis. 

Studies of animals have been much less ambiguous, possibly because of the 
nature of the animal model used and possibly because the experimental 
conditions are much' cleaner'. The model involves the treatment of rats with 
a dose of dimethylhydrazine or azoxymethane, both of which are organ-
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Table 22. FBA concentration in large bowel cancer cases (analysed by subsite and by Dukes' 
classification) and control person (data from ref. [104 D. 

Type of colorectal carcinoma Number of Mean FBA concentration 
patients (mg/g dry weight) 

All large bowel cancers 84 10.1 
colon cancers 30 10.6 

caecum & ascending 
& transverse 10 9.0 

descending & sigmoid 20 11.4 
rectal cancers 38 IOJ 

upper third 13 IOJ 
mid third 12 10.8 
lower third 13 10.0 

Dukes' A 17 10.6 
Dukes' B 36 10.7 
Dukes' C 25 9.6 
Dukes' C-2 6 7.7 
Wealthy control persons* 7.8 

* Persons living in South Wales aged 45-75 who formed a random sample from our prospective 
study population in that area. 

specific carcinogens for the large bowel. The dose is one which gives a low 
incidence of colorectal tumours and then the diet etc. is modified to change 
the FBA concentration. The results have already been discussed (Table 16) 
and appear to indicate unambiguously that in this model bile acids act as 
tumour promoters. The question remaining is the relevence of this model, 
which is an excellent one for the studies of the histopathology of the adeno
ma~arcinoma sequence, to studies of colorectal carcinogenesis in humans. 

The bile acids have been postulated to be implicated in the causation of 
large bowel cancer by dietary fat or meat and in the prevention of bowel 
carcinogenesis by dietary fibre. The faecal bile acid concentration is increased 
with increasing dietary fat [142, 143] and it has been postulated that dietary fat 
causes an increase in the amount of bile acid substrate for the production of 
tumour promotors in the large bowel [5]. In this respect, the less readily 
digestible bound fat would be expected to have a greater effect than free fat, 
in agreement with the observations of Drasar and Irving [29]. Dietary meat 
would be effective on this mechanism because of its bound fat component; 
since meat is the major source of dietary bound fat, the observation by 
Armstrong and Doll [30] that meat is more strongly correlated with bowel 
cancer than is total fat would be entirely reasonable. 

Burkitt [7] has suggested that dietary fibre increases faecal bulk, thereby 
diluting the faecal carcinogens, and speeds transit, thereby giving the carci-
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nogens less time to be formed and to act. It has been pointed out that the 
argument relating speed of transit to the ability of carcinogens to act is 
fallacious [144], but in any case in the only epidemiological studies in which 
fibre has been inversely related to bowel cancer incidence [60, 134], there was 
no difference in transit time between the populations. In the many studies 
relating FBA concentration to fibre intake, summarised in refs. [145] and 
[104], only cereal fibres cause a dilution of the faecal steroids whilst pectin 
(' fruit fibre ') and lignin either increase the FBA concentration or have no 
effect, in accordance with the data of Irving and Drasar[146] that only cereal 
fibre is inversely related to bowel carcinogenesis whilst fruit fibres positively 
correlated with the disease. 

In addition, it is known that beer drinking increases FBA loss. Vitamin C, 
which is a general scavenger of electrophiles, could act by removing the 
mutagens or promotors produced from the bile acids as they are formed and 
before they are able to act. Thus, the bile acids are good potential substrates 
for colon carcinogen production and could offer a rationalisation of many of 
the observed correlations with diet. If co-carcinogens are produced from bile 
acids and if these are the cause of large bowel cancer then we would not 
necessarily expect a clear-cut correlation with a single dietary item and the 
complex relationship observed between diet and bowel cancer incidence is 
entirely reasonable. 

5.2. Bacterial Metabolism of Bile Acids 
The bacterial metabolism of bile acids in the human gut has been summar

ised by Hill [147]. The principle reactions (Table 23) include deconjugation of 

Table 23. Metabolism of bile acids by human gut bacteria. 

Reaction 

1) Deconjugation of bile salts 

2) Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenation 
at the C-3, C-7 and C-12 
hydroxyl groups 

3) 7-Dehydroxylation 

4)· 4-5 Dehydrogenation of the 
bile acid nucleus 

Enzyme 

Cholylglycine 
hydrolase 

3-Hydroxysteroid 
dehydrogenase 

7 HSDH 
12 HSDH 

7 -Cholyldehydroxylase 

3-0xo-A4-dehydrogenase 

Organisms carrying out 
the reaction 

Bacteroides spp., 
Clostridium spp. 
Bi/idobacterium spp. 

Eubacterium lentum 
Esch. coli 
Clostridium spp 

Bacteroides spp. 
Clostridium spp. 
Bi/idobacterium spp. 

CI. paraputri/icum 
CI. tertium 
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the amino acid conjugates, hydroxysteroid oxidoreductase action at the C-3, 
C-7 and C-12 position, and dehydroxylation at the C-7 position. In addition 
to these reactions on the substituents on the cholanoyl nucleus, there are a 
number of reactions involving the steroid nucleus itself, including the 3-
oxo-~ 4-dehydrogenase, which produces steroids with a 4-en-3-one configura
tion from the saturated bile acids. In addition to these enzymic activities, a 
range of additional reactions have been described by the group led by Dr. R. 
Bilton and Dr. A. Mason [148,149], when organisms were incubated with bile 
acids as sole carbon source for prolonged periods. These include side-chain 
cleavage and ring-opening reactions. 

Of these many enzymic activities, two have been incriminated in large 
bowel carcinogenesis; these are the ~ 4 -dehydrogenase and the 7 -dehydroxy
lase. The evidence in favour of a role for ~ 4 -dehydrogenase comes from 
studies of the carriage of the organisms able to carry out the reaction. In a 
very detailed survey of gut organisms by Goddard et al. [150], only certain 
clostridia referred to as NDC (for nuclear dehydrogenating clostridia to distin
guish them from those only able to dehydrogenate the hydroxyl substituents 
and from those unable to carry out either reaction) were able to produce 
unsaturated bile acids from those found in the normal human gut. These 
NDC were found to be carried by 30-40% of persons living in England, a 
higher proportion in Americans but none of the Japanese, Indians or Ugan
dans tested [151]. Similar results to those found in England have been 
obtained in Scotland [139], Denmark and Finland [60]. In case-control studies, 
a much higher proportion of bowel cancer cases than control persons carried 
NDC [137,139]. 

The evidence for a role for 7 -dehydroxylase comes from two sources: 
(a) Studies of the faecal bile acids of various populations showed that the 

faecal concentration of deoxycholic acid correlated better with bowel can
cer than did the total FBA concentration [131]; deoxycholic acid is the 
product of 7 a-dehydroxylase action on the biliary bile acid cholic acid; 

(b) The activity of 7a-dehydroxylase is very much higher in faeces from 
bowel cancer cases than in faeces from control persons [152]. 

Animal studies indicate a role for bacterial metabolites since, in the dime
thylhydrazine model, the incidence of tumours in germ-free animals was very 
much lower than that in conventional animals. This is unlikely to be due to 
the release of enterohepatically circulated carcinogens by ,8-glucuronidase, as 
suggested by Renwick and Drasar[153], since there is no difference in faecal 
activity of ,8-glucuronidase between bowel cancer cases, patients with high 
risk diseases (adenomatous polyps or colitis) and control persons [152] and is 
more likely to be related to bile acid degrading enzymes. In humans the 
combination of high FBA concentration with carriage of NDC described more 
than 70% of bowel cancer cases compared with less than 10% of con-
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Table 24. The proportion of persons with high FBA and carrying NDC in persons with large 
bowel cancer (analysed by subsite and by Dukes' classification) and in control persons. 

Patient group Number of persons % with high FBA/NDC* 

Normal healthy persons 100 8 
Large bowel cancer cases 84 48 

caecum and ascending colon 10 30 
sigmoid and rectum 58 57 

Dukes' A 17 77 
Dukes' B 36 52 
Dukes' C 25 32 
Dukes' C-2 6 0 

* 'High FBA' is defined as above the level of the 80th percentile in a normal healthy British 
population, and is currently 9.9 mg/g dry weight. 

trois [137]. This FBA/NDC discriminant described a high proportion of per
sons whose tumour was in the rectum or left colon but only a small propor
tion of persons whose tumour was on the right side (Table 24); Haenszel and 
Correa [24] have already produced evidence from epidemiology that the cau
sation of right-sided colon cancer differs from that of cancer of the left colon 
and rectum. 

In summary, from studies in germ-free compared with conventional ani
mals, it is apparent that the presence of bacteria in the colon increases the 
rate of carcinogenesis; from studies in humans the metabolic reactions that 
are of importance are 7-dehydroxylation and A 4-dehydrogenation and a 3-
oxo-4, 6-chaladien-24-oic acid has been postulated [147] as the possible causa
tive agent. This compound has been tested and shown to be mutagenic in the 
salmonella mutagenesis assay system (Bilton, personal communication). 

6. ETIOLOGY OF THE ADENOMA-CARCINOMA SEQUENCE 

6.1. Description of the Adenoma-Carcinoma Sequence 
In section 3.1.4, I have described briefly the etiology of colorectal adeno

mas, and summarised the evidence for the adenoma-carcinoma sequence. In 
summary, the prevalence of adenomas in a population appears to be related to 
the cultural environment, probably the diet, whilst the persons who actually 
develop adenomas amongst a population evenly exposed to the etiological 
agent are determined by genetic factors. I will now consider the evidence on 
the progression from adenoma to carcinoma. This has been reviewed and 
summarised by Morson [57], and by Correlf[62]. 
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Although almost all (if not all) carcinomas arise in performed adenomas, 
most adenomas do not progress to malignancy. This is clear from the preval
ence rates of colorectal adenomas and carcinomas in various countries (Table 
9); even in the populations with the highest colorectal cancer rates, less than 
5 % of the population will develop the disease during their lifetime, whereas 
more than 25 % of the men aged 60 years in high risk countries carry one or 
more colorectal adenomas. It is clear that the risk of an adenoma becoming 
malignant depends on the size of the adenoma (Table 8), on whether it is 
villous or tubular (Table 8) and on the degree of dysplasia in the adenoma. 
The distribution of adenomas along the large bowel is fairly even in autopsy 
studies whilst carcinomas tend to be much more likely to arise in the left 
colon and rectum (Table 11); most large adenomas are found in the left colon, 
their distribution being similar to that of carcinomas. Similarly, adenomas in 
the. left colon are more likely than those in the right colon to exhibit 
advanced dysplasia [62]. 

Thus, the adenoma-carcinoma sequence can be described as a series of 
steps (Figure 1): 
(1) There is an autosomal recessive gene p, which confers adenoma-proneness 

on a person. Since it is recessive this will only be expressed in persons 
who are pp; those who are pn (where n is the normal variant of p) or mi 

will not be adenoma-prone. 
(2) When a population is exposed to an environmental agent (termed E-l) 

those people who are pp will be prone to develop adenomas whilst persons 
who are pn or nn will be resistant to the action of E-l and will develop 
adenomas only rarely; these latter persons will therefore play no further
role in the adenoma-carcinoma sequence. 

(3) Most adenomas in persons living in countries with a low risk of large 
bowel cancer remain small and have a low malignant potential but in 
persons living in high risk (of carcinoma) countries a higher proportion of 
adenomas grow to a large size with a high malignant potential (Table 25). 
These large adenomas are more common in Japanese living in Hawaii 
than in Japanese living in Japan; this and other evidence indicates that a 

Table 25. The size distribution of adenomas in various countries (data from ref. (154)). 

Population Risk of large bowel cancer 96 of adenomas greater than 
10 mm diameter 

Colombia Low 2 
Japan Low 5 
Sweden High 27 
England High 39 
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Table 26. The relation between malignant potential and adenoma volume. 

Mean diameter Mean volume Malignant Malignant potential 
of adenoma of adenoma* potential per unit volume 

<0.5 cm 0.05 0 0 
0.5-\ cm I.3 I.3 
\-2 cm 10.5 9.5 
>2cm 49.5 46.0 

* Volume calculated on the assumption that the polyp is a sphere, with a mean diameter 
midway in the range (Le. 0.25 for those <0.5 cm, 0.75 for those 0.5 -\ cm, 1.5 for those \-2 cm 
and 2.5 for those > 2 cm). 

factor related to the cultural environment (termed E-2) causes small ade
nomas to grow to a large size. 

(4) Large adenomas are more common in the left colon and rectum than in 
the right colon whilst small adenomas are evenly distributed throughout 
the large bowel. 

(5) A further factor C causes adenomas to become dysplastic and eventually 
malignant. This factor is much more active on large adenomas than on 
small adenomas, but this may be related simply to the number of adeno
matous cells for C to act on, since the malignant potential is related to the 
volume of the adenoma (Table 26). The malignant potential of adenomas 
greater than 2 cm diameter is the same in Japan, Britain and Sweden, 
indicating that C is not related to the environment. It may represent the 
, chance' of mutation in adenoma cells. 

The postulated mechanism of the adenoma-carcinoma sequence as 
described above is illustrated diagramatically in Figure 1 and has been 
reviewed by Hill [154] . 

r-=I r::I adenoma- r::l 
not-prone L:.J not-prone~ prone ~ 

Environmental 1 E ! E I lE I 
factor J D n C 997. small 

normal cell normal cellL..J SMall adenomaO--~)O adenomas 

Environmental IE lE2 iE 
factor ... 2 2 D U large o 

no=a1 c.11 l' no~a/c, l' ad'n .. " 1, 
D ~ D 0 

o 
17. carcinomas 

normal (rarely) normal carcinoma 
cell carcinoma cell 

Figure 1. A proposed mechanism for the adenoma-carcinoma sequence. 
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Table 27. The relation between mean FBA concentration and carriage rate of NOC and adenoma 
size. 

Mean FBA % carrying NOC 
concentration 

Normal persons 7.8 35 
All patients with polyps 8.1 36 

those with non-adenoma to us polyps 6.8 31 
adenomas 0-5 mm diameter 6.6 20 
adenomas 5-10 mm diameter 7.4 28 
adenomas 10-20 mm diameter 8.7 54 
adenomas > 20 mm diameter 10.1 67 

6.2. Identification of £-1, £-2 and C 
If the postulated mechanism of the adenoma-carcinoma sequence is cor

rect, then certain deductions can be made. The first is that in most countries 
the incidence of adenomas is very much higher than the incidence of carci
nomas. Thus the rate-limiting step in colorectal carcinogenesis is not the rate 
of adenoma formation but the rate of adenoma growth and the characteristics 
of the epidemiology of colorectal carcinomas are those of E-2. In Africa, 
however, where colorectal adenomas are very rare it is likely that the rate of 
adenoma formation is the rate-limiting step. 

It can be concluded, then, that the amount of E-2 to which a person is 
exposed is related to diet, particularly to dietary fat and meat. The concentra
tion of E-2 is greater in the distal large bowel than in the proximal colon. It is 
greater in urban than in rural persons. From the case-control studies it is 
likely that the environmental factor E-2 causing adenomas to grow is the bile 
acid metabolite produced by the NDC described in section 5.2. In support of 
this, it has been demonstrated in a study of 102 patients with colorectal 
adenomas that: 
(1) Patients with adenomas have the same mean FBA concentration and 

carriage rate of NDC as persons with no adenomas (Table 27), indicating 
that the bile acid metabolite is not related to E-1. 

(2) The mean FBA concentration and carriage rate of NDC increases with 
adenoma size, supporting the hypothesis that the FBA/NDC discriminant 
is related to E-2. 

(3) There was no relation between FBA concentration or NDC carriage and 
degree of dysplasia in the adenomas, indicating that the FBA/NDC dis
criminant is not related to C. 

We know little about the environmental agent causing adenomas to be 
formed, E-1, because we have little detailed data on the causation of adeno
mas. The results of studies of populations living in various countries and of 
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migrants indicate that E-1 is related to the cultural environment, probably to 
diet. The subsite distribution of adenomas indicates that E-1 enters the 
caecum pre-formed or is readily released (as, for example, the glucuronide 
conjugate of an enterohepatically circulat,ed carcinogen), and is not contin
uously generated or released during transit through the large bowel. 

Colorectal adenomas are more likely to arise in men than in women [62], 
the sex-ratio being similar to that for carcinomas in the rectum and in the 
stomach. This indicates that hormonal factors may play a promoting role in 
the action of E-2 or C, since the proportion of adenomas progressing to 
carcinomas must be much higher in women than in men in order to give the 
observed sex-ratio of colorectal carcinomas. Oestrogen receptors have been 
observed in the human colon, and a role for oestrogens would explain the 
association between colon cancer and cancers of the breast, ovary and endom
etrium; it might also explain the change in sex-ratio of colorectal cancer with 
age. 

Persons with adenomatosis coli readily develop large numbers of adenomas. 
This would represent an extreme form of adenoma-proneness (or extreme 
sensitivity to factor E-1) so that even the limited exposure to E-1 of, for 
example, Japanese persons, is sufficient to give rise to very large numbers of 
adenomas. In cancer families, in contrast, there must be a very high propor
tion of adenomas progressing to carcinomas and so, on our postulated mech
anism, this would be explained as extreme sensitivity of adenomas to E-2. In 
ulcerative colitis, where there appears to be no mediating adenoma, the 
, normal' mucosa has apparently been rendered sensitive to the direct action 
of C by the long-term inflammation and, perhaps, the loss of the normal 
proctective mucin barrier. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this presentation I have described the epidemiology of large bowel cancer 
and offered a unified hypothesis of the etiology of the adenoma-carcinoma 
sequence in which at least three factors together with genetic predisposition 
are involved. This provides the flexibility necessary to explain the very 
complex epidemiology of the disease. Whether or not it is correct remains to 
be demonstrated. 
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9. Colonoscopy in the Prevention, Detection and 
Treatment of Large Bowel Cancer 

CHRISTOPHER B. WILLIAMS 

Since introduction of the fibreoptic colonoscope, into clinical practice in 
1969-70, the investigation and management of colo-rectal disease has been 
transformed. For the first time since barium contrast radiology became avail
able in the early years of this century, there is an alternative method for 
inspection of the whole colon and rectum and for the first time biopsies and 
tissue specimens can be taken from the proximal colon without recourse to 
operation. Not only will the instrument reach to previously inaccessible areas, 
but the view obtained in colour, in close-up and from the mucosal aspect is 
frequently better than that of the radiologist in black and white or that of the 
surgeon from the serosal aspect of the bowel. 

The incidence of large bowel pathology in general and large bowel neoplasia 
in particular, increases towards the rectum. It was frequently claimed that the 
rigid proctosigmoidoscope could view most of the 'at risk' area of the colo
rectum. At best this was wishful thinking since there was no way of checking 
the facts; at worst, it was cruel. In spite of good. intentions the forced 
insertion of a rigid tube high up the sigmoid colon amounts to torture. With 
the advent of the fibre-sigmoidoscope and long colonoscope the position is 
radically changed because the patient should have little or no pain for con
siderably more bowel examined. 

In the past decade a great deal of experience-technical, clinical and patho
logical- has accumulated about the possibilities and the limitations of colon
oscopy [1-9]. This chapter constitutes a personal view of the impact of the 
technique on the problem of colo-rectal cancer in the Western world. 

I. USE AND LIMITATIONS OF COLONOSCOPY AS A DIAGNOSTIC METHOD 

Colonoscopic bowel preparation requirements [4, 10] are not different from 
those for X-ray or surgery, but since the endoscopist sees any residue close
up in colour, and since passage of the colonoscope may be impossible, he has 

1.1. DeCosse and P. Sherlock (eds.), Gastrointestinal cancer 1,227-254. All rights reserved. 
Copyright © 1981 Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, The Hague/ Boston/London. 
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a greater incentive than either radiologist or surgeon to evolve thorough 
preparation regimes and to be critical about their efficacy. Our experience with 
different regimes in a large number of patients suggests that there is no 
'perfect method'. Regimes based on dietary restrictions and purgatives such 
as castor oil, senna, magnesium salts and enemas give poor results in 10% of 
patients and acceptable but less than perfect results in 50%. The saline lavage 
method [11, 12] by nasal intubation and perfusion of 5 -10 litres of normal 
saline is more effective but very demanding on nursing time and disliked by 
some patients [13]. The compromise of drinking a smaller volume of saline or 
mannitol solution [14] gives less good results and is still not tolerated by all 
patients. Overall the best results are obtained by choosing a 'normal' routine 
that fits local circumstances and by being prepared to vary it to the needs of 
the individual. A patient who vomits the preparation or gets a poor result on 
one occasion will do the same thing again unless the regime is changed. 

The endoscopist has the advantage of being able to aspirate and remove any 
fluid or soft residue. Unlike the radiologist he has no difficulty in telling the 
difference between faecal residue and tissue masses. If the results of prepara
tion are too bad, he is also likely to abandon the procedure and say so, 
whereas the radiologist still obtains pictures of a kind and the surgeon can 
continue his procedure, at a risk. These points are unglamorous but important 
for the certain diagnosis or exclusion of neoplastic lesions. The bowel prepa
ration regimes evolved for colonoscopy should give better results for the other 
disciplines as well. 

Detailed technical aspects of colonoscopy are not [1-5, 9,15,16] relevant to 
this chapter. Some general points must be recognised. A colonoscopic exam
ination is relatively acceptable to the patient if he knows it is the means of 
early diagnosis of cancer or avoiding abdominal surgery; nonetheless it is an 
invasive procedure, usually feared, unwelcome and often made tolerable only 
by heavy sedation. It is occasionally impossible. Colonoscopy is also a manual 
technique that depends on the dexterity of the performer; its propagandists 
are usually virtuosos or enthusiasts who make light of the difficulties some
times encountered and make it seem that total colonoscopy is effortless and 
routine. Even an expert will find about 25 % of colonoscopies technically 
difficult or at least transiently painful for the patient. The non-expert may 
have to cut short or compromise on the procedure, or may increase the 
sedation and convert his difficulty into potential danger for the patient. These 
problems are of little importance in patients at high risk for cancer, compared 
to the gains in accuracy made by colonoscopy, but they should be borne in 
mind in thinking of the fibre-scope as a 'routine' or 'screening' procedure of 
the whole colon of any patient by any doctor. 

Colonoscope design has evolved very rapidly; improvements in glass tech
nology have lead to smaller glass fibres and therefore smaller fibre-bundles, 
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which makes possible a high resolution and wide-angle view. The small 
bundle also allows more space in the instrument shaft for stronger angling
wires and a larger instrument channel for biopsy-taking, suction, etc. By a 
process of trial and error, more flexible colonoscopes have proved easier for 
the non-expert to handle than the original stiffer models and this' softness' of 
the shaft is the main characteristic of the colonoscope compared to the 
gastroscope. The flexibility and pronounced tip-angulation of the modern 
colonoscopes make it possible to pass with relative ease flexures that were 
difficult or required difficult manoeuvres (such as the so-called alpha 
manoeuvre [3, 9]) only a few years ago. With more agile instruments it is thus 
possible to divorce colonoscopy from dependence on fluoroscopy and to make 
it an 'office procedure' [7]. 

Further advances in design and technology will presumably occur and there 
is even research into the possiblity of self-propelled colonoscopes, although 
the great variability in the physical characteristics and attachment in each 
individual colon make the 'ideal colonoscope' as unlikely as the 'perfect' 
bowel preparation. For the moment, insertion of a colonoscope is an unpre
dictable business, sometimes easy, sometimes difficult and also difficult to 
teach except by experience. Many, but not all, doctors find that they can 
manage the technique satisfactorily; many but not all patients prove to be 
suitable for re-examination if necessary. Some who are very difficult to 
colonoscope are better managed radiologically. 

The use of sedative-analgesic combinations, usually diazepam 5-15 mg Lv. 
and meperidine 25-75 mg Lv., mean that the patient will have little or no 
recollection of even a difficult procedure. Over-sedated patients can be rapidly 
revived with naloxone (Narcan) i.v. or i.m. In our experience about one in 
three patients can be satisfactorily examined without sedation, which is useful 
for repeated follow-up examinations. Some endoscopists always use sedation, 
some never do. There should be no after-effects except for the occasional 
individual with air-distension, which can be easily avoided by using carbon 
dioxide insumation for the procedure. 

Patient questionnaires usually show preference for colonoscopy compared to 
the rigid procto-sigmoidoscopy or barium enema previously experienced. This 
preference should not induce any sense of false security, for there is a small 
but definite complication rate for colonoscopy [17 -24], amounting to about 
one perforation in about 500 examinations in previous large cumulated series, 
and the rate is higher in the learning phase and with older intruments. 
Hopefully, the increased flexibility and agility of the newer instruments will be 
reflected in lower complication figures, providing that they are not counter
balanced by the problems encountered by the large numbers of doctors now 
taking up colonoscopy with little guidance or chance to learn from the 
mistakes of their predecessors. 
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2. THE RELATIONSHIP OF COLONOSCOPY TO THE AIR-CONTRAST BARIUM 
ENEMA 

One of the contributions of colonoscopy has been to highlight the inade
quacy of the poorly-prepared single-contrast barium enema offered as the 
'standard' procedure in many hospitals, compared to the impressive accuracy 
of a well-performed double- or air-contrast enema [25-30]. As more radiolog
ists accept this possibility of improving their technique, and as a new gener
ation of radiologists is trained to it, there should be a change from the present 
feeling of competition between' rival' techniques of endoscopy and radiology 
to an atmosphere in which co-operation is possible to ensure that the patient 
benefits from what both techniques have to offer[31] (Figure 1). Clearly, local 
circumstances will always dictate the' best -buy' and for a few more years not 
enough centres will have both enthusiastic G-I radiologists and competent 
endoscopists to allow a free choice. 

Essentially, an air-contrast enema is easier to perform than a colonoscopy 
but more difficult to interpret : it offers a permanent image, a better view of 
topography and the patients are not given sedation. The colonoscope is more 
difficult to insert, but the colour close-up view of each area is extremely easy 
to interpret and biopsies can be taken for proof. Each technique has its 
problems. Barium enema is safer technically but less accurate than colonos
copy in the danger area of the left colon, missing some polyps and cancers in 
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Figure I. The plus and minus points of air-contrast barium enema and colonoscopy in colonic 
diagnosis. 
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the overlapping loops or diverticular deformations of the sigmoid colon and 
wrongly committing some patients to colonic surgery, usually due to the 
confusing appearances of diverticular disease simulating possible cancer. 

Colonscopy has 'blind-spots' [32-39] as well as technical difficulties, the 
capacious and haustrated right colon may be poorly seen and lesions 
missed [27, 29,40]. Every honest endoscopist will remember a few' misses' of 
his own as well as a large number of the radiologists'! An obvious future 
combination of the virtues of both techniques (endoscopy easy and accurate 
in the left colon, barium enema easy and relatively accurate in the right 
colon) might be for each new patient to have fibre-sigmoidoscopy at his initial 
visit for gastrointestinal investigation, a decision then being taken on techni
cal and clinical grounds as to whether the rest of the colon is to be screened 
by barium enema, colonscopy or a combination of the two. Obviously a 
barium-filled colon cannot be endoscoped without further preparation and an 
air-filled colon is difficult to coat with barium. However by insufflating 
carbon dioxide during colonoscopy all the gas is absorbed within 15 - 20 
minutes and barium enema can be performed almost immediately after the 
endoscopy. The increased accuracy of this double procedure might be justif
ied, for instance, in the follow-up of high-risk patients or to check the right 
colon if total colonoscopy has proved difficult. 

Purely from a mechanical point of view, certain patients select themselves 
for barium enema or colonoscopy respectively. Colonoscopy to the caecum 
will be difficult in a patient with a very redundant colon, but total colonos
copy is extremely easy after sigmoid resection. Air-contrast barium enema is 
usually unsatisfactory in patients with a colostomy or poor anal sphincters, 
resulting in inability to hold contrast and air so as to obtain satisfactory 
coating of the mucosa. The barium enema is easy to perform but often 
impossible to interpret in the presence of diverticular disease, colonoscopy 
being indicated if there is any reason (bleeding, etc.) to suspect polyps or 
cancer. 

3. THE ROLE OF FIBRE-SIGMOIDOSCOPY 

The popularity of fibre-sigmoidoscopy as a screening procedure [41-47] to 
some extent reflects the difficulty of total colonoscopy but also the limitations 
of rigid procto-sigmoidoscopy. It does, however, have important virtues 
of its own compared to total colonoscopy. Fibre-sigmoidoscopy requires no 
bowel preparation other than a disposable phosphate enema, which evacuates 
all stool from the distal colon with 90% efficiency, but is not effective in 
diverticular disease. No sedation is needed for fibre-sigmoidoscopy since the 
procedure is quick, and terminated if there is undue difficulty or pain. The 
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proximal sigmoid colon is reached in 90% of cases and the descending colon 
or even the splenic flexure in some. Finally the yield over rigid procto
sigmoidoscopy of pathology such as polyps is increased two-to-four fold. 

Fibre-sigmoidoscopy does, however, require some patience and skill since 
the sigmoid colon is the most tortuous part of the bowel and there is likely to 
remain a major role for the rigid instrument for limited examination in 
non-specialist centres. Ideally, however, all at-risk patients should have fibre
sigmoidoscopy as part of their work-up unless colonoscopy is planned at a 
later date. Present fibre-sigmoidoscopes are only 60- 70 cm long and relatively 
stiff; there are certain to be many changes and improvements in instrument 
design to achieve a comfortable, easy-to-pass short instrument for 'screening' 
use. Preliminary experience with longer, small-diameter and floppy instru
ments suggest that such instruments are more acceptable to the patient and 
will usually reach to the splenic flexure in a maximum of 7 or 8 minutes 
without sedation. With such instruments the physician will be performing 
'limited colonoscopy' rather than fibre-sigmoidoscopy, with a corresponding 
increase in the usefullness of the examination. The general use of such instru
ments in symptomatic or follow-up patients should make a major contribu
tion to cancer prevention and detection. Whether limited colonoscopy can be 
acceptable as a true 'screening procedure' in normal patients remains to be 
seen. 

4. SELECTION OF PATIENTS FOR COLONOSCOPY 

4.1. A First-Line Procedure? 
Colonoscopy may sometimes be the first-line procedure, performed before, 

or more likely instead of, barium enema. The least satisfactory reason for this 
would be the non-availability of high-quality air-contrast barium enema. 
Other patients may be selected because barium enema has previously been a 
failure for mechanical reasons, incontinence, diverticular disease, etc. or 
because colonoscopy is likely to be technically easier, as after sigmoid resection, 
colostomy. It is also logical to select endoscopy as the investigation of choice 
for any patient where biopsies are important (chronic ulcerative colitis, urete
rosigmoidostomy surveillance) or if colonoscopy is likely to be requested 
whatever the result of the barium enema (persistent or severe rectal bleeding). 
The accuracy of endoscopy in seeing minute lesions may be valuable in 
screening relatives in an adenomatosis (familial polyposis) or colon cancer 
family, where identification and biopsy of 1-2 mm adenomas may diagnose 
the condition or place the patient in a 'high-risk' group at a stage when the 
barium enema would appear normal. 
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4.2. Abnormality on Barium Enema 
When an existing barium enema shows an uncertain abnormality, colonos

copy is important to obtain biopsies or, in the case of a polyp, to perform an 
excision biopsy of the whole lesion. Even when a 'definite' cancer can be 
seen on X-ray there may be an indication for colonoscopy, both to make the 
diagnosis absolute with histological confirmation and to ensure that no syn
chronous (co-existing) neoplastic lesion has been missed [48]. It is disturbing to 
find unexpected multiple adenomas on a resection specimen and worse to 
find them in the remaining bowel post-operatively pointing out, too late, the 
need for a more extensive resection. In such patients colonoscopy can be 
attempted in the pre-operative period after surgical bowel preparation and 
thus fits conveniently into the routine management of the patient. 

Strictures demonstrated radiologically merit endoscopic examination [50, 51] 
with biopsies and/or cytological specimens obtained by brushing or wash
ing [52]. If a standard colonoscope will not pass a stricture, a paediatric 
colonoscope or paediatric gastroscope, will usually do so or allow passage of a 
guide-wire for dilatation with subsequent inspection. The most important role 
of colonoscopy in the examination of strictures usually turns out to be the 
constructively-negative one of proving that no malignancy is present, there
fore avoiding surgery. In chronic ulcerative colitis, for instance, the orthodox 
view is that any stricture should be assumed to be malignant, whereas 
colonoscopy and biopsy shows that this is actually rarely the case [49]. An 
uncommon but important catch for the endoscopist is his inability to exclude 
extra-colonic pathology unless invading neoplasm has penetrated the colonic 
mucosa; the colonoscopist can only report on the colonic mucosa and in a 
few circumstances the clinician must make his own judgement based on the 
combination of the radiological appearances, colonoscopic findings and the 
overall clinical picture. 

Diverticular disease presents a problem for the endoscopist [49,53-55] as 
well as the radiologist; characteristically the endoscopic difficulties are techni
cal whereas the radiologist's are interpretative. Patients with diverticular dis
ease are difficult to prepare and to examine endoscopically because of the 
combination of circular muscle spasm, tortuous lumen with confusing diver
ticular orifices, and peri-colic adhesions which make the bowel difficult to 
straighten. Although the colonoscope can be successfully passed in over 90% 
of patients and a very good view obtained, the examination is likely to be 
slow and traumatic to both patient and instrument. 

Some thought should therefore be given to the indications for examination 
before colonoscoping a patient with diverticular disease. If the symptoms are 
those of pain or altered bowel habit compatible with diverticular disease, not 
accompanied by bleeding, with no previously demonstrated polyps and no 
radiological suspicion of neoplasm, colonoscopy should be avoided. On the 
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other hand, if there is SuspICIOn and the alternative possibility is surgery, 
there is a clear indication for colonoscopy, which will usually prove the 
diverticular disease to be uncomplicated. As with strictures it may be some
times be necessary to use a paediatric instrument in order to traverse severe 
diverticular disease, not because of narrowing, which is virtually never a 
problem, but because of the fixed angulations encountered. 

4.3. AJler Normal Barium Enema 
Persistent rectal bleeding with a normal barium enema or apparently 

uncomplicated diverticular disease has been shown in a number of studies to 
constitute a major indication for colonoscopy [36-39,56]. Around 10% of 
such patients referred for colonoscopy are found to have carcinoma missed on 
X-ray and a further 15-18% have missed polyps, most of these missed 
lesions being in the sigmoid colon. These figures reflect a combination of poor 
X-ray technique and careful clinical selection. The majority of the barium 
enemas in these series are single-contrast or poorly performed 'air-contrast' 
examinations. Personal experience suggests that very often the lesion is visi
ble on the films but not reported. 

Furthermore, analysis of patients attending a colo-rectal clinic suggests that 
although the majority mentioned bleeding amongst their presenting symp
toms the clini~ian is usually satisfied that the source of bleeding is local 
(haemorrhoids, fissure, etc.) and rarely proceeds to further investigation [57]. 
Only 10% of patients, including those with persistent, darker or mixed-in 
blood, often seen on sigmoidoscopy, are referred for barium enema and a 
lesser percentage for colonoscopy. With fibre-sigmoidoscopy available in the 
clinic the pick-up rate for colonoscopy will fall again, but even with iron 
deficiency anaemia alone, and after high-quality air contrast enema, there is 
still a small pick-up of missed right colon or caecal carcinoma. 

If prior procto-sigmoidoscopy and barium enema have been normal, 
patients with abdominal pain or altered bowel habit without bleeding do not 
merit colonoscopy. To cause obstructive symptoms such as these, a carcinoma 
must be relatively advanced and will be seen on the X-ray. 

4.4. Chronic Ulcerative Colitis Surveillance 
In 1967 Morson introduced the concept of rectal-biopsy dysplasia, or pre

cancer, as a marker of potential malignancy in patients with chronic ulcerative 
colitis [58-60], comparable to the precancerous changes seen in the uterine 
cervix or the bronchial epithelium. The advent of the colonoscope extended 
the range of the biopsy forceps throughout the colon, which gives a unique 
opportunity for repeated examinations to observe the natural history of dys
plasia as well as to provide more accurate surveillance for the pa
tient [61-70]. 
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A history of 8-10 years or more of extensive or total colitis is accepted as 
conferring increased risk for development of colon cancer. There are several 
problems: at-risk patients may be entirely symptomless and require some 
persuasion to come for checks at all; a high proportion of cancers are intra
mucosal or flat and likely to be missed on conventional examinations includ
ing air-contrast barium enema or colonoscopy without biopsy. Some are only 
visible on microscopy of the resected colon. Notwithstanding this, at anyone 
time the majority of at-risk patients have neither cancer nor pre-cancerous 
change and, contrary to previous opinion, most probably never will have. 
There is therefore no indication for routine colonic excision on the grounds 
of cancer-risk alone and it is equally unjustified to frighten patients unduly or 
to submit them to over-rigorous follow-up. 

A number of different centres have now reported success in the use of 
screening for dysplasia in identification of high-risk patients [62,64,68-711, 
up to one half of those with severe dysplasia on biopsy being found to have 
cancer, usually at a resectable stage. Extremely few patients are described 
with cancer following ulcerative colitis without associated dysplasia. Concep
tually it seems better to risk late diagnosis in a few patients than to commit 
larger numbers of unselected patients to the significant mortality rate of 
colo-rectal surgery. It is well recognised that dysplasia may be a patchy 
abnormality, necessitating multiple biopsies to find or to exclude it [60]. The 
proportion of patients without rectal involvement when dysplasia is found 
proximally varies from 10 to 70% in different series but these figures justify 
the routine use of colonoscopy. 

Understandably centres with a high yield from rectal biopsy recommend 
prime reliance on proctosigmoidoscopy at 6-12 monthly intervals with colon
oscopy every 18 months or 2 years, whereas others with a poor yield from 
rectal biopsy favour annual colonoscopy, taking rectal biopsies during the 
procedure. Barium enema is not routinely used for, although with high
resolution air-contrast technique it might help to localise areas of interest for 
endoscopic biopsy [72], which means two procedures for the patient. 

The colon is deliberately examined in a quiescent phase if possible because 
of the difficulty of histological interpretation when the mucosa is actively 
regenerating during or after a relapse. Perhaps because examination occurs in 
remission there are very few problems resulting from the formal colonoscopic 
bowel preparation (using castor oil, senna, etc.) that is necessary for accurate 
examination. In an experience of several hundred such patients, including a 
small prospective series where careful observations were made after colonos
copy [73], no severe relapse occurred although several patients required extra 
medication. Technically colonoscopy may be extremely quick and easy if the 
colitis has resulted in a tubular shortened colon, examination then being 
possible in a few minutes and without any sedation. Some examinations are, 
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however, difficult and traumatic and the patient must be protected with 
heavy sedation if he is to agree to future procedures. 

There is a wide range of mucosal appearances in chronic colitis patients, a 
few returning to normal (transparent, shiny epithelium with visible underlying 
vascular pattern), many showing thickened 'atrophic' mucosa (pale and fea
ture less and sometimes matt-surfaced) and some having numerous post
inflammatory polyps or mucosal excrescences. The endoscopist needs to take 
at least 10-15 biopsies at intervals around the colon, with extra biopsies or 
cytology of any suspicious area [74]; each biopsy can take a minute or more 
and any ability to localise areas of possible abnormality would be most 
desirable. 

Japanese endoscopists have described the use of' dye-spray technique' with 
methylene blue or indigo-carmine, which respectively opacities the surface 
and tills up any irregularities or interstices [75]. The dye can be used only in a 
perfectly clean colon, is time consuming and usually only adds to the problem 
by highlighting mucosal irregularity, which then shows no dysplasia on biop
sy. Severe dysplasia can occur in apparantly flat and featureless mucosa but 
never when there is a visible vascular pattern. Dysplasia is sometimes 
described histologically as having a villous surface but this is usually not 
apparent to the endoscopist, who may see only varying degrees of nodular or 
micro-nodular surface irregularity not strikingly different from the rest of the 
surface. 

There is a problem in differentiating between possibly dysplastic areas and 
the various shapes of post-inflammatory polyps, sometimes characteristically 
shiny and wormlike but occasionally irregular and covered in exudate. The 
most suggestive endoscopically visible lesion is a raised and sometimes pla
que-like area 1-3 cm in diameter, the edges of which are indistinct and merge 
into smaller 'satellite nodules'. Any other polypoid lesion, neoplastic or 
non-neoplastic, has a discrete edge where it reaches normal mucosa. 

In addition to the mucosal biopsies, representative forceps biopsies must be 
taken of raised lesions other than the most characteristic post-inflammatory 
polyps. Snare polypectomy or snare loop biopsies will give more material for 
the pathologist. True adenomas appear to be relatively rare in ulcerative 
colitis [76] and any pathological report of 'adenomatous tissue' should be 
assumed to be colitis-associated dysplasia until proved to the contrary. To any 
but the most experienced pathologist, the microscopic appearances of dyspla
sia and adenomatous epithelium are identical, the difference between the two 
lesions being one of macroscopic structure, which is not apparent on a biopsy 
specimen. The tiny colonoscopic biopsies are thus perfectly aoequate for 
dysplasia screening providing that enough are taken. A map is made at the 
time of the examination to show the approximate site of biopsies. If the 
colonoscope has reached the caecum and has been straightened out (usually 
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70-80 cm) the withdrawal distance will reasonably accurately reflect the posi
tion of the tip, 60 cm being transverse colon, 50 cm splenic flexure and 40 cm 
descending colon. Only the most excessively long or shortened colon deviates 
from these mapping rules. A report of dysplasia of any grade on any biopsy, 
particularly if taken from a raised lesion, means that the patient should be 
considered as high-risk and re-endoscoped within a period of a few months so 
that extra biopsies can be taken in the relevant area. 

The finding of severe, or possibly even moderately severe, dysplasia on 
repeated biopsies should probably be taken as an indication for surgery. There 
is circumstantial evidence to suggest that severe dysplasia is indeed an early 
warning and there is no need for undue haste. Some patients may need 4-6 
months of gentle education to the prospect of surgery and modified anatomy, 
a period which in any case may be necessary for repeat checks before the 
decision is finalised. With the perfection of various ileal-pouch procedures, 
particularly the pelvic pouch [77] allowing ileo-anal anastomosis with conti
nence, surgery is in any case much more acceptable. 

The combination of an endoscopic-pathological surveillance routine with 
the possibility of curative surgery in selected patients gives hope that the 
future management of cancer risk in colitis can be on a rational basis which 
is also reasonable for the patient. Although from the endoscopist's point of 
view repetitive surveillance is tedious and unrewarding in about 9Q% of 
examinations, the gains to the patient easily jutify the work involved. 

4.5. Uretero-colic Anastomoses 
The possibility of ureteric implantation into the distal colon (uretero

sigmoidostomy) was described over 100 years ago [78] but was most fre
quently performed from the 1930s to the 1950s, both for older patients with 
carcinoma of the bladder and for children with congenital bladder anomalies. 
The operation gave problems with severe chronic renal infection and meta
bolic acidosis due to colonic absorption of chloride and was therefore super
seded by the introduction of the ileal conduit procedure in 1950 [79]. The 
unexpected long-term complication of ureterosigmoidostomy (and possibly of 
the ileal-conduit as well) is that colonic cancer may arise at the site of 
implantation. This was first reported in 1928 [80] and since then there have 
been numerous case reports of adenomas or adenocarcinomas mostly occur
ring with a latent interval of between 10 and 30 years after operation [81-851, 
and the soonest being two years. Since most of the cases reported are between 
16 and 35 years of age, it is scarcely surprising that the risk of development 
of colon carcinoma has been estimated as being from 100 to 2000 times the 
expected incidence in a normal population of the same age [83,85]. The 
reason for this tendency to develop neoplasia is uncertain. Various factors 
have been suggested, from local trauma, the effect of urinary carcinogens, 
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urinary modification of colonic immune mechanisms to a direct irritant effect 
of urine. 

The importance of follow-up of these patients is obvious and it has been 
suggested that all patients should be examined every two years until 15 years 
after operation and annually after that [82,86]. The potential for malignant 
change in the non-functioning residual stoma appears to continue even if the 
urinary stream has been diverted to an ileal conduit many years previously, 
such patients requiring surveillance of both bowel and conduit. 

Previously the suggested mode of screening was by sigmoidoscopy and 
barium enema. Clearly such patients are now ideal for fibre-sigmoidoscopy 
and this has proved practicable and acceptable to the patient [84]. Only a 
single phosphate enema is needed and since sedation is usually unnecessary 
the procedure is normally completed in a few minutes. Technically the exam
ination is sometimes more difficult than anticipated due to post-operative 
fixation of the colon; a very flexible endoscope is preferable to one of the 
large and stiff models of fibre-sigmoidoscope. 

It may sometimes be difficult to identify a small stoma but this can be 
overcome by an intravenous injection of methylene blue before the examina
tion. 

The appearance of the normal ureteric stoma may vary enormously from a 
slit to an ampulla-like blob. Non-neoplastic enlargement may also occur due 
to cystic dilatation of entrapped mucus; this entirely benign condition may 
produce a 2-3 cm friable and irregular tumour, endoscopically indistinguish
able from a malignant lesion [87]. 

If adenomatous change occurs it seems to arise in the immediate vicinity of 
the stoma, which is usually involved in the large tumour which results and 
surgery is therefore necessary rather than snare polypectomy if the stoma is 
functional [87,88]. 

Having located the stoma, whether normal or enlarged, the endoscopist 
takes one or more biopsies from both stoma and adjacent mucosa for histo
logical assessment. One or more confirmed dysplastic biopsies presumably 
warrants surgery as it does in chronic colitis; negative results in an enlarged 
stoma should lead to a repeat examination and multiple check biopsies after a 
short interval. 

Searching out ureteric-implant patients for check examintion promises to be 
a highly rewarding field for the endoscopist, with a more accurate and 
comfortable single procedure for the patient than rigid sigmoidoscopy and 
barium enema which it replaces. These patients are often young, fit and 
reluctant to submit to further checks that may at first seem to them to be 
irrelevant; the risk of not performing regular checks is however, so great that 
no effort should be spared to achieve compliance. 
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5. COLONOSCOPY AND THE POLYP PROBLEM 

The somewhat sterile argument that raged about whether carcinomas of the 
colon arise 'de novo' or from pre-existing adenomas seems to have been 
resolved in favour of general acceptance of the adenoma-carcinoma 
sequence [89-93]. With the except-ion of ulcerative or schistosomal colitis and 
ureteric implants there are no other obvious precursor conditions. Environ
mental considerations suggest that genetic, nutritional and possibly bacterial 
factors contribute [94] to determine adenomas. Thereafter the adenoma bulk 
(size and number)[89] type (tubular, tubulo-villous or villous) and degree of 
dysplasia (average, moderate, severe) influence the likelihood of cancer being 
present or being likely to develop in the future. The practical importance of 
some of these factors to the endoscopist will be mentioned later in this 
section, but his role is primarily to remove all possible polyps, because most 
(in Western countries) will be adenomas and some will contain carcinoma. 

The problem is mainly that polyps are common, become more frequent 
with age and are usually an incidental finding during investigation for other 
reasons. The exact incidence is unknown, depending on the accuracy of the 
means of study (barium enema, post mortem, etc.) and the age of the 
population studied [95 -98]. Probably over 10% of the population develop one 
or more adenomas during their life-time and one study calculated that 4% 
will have an adenoma over 1 cm diameter [99]. A small proportion of these 
adenomas - 5 % in most endoscopic series - contain invasive carcinoma; 
others, but the minority, might have become malignant at a later date. The 
time taken for malignant change has been estimated as 3-5 years for a 2 cm 
adenoma [93] but the evidence for this is, at best, circumstantial. The estimate 
represents a plausible average rate, some adenomas taking longer and a few a 
shorter time. Once removed, follow-up studies suggest a 30-40% incidence 
of further adenomas at an average of 8-10 years follow-up [100-1041, but 
again the results are averaged out without relation to different factors (num
ber of adenomas, degree of dysplasia, family history, etc.) that may put some 
patients at higher risk [103 -105]. 

The colonoscope has resulted in new-found accuracy in detecting polyps of 
any size but as colonoscopic snare polypectomy anywhere in the colon is so 
easy, any chance of new data on the natural history of adenomas is destroy
ed; a control group would be unethical. Procto-sigmoidoscopic observation of 
unremoved polyps shows that some grow, some remain stationary, and some 
disappear. Barium enema demonstrates great variation in the growth rates of 
adenomas [106-1081, a study made possible before colonoscopy became avail
able by the policy of performing repeated radiological follow-up until the 
polyp was seen to change in size or configuration [109]. Colonoscopy proves 
the danger of this policy since a significant number of innocuous-looking 
adenomas on thin stalks are found already to contain invasive malignancy. 
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6. COLONOSCOPIC POLYPECTOMY 

Probably the biggest single advance in the management of colo-rectal dis
ease in recent years has been the ability to remove polyps out of reach of the 
sigmoidoscope without recourse to surgery. Not only is it possible [110-113] 
but it is also usually easy to do so, thanks to the extreme manoeuvrability 
and wide-angle view of current instruments. A polypectomy adds only a few 
minutes to the examination, which in most cases is performed on an out
patient basis. Large series are reported [114-121]. 

Selection of patients presents no great problem since any polyp proximal to 
the rectum is suitable for attempted colonoscopic removal and only 3 % 
(usually large sessile villous adenomas) prove impossible to snare [122]. For
tunately the largest villous adenomas occur in the rectum, where they are 
accessible to local surgical removal. Even rectal polyps can be more easily 
snared with the fibre-endoscope than with the rigid instrument except for 
those within 5-7 cm of the anus where anaesthesia may be needed because 
the anal canal is pain-sensitive. The only major exception to the rule of 
colonoscopic removal is in a patient with biopsy-proven adenomatosis coli 
(familial polyposis coli) where, unless there is some unique reason against it, 
colectomy is absolutely indicated. 

Bowel preparation for colonoscopic polypectomy can be by one of the methods 
previously described except that the danger of employing mannitol, sorbitol or 
lactulose must be recognised. These non-absorbed sugars form a perfect 
substrate for bacterial fermentation, producing hydrogen [123]. Several studies 
have confirmed this risk [124,125], the highest hydrogen concentration 
recorded being 12 %, three times the explosive concentration in air. There is 
one report of a fatal explosion during polypectomy after mannitol prepara
tion [126]. Although there are several contrary papers in the litera
ture [127 -129] suggesting that there is no explosion hazard after colonoscopic 
bowel preparation with castor oil, only small numbers of patients were studied 
and with the rapid insertion possible with modern instruments there may 
occasionally be a small risk of encountering a pocket of hydrogen or methane 
not diluted by normal instrumental insumation and aspiration. Care must be 
taken, especially if any faecal residue is present, either to aspirate and re
insumate several times before polypectomy or to use carbon dioxide for 
insumation throughout the procedure. If polypectomy is to be performed after 
limited bowel preparation for fibre-sigmoidoscopy the use of carbon dioxide is 
particularly important because there is a very serious risk of explosive gas 
concentrations from the undisturbed faecal content in the proximal bowel. 

The technique of colonoscopic polypectomy [9, 113] requires a fair degree of 
competence in handling the endoscope, because polyps around acute bends or 
in regions fixed by adhesions may be exceedingly difficult to visualise. An 
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inexperienced endoscopist may get an incomplete view of a polyp and not 
realise that he has left part of it behind; he may also miss seeing it altogether. 
The snare wires used are usually commercially available models with a 
convenient handle, making it possible to estimate how far open the loop is. It 
is also possible to fabricate home-made snares using a teflon tube and a 
double length of braided stainless steel wire [112]. Both types of wire give a 
very good 'feel' to indicate how tightly the polyp is being strangulated. The 
loop is made relatively thick to avoid any danger of premature cutting as it is 
closed. Manoeuvring the snare loop into the best position, usually near the 
top of the polyp stalk, requires some practice; the higher position is safer 
when snaring because it leaves room for a safe length of electrocoagulation in 
the centre of the stalk, whereas the base is often wider and more difficult to 
coagulate. 

Electrocoagulation of the stalk vessels (using a high-frequency' coagulation' 
or 'blended' current) is the critical part of the procedure [130], since the major 
complication of polypectomy is haemorrhage [17-22, 24]. If bleeding does 
occur it is much harder for the endoscopist to stop it than for the surgeon, 
who has haemostats and sutures at his disposal. The stalk vessels are a leash 
of arteries and veins derived from the submucosal plexus of the bowel wall 
and may be at the centre or the periphery of the stalk, so that it is important 
to see thorough evidence of 'cooking' of the whole polyp stalk (whitening, 
swelling, boiling or smoke) as or before the wire cuts through. This is more 
difficult to achieve in stalks over 1 cm diamter, both because large polyps 
have large muscular feeding vessels, which are difficult to electrocoagulate, 
and because the volume of tissue to be heated is so much greater. 

Patients with large polyps are therefore usually admitted to the hospital for 
polypectomy, with haematological checks and blood available, whereas most 
other polypectomies can be arranged on an ambulatory basis. Large polyp 
stalks may rarely result in a secondary or delayed haemorrhage occurring at 
5-14 days due to separation of the slough at the polypectomy site. At-risk 
patients must be warned of the possibility in case transfusion is required. 
Haemorrhage at the time of polypectomy is normally self-limiting but can be 
rapidly controlled by re-c1osing the snare loop onto the remaining stalk for 
15-30 minutes, by which time the feeding vessels will have coagulated. 
Overall haemorrhage rates after polypectomy are reported of around 1 in 50 
patients, very few requiring surgery or arteriographic management [131]. 
Although immediate or delayed perforations have been reported they are rare, 
presumably due to the relatively low power (25-35 W) required for most 
polypectomies. 
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6.1. Large Polyps 
While the majority of colonic polyps are either stalked or semi-peduncu

lated and snareable, there are occasional large broad-based or sessile lesions 
that present problems to the endoscopist. Some, such as an extremely flat 
villous adenoma found in the thin right colon, are clearly unsnareable and 
probably too hazardous even for more sophisticated techniques such as laser 
photo-coagulation. 

A sessile lesion may be situated on an angle or haustral fold in such a way 
that it is technically impossible to remove or destroy all parts of it in spite of 
acute angling or retroversion. A few large polyps in the sigmoid colon can be 
caught with the snare-loop and removed after snare-intussusception to the 
anus [132]; others, whilst large, can relatively easily be removed piecemeal by 
repeated snaring (on different occasions if necessary)[133-136]. 

The endoscopist may be faced with a dilemma between what is possible 
and what is wise. Piecemeal removal may cause difficulty if the pathologist 
cannot be sure whether a focus of invasive carcinoma is from the apex or 
base of the tumour, and therefore whether it is adequately removed (see 
below). There is also the theoretical danger that a malignant focus could be 
left behind unrecognised in the disorganised base of a polyp removed piece
meal. It is also necessary to balance the endoscopic problems against the risks 
of operation; the rate of growth and malignant change of colonic polyps can be 
so slow that some older patients with an apparently benign lesion may be best 
served by doing nothing, and thus avoiding any risk of precipitating a com
plication. In younger patients it may simply be quicker and surer to opt for 
surgery at an early stage rather than to attempt heroic endoscopy. 

6.2. Small Polyps 
Polyps of 2-5 mm in diameter in the rectum are most frequently found to 

be hyperplastic (metaplastic), but the same is not true of the colon where 
35-70% of small polyps are found to be adenomas [122,137,138]. Many 
endoscopists thus adopt the policy of routine biopsy and electrocoagulation of 
even small lesions using the electrically-insulated 'hot-biopsy forceps' [139]. 
The chance of such small lesions having any focus of invasive cancer is 
insignificantly small and there is not even any certainty that they will develop 
into larger lesions. It may however, be useful in deciding on further follow-up 
regimes to know the total number of adenomas a patient has, regardless of 
size, a patient with one or two adenomas being at lower future risk than one 
who has a total of 5 or 10 [103, 104, 140]. Uncontrolled personal observation 
suggests that the presence of multiple small adenomas in one segment of 
colon is not infrequently followed by the development of carcinoma in that 
segment; multiple adenomas may perhaps reflect an 'unstable' epithelium, or 
there may have been undetected intramucosal 'microadenomas', as are 
known to exist in familial adenomatosis' (polyposis) coli [141, 142]. 
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6.3. Multiple Polyps 
The importance of colonoscopy in the diagnosis or exclusion of familial 

adenomatosis coli at an early stage has already been mentioned, including the 
enhancement of endoscopic detection of tiny polyps by using the dye-spray 
technique. This technique may be equally relevant in the few patients seen to 
have 15-20 obvious polyps during a colonoscopy, because in this situation it 
may be more important to rule out the presence of future generations of 
minuscule adenomas than to undertake multiple polypectomies when surgical 
resection might be more logical. Seeing small polyps is of course no proof 
without biopsies to confirm that they are adenomas, since multiple hyperplas
tic (metaplastic), hamartomatous (retention) polyposis also occur[143]. 

Technically speaking, there is no quick and satisfactory way of snaring 
multiple polyps and retrieving them whilst keeping them separately identified 
in case one is malignant. Fortunately only 2% of patients have over 5 
adenomas [122] so that this does not present much of a problem, especially if 
the 'hot -biopsy' technique is used on those of 5 -6 mm diameter. The usual 
practice for retrieving polyps is to suck them onto the instrument tip or pick 
them up again with the snare-loop, and then to withdraw the whole instru
ment. Since most polyps are left-sided, re-insertion is usually quick but if not, 
for instance in a patient with severe diverticular disease, it may be necessary 
to retrieve the biggest or most suspicious-looking polyp and to attempt to 
wash out the remainder with a saline enema. The chance of successful 
evacuation can be increased by infusing the saline down the instrument 
proximal to the polypectomy sites before it is withdrawn. Although from 
personal and reported experience [144] there is no technical difficulty in per
forming 60-70 polypectomies in a patient with non-neoplastic Juvenile or 
Peutz-Jeghers polyps, there is clearly no indication for attempting such a feat 
on adenomatous polyps. 

7. MALIGNANT ADENOMAS AND POLYPOID CANCERS 

Although the endoscopist may have his suspicions that a particular polyp 
will prove to be an adenoma containing invasive carcinoma, the proof-positive 
lies with the histopathologist. Contrary to radiological dogma, many malig
nant adenomas (a colloquially accepted term although pathologically inexact) 
and even a few polypoid carcinomas are on narrow stalks. Large head size, 
irregular surface and firmness are features suggesting malignancy, but infarc
tion and entrapment of the regenerating epithelium (misplaced epithelium, 
pseudo-invasion) can mimic the histological features as well as the endoscopic 
features of malignancy. If malignancy is suspected, the endoscopist must try 
to snare the stalk lower down than usual in order to increase the chance of 
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resecting below the level of invasion and to give the pathologist the best 
possible specimen for interpretation. If malignancy is endoscopically obvious 
(broad-base and shaggy, ulcerated, friable outline) it is necessary only to 
obtain a large forceps biopsy or a small snare-biopsy and not to do anything 
to put the patient at risk before inevitable surgery, other than to check the rest 
of the colon if this is technically possible. There is no firm evidence to 
suggest that passage of a colonoscope is more risky than passage of stool in 
releasing metastatic cells, whereas the gain from checking for synchronous 
cancer or coexisting polyps is obvious, especially if the rest of the colon has 
not been well shown on air-contrast barium enema. 

The histological definition of malignancy in an adenoma has become more 
precise since most pathologists have agreed that carcinoma must be seen to 
be invading across the level of the muscularis mucosae (Figure 2). The 
previous inclusion of 'focal cancer' or 'carcinoma in situ' was pathologically 
inexact, since the surface epithelium of any benign adenoma is neoplastic and 
may show varying degrees of dysplasia, sometimes in patchy distribution. It 
was also clinically incorrect since, almost without exception, unless there is 
invasion across the muscularis mucosae, metastases do not occur and the 
lesion is therefore not clinically malignant. This is ascribed to the fact that the 
lymphatics within a polyp head are limited by the muscularis mucosae and 
thus, whatever their malignant potential, severely dysplastic epithelial cells 
remain benign until they cross the muscularis mucosae. 

Adenoma Adenoma with Adenoma with Polypoid Carcinoma 

Focal Dysplasia Invasive Carcinoma 
(Superficial Carcinoma' (Malignant Adenoma) 
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Figure 2. A schematic representation of benign and malignant polypoid neoplasms of the colon 
and their endoscopic resectability. 
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Even correcting for this source of error the frequency of malignant adeno
mas in different colonoscopic series, around 4-5% overall [119,122,145], is 
only half that of the generally accepted figure of 10% malignancy for a large 
'surgical' series [93], even if corrected for· size or type of adenoma. The 
colonoscopic figure is more likely to be correct, since the surgical series may 
be more liable to sources of bias such as the inclusion of adenomas from 
cancer-resection specimens or a longer period of observation before surgical 
polypectomy. Even the endoscopic figure may in future tend to fall as series 
are' diluted' by a higher proportion of small polyps found at follow-up or as a 
result of increasing use of the more accurate air-contrast barium enema. 

Polypoid carcinomas, composed completely of cancer tissue without evi
dence of adenoma, add a further 1-2 % of malignancies to the endoscopic 
series. Some of these polypoid carcinomas are pedunculated, and many are 
'semi-pedunculated; meaning that after closure of the snare loop at their base 
they can be lifted up onto a 'pseudo-pedicle' though which the snare can cut 
safely, leaving a coagulated basal ulcer. 

8. CAN MALIGNANCY BE ENDOSCOPICALLY EXCISED? 

Formerly, the surgical approach with broad-based or possibly malignant 
lesions would have been to perform local resection. The endoscopist's ability 
to resect most lesions encountered, including those subsequently shown by 
the pathologist to contain invasive carcinoma, brings into new prominence 
the controversy of local removal versus resection of rectal carcino
ma [146-148]. The histopathological rules evolved for rectal lesions apply also 
to malignant colonic lesions, local removal being judged adequate (Figure 2) 
if: 
1. The carcinoma is of low or average grade malignancy. 
2. Invasion is clear of the resection line. 
3. Lymphatics and blood vessels are not invaded. 

In the rectum there are few exceptions where these rules are satisfied but 
metastatic carcinoma subsequently develops. Many surgeons therefore accept 
the principle of attempted local removal on the basis that in the elderly 
population involved the immediate mortality of colo-rectal surgery is probably 
at least equal to the longer-term mortality of those that have metasta
sised [149]. Since so many colonic lesions are pedunculated, conservatism is 
probably even more justified [122,145,158] and though again there are rare 
exceptions [149, 150], there are also surgical series where local excision of 
malignant colon polyps resulted in 100% 5-year survival [148]. In our own 
colonoscopic series of 36 patients with either malignant adenoma or polypoid 
carinoma satisfying the above rules only one patient is known to have 
developed metastases with an average of over 4 years follow-up; since this 
patient died after 9 months, distant metastases may already have been present 
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at the time of excision. The results of those few endoscopists[151-1531 who 
argue for the more aggressive policy of subsequent resection in the hope of 
removing undetected local spread and nodes will only be justified if their 
5-10 year survival rates of matched patients are significantly better than 
those of the majority taking a more conservative view. In the meantime, it 
seems commonsensical that any risk of death should be borne by those with 
spread of cancer rather than as a result of surgery, which will often prove to 
have been unnecessary. 

The colonoscope may also have an occasional role in the palliation of 
advanced cancer, either in reducing tumour bulk in a patient unfit for any 
form of surgery, or even in endoscopic dilation of a semi-obstructed patient 
with insertion of a tube, as is so successful in the oesophagus. 

9. POLYP FOLLOW-UP 

Whatever the reason for the discovery of a polyp (usually chance) the first 
colonoscopy presents no logistical problem; the problem lies thereafter. To do 
annual or even two-yearly follow-up on every patient with such a common 
lesion as an adenoma would result in grotesque numbers of procedures - 'an 
endless chain of people colonoscoping each other end to end' [1541. Quite 
apart from the numbers and expense involved in colonoscopy or barium 
enema, with prior bowel preparation, these are traumatic procedures for the 
patient. With new-found access to the colon there is a danger of inducing 
cancer-hysteria in patients or unjustified fervour for cancer-prevention in the 
doctor. The new-found accuracy of colonoscopic detection must be used to 
improve on what we already know about risk-factors, rates of recurrence and 
methods of follow-up so as to produce for the individual patient the most 
acceptable follow-up regime at the least frequent intervals necessary. 

Following polypectomy it may be desirable to perform a check-examination 
since 2-5% of polyps may be missed at colonoscopy [lOS], especially after 
technically difficult procedures, in a long colon or if bowel preparation was 
poor. On the other hand if the colonoscopy was preceded by a high-quality 
air-contrast barium enema there should be little risk of having missed any
thing. If a malignant polyp was excised and resection is not indicated a check 
examination shouW possibly be made within 2-3 weeks whilst the tell-tale 
electrocoagulation ulcer remains; at this time biopsies can be taken of the 
base and indian ink injected at the site [155] for future location. 

Thereafter the method and frequency of follow-up procedures is at present 
a matter of judgement. The method used is determined to some extent by 
patient-preference and the technical difficulty and results of previous proce
dures; an air-contrast barium enema, properly performed, has advantages that 
have already been mentioned and should not be dismissed for those patients 
who are difficult to endoscope or in those many centres where a really skilled 
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endoscopist is not available. Fibresigmoidoscopy possibly combined with air
contrast barium enema may provide a useful compromise procedure but 
neither occult blood nor CEA estimations appear to have sufficient specificity 
to form a reliable screening method for detecting polyps [156]. 

Although the purpose of follow-up is to prevent cancer or to detect it at its 
earliest and preferably endoscopically resectable stage for practical purposes 
this means finding adenomas. It has already been pointed out that present 
follow-up data [100-104] make no allowance for risk factors which might help 
to separate out for more frequent surveillance those patients at higher risk, 
and presently recommended 1-3 yearly routines are not based on hard evi
dence. One useful principle that emerges from previous literature [100,103] is 
the concept that finding a polyp-free or 'clean' colon on repeated follow-up 
justifies a longer interval between examinations, and that a patient with 1-2 
polyps removed may in fact be at lower risk than other 'normal' subjects. 
Follow-up may therefore sometimes be abandoned. 

On the other hand, finding numerous recurrent adenomas implies high risk 
and the need for continued frequent checks. Whether the finding on the 
initial colonoscopy of numerous (more than 3-5) adenomas, severe dysplasia, 
malignancy, or villosity always justifies extra surveillance remains 
to be proved. For the moment most centres would concur with 2-3 yearly 
checks on patients with 1-2 tubular adenomas [118,122] with an initially 
more frequent but gradually reducing rate of check examinations in 
those at probable higher risk (large, numerous or dysplastic polyps) [103-105]. 
Even with such regimes, whether because of human error or quirks of nature, 
unexpected and symptomatic cancers may develop between follow-up exami
nations and patients must be told to report as usual bleeding or unexplained 
alterations of bowel habit. 

10. CAN COLONOSCOPY PREVENT COLON CANCER? 

From the foregoing remarks it will be apparent that there are many reasons 
why colonoscopy is likely to make only a small dent in the massive colon 
cancer problem confronting Western physicians. If prevention is the goal 
(earlier detection is a more likely one), the polyp hunt must be of massive 
proportions. It has been postulated that about 7 000 000 patients a year in the 
USA must have new polyps so that, not allowing for negative examinations 
or those for other reasons, each of perhaps 3000 endoscopists in the country 
would have to perform 2500 colonoscopies annually with escalating numbers 
of follow-ups. The morbidity and even the mortality of such an absurd 
programme would become significant as more and more undertrained endos
copists were enrolled. The financial implications would also be ridiculous. 
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Some encouragement is brought by the demonstration that regular proctosig
moidoscopy will greatly reduce the expected incidence of rectal cancer in a 
normal population [157, 158] and the relatively modest expenses of these 
examinations could be justified against the saving on cancer operations 
avoided. 

If, as seems likely, the key to making good use of the accuracy and thera
peutic efficacy ';f colonoscopy lies in selecting the highest-risk groups for 
surveillance it is most unlikely that it will be possible to prove cancer 
prevention (as opposed to detection) unless a matched control group can be 
provided. Even if a large number of cancers are prevented in a high risk 
group the observed cancer incidence is unlikely to fall to that expected for the 
normal population. In certain small and defined groups, such as those with 
chronic extensive ulcerative colitis or ureterosigmoidoscomies control popula
tions will be possible and good results likely. In the rest of the population it is 
more likely that the major yield of colonoscopy will be in the avoidance of 
unnecessary surgery (and thus the occasional death) and in the detection of 
colon cancer at the Dukes A or B stage when the long-term prognosis is 
favourable [159]. Without doubt, the problem deserves tackling, colorectal 
cancer results having not improved over the past 25 years in spite of better 
surgical technique, and mortality being similar to that of automobile acci
dents [160]. With the advent of colonoscopy, intelligently used, and making a 
contribution to prevention, early diagnosis [161] and cure it is difficult to 
imagine that the position cannot be improved [162]. 
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10. Cancer In Inflammatory Bowel Disease 

THEODORE M. BAYLESS and JOHN H. YARDLEY 

The term idiopathic inflammatory bowel disease is used to denote several 
illness including ulcerative proctitis, chronic ulcerative colitis and Crohn's 
disease of the small intestine or colon. 

A markedly increased risk of developing cancer of the colon is now a well 
accepted fact of life for patients with ulcerative colitis [1]. Although the 
magnitude of the problem is less ominous, the cancer incidence is also 
increased in patients with Crohn's disease in the small bowel and 
colon [2,3]. 

1. INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE 

1.1. Definitions and Descriptions 
1.1.1 Ulcerative proctitis is a chronic relapsing disorder with rectal bleeding 

as the main problem, which is more of an annoyance than a major illness. It 
comprises about 20% of patients diagnosed as ulcerative colitis. In over 80 % 
of the patients the severe inflammation remains localized to the rectum or 
rectosigmoid and does not become more generalized. Patients with proctitis 
are not thought to be at increased risk of colon cancer development. 

1.1.2. Ulcerative colitis affects individuals at all ages with a peak incidence 
in teenage and early adult life with another somewhat lower peak incidence in 
the 50s and 60s. There are variations in the extent of bowel that is inflamed 
as well as the severity of the disease manifestations [4]. The colitis may 
involve just the recto-sigmoid or may extend proximally to involve the left 
half of the colon or even the entire colon, in which case it is usually referred 
to as pancolitis. In some series, 40% of patients have pancolitis. When 
ulcerative colitis begins in childhood or adolescence, most patients have 
universal colonic involvement. Active colitis causes rectal bleeding and diar-
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rhea and usually follows an acute intermittent course with relapses and rem
issions. Five percent have no further attacks over the next 10 or 15 years. 
Most of the others can be kept in prolonged remission on long term sulfa
salazine therapy. Some patients with pancolitis or with left sided colitis have 
either mild disease or go into prolonged spontaneous remissions. Other 
patients, perhaps 15 or 20%, may have a chronic unremitting course, which 
does not respond completely to medical therapy. After several years of a 
chronic unremitting course, a total proctocolectomy and ileostomy is usually 
recommended to provide a cure for the colitis. Obviously this will also 
prevent the future occurrence of large bowel cancer. Five to ten percent of 
patients manifest severe or fulminant colitis either de novo as the first mani
festation of the illness or superimposed on either of the other two chronic 
courses. Because of the high risk of perforation, emergency total proctocolec
tomy is often performed for patients with fulminant colitis, with or without 
toxic megacolon. Overall, after 10 years of disease, about 20% of patients 
with ulcerative colitis will have had a colectomy for colitis-related problems 
leaving a large number of patients with both pancolitis and left sided disease 
at risk for cancer development. 

The etiology of ulcerative colitis is unknown. There is a definite genetic 
predisposition and at least 10% of patients give a history of either ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease in a close relative. While viral infections, such as 
cytomegalovirus, may at times be associated with exacerbations, a primary 
viral etiology for ulcerative colitis itself has not been proven. Immunologic 
events also occur in the colonic mucosa, but these are often thought to be 
secondary to the injury and as yet have not been shown to be primary. 
Likewise, psychological factors, although present in some individuals, are not 
thought to be the cause or the dominant pathogenic mechanism in ulcerative 
colitis. 

The damaged colonic mucosa is a site of both acute and chronic inflamma
tion, often with mucosal erosions and superficial ulceration. Plasma cells and 
lymphocytes are prominent features of the inflammatory reaction. It is not 
surprising that such a mucosa is permeable to various antigenic materials as 
well as being a source of intestinal protein loss. Presumably carcinogens 
would have enhanced access to these damaged tissues. 

1.1.3 Crohn's disease is primarily a disorder of young people with the 
average age at onset of 27 years [5]. Fifteen percent of the patients note the 
onset of their illness before age 15 and a great majority have the illness 
appear before the age of 40. Although there are exceptions, it is unusual to 
see Crohn's disease appearing de novo in the elderly. This chro'nic inflamma
tory condition of unknown etiology may affect any portion of the gastrointes
tinal tract. The most common areas of involvement are the terminal ileum, 
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cecum and right colon. The term regional enteritis is often applied to such 
patients with predominantly terminal ileal disease. In other patients, with 
so-called 'Crohn's colitis', the inflammation may involve part or all of the 
colon without obvious small bowel disease. Sarcoid-like granulomas can be 
found in the colon or small bowel of 114 of the patients with Crohn's disease, 
while additional patients will show non-specific inflammation with granulo
matous features. Most investigators currently believe that Crohn's disease 
begins as a focal mucosal inflammation in many parts of the small and large 
bowel and later becomes transmural with ulcerations and deep fissuring. A 
specific causative agent has not been identified. 

Although the etiology of Crohn's disease is unknown, there does appear to 
be a genetic predisposition to this disorder: 10 percent of patients have a 
family history of inflammatory bowel disease. In addition, all of the idiopathic 
inflammatory bowel diseases seem to be more common among the Jewish 
population than would be expected. 

Medical therapy of Crohn's disease usually involves adrenocorticosteroids, 
sulfasalazine, antibiotics and at times moderate but long-term courses of 
azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine or metronidazole. None of these therapies are 
curative; they are at best suppressive of active inflammation and are most 
effective in the early phases of the illness or for recurrences after a surgical 
resection. 

Surgical therapy for Crohn's disease was used in the past as the initial and 
presumably curative treatment for the disease but because of the very high 
recurrence rates, reaching 50% at 5 years and almost 100% after 20 years, the 
role of surgical therapy has been revised to one of palliation and correction of 
mechanical problems such as obstruction and fistula formation. 

In the 1940s and early 1950s, terminal ileal bypass with the creation of an 
ileo-transverse colostomy was used for patients with obstruction. However, 
this did not provide long-term control of the disease and in addition it has 
recently become clear that this type of bypass and anastomosis resulted in an 
increase of risk of small bowel cancer development in the bypassed seg
ment [3]. Bowel resection has now become the standard surgical approach, 
usually removing only the obviously diseased or obstructed portions. Mildy 
diseased or grossly normal bowel is retained in order to conserve as much 
bowel function as possible. At times portions of defunctionalized colon or 
rectum are left in place after a diverting ileostomy or colostomy. 

The natural history of Crohn's disease in the colon may include develop
ment of short strictures as well as large masses of inflammatory polyps. Both 
lesions can be very difficult to distinguish radiographically from neoplasms. 

Up to the present, the moderately increased cancer risk for patients with 
Crohn's disease has not usually dictated surgical therapy; that is, prophylactic 
large or small bowel resections have not been advised, the key exception 
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being the bypassed ileal segments, which are now either avoided or usually 
are taken down and removed if there is another indication for operation. 
There are probably a number of patients who have had rectal or colonic 
bypasses in whom these segments become inactive and have not been 
removed. 

Approximately 20% of patients with inflammation of the colon without 
obvious small bowel disease present a seemingly unsolvable problem in dif
ferential diagnosis. In some it is not possible for the radiologist, endoscopist 
or pathologist to make a firm distinction between ulcerative colitis and 
Crohn's disease of the colon so that the term 'indeterminant colitis' is 
applied. 

2. ULCERATIVE COLITIS AND COLORECTAL MALIGNANCIES 

2.1. Even in the face of the high frequency of colorectal cancer development 
in the United States, Scandinavia and the United Kingdom, there is general 
agreement that patients with chronic ulcerative colitis have an 8 to 30 fold 
increased likelihood of developing large bowel cancer. Risk factors for cancer 
include extent of colonic involvement with colitis, the duration of disease and 
perhaps a childhood onset of ulcerative colitis. Chronic injury of the mucosa 
in ulcerative. colitis might predispose to neoplastic change or alterations in the 
repair process. It is also possible that a common factor may predispose 
individuals to both ulcerative colitis and colorectal cancer. Such processes 
might occur independently or synergistically. The pathogenetic mechanisms 
presumably are complex since ulcerative colitis accounts for only a small 
fraction of all cancers of the colon and rectum, and conversely, only a minority 
of the patients who had ulcerative colitis go on to develop large bowel cancer. 
Despite these limitations there are certain features in the epidemiologic pat
tern of each disease which are parallel. Both are generally regarded as a 
disease of industrialized countries. The mortality for both may be more 
frequent in the northeast and north central regions of the United States [6]. 

Cancer of the colon and rectum in patients with ulcerative colitis generally 
tends to occur at an earlier age than cancer in the general population. The 
average age of the usual patient with ulcerative colitis who develops cancer is 
40 in contrast to the average age of 62 in the non-colitic population with 
colon cancer. However, a second peak incidence of colorectal cancer in ulcer
ative colitis patients occurs at about 70 years of age, with most of the tumors 
in the recto-sigmoid [7]. In most series the prognosis for cancer in ulcerative 
colitis tends to be quite poor with an average 18 % survival rate after surgery 
in contrast to a 50% five year survival rate with ordinary colorectal cancer. 
The dismal prognosis is due in part to delay in diagnosis .. Factors contributing 
to this delay before cancer recognition will be a major focus of this chapter. 
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2.2. Pathology of Cancer and 'Precancer' in Ulcerative Colitis 
2.2. J. Site. Cancer in ulcerative colitis differs from conventional (non

colitic) colorectal cancer in that the recto-sigmoid is less often involved 
(50% vs 70% of non-colitic tumors) while right-sided and transverse colonic 
locations are more common. Cancer in ulcerative colitis may also be multi
centric, the reported frequency of multiple carcinomas ranging from 5 to 
42%. 

There have been some reports of carcinoma in the terminal ileum in 
patients with ulcerative colitis, colon cancer and' backwash' ileitis and other 
types of ileal inflammation [8-10]. Primary carcinoma involving ileostomies 
many years after colectomy for ulcerative colitis has been observed at least 
twice [1 1, 12] . 

2.2.2. Gross or macroscopic features. While macroscopic features of some 
carcinomas associated with ulcerative colitis are comparable to those in non
colitis cancer, many times the tumor in colitis is a scirrhous, flat lesion that 
can either be small or occupy long segments of colon (Figure 1). The mucosal 
surface in such lesions often looks irregular, heaped-up, thickened and is 
nodular or rough-looking. When the carcinoma involves a long segment of 
colon, it is usually impossible to identify a precise point of origin, suggesting 

Figure 1. Carcinoma of ascending colon in ulcerative colitis. Lesion was detected as persistently 

narrowed segment during a bout of fulminant colitis. The cancerous region (between arrows) 

measured about 15 cm. Note thickened wall . puckering. narrowing. and absence of intraluminal 
mass but with mucosal thickening. 
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Figure 2. Cancer in ulcerative colitis. Atrophic colitic mucosa (A) is clea rly contrasted with 
thickened , tumor-bearing area (T) and associated polyp (P). Reprinted with permission rrom the 
journal Cancer, rer. [19]. Also Figures 3, 4 and 5. 

that the malignancy has arisen over a wide field of altered mucosa. All of this 
stands in contrast to conventional (non-colitic) carcinoma, which tends to 
have much sharper limits and more often grows into the lumen as an 
exophytic lesion or as a short stricture. These contrasting features are espe
cially evident in non-colitic cancers that have demonstrably originated in an 
adenomatous polyp. While cancer in ulcerative colitis can present as a polyp 
or other mass projecting into the lumen, even these lesions are typically 
associated with malignant transformation of the surrounding mucosa (Figure 2). 

Cancer occasionally arises in otherwise flat and atrophic-looking mucosa. 
Whatever its form, extension through the wall and into surrounding fat and 
metastasis to lymph nodes at other distant sites are often noted at the time 
when the primary tumor is discovered. Late detection of the often unobtru
sive primary tumor, and possibly the less differentiated colloid form (see 
below), probably contribute to the high incidence of metastases on first 
detection. 

2.2.3. Microscopic Features. Carcinoma in ulcerative colitis, in keeping with 
its gross appearance, often is seen as a heaped-up, adenocarcinoma replacing a 
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Figure 3. Cross-section through specimen shown in Figure 2 [19].Invasive colloid carcinoma (C) is 

present beneath a villiform and polypoid adenocarcinoma in mucosa. Other symbols as in Figure 
2 (lOx). 

large area of mucosa (Figure 3). In other respects there are no significant 
microscopic differences from non-colitic carcinomas. The growth pattern is 
often villous but may be predominantly glandular. The invasive component 
may seem to 'drop away ' into the underlying structures over a wide field and 
poorly differentiated and colloid (mucinous) forms are common (Figure 3). 

Cytologically, the usual features of nuclear irregularities, reduced mucin and 
dedifferentiation are present. 

2.2.4. Mucosal Dysplasia (' Precancer). The terms' precancer,' 'precance
rous change,' 'dysplasia' (usually further characterized as moderate, severe, 
high grade, etc.) and 'adenomatous epithelium' have been employed by 
various authors to characterize the neoplastic transformation in the mucosa 
that almost always accompanies large bowel cancer in ulcerative coli
tis[l3,14]. 

'Precancer' consists primarily of dysplastic cytologic changes in the epithe
lium (Figure 4 and 5) comparable to those found in pre-invasive neoplastic 
transformation in the epithelium of other organs such as the cervix or bron
chus. Dysplasia is usually, but not always, seen in the context of a glandular 
or villi form growth pattern like that of non-colitic adenomas (Figure 4 and 8). 
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Figure 4. Distinctions between inactive colitis (Ie) and dysplastic mucosa (DYS) are well seen at 
the juncture [19]. Note villiform character, decreased mucus and loss of nuclear polarity in 
dysplastic area (45 x). 

Morson and Pang [151, who first brought wide notice to the concept of 
'precancer,' found dysplastic changes in about 20% of colectomy specimens 
from patients without carcinoma who had had colitis for more than ten years, 
as well as in 100% of patients who had carcinoma with their colitis. Obser
vations of this type have been repeatedly verified by others, and Dobbins [161, 
has summarized the literature in this regard. Since ulcerative colitis itself has 
not been shown to lead inevitably to colon cancer, it would also be wrong to 
infer that ' precancer' always culminates in cancer. However, in early studies 
at various medical centers, at least half of the patients undergoing colectomy 
for biopsy-diagnosed 'precancer' had one or more foci of invasive cancer 
somewhere in their colon [14, 17, 18]. 

Although precancerous lesions may on the average have less severe dyspla
sia than invasive carcinoma in colitis, there is no clear line between the two 
histologically except for the invasion itself. Similarly, their gross appearances 
overlap. Dysplasia can occur in mucosa which shows no distinguishing gross 
features from those commonly encountered in longstanding ulcerative colitis. 
While thickening of the wall and lumenal narrowing will usually be absent in 
precancer, raised and roughened areas in the mucosa may stand out in 
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Figure 5. A Crypt from mucosa in inactive colitis. B. Severe dysplasia showing nuclear changes 

and loss of mucin (both IOOx) [19]. 

contrast to atrophic looking non-precancerous mucosa when a colectomy 
specimen is opened (Figure 6). Some precancerous lesions are described as 
verrucose while others have a velvety appearance (Figure 7). Polypoid precan
cerous masses may be seen, but it may not be possible to distinguish inflam
matory polyps from precancerous or cancerous areas grossly. Histologically, 
however, inflammatory pseudopolyps are usually distinguishable from precan
cerous changes, and pseudopolyps are not themselves considered premalig
nant. 

The problem most regularly faced by the pathologist is in interpreting 
epithelial atypia in the context of the inflammation and injury associated with 
active colitis. The loss of mucin, enlarged nuclei and increased mitoses, 
sometimes accompanied by glandular irregularities or villiform changes that 
occur in active colitis, may be very difficult to distinguish from true dyspla
sia [19]. 

Carcinoma complicating ulcerative colitis must be distinguished from the 
rare occurrence of non-specific inflammation behind a benign or malignant 
colonic obstruction such as a tumor, stricture, diverticulitis or even Hirsch
sprung's disease. At times, acute colonic inflammation has been seen as a 
complication of obstructing carcinoma as well. 
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Figure 6. Transverse colon from a patient with colitis and carcinoma in the ascending colon. 
MUltiple irregular. polypoid nodules in dysplastic areas contrast sharply with atrophic mucosa 
(A) 

Precancerous change occurs in many histologic and cytologic patterns and 
degrees. In addition, however, there is also variation in interpretation and 
terminology among pathologists. A lesion described as moderate dysplasia by 
one pathologist might be described by another as severe. Inconsistency in 
grading comes about in part because grading is subjective and inherently 
inexact, but it also results from differences in the grading scales. Some 
pathologists have used a mild to severe scale in which only' severe dysplasia' 
is viewed as the point at which colectomy was advised. Others define' mod
erate dysplasia' as ominous. To develop terms and definitions for describing 
high risk histologic changes and for distinguishing them from non-neoplastic 
findings in a standardized way, organized exchanges of material and ideas 
among pathologists are needed. Such exchanges are currently taking place 
among a group of pathologists with the ultimate goal of publishing the 
results. 

2.2.5. Miscellaneous Malignancies and Ulcerative Colitis. Squamous cell 
tumors of the rectum have rarely been found in some patients with ulcerative 
colitis. The tumors are not brought to arise from the squamous epithelium of 
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Figure 7. Close up of fixed . washed area of dysplastic mucosa to emphasize irregular. roughened 
appearance. The endoscopist finds it difficult to see these changes because of overlying mucus. 
lighting and limitations of resolution by the fiberscope. 

the anus but rather from the cellular epithelium proximal to the dentate line 
and they are probably a result of epithelial metaplasia [20]. 

Other malignancies that have been seen in association with colitis include 
lymphoma of the colon [21] (see Chapter 12); premalignant changes and ade
nocarcinomas in backwash ileitis [10]; Kaposi's sarcoma [22]; biliary tract car
cinoma and other intrabdominal malignancies . There is some concern that 
some of these other malignancies as well as the adenocarcinoma of the colon 
might be in some way related to radiation exposure as a result of the 
numerous diagnostic procedures performed in these patients with chronic 
ulcerative colitis. 

2.2. Risk Factors for Developing Colon Cancer 
2.2.1. Extent of Colitis. A generally accepted figure for the incidence of 

carcinoma in all patients with ulcerative colitis using an inception cohort is 
between 3 and 4.5 %. The incidence of carcinoma appears to be directly 
proportional to the extent of colonic involvement with ulcerative colitis. With 
pancolitis, the incidence range is from 13 to 24 % at 20 years, while in 
patients with distal colitis affecting only the rectosigmoid there is a less than 
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1 % chance that cancer will develop [23]. The incidence of carcinoma in 
patients with ulcerative proctitis is so low as to be undetectably greater than 
in the general population. 

Those with radiologic evidence of involvement of only the left portion of 
the- colon are also at increased risk of colon cancer but the onset of cancer 
development seems to be delayed approximately 10 years as compared to 
patients with pancolitis [1,24]. After 20 years of colitis, the frequency of colon 
cancer increases at a rate comparable to that for patients with extensive 
colitis. The relative contribution of the extent of colitis to cancer risk is 
difficult to separate from the age of onset and the duration of colitis. As 
mentioned above, the proportion of ulcerative colitis patients with total or 
very extensive involvement would be greater in a series of patients with 
childhood-onset colitis compared to an adult-onset series. 

The methods of ascertainment of extent of colonic involvement have 
changed over the last several decades. Most of the data in the literature was 
based upon radiographic studies utilizing single contrast barium enemas. Use 
of the currently popular double contrast enemas utilizing air and barium, as 
well as colonoscopy with multiple biopsies have illustrated that many patients 
thought to have involvement of only the left colon usually have inflamma
tion in the right colon as well. In addition, some patients with presumed 
proctitis with normal barium enemas may also have mild to moderate degrees 
of histologic involvement of the recto-sigmoid and descending colon as well. 
It is not clear what significance in terms of risk of colon cancer development 
should be attached to these histologic changes in radiographically normal 
portions of bowel since the data showing that patients with only left sides 
disease developed their cancer approximately 10 years later than those with 
pancolitis was developed using only single contrast barium enema find
ings [1,24]. It will have to be left to future research to decide whether a 
person who has histologic involvement of pancolitis as developed through 
colonoscopy and multiple biopsy examination should be considered to be at 
increased risk of early cancer development or whether this patient can safely 
be placed in a category of left-sided colitis based on the X-ray findings and 
therefore the theoretic possibility of a delayed onset of risk. 

2.2.2. Duration of Ulcerative Colitis. The risk of colon cancer development 
seems to be related directly to the duration of the colitis, increasing exponen
tially after 10 years of disease. When the two factors of duration and extent 
of disease are combined, as, for example, in patients with pancolitis for over 
20 years, a greater than 24 % probability of developing colon cancer has been 
estimated [23]. A long-term study from the Mayo Clinic of 296 children who 
developed ulcerative colitis before age 14, indicated that 20% of the remain
ing patients developed cancer at each decade beyond the first 10 years of 
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disease with a probability of 43 % that any individual would develop cancer 
by 35 years from the onset of colitis [1]. A recent Scandinavian study of 234 
patients presented almost identical figures on the risk of colon cancer devel
opment in patients with adult onset of pancolitis, with a cumulative incidence 
of 24.2% at 20 years [25]. 

The average age at the time of death from cancer of the colon was 46 years 
in a series of 118 patients reported between 1949 and 1962. Twenty-two 
percent had ulcerative colitis for less than 10 years before the diagnosis of 
cancer was made. Forty-seven percent had colitis for 10-19 years and 31 % 
had had inflammatory bowel disease for more than 20 years [26]. 

2.2.3. Age at Onset of Ulcerative Colitis. There are conflicting answers to 
the question as to whether patients whose ulcerative colitis which began in 
childhood are at greater cancer risk than those with an adult-age onset. 
Though there are apparently insufficient cases to provide statistical signifi
cance, one has the impression that individuals in their late teens or earlier 20s 
seem to have a shorter duration between the onset of ulcerative colitis and 
the occurrence of carcinoma [25,27,28]. Current statistical evidence would 
suggest that the risk per year of colitis is the same for both children and 
adults with equal extent of disease. Those with onset in childhood differ only 
in that the majority have universal involvement so that their risk of cancer is 
therefore higher than in all adult patients with ulcerative colitis. 

2.2.4. Colitis Activity. There are some authors who believe that carcinoma 
arises more frequently in chronic continuously active forms of ulcerative 
colitis than in patients with intermittent disease activity. This is thought to be 
due, in part, to the slightly higher incidence of colon cancer in those patients 
who have a severe initial attack. Goligher, DeDombal and their associates felt 
that the degree of activity of colitis had an important influence on the cancer 
risk. They related cancer risk to 'patient years' of activity. They urge prophy
lactic colectomy for patients with severe pancolitis after the initial epi
sode [29]. This view is not, however, universally accepted and some workers, 
including our own group, feel that a likelihood of carcinoma is as great in the 
patient with no recent symptoms as in the patient with continuous active 
disease. Patients with chronic ulcerative colitis who developed colon cancer 
had less active and milder disease than the patients who underwent colec
tomy for ulcerative colitis uncomplicated by cancer. The latter patients were 
more likely to be operated for severe disease at earlier stages in their illness 
and thus were removed from the at risk group before they had had the illness 
for 10 years. It should be empathically stated that quiescence of colitis is no 
guarantee that carcinoma will not develop. Carcinoma occurs in patients with 
ulcerative colitis who have been asymptomatic for as long as 16 years. 
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Inactive colitis creates the problem of a false sense of security in both the 
patient and his physician, so that the carcinoma risk may either be overlooked 
or ignored. Eight of 16 patients with ulcerative colitis and colon cancer 
diagnosed at our institution had not been seen in the past eight years and had 
gone for prolonged periods, often over 5 years, without proctoscopy, colonos
copy or barium enema examination. Thus this inactivity and false sense of 
security lead to a delay in the diagnosis of colon cancer. 

2.2.4. Genetics. Although it seems clear that there are polygenetic factors 
affecting the incidence of ulcerative colitis itself, there is very little informa
tion on the role, if any, of genetics in determining the incidence of colon 
cancer development in ulcerative colitis. Since the relatives of patients with 
adenomatous polyps and with ordinary colon cancer unassociated with colitis 
are at increased risk of polyp and colon cancer development, respectively, one 
would assume this would apply equally if not to a greater degree to patients 
with ulcerative colitis whose relatives had polyps or colon cancer. Data on 
this question may be very difficult to obtain because there may be a natural 
tendency for the physician and his patient to feel that the presence of a strong 
family history of colon cancer would place the individual patient with ulcer
ative colitis of long duration at an increased risk. Thus prophylactic colectomy 
might be more easily considered and this patient is then removed from the 
pool of patients at risk for colon cancer development. 

2.2.5. Geographic Differences. It has not been settled whether there are 
differences in the risk of colon cancer occurring in ulcerative colitis in varying 
areas of the world. Some workers report that the risk of colon cancer is less in 
Central Europe, Turkey, Israel and Japan as compared to Scandinavia, the 
United States and the United Kingdom where non-colitis associated colorectal 
cancer is also high. 

Since epidemiologic observations indicate that variations in the incidence of 
non-coli tic colorectal cancer correlate significantly with prevailing dietary 
habits of those areas, it has been suggested that diet may play some role in 
these geographic ulcerative colitis-cancer differences. Differences in diet might 
be associated with alterations in colonic bacterial flora and resultant variations 
in the processes of metabolism of various lumenal materials and these meta
bolic variations might be associated with differing concentrations of carcino
genic metabolites. If these dietary and bacterial metabolic factors are shown to 
be significant in the etiology of usual colon cancer, they would certainly 
deserve consideration in the etiology of cancer in patients with inflammatory 
bowel disease since the injured mucosa might be more permeable or sensitive 
'to carcinogens and might help explain the earlier age of cancer appearance in 
ulcerative colitis. In fact, study of those factors in patients with ulcerative 
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colitis who are at enhanced risk of colon cancer, might provide clues for the 
general colon cancer problem. In addition in the past decades, diets highly 
restrictive in fiber and roughage have been used for patients with ulcerative 
colitis, perhaps providing another etiologic factor for colon cancer in a patient 
with ulcerative colitis. 

2.2.6. Mucosal Dysplasia. Since ulcerative colitis itself is not known at this 
time to inevitably lead to colon cancer, it would obviously be wrong to infer 
that severe dysplasia or 'precancer' would always lead to cancer. Information 
on how often colon cancer will be found when the presence of severe 
dysplasia or 'precancer' is the indication for total colectomy, is still being 
determined. At least one half of the reported patients who underwent colec
tomy because of biopsy evidence of 'precancer' had foci of colon cancer at 
some point in their colon. 

Thus, based on all available data, it seems reasonable to assume that the 
patient with ulcerative colitis who has well-documented areas of severe or 
high grade dysplasia scattered throughout the colon, its at high risk of colon 
cancer development. The risk of co-existent carcinoma seems to be even 
greater if the dysplasia is associated with mass lesions in contrast to dysplastic 
flattened areas of mucosa. Since as many as 50% of the patients with high 
grade dysplasia have been found to have small and often unsuspected carci
nomas, it is unlikely that a control trial will be performed to determine the 
natural history of this lesion. 

Information is now being gathered to determine if the risk factors for 
'precancer' are the same as those for cancer and how often patients with 
various degrees and extent of ulcerative colitis develop this premalignant 
change. Our 'average' patient with ulcerative colitis who has an area of 
'precancer' found in his colectomy specimen without evidence of cancer in 
the colon, has had the colitis for 13 years. Some patients have had pancolitis 
for as short as seven years. 

The question of how long it takes for an area of severe dysplasia to become 
malignant is going to be difficult to answer because of the spectrum of 
degrees of dysplasia that has been found in ulcerative colitis as well as the 
lack of evidence for an evitable progression from mild or low grade up to 
severe or high grade dysplasia to cancer. Also, the dysplastic areas may be 
distributed in a patchy fashion and may go undetected even on very careful 
colonoscopic examination and biopsy. In addition, the natural history of the 
process is often interrupted by colectomy since the" presence of multiple areas 
of severe dysplasia or dysplasia on a mass or stricture is now being used by 
several centers as an indication for recommending colectomy. Thus accurate 
information on the lag time between the appearance of dysplasia and cancer 
development may never be ascertained with accuracy. There are, however, 
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some general figures which one can consider. Patients who have had a 
colectomy that contains only' precancer' have, on the average, had colitis for 
six or seven years less than those with colon cancer. Anecdotally, one patient 
had 'precancer' in a random rectal biopsy nine years before colon cancer was 
found in the left colon. As an analogy, the limited data available on the time 
for progression of adenomatous colonic polyps to colon cancer suggests at 
least a seven or eight year lag for an identifiable polyp to become malig
nant. 

2.2.7. Radiation Exposure. Cumulative radiation effects of numerous bar
ium enema examinations, upper gastrointestinal series and other abdominal 
X-rays that are performed on patients with chronic inflammatory bowel 
disease should probably be listed as the first paragraph in any discussion of 
the possible etiology of neoplastic degeneration in these disorders. The com
bination of continued radiation exposure with the chronic injury and repara
tive processes in inflammatory bowel disease would theoretically provide a 
fertile ground for oncogenesis. Rogers and Kirkpatrick have specifically raised 
the issue of radiation exposure from the diagnostic procedures in inflamma
tory bowel disease as a factor in the later heightened risk of cancer formation 
and have suggested one keep a log of the X-ray examinations performed on 
patients with inflammatory bowel disease throughout their lifetime, so that 
the amount of radiation delivered to the abdomen could be estimated [30]. 
The risk is not restricted to the colon but includes the interabdominal organs, 
including bone marrow, which are within the field of radiation. 

Radiation exposure is an important area for further education of physicians 
who deal with patients with inflammatory bowel disease. Many of these 
patients became ill during adolescence or early adult life and thus have at 
least another 30 or 40 years of risk time for further radiation exposure. Since 
inflammatory bowel disease is often very difficult to treat and therapeutic 
decisions are often not clear cut, the physician might find himself ordering 
extra radiographic studies as a way to decrease his own insecurity and without 
gaining information necessary for a decision. Although there has been a 
report of identification of the 'precancer' lesions by high magnification air 
contrast barium enemas [31], it should be strongly emphasized however that 
annual X-rays in a patient in whom there is no specific reason to suspect 
carcinoma are not to be recommended as a method of following the high risk 
ulcerative colitis patient. It would be very important to try to resolve the issue 
of how often barium enemas, with their low sensitivity for neoplasia in 
inflammatory bowel disease but with their attendent radiation exposure, 
should be performed before the risk of cancer induction outweighs the diag
nostic value. It would seem somewhat analogou;s to the issue of mammo
grams in terms of detection versus induction of breast cancer. 
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2.2.8. Exposure to Medications for Inflammatory Bowel Disease. The medi
cations used to suppress the active disease of ulcerative colitis have the 
potential for altering immunocompetence as well as the possibility of inducing 
changes in the fecal flora. Because some alteration in immune surveillance 
has been suggested as a problem in the pathogenesis of colon cancer in 
ulcerative colitis, prednisone, azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine and metronida
zole are worthy of some consideration in this regard. In addition local hydro
cortisone enemas and suppositories are used in the therapy of ulcerative 
colitis, thus exposing the injured rectal area directly to this medication. 
Salicylazosulfapyridine or sulfasalazine (Azulfadine ®) is also concentrated in 
the tissues of the colon as well as having a potential effect on the colonic 
flora. Also, three of the agents used in the management of inflammatory 
bowel disease of the colon, metronidazole, azathioprine, and 6-mercaptopurine 
have been considered mutagenic and potentially oncogenic. These medica
tions are currently being used for long-term therapy by some physicians for 
colonic inflammatory disease and especially for patients with rectal and peria
nal disease. 

2.3. Clinical Features of Colorectal Cancer in Patients with Ulcerative Colitis 
The symptoms of the neoplasms are similar to those of the underlying 

inflammatory bowel disease. The clinical manifestation of a cancer may so 
closely imitate those of ulcerative colitis as to be interpreted as only a mild 
exacerbation. The patient may believe the cancer related symptoms to be only 
a recurrence of colitis and not seek medical attention for a number of months 
or years. Unfortunately his physician may also fall into this same trap of 
blaming the tumor symptoms on the underlying bowel disease. Before the 
onset of surveillance programs for precancer and early cancer, most patients 
who were found to have colon cancer were quite symptomatic at the time of 
diagnosis. All 14 patients who presented to our institution with symptoms 
referable to colon cancer were dead with two years of cancer diagnosis. 

One reason for late diagnosis of colon cancer complicating ulcerative colitis 
is that some patients who go on to develop cancer have relatively inactive 
colitis. Both they and their physicians tend to develop a false sense of 
security, which may result in a reluctance to undergo colectomy or even 
diagnostic procedures that could serve as some form of surveillance. In our 
experience, half of the patients who have been encountered with colon cancer 
complicating ulcerative colitis had inactive disease for over 5 years, some for 
more than 10 years, and most had not undergone proctoscopy or barium 
enema prior to the appearance of colon cancer related symptoms. 

2.4. Diagnosis of Colorectal Cancer in Chronic Ulcerative Colitis 
The diagnosis of colorectal cancer in a patient with ulcerative colitis is 
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usually quite difficult, especially at early stages when the tumors are small 
and flat. Even when polypoid, they could be mistaken for inflammatory or 
pseudopolyps and vice versa [32]. 

2.4.1. Radiography. Barium enema examinations, even double contrast 
techniques, may miss both well developed carcinoma of the colon as well as 
potentially curable lesions in patients with ulcerative colitis. There are some 
suggestions that arteriography may be a useful technique in neoplasm detec
tion in this setting but this is unproven. Finding a new stricture in ulcerative 
colitis definitely is a point of concern, since this is not a usual complication of 
ulcerative colitis and would require colonoscopy and multiple biopsies of that 
area, both for carcinoma and for premalignant or 'precancer' changes. 

2.4.2. Endoscopy. Proctosigmoidoscopy is of limited value because the can
cers do not have the tendency to localize in the rectum. Only 5 of 19 cancers 
in our patients were within reach of the proctoscope. Flexible sigmoidoscopy 
permits examination of up to 50 cm of left colon and this should prove 
helpful in the surveillance of patients with ulcerative colitis. Colonoscopy has 
proven quite helpful as a method of gross examination as well as a source of 
multiple biopsy specimens and is discussed in detail in the chapter by Dr. 
Williams in this book. 

Figure 8. An example of dysplastic adenomatous mucosa with villi form growth pattern (DYS). 
Note heaping up and contrasting histologic appearance of adjacent inactive colitis (Ie) (26 x). 
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2.4.3. Biopsy. Biopsy of suspicious lesions through the proctosigmoido
scope, flexible sigmoidoscope, or colonoscope, is still one of the most useful 
techniques for the diagnosis of adenocarcinoma of the colon. Inadequate 
sampling of a lesion can be an important problem when using the small 
biopsy forceps that will fit through most colonoscopes and flexible sigmoidos
copes since frank carcinoma may be below the surface of the mucosa and 
may not be reached by superficial biopsies (Figures 3 and 9). Physicians using 
these techniques must be aware of the fact that negative biopsies of a polyp 
or a mass do not rule out carcinoma in the patient with ulcerative colitis. As 
discussed in detail earlier in the chapter by Williams, the finding of severe 
dysplastic or 'precancer' changes on biopsy may be helpful in recognizing the 
fact that the mucosa of this particular patient with ulcerative colitis has the 
propensity for neoplastic change. 

2.4.4 Cytology. Cytology is a vastly underused technique that may be 
helpful at times in detecting early carcinoma of the colon in patients with 
ulcerative colitis. Techniques of continued irrigation and lavage via the sig
moidoscope or colonoscope, using a pulsatile dental irrigating unit, have made 

Figure 9. Area in mucosa showing invasive carcinoma (e) and overlying severe dysplasia. A 
shallow biopsy would have revealed the dysplasia but may not have shown the invasion, leading 
to the incorrect conclusion that only' precancer' was present (35 x). 
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it possible to obtain samples for cytologic analysis and there are some reports 
of successful diagnosis of colon cancer in ulcerative colitis via this meth
od [33]. 

It should seem possible however that there might be a difficulty in sepa
rating cancer cells from the atypical hyperplastic cells of ulcerative colitis which 
would originate and actively multiply in cells at the base of the crypts. Active 
inflammation might limit the use of cytologic techniques just as occurs in the 
search for severe dysplasia by biopsy. 

2.4.5. Biomarkers. Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) levels .are elevated 
with advanced colon cancer but are unfortunately not a reliable detector of 
early carcinoma of the large bowel. In addition the majority of patients with 
active inflammatory bowel disease have elevated plasma levels of CEA with
out evidence of carcinoma. The lack of sensitivity for early cancer and the 
association of elevated levels with active colitis limits the use of this plasma 
biomarker as a screening test for detecting early cancer in ulcerative colitis. If 
an individual had normal levels of CEA and a gradual or sudden rise occur
red in the absence of any evidence of disease activity, it certainly would bear 
further investigation in terms of cancer development (see Chapter 11). 

2.5. Prognosis 
Cancer of the colon arising in ulcerative colitis tends to be undifferentiated 

and extremely invasive and is often diagnosed at an advanced stage. Gen
erally, the five year survival rate after surgery is poor, being less than 
20%. 

The survival rate seems to be dependent upon the Dukes' staging just. as in 
the general population and the rates for stage seem to be similar to non-colitic 
patients. There are a few favorable reports such as that by Hinton [34] with an 
overall survival rate of 40-75% in patients with ulcerative colitis who were 
treated at St. Mark's Hospital. A recent study at the University of Chicago 
also reported approximately a 50% survival [35]. It is hoped that in the future 
as better surveillance techniques are employed, the colon cancers that do 
develop will be found at an early and surgically curable stage. This has been 
the experience in programs that have instituted multiple colonoscopic and 
rectal biopsies for 'precancer' as a form of surveillance. Cancers found in 
these centers generally have been Dukes' A or B tumors [17,18,36]. 

2.6. Strategies to Prevent Colorectal Cancer in Ulcerative Colitis 
2.6.1. Prophylactic Proctocolectomy. Since a total proctocolectomy will not 

only cure ulcerative colitis but also obviously prevent colon cancer, physicians 
caring for patients with severe, extensive, unresponsive, longstanding ulcera-
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tive colitis are always looking for an excuse to urge a proctocolectomy. There 
are some who would urge prophylactic colectomy for cancer prevention, i.e. 
the removal of the entire colon and rectum in all patients with extensive 
colitis either early in the course of the disease for acute symptoms, or after 
10 years in patients with mild disease [29,37]. 

Because of the alternative of surveillance for precancer, there is some 
opinion that in the context of a premalignant disease, ulcerative colitis does 
not carry a high enough risk of cancer, perhaps 5 % in total population after 
20 years, to justify a routine proctocolectomy and ileostomy with its asso
ciated morbidity and mortality and inconvenience. Even when one is speak
ing of the population with pancolitis and a 25 % cancer risk at 20 years, it is 
difficult to justify carrying out proctocolectomy routinely at 10 years when 
there is a reasonable chance that some patients may not develop carcinoma for 
many years, if at all [23]. 

Although there is actuarial data on the risk of colon cancer in patients with 
pancolitis, the physician has very little information with which to base indi
vidual decisions in the patient with X-ray evidence of only left-sided disease. 
It is these patients with limited disease and those in whom colitis has gone 
into complete remission that one finds it hard to recommend prophylactic 
colectomy. 

It should be pointed out that it has become much easier recently to 
consider colectomy for the patient with other indications for colon removal. 
Ileostomy techniques have improved as has the ostomy equipment. Ostomy 
management has been aided by the knowledge and experience of stomal 
therapists and, quite importantly, by the presence of large groups of patients 
in Ostomy associations who serve as sources of information and counseling 
for other patients. In addition, the advent of the continent ileostomy has 
made it easier to recommend colectomy for patients with ulcerative colitis. 
Recently, there has been increased surgical experimental interest in ileo-anal 
anastomoses with complete removal of the rectal mucosa. 

2.6.2. Early Cancer Diagnosis. The fact that it is very difficult to recognize 
colon cancer early in its course in the patient with ulcerative colitis makes 
this option undependable. The physician cannot rely on early cancer detection 
as one does in breast cancer. Routine use of early air contrast barium enemas 
would be insufficient for early cancer diagnosis and would also be exposing 
the patient to the risks of repeated radiation exposure. Cytologic studies have 
not been applied extensively, but even segmental lavage studies are inade
quate to regularly detect early carcinomas in patients with ulcerative colitis. 
Rectal and colonoscopic biopsies may also fail to reveal the presence of 
carcinoma and cannot be used to exclude the presence of malignant change in 
the person with a suspicious lesion or stricture. Plasma carcinoembryonic 
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antigen levels and stool examinations for occult blood are also not helpful in 
the detection of early carcinoma development in the patient with ulcerative 
colitis. 

2.6.3. Surveillance for 'Precancer'. Regularly scheduled programs seeking 
evidence of dysplasia are being evaluated in patients with extensive colitis of 
over eight years duration to try to decide which patients are at greatest risk of 
cancer developmerit and should be urged to undergo total proctocolecto
my [13, 14, 17, 18]. The success of this type of ~urveillance program in place 
of colectomy requires careful followup of every patient and the availability of 
experienced and devoted clinicians, endoscopists, pathologists and surgeons as 
well as cooperative and understanding patients. Theoretically, it is hoped that 
one will be able to advise surgery at a time when dysplasia is present but 
before frank cancer has developed, or if it has, when the tumor is still at a 
curable stage. Dr. Williams outlines the role of colonoscopy and multiple 
colonic biopsies in chapter 9. Surveillance in place of colectomy is not 
reasonable in patients with severe or unremitting ulcerative colitis or for 
patients whose colon shows evidence of neoplastic potential as judged by 
histological criteria or for patients who are uncooperative. Colectomy would 
also be urged for patients who have suspicious lesions or multiple polyps and 
in whom the presence of carcinoma cannot be excluded. While the procedures 
may be somewhat unpleasant and inconvenient, the risks of colonoscopy and 
the other procedures are actually quite low in patients with chronic inactive 
ulcerative colitis. There have been reports of a few patients having some 
increase in disease activity after preparation for colonoscopy but no reports of 
perforation of the colon. Analogy with the use of routine Papanicoleau cervi
cal smears is sometimes helpful in explaining the surveillance program to the 
patient. It should also be absolutely clear that one cannot guarantee that colon 
cancer will not develop during the years of surveillance, especially if the 
examinations are not performed at regular relatively frequent intervals. 

A surveillance program to detect 'precancer' and/or early colon cancer 
should be considered in all patients with ulcerative colitis with the possible 
exception of those with proctitis or proctosigmoiditis. The risk of cancer 
development in patients with proctitis or with disease limited to the recto
sigmoid, does not seem to be great enough to require as extensive a followup 
program as other patients with ulcerative colitis. Patients who have had a 
partial colectomy for ulcerative colitis but in whom the rectum is retained 
after surgery, should also be included in a regular followup program. At least 
60 patients are known to have developed rectal cancer in the stump left after 
partial colectomy [38]. 

Once the total duration of ulcerative colitis exceeds eight years, a regular 
followup with sigmoidoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy should be supple-
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men ted by colonoscopy with multiple biopsies everyone or two years, 
depending on the presence or absence of any suspicion of dysplasia. Biopsies 
should be taken from suspicious areas and in addition, 2 to 3 random biopsies 
should be taken from 5 to 7 different levels of the bowel. 

Biopsies obtained via proctosigmoidoscopic examination have been positive 
for dysplasia in some patients who already have colon cancer [15, 18] but 
seem to be inadequate at earlier stages in precancer development [17, 19]. 

Colonoscopy allows the endoscopist the potential for seeing and biopsying 
scattered patches of precancerous changes in the early stages of transforma
tion when the rectum is less likely to be involved. Colonoscopy can also 
reach the more proximal carcinomas which would also go undetected by 
conventional barium enema. Also the precancerous dysplasia in the proximal 
colon may be more readily distinguished histologically from active colitis 
because the inflammatory changes are often less marked than in the left 
colon. The endoscopist must learn to perform biopsies in the areas that are 
most likely to result in precancer detection, such as thickened, plaquelike or 
nodular areas of mucosa. Dysplasia containing biopsies that are from a mass 
are more likely to be associated with an underlying carcinoma than dysplasia 
from a flat mucosa (Figure 2)[39]. 

Obvious polyps of 1 cm in size are usually excised through the colonoscope. 
It is important, however, to take additional biopsies from the base of polypoid 
lesions as well as on the elevation itself, since the changes of severe dysplasia 
or 'precancer' may be most easily identified at the edge of a polypoid lesion. 
A number of biopsies in the surrounding thickened areas may also be quite 
helpful. Williams (in Chapter 9) discusses the technique of 'hot biopsy', 
which provides large amounts of material for examination. It is quite impor
tant that the exact site of the biopsy specimen be ascertained if at all possible 
and this be noted on a pathology department form for correlation with the 
microscopic changes as well as radiographic landmarks. Use of a number of 
biopsy bottles may be helpful in trying to establish this clinical-pathologic 
correlation. Endoscopic photographs also aid in the communication process. 

2.6.4. Difficulties in Identifying Precancer: The technical problems involved 
in trying to identify various degrees of dysplasia in rectal and colonoscopic 
biopsies are compounded by the very small size of the biopsies obtained 
through the colonoscope, as well as difficulties in orienting these specimens 
for embedding. 

Technical problems for the endoscopist include the presence of mucus and 
debris which obscure the mucosa, and the lack of topographic relief in the 
end-on view through the colonoscope and the further hindering of having 
only direct lighting without access to angled lighting. Most physicians 
involved in the colonoscopic examination of patients with ulcerative colitis 
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who have gone to the surgical pathology department to view the subsequent 
colectomy specimen were chagrined to find very obvious areas of elevation 
and plaque-like lesions when they are shown a pinned-out and fixed colon 
specimen. These lesions were often not appreciated through the colonoscope. 
Dye scattering techniques such as those used for carcinoma of the stomach by 
the Japanese have been suggested but no formal report of their usefulness 
was known to us. 

Interpretive problems that confront the pathologist were discussed earlier in 
terms of the spectrum of changes that can be found as well as the different 
definitions and nomenclature systems that have been applied. Some of the 
more difficult interpretive problems occur with biopsies from areas of active 
disease with its resultant atypia. The patchy nature of the dysplastic changes 
also cause sampling problems. Thus the small superficial biopsies miss an 
area of dysplasia and in addition may also not reveal underlying carcinoma. It 
is essential that the endoscopist, the pathologist and the radiologist commu
nicate very clearly so that the histologic findings can be correlated with the 
gross appearance. 

In terms of anticipated results of surveillance programs, it is not yet clear 
how frequently 'precancer' will be found in the rectums or colons of patients 
with chronic ulcerative colitis. Prospective study with strict definitions of the 
extent of involvement of the colon with ulcerative colitis as well as the 
duration of disease are necessary before this type of information will be 
available. In a 1977 review of the literature, precancer was found in the rectal 
biopsies of 53 of 937 patients with chronic ulcerative colitis, or 5.796 [16]. 
Seventeen of these 53 patients were found to have colon cancer at the time of 
colectomy. Twenty-six of the patients with 'precancer' had no obvious evi
dence of carcinoma and were still under followup at the time of that report. 
Thus, 5.796 of patients with ulcerative colitis undefined as to duration or 
extent, were found to have 'precancer' on rectal biopsy. One third of those 
patients already had colon cancer. Forty-two percent of the patients who had 
precancer in both the rectum and in the colon had evidence of cancer. 

Nugent and his colleagues from the Lahey Clinic reported that 17 of 86 
patients (2196) with chronic ulcerative colitis of over five years duration had 
evidence of colonic dysplasia on rectal and colonoscopic biopsies [18, 40]. Four 
of the ten who underwent colectomy because of the finding of dysplasia 
already had unsuspected colon cancer which was metastatic in 2. In a pros
pective study of a larger number of patients by Lennard-Jones et al., 13 of 
229 patients (5.796) with chronic ulcerative colitis were found to have evi
dence of severe dysplasia. Four of the seven who underwent colectomy 
because of the finding of severe dysplasia were found to have carcinoma. 
Fortunately five of the six cancers were Dukes' A stage, one was a Dukes' B. 
At the University of Chicago Clinics, Levin and hii colleagues have per-
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formed 196 colonoscopies in 91 patients [41]. The mean duration of symp
toms in the 54 still actively involved in the study is 19.7 years with a range 
of 7 to 38 years. Ten patients (11 %) have had significant dysplasia on 
colonoscopic biopsies. Rectal biopsies were 'positive' in only four. Six under
went colectomy and three had cancer, one suspected preoperatively, the other 
two unsuspected. 

2.6.5. Frequency of Surveillance Examination. There is no firm basis cur
rently available for determining the optimal frequency of cancer surveillance 
in pancolitis [41]. Two or three years may be too long a waiting period 
because one colonoscopic examination may not provide a complete view of 
the colon and carcinoma arising or progressing between surveys and could 
easily reach an untreatable stage in two or three years. If colon biopsies from 
a patient with pancolitis are negative for any degree of dysplasia, a followup 
study the next year will help to insure a representative sampling of most of 
the colon. If this second study was also negative for dysplasia, then intervals 
of two or perhaps even three years between studies would seem reasonable. 
Flexible sigmoidoscopy with biopsies up to 50 cm could be used in the 
intervening years. 

If low grade dysplasia (mild or moderate by some criteria) were identified in 
flat areas of mucosa without an obvious polypoid lesion, a repeat colonoscopy 
in 6 to 12 months would be in order and then continued surveillance at at 
least yearly intervals. Proctosigmoidoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy with 
multiple biopsies at regular interspersed times would also be part of the 
surveillance program. Followup visits would also include history review, phy
sical examination, examination of stool for occult blood, blood counts, liver 
function tests and carcino-embryonic antigen levels. 

At the present there are no data on which to decide on a cost effective 
surveillance program in patients whose radiologic changes of ulcerative colitis 
are limited to the left half of the colon. This group is at increased risk of 
colon cancer development but the onset of the risk seems to be delayed for 
approximately 10 years when compared to the patients with pancolitis [1,24]. 
Morson and Pang did not find any evidence of' precancer' in the colectomy 
specimens from 17 people with subtotal colitis of over 10 years duration [15]. 
In our own recent experience with patients with 'left-sided' colitis as deter
mined by X-ray, 3 of 17 (not randomly selected) had evidence of precancer. 
Two of the three had both colon cancer and 'precancer.' Histologically there 
was evidence of total colonic involvement with colitis in two of the three 
patients. To put these findings in patients with left-sided colitis in perspective, 
one-third of the patients with pancolitis for more than five years, but without 
evidence of invasive cancer, who underwent colectomy at our institution had 
evidence of' precancer' in the resection specimen. As a working approach to 
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surveillance for patients with 'left-sided' colitis, one might consider an air 
contrast barium enema as a baseline and colonoscopy with multiple biopsies 
to obtain histol9gic information on the extent of involvement, which is 
usually beyond that seen on X-ray. Whether the onset of this program could 
be delayed until the person has had colitis for 15 years is not yet known. 
Patients 'Yi,th easily controlled proctitis or even proctosigmoiditis are 
reportedly not at increased risk of cancer development and presumably an 
occasional proctosigmoidoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy with mucosal biop
sies would seem to be a reasonable course of action. 

It has been assumed in this discussion that all of the patients have 
remained asymptomatic. Obviously any changes in symptomatology would be 
investigated as would the appearance of occult blood in stool, anemia or a rise 
in serum carcino-embryonic antigen levels. Any recurrence of active colitis 
would interfere with the interpretation of both studies as well as search for 
histologic evidence of dysplasia. Determination of the significance of dysplasia 
can be quite difficult in the presence of any degree of active inflammation or 
reactive hyperplasia [19]. 

2.6.6. Indications for Proctoco!ectomy in Patients with Definite Evidence of 
Precancer. Guidelines for advising proctocolectomy are still somewhat flexible 
and will probably continue to change as more experience accumulates with 
colonoscopy, multiple biopsies and pathologic detection of 'precancer.' The 
finding of definite dysplasia on a grossly polypoid lesion or in a strictured area 
would usually be considered an indication for colectomy. Investigators at St. 
Mark's Hospital in London advocate proctocolectomy if severe dysplasia is 
found at multiple sites in the colon or on repeated examination [17]. Nugent 
and Haggitt from the Lahey Clinic recommend proctocolectomy for all 
patients with evidence of moderate or severe dysplasia [40]. Finding dyspla
sia in the presence of marked inflammation is considered insignificant by 
most observers. 

If definite severe dysplasia is found on only one biopsy from a flat area or 
on one biopsy from an unknown area, an air contrast barium enema might be 
used to look for a lesion which might have been unappreciated on colono
scopy. Followup studies in six months would be indicated. 

The finding of a single adenomatous polyp also raises questions as to 
management. If there was severe dysplasia in the polyp, this would then be 
considered an indication for colectomy. It is not clear what the proper man
agement should be if a single adenomatous polyp is found with only very 
mild dysplasia and with no evidence of dysplasia elsewhere in the colon. 

Other indications for colectomy include: obvious carcinoma; undefined 
polypoid masses; an individual at high risk of cancer development who is 
unable or unwilling to participate in a regularly scheduled surveillance pro-
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gram and a patient who is at high risk because of extent and duration of 
disease who has developed a stricture that prevents adequate colonoscopy and 
biopsy surveillance. We have also had difficulty following patients with a 
large number of pseudopolyps because of the concern that areas of dysplasia 
might not be appreciated on endoscopic examination and thus not biopsied. A 
strong family history of colon cancer has also been considered in decision 
making. 

2.7. Surgical Treatment of Ulcerative Colitis 
Complete proctocolectomy is indicated as the treatment of choice because 

any rectal tissue that is left behind is still at increased risk of cancer devel
opment. A number of patients who have had an ileoproctostomy to preserve 
their rectum have had carcinoma occur in the rectal stump [38]. If an ileorec
tal anastamosis is to be performed with retention of rectal mucosa, intensive 
surveillance with repeated biopsies would obviously be in order. If a patient 
with carcinoma of the colon superimposed on ulcerative colitis had obvious 
metastases, a more limited resection would presumably be justified. Based on 
very limited experience, it would seem best to avoid formation of a continent 
ileostomy in a patient with known carcinoma who may need chemotherapy. 
Pouch disruption was a problem in one of our patients who received repeated 
courses of chemotherapy. 

There is increasing recent interest in ileoanal anastamosis with removal of 
the entire rectal mucosa with a pull through type procedure attaching the 
ileum to the rectal musculature. This operation has been performed mainly in 
children but there are some reports of its use in adults as well. This may 
provide another option for gut restoration after total proctocolectomy. 

2.8. Other Malignancies and Ulcerative Colitis 
2.8.1. Backwash Ileitis. There are at least three cases of carcinoma in 

backwash ileitis, all in patients who also had colon cancer [8-10]. One 27-
year-old patient with an 8-year history of pancolitis with a dilated terminal 
ileum thought to be due to 'backwash ileitis' was found to have multiple 
plaques of adenocarcinoma and precancer in the small bowel as well as in the 
sigmoid colon [10]. Although it is difficult to absolutely rule out Crohn's 
disease in such patients [9], the possibility of premalignant changes in the 
small bowel of a patient with ulcerative colitis may have to be considered in 
terms of future followup. This might include biopsies of the small intestine, 
searching for premalignant change. In addition this might cause further con
cern in a patient with colonic cancer or precancer if one was constructing a 
continent ileostomy with its attendant stasis and perhaps carcinogen forma
tion in the static loop. 
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2.8.2. Lymphoma. Primary malignant lymphoma appearing in patients with 
longstanding ulcerative colitis occurs but is unusual (see Chapter 12). The 
lymphomas have occurred anywhere in the large intestine including the 
cecum and rectum; in both sexes; in an age range of 26-64 years; and with a 
duration of ulcerative colitis of from 5 to 16 years. Malignant lymphomas 
seem to have a propensity for invading the muscularis and being quite 
destructive. The muscle necrosis is said to be more extensive than that seen 
with the invasion of adenocarcinoma. Fifteen patients with malignant lym
phoma complicating ulcerative colitis were cited as of 1977 [21]. Two patients 
with sarcoma in ulcerative colitis were not included because of the lack of a 
histologic classification. At least 6 of the 15 patients had two or more separate 
lesions or diffuse involvement of a portion of colon. Both lymphoma and 
adenocarcinoma were found in three other patients. Only five had a single 
focus of lymphoma. Histologic classification of the reported cases of malig
nant lymphoma complicating ulcerative colitis is difficult because of the lack 
of uniform nomenclature. The age of onset of lymphoma and the survival 
data that are similar to that of primary colonic lymphoma suggest to some 
authors a coincidental occurrence of lymphoma in ulcerative colitis [21]. The 
lymphoma might be modified in the direction of multiplicity by pre-existing 
inflammatory disease. However, Lightdale and his colleagues have hypothe
sized that there is a relationship between ulcerative colitis and lymphoma and 
that there may be a premalignant state related to abnormal lymphoid tissue in 
the lamina propria [42]. 

2.8.3. Squamous Carcinoma of the Rectum. There are several reports of 
squamous carcinoma of the rectum complicating ulcerative colitis. The squa
mous cell epithelium is seen to arise not from the anal or perianal tissues but 
from the mucosa proximal to the dentate line. It is postulated that the 
regenerating mucosa has produced squamous cells instead of columnar cells. 
Radical surgical extirpation was the treatment for these patients [20]. 

2.8.4. Kaposi's Sarcoma. A patient with Kaposi's sarcoma superimposed on 
ulcerative colitis and diverticulitis presented with hemorrhagic diarrhea. There 
was no other evidence of Kaposi's sarcoma on the skin or in the abdominal 
cavity. The association with ulcerative colitis was thought to be fortui
tous [22]. 

2.B.5. Biliary Tract Carcinoma. Biliary tract carcinoma in patients with 
ulcerative colitis has been reported as being 8 to 21 times more frequent than 
in the general population. In general these tumors have been associated with 
longstanding (mean 15 years), relatively inactive pancolitis. Several have been 
discovered 10 to 20 years after colectomy so that removal of the colon did not 
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prevent their progression [43]. Differential diagnosis between sclerosing cho
langitis and bile duct carcinoma is always difficult because the tumors may be 
very slow growing and may incite an. intense fibrotic reaction. Since both of 
these conditions seem to appear more frequently in ulcerative colitis than 
might be expected, there presumably are some common etiologic factors. Also 
diagnostic difficulties may arise and may be very difficult to resolve even at 
surgery. 

2.8.6. Other Intrabdominal Malignancies. Carcinoma of the esophagus, sto
mach, pancreas and kidney and leukemia have been reported in patients with 
ulcerative colitis. The relationship of these tumors to radiation exposure as 
part of the diagnosis and followup management of patients with inflammatory 
bowel disease bears further investigation by careful epidemiologic studies. 

3. CROHN'S DISEASE AND GASTROINTESTINAL MALIGNANCIES 

3.1. Colorectal Cancer 
There is apparently an increased frequency of colo rectal cancer as well as 

small intestinal cancer in patients with Crohn's disease involving the colon or 
small bowel respectively [44]. With Crohn's disease of the colon the incidence 
ranges from 1.8 to 3.7 and the risk is thought to be at least 20 times that of 
the general population [2, 45]. Extent and duration of disease are risk factors, 
with many of the cancers being located in the transverse and ascending colon. 
Some are in association with fistulae [42]. There are also a number of reports 
of precancer and premalignant changes being found in various areas of the 
bowel in patients with Crohn's disease who have developed can
cer[39, 46, 47]. Some findings in the rectum have led to colectomy, which 
revealed unsuspected carcinoma [45]. 

If surveillance for' precancer' via endoscopy and multiple biopsies were to 
be considered for patients with Crohn's disease, it would be much more 
difficult than with ulcerative colitis. Many of the patients with Crohn's 
disease have perianal disease and strictures of the rectal area as well as 
strictures in other areas of the colon that would make examination quite 
difficult. In addition there seems to be an increased risk of perforation of the 
colon by colonoscopy in patients with Crohn's disease as compared to ulcer
ative colitis and to the general population, especially if the colon has pre
viously been defunctionalized as a form of management. 

In general, most physicians have not been recommending prophylactic 
colectomy for Crohn's disease in terms of cancer prevention. This might be 
kept in mind as one factor when trying to decide whether to perform a bowel 
resection or a colonic defunctioning procedure. Although the role of the 
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defunctionalized colon and rectum in the pathogenesis of cancer is not as 
clear as in the small intestine, there are some hints in the literature that it 
might be best to avoid leaving defunctionalized loops of bowel in place for a 
long period. Whether one should reoperate on patients with Crohn's disease 
with an ileostomy who have a defunctionalized and inactive rectal stump is 
not known. 

3.2. Crohn's Disease and Small Bowel Cancer 
There is an approximately 300 fold increased frequency of distal small 

bowel cancers in patients with longstanding Crohn's disease as compared with 
the general population in which primary carcinoma of the small intestine is 
rare and is usually found in the duodenum [48]. The adenocarcinoma of the 
small bowel in association with Crohn's disease were often found incidentally 
in the ileum when surgery was performed for bowel obstruction associated 
with the inflammatory bowel disease itself. The other common setting for 
cancer in Crohn's disease of the ileum has been in the surgically bypassed 
loops of diseased small bowel [3]. This type of surgery was quite popular thirty 
and forty years ago. It is presumed that stasis in the bypassed loop plus the 
diseased state of the mucosa combine to lead to increased tumorogenesis. 
This creates a clinical problem because the bypassed loops of bowel cannot be 
examined and the tumors do not become symptomatic until very late in their 
course. Fortunately this type of bypass surgery is no longer recommended as 
a surgical option for Crohn's disease and is probably performed only rarely. If 
a patient is encountered who has had this type of bypass many years ago, it 
would probably be best to advise reoperation and resection of the bypassed 
loop at some convenient time. 

Patients with Crohn's disease have been reported with Non-Hodgkin's 
lymphoma as well as with carcinoid tumors of the ileum and appendix. 
However a major diagnostic dilemma is sometimes presented by the patient 
with primary or secondary lymphoma involving the small or large intestine in 
whom the radiographic and endoscopic appearance mimic Crohn's disease. A 
number of such patients have been mistakenly treated as Crohn's disease for 
weeks or months before the correct diagnosis was appreciated. In the United 
States, lymphoma of the small bowel or colon is probably one of the most 
important differential diagnostic considerations when confronted with a 
patient with Crohn's disease and a laparotomy may be required to resolve the 
dilemma. 
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11. Role of CEA In Large Bowel Cancer 

THOMAS A. COLACCHIO and PAUL LOGERFO 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Adenocarcinoma of the colon and rectum is a disease of considerable 
proportions that affects more than 100,000 adults in the United States each 
year [1]. This incidence is second only to cancer of the skin, and its resultant 
mortality is second only to cancer of the lung [2]. Unfortunately, with the 
possible exception of Turnbull's no-touch technique, there has been no real 
improvement in survival during the past three decades [3]. Surgical treatment 
has been suboptimal with about 80% of patients being resectable, but less 
than one half of this group are cured. Survival is related closely to stage of 
disease at time of therapy, and the only improvement has come from earlier 
detection and improved peri-operative care. The five year survival rates of 
patients based upon the Dukes' classification of their disease generally range 
from 75 to 90% for Dukes' A; from 45 to 65 % for Dukes' B and from 25 to 
35 % for Dukes' C lesions; with those patients having distant metastases 
(Dukes' D) rarely surviving 5 years [3]. Even these figures are optimistic since 
the gross survival of large mixed populations is somewhat less. Of 1687 
patients with colon cancer at Charity Hospital in Louisiana, the determinate 5 
year survival was only 23% and the gross survival only 17% [4]. 

The majority of these patients die from residual, recurrent or metastatic 
disease. In addition, the incidence of mUltiple or second colon primaries 
ranges from 0.2 to 12 % [4,5] and the incidence of multiple organ primaries 
ranges from 11 to 56% [4]. The postulated mechanisms for development of 
recurrence include: I) development of a metachronous primary lesion; 2) 
presence of an overlooked synchronous lesion; 3) inadequate resection with 
continued growth and; 4) implantation at the site of the anastomosis [5]. 
Unfortunately, in patients with advanced disease, there exists no single or 
multidrug regimen which is capable of significant tumor regression with 
improvement in survival or quality of life [8]. 

1. 1. DeCosse and P. Sherlock (eds.). Gasrroinlesrinal cancer 1. 289-309. All righrs reserved. 
Copyrighr © 1981 Marrinus Nijhoff' Publishers, The Hague/Bosron/London. 
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Thus, when Gold and Freedman [9] identified an antigen (called carcinoem
bryonic antigen - CEA) in 1965 that appeared to be 'tumor-specific' for colon 
cancer, there was great enthusiasm that this would herald a new era of earlier 
diagnosis both of primary lesions and recurrent tumors. This was further 
heightened by the development of a radioimmunoassay [10] that could detect 
serum levels of circulating CEA. The criteria for clinical usefulness of such an 
antigen were described by Lawrence [1] and included: 1) the antigen or tumor 
product must pass from the tumor into body fluids; 2) the more tumor- or 
tissue-specific the antigen is, the more useful it will be; 3) serum levels of the 
antigen should bear some relationship to the amount of tumor present; and 4) 
the assay should be reproducible by routine techniques. Although the CEA 
has met these criteria at least in part, Goldenberg stated at the First Interna
tional Conference on the Clinical Uses of CEA, that since its discovery, we 
have come to realize that no tumor antigens are truly tumor-specific but rather 
are tumor-associated. Further, despite all the activities and publications from 
research on CEA, many of the basic issues facing the practitioner regarding 
the interpretation of CEA results are still not resolved [1]. It is our goal to 
address these various issues regarding CEA, review the data in order to 
provide answers where they exist and, more importantly, to focus and direct 
further investigation in those areas where answers are unknown. 

2. CEA-SUBSTANCE 

Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) was first described by Gold and Freedman 
in 1965 [9] as a tumor-specific antigen contained in pooled tumor extracts but 
not present in normal colonic tissue. Its name was derived when it was also 
noted to be present in the gut and digestive organs of embryos and first and 
second trimester fetuses. Since that time, further studies have defined, cate
gorized and quantified it in various organs, tumors and disease 
states [6,9,10,12-17]. To summarize, CEA is a typical acid glycoprotein of 
molecular weight approximating 200,000 and is about 50% carbohydrate. It 
exhibits beta-globulin electrophoretic activity and has a sedimentation coeffi
cient of 7.0-8.0 S. Using electron microscopy, it is of uniform size with a 
complex secondary structure, and even highly purified preparations of CEA 
manifest a degree of both intermolecular and intramolecular heterogeneity. 

CEA is a peripheral membrane glycoprotein within the fluid mosaic of the 
cell membranes in which it is found. It is indigenous to the cancer cell and 
not simply absorbed or interiorized by these cells. From this site on the cell 
surface, it is easily released into surrounding body fluids. Once in circulation, 
it is rapidly catabolized and serum values fall to undetectable levels within 
2-14 days postoperatively. All Animal studies suggest that the liver is the 
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major site for this activity, and some human investigations have shown CEA 
to be produced by normal intestinal mucosa, extracted from the circulation by 
the liver and partially excreted into the bile. 

Various methods of radioimmunoassay have been described and CEA as 
defined by the circulating material that binds to these antibodies in available 
radioimmunoassay is probably a mixture of related glycoproteins. In addition, 
a number of subfractions and materials have been described in these assays 
that are distinct from but cross react with CEA. All these factors have been 
reviewed and analyzed in relation to Hansen's commercially available method 
of radioimmunoassay [15]. It was found to have a sensitivity of 0.5 ng/ml 
and a coefficient of variation of 4.96-7.39% within the range of 2.5-12 ng/ 
ml; and it has been accepted as sensitive and reproducible in intralaboratory 
studies, but less so in interlaboratory comparisons. 

3. CEA IN NON-MALIGNANT TISSUES 

Since its original description, the use of more sensitive techniques of 
detection have identified CEA to be present in normal colon, lung, pancreas, 
liver, breast and serum. As a result, benign conditions of these organs 
(primarily of an inflammatory nature) can lead to elevated serum levels [6]. 
There are some data to suggest that the CEA from these different organ 
sources may have different antigen specificity [12]. CEA or CEA-like activity 
has also been detected in saliva, GI secretions, feces, urine, bronchial wash
ings and fluids and secretions of other organ systems. Iij. addition, intestinal 
perfusion techniques have quantified the seclretion of CEA-like activity in the 
GI tract of healthy humans [17]. This CEA-like material has chromatographic 
and immunologic properties similar to purified CEA and is highest in the 
colon, and next highest in pancreaticobiliary secretions. Winawer et at. [17] 
showed the concentration of CEA in colonic lavage specimens to range from 
o to 4450 ng/ml. Patients who had colon carcinoma or adenomatous polyps 
were in the highest range, followed by patients with ulcerative colitis, and 
finally, normals were in the lowest range. In addition, Martin et at. [13] 
showed that patients having colonic polyps and an elevated serum CEA had 
their serum levels fall to normal after their polyps were removed. Thus CEA 
is produced by malignant and non-malignant colonic neoplasms, and also 
normal colonic mucosa. 

Abnormal urine concentrations of CEA have been measured in patients 
with bladder cancer and also in those with urinary tract infections. In addi
tion, although CEA in pancreatic secretions cannot distinguish between nor
mals and those with pancreatic disease, cholecystokinin stimulation led to an 
increase in CEA concentration of pancreatic secretions in one third of patients 
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with pancreatic carcinoma and 20% of those with chronic pancreatitis [17]. 
Thus CEA is present in and released by a variety of organs other than the 

colon in both normal and non-malignant diseased states. 

4. SERUM LEVELS OF CEA IN PATIENTS WITHOUT MALIGNANCY 

In an attempt to define the sensitivity and specificity of CEA in relation to 
colon cancer, many groups of patients with varying disorders have been 
screened with serum assays for CEA. Unfortunately, this has led to the 
discovery that there are a variety of conditions which cause an elevation of 
serum CEA. Part of the difficulty arises in deciding what concentration of 
CEA will be considered abnormal. As always, sensitivity and specificity vary 
inversely with higher and lower limits of normal serum CEA levels. Using 
2.5 ng/ml (Hansen method) as the upper limit of normal, LoGerfo et al. [6] 
found 11.6 % of normal subjects without a history of smoking to have a 
serum CEA greater than this level. If the normal range was increased to 
5ng/ml, the false positive rate decreased to 1.3%. Cooper et al. [18] describes 
a collected series of more than 10,000 normal subjects who has a 3% inci
dence of a CEA over 2.5 ng/ml. Martin et al. [13] reported similar results and 
also noted a 3 % incidence among pregnant women and, like LoGerfo, 
showed a significant increase in subjects more than 50 years old (3 - 5 % in 
10-20 ng/ml range [6]. All groups [6,13,17-19] have noted a marked rise in 
serum CEA in heavy smokers. LoGerfo et al. [6] reported that 20% of 
smokers had CEA levels higher than 2.2. ng/ml and, interestingly, a group of 
former smokers had only 6.6% of levels higher than 2.5 ng/ml, as opposed to 
only 3% of non-smokers in this selected population. 

Aside from these non-pathologic causes for increased CEA, elevated levels 
have been seen in a variety of benign disorders of the GI and respiratory 
tracts - particularly the liver. Since CEA is rapidly excreted by the liver in 
animals and humans, it is not surprising that liver disease can lead to 
decreased excretion and increasing serum CEA levels. This has been shown 
by several authors [6, 12, 13, 17, 19-21] with elevated CEA in the presence of 
cirrhosis ranging from 20 to 70%. Other hepatic disorders, including biliary 
obstruction, cholangitis and hepatitis, have shown similarly high incidences of 
abnormal CEA levels. An interesting report by Molnar et al. [16] showed that 
28 % of recipients of CEA-positive, HBsAg-negative blood developed acute 
hepatitis and increased CEA levels versus only one of 39 with CEA-negative, 
HBsAg-negative blood. Other GI disorders, including pancreatitis, Crohn's 
disease, ulcerative colitis, peptic ulcer disease, and adenomatous polyps, have 
shown varying incidence of increased serum CEA. Interestingly, Gardner et 
al. showed increased CEA levels in 37 of 57 patients with ulcerative colitis 
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and demonstrated a significant correlation (p<0.005) with extent and severity 
of disease. Similarly, Martin et al. [13] showed that patients with adenomatous 
polyps and increasing CEA had return of CEA to normal after polypecto
my. 

Patients with bronchitis and emphysema had a 30-60% incidence of ele
vated serum CEA [6, 17, 19]. Similarly, alcohol addiction was associated with 
a 50-60% incidence of increased CEA [6,23]. The loss of specificity for 
malignant disease could be improved by increasing the normal range to 5.0 or 
even 10.0 ng/ml, but there would then be a significant and concomitant fall 
in the assay's sensitivity for malignancy. 

5. CEA IN MALIGNANT DISORDERS 

CEA has been found to be elevated in the sera and also to be present in 
the tissues of many patients with malignant neoplasms of both enteric and 
non-enteric origin. Once again, the determined upper limit of normal will 
affect the incidence of positivity (i.e. sensitivity) of serum CEA levels. Table 1 
shows the major published series of serum CEA levels in various enteric 
neoplasms. All these groups used 2.5. ng/ml as their upper limit of normal 
except for Lawrence et al. [19] whose value of 12.5 [11] is equivalent to 2.5 
ng/ml and Beatty et al. [20] who used 5.0 ng/ml as their upper limit of 
normal. Patients with colorectal cancers ranged from 65 % to 81 % in positiv
ity; somewhat higher than gastric cancer (46-75%); and somewhat lower 
than pancreatic cancer (64-91 %). As expected, both hepatomas and biliary 
carcinomas had a high incidence of elevated CEA levels. 

Table 2 depicts the findings by several authors of elevated CEA levels in 
patients with non-enteric neoplasms. There are a considerable number of 
tumors with elevated serum CEA levels, although lung and breast have the 

Table 1. Percentage of positive preoperative CEA assays in patients with enteric neoplasms. 

Cooper [18] Martin [13] Lawrence [19] Beatty [20] LoGerfo[6] 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Colorectal 79 81 69 65 72 
Gastric 59 75 46 67 61 
Pancreatic 81 90 90 64 91 
Hepatoma 75 40 100 
Biliary 73 80 
Small bowel 83 30 
Esophageal 61 27 

Positive values: >2.5 ng/ml. 
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Table 2. Percentage of posit,ive preoperative CEA assays in patients with non-enteric neo
plasms. 

Cooper (18) 
(%) 

Lung 67 
Breast 69 
Kidney 68 
Bladder 60 
Prostate 67 
Testes 50 
Ovary 
Uterus/cervix 67 
Thyroid 50 
Head and neck 
Lymphoma 18 
Sarcoma 0 
Skin 30 
Brain 
Leukemia 

Positive values: >2.5 ng/m!. 

Martin [13) 
(%) 

25 
60 

37 
22 
25 
20 
13 
0 
6 
9 

9 

Lawrence (19) 
(%) 

66 
46 
27 
49 
44 
75 
40 
37 
0 

37 

20 

57 

LoGerfo [6) 
(%) 

76 
47 

35 
31 

28 
37 

most significant incidence of positivity (25-76% and 47-68% respectively). 
In those series with analysis of multiple variables there was no relationship 
between age, sex or size of the lesion and the incidence of CEA positivity. 
Conversely, those authors who compared the stage of disease with the inci
dence of CEA positivity frequently found a significant correlation between 
positivity and advancing stage of disease, not only in colorectal lesions, but 
also in breast, lung, pancreas, stomach and bladder tumors. Similarly, Joyce et 
al. [23], by using direct measurement of CEA levels and comparing mean 
pretreatment values, found much higher levels (in descending order) with 
colorectal, bronchogenic and pancreatic as compared to esophageal or breast 
neoplasms. 

It is this relative lack of specificity that made Beatty et al. [20] state that in 
the general population, CEA~5 ng/ml is a nonspecific indicator of disease, 
either benign or malignant, and a CEA level > 10 ng/ml is a non-specific 
indicator of malignancy. In the case of breast cancer, however, he concluded 
that a preoperative CEA> 10 ng/ml is suggestive of and a level >25 ng/ml is 
highly suspicious for metastatic disease. 

A caution was offered by Gold [14] to explain in part this laek of specificity. 
He stated that the CEA-like material found in tissues and serum from 
patients with non-enteric neoplasms has not been shown to be identical to 
CEA. In fact, the difficulty in specificity may not be with the antigen but 
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rather with the radioimmunoassay, which is merely identifying CEA-like 
activity in other substances. It should be noted however, that no assay for 
CEA has ever been shown to be specific; and a specific 'CEA' antigen may 
not really exist. 

6. CEA IN LARGE BOWEL CANCER 

6.1. Screening 
Although virtually all authors agree that CEA lacks the specificity and 

sensitivity to allow for screening of large asymptomatic populations, the 
question of its use in that capacity still occasionally arises [12]. For an assay to 
be effective in screening, the predictive value of a positive result must be 
greater than the prevalence of the disease sought, and must be high enough 
to be cost-effective and minimize the number of patients without malignant 
disease undergoing further and sometimes extensive investigation. The diffi
culties with using CEA in this capacity include: 1) the difficulty of interlabo
ratory reproducibility [6, 15] since a 95 % confidence level of + / - 2.0 ng/ml 
would change the result of 20% of the tests from one lab to the next; 2) a 
false positive rate of 15% [6]; and 3) a false negative rate of 40-60% in 
non-metastatic disease [1, 6, 20, 23, 24]. In a highly selected group of patients 
reviewed by Costanza et al. [6] who underwent barium enema for various 
clinical criteria, 116 of 576 patients had CEA levels greater than 2.5 ng/ml. 
Of this group 15 of 16 had documented cancer, nine had CEA levels greater 
than 5.0 ng/ml, and only two of these 15 were Dukes' B lesions. Five 
additional cancers had normal CEA levels including only two Dukes' B 
lesions. Thus even in this highly selected population 25% of cancers includ
ing half of the early lesions would have been missed with CEA screening. 
Chu et al. [1] screened a population of 1800 business executives and detected 
two previously unsuspected cancers - one colon and one pancreas, for a cost 
of $36,000 per tumor found. Finally, Cooper et al. [18] projected the predictive 
value for CEA testing on a proposed population with a 2% prevalence of 
malignant disease. He found that the predictive value for a positive test was 
3.1 % if the normal value was <2.5 and 10.6% if the normal was < 10 ng/ 
ml. The predictive value of a negative test was 99% and 98.6% respectively 
for the different normal values. Thus even if you used a normal value for 
CEA of < 10.0 ng/ml, only one of ten patients identified in this proposed 
population would have malignant disease and you would still miss the major
ity of early lesions. 

These projected data, based on the measured sensitivity and specificity of 
CEA, would strongly mitigate against its use in screening large populations 
for cancer. Similarly, there is no evidence to support the use of serum CEA 
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levels in screening high risk populations (Le. patients with ulcerative colitis or 
adenomatous polyps) for the likelihood of developing malignancy [1,16] Stu
dies need to be performed to test the efficacy of using CEA levels in colonic 
lavage samples for screening of these high-risk populations. 

6.2. Prognosis 
The prognostic value of careful histologic staging of disease (Duke's Clas

sification, TNM Classification, Astier-Coller modification) has long been 
established, and any potential prognostic indicator must be compared with 
these techniques. The more complex issue of the usefulness of prognostic 
indicators as criteria for additional or adjunctive therapy will be discussed 
later. Some authors have claimed that preoperative CEA levels increase one's 
ability to estimate recurrence, and others state that CEA merely mirrors the 
pathologic staging and does not improve upon it. Table 3 compares the 
incidence of positive preoperative levels of CEA as determined by various 
authors with the standard Dukes' Classification Staging system. There is 
clearly a higher incidence of elevated preoperative CEA in the Dukes' Band C 
lesions as compared with Dukes'A. There is, however, a much less clear 
distinction between Dukes' Band C lesions, despite the acknowledged marked 
difference in survival between these two groups. The possible causes for this 
discrepancy are: 1) a much greater, or lesser, sensitivity of CEA in these 
groups; or, 2) a lack of sensitivity of Dukes' Classification versus TNM or the 
Astier-Coller modification system for these two groups. This question could 
be answered in part if the investigators had compared survival within each 
classification, as some have done; and if they compared CEA with TNM or 
Astier-Coller systems of staging, as none have done. Regarding the former 
comparison, some data do exist, but they unfortunately conflict. 

LoGerfo et al. [6] studied the incidence of recurrence at three years and 
found that for each stage of Dukes' Classifications, the incidence of recur
rence was 1.8 times greater in those patients with preoperative CEA higher 

Table 3. Percentage of positive preoperative CEA assays versus Dukes' classification. 

Dhar[26] LoGerfo [6] Wanebo[7] Slater [49] Lawrence [19] 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Dukes' A 19" 6b 19" 4c 23" 4c 44" 
Dukes' B 

53 24 
59 25 46 33 75 

Dukes' C 75 44 54 30 60 
Dukes' D 100 61 90 65 87 87 

" Positive values >2.5 ng/ml. 
b Positive values> 10 ng/ml. 
c Positive values >5 ng/ml. 
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than 4.0 ng/ml, and they concluded that preoperative CEA correlated with 
prognosis. In a somewhat different type of analysis, Wanebo et at. [7] found 
that disease-free survival at 30 months in Dukes' Band C patients was 
correlated with preoperative CEA values with a statistical significance of 
p<0.02 for B lesions and p<O.OOI for C lesions. He found that 78% of 
Dukes' B patients with CEA levels less than 5.0 ng/ml but only 44% with 
CEA levels greater than 5.0 ng/ml were disease free at 30 months; and 41 % 
of Dukes' C patients with CEA levels less than 5 ng/ml but only 15 % with 
CEA greater than 5.0 ng/ml were disease-free at 30 months. In this latter 
group, results became even more striking if they used 10 ng/ml as the 
cut-off: 21 % with a CEA greater than 10 ng/ml and 88 % with a CEA less 
than 10 ng/ml were disease-free at 30 months. Esposito et at. [25] had similar 
findings among Dukes' C patients: 60% with a preoperative CEA less than 
10 ng/ml and 20% with a CEA greater than 10 ng/ml were alive at 24 
months (p<0.05). 

Conversely, Slater et at. [24] found little difference in preoperative CEA in 
Dukes' Band C patients and concluded that the CEA did not compare stage 
for stage with recurrence rates. Similarly, Beatty et at. [20] found a 2.1 fold 
increase in incidence of recurrence in patients with preoperative CEA greater 
than 5 ng/ml; however, he found Dukes' staging to be more discriminating 
and not enhanced by preresection CEA levels in assessing prognosis. These 
findings were substantiated by Evans et at. [27], who found preoperative CEA 
was not additive to Dukes' classification and not more predictive than TNM 
staging. 

Chu et at. [47] had a somewhat different assessment and felt that CEA and 
Dukes' staging were additive in value with the former being a more sensitive 
marker within the first two years and the latter more useful after that time. 
He also stated that postoperative CEA values were prognostic with a higher 
recurrence rate among patients with persistent elevations postoperatively. 
Alsabti [28], in a short follow-up period of 15 months, noted a marked 
difference in recurrence in patients with persistent elevation of CEA. In those 
with increased CEA preoperatively but normal postoperatively, there was a 
30% recurrence at 15 months; however, in those with persistently elevated 
CEA post-operatively, the recurrence at 15 months was 90%. Wanebo et 
at. [29] compared Dukes' Band C patients in relation to persistently elevated 
postoperative CEA and found that 67% of patients with B lesions and 100% 
of patients with C lesions had recurrence if CEA levels remained greater than 
5 ng/ml postoperatively. Koch et at. [30] noted similar findings with 89% of 
patients with persistently elevated CEA greater than 5 ng/ml postoperatively 
developing recurrence versus 29% of those with CEA less than 5 ng/ml 
within the first six months after resection. 

Clearly the available data do not resolve the question of the prognostic 
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value of preoperative CEA levels, although most authors agree that a persis
tent elevation of CEA after resection (i.e. failure to fall to normal) is asso
ciated with a high incidence of recurrence. 

Gunderson et al. [2] reported on the predictive value of the Astler-Coller 
modification of the Dukes' classification in a large series of patients. He 
showed a very high correlation between the extent of original disease with 
regard to penetration of the bowel wall and number and pattern of lymph 
node involvement not only for incidence but also for pattern of recurrence of 
colorectal cancer. He used this system to indentify high-risk groups who 
might benefit by some form of adjuvant therapy. 

Unfortunately, the real value of preoperative and postoperative CEA levels 
for prognosis will not be known until they are compared to this modified 
system of tumor staging, since it is individuals at higher risk within large 
groups who need to be identified. 

6.3. Marker for Recurrence 
The concept of using serial CEA in surveillance for recurrent colorectal 

carcinoma was first mentioned in the literature by Thompson et al. [10] in 
1969 when he described his radioimmunoassay for CEA. At that time, he 
stated that if CEA fell to zero postoperatively, then return of elevated CEA 
levels should indicate recurrent disease. Since that time there have been 
many studies to test that premise, and many articles published both support
ing and refuting it. The difficulty with undertaking a comparative analysis of 
these series is that they are frequently incomplete, retrospective, overlapping 
and occasionally arrive at conflicting conclusions from a single institution. 
There are several major series that address this issue and attempt to arrive at 
some conclusions. The questions that exist are: 1) Is CEA a sensitive marker 
for recurrence; 2) Is CEA specific for recurrence in the population post
resection of colorectal cancers; 3) Will it detect recurrence before other means 
of evaluation (physical examination, serum chemistries, scintigraphy, radio
graphy); 4) Will it recognize recurrence in a more frequently localized (Le. 
treatable) state than other techniques; and, 5) Will it have any effect on 
survival in this population? Unfortunately, many data in this area are anec
dotal with only two or three prospective studies, relatively short follow-up 
and no randomized, prospective series. Nevertheless, some implications can 
be drawn from the data available. 

The largest prospective study is by Attiyeh et al. [31], who reported on 32 
patients post-resection of Dukes' Band C lesions who developed elevated 
CEA levels postoperatively without any other signs of recurrence. Twenty
eight had documented metastases of which 17 were hepatic and 11 were 
regional. Of this group, 14 were resected and 10 are still alive 2-$5 months 
post-reexploration. One patient had metastatic disease not found at operation 
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and three had presumed false positive CEA elevations. From the same 
institution, Wanebo et al. [29] reported on 98 cases of recurrent tumor of 
whom 52 had liver metastases and 48 of this group (92%) had a CEA greater 
than 5.0 ng/ml. The other 46 had local recurrence and only 23 (50%) had a 
CEA greater than 5.0 ng/ml. He also described the rate of CEA rise to be 
more rapid in those with hepatic metastases. 

Another study, partly prospective, was reported by Martin et 
al. [13,21,23, 32, 33] in which he began by stating that careful physical exam
ination was the most reliable way of detecting recurrence in those patients 
without elevated CEA. He stated that two-thirds of recurrences will occur 
within 18 months, and that in those patients who have increasing CEA 
greater than 2.5 ng/ml preoperatively which then falls to below 2.5 ng/ml 
postoperatively, the most sensitive and reliable indicator of recurrence was a 
rising level of CEA. His group has derived a normogram for CEA that applies 
the patient's previously normal serum for control and is able to distin
guish significant CEA rise from laboratory error. Using this method he 
retrospectively reviewed 22 patients who underwent re-operation for pre
sumed recurrence. Nineteen were found to have recurrence at operation and 
another two developed metastatic disease later despite negative laparotomy. Of 
this group, six had resectable tumor, and there was one false positive CEA 
elevation. He then described a second group of 18 patients who prospectively 
underwent reoperation for a significantly elevated CEA. Of this second group 
there was one false positive value and 13 had localized resectable disease. He 
emphasized that the delay between increasing CEA and operation averaged 
4.5 months in the unresectable group and only 1.4 months in the resectable 
patients. He concluded that this short interval of delay was responsible for his 
high percentage of resectable recurrences. From the same center, Joyce et 
al. [23] reported on eight cases of liver recurrence who had preoperative CEA 
levels greater than 20 ng/ml, none of whom fell below 5 ng/ml postoperative
ly. In this group, seven had normal liver scans an four had normal alkaline 
phosphate levels at the time recurrence was documented. Thus, CEA seems 
to be as efficacious as these other modalities in detecting liver metastases. 

Rau et al. [34] and Steele et al. [35] reported on 75 patients who were 
followed post-resection of Dukes' Band C lesions. Of this group 18 developed 
recurrence, and 15 of these were first diagnosed by an elevated CEA. Two 
patients had discovery of recurrence simultaneously with an increasing CEA, 
one patient had recurrence with a normal CEA, and one patient with an 
increasing CEA had no recurrence detected at exploration. They emphasize 
that those patients with regional metastases generally had a slower rate df rise 
in CEA than those with extensive or distant metastases. Four of seven of the 
former group were resectable as compared to only one of eight in the latter 
group. 
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'Three other patient groups were reported from that same center. The first 
was a group of 25 patients [36] who had significant CEA elevations according 
to the criteria of Martin's nomogram [21] and were therefore eligible for 
re-operation for presumed recurrence. However, in nine of these patients the 
rise was transient for only two consecutive determinations and eight more 
demonstrated no clinical evidence of recurrence. Sugarbaker et al. [37] 
reported on the other two groups: in one, 11 of 33 patients with persistently 
increasing CEA postoperatively have shown no evidence of recurrence after 
two to four years; and in the other, six of 12 patients with recurrence had an 
increase in CEA as their first manifestation, but another four had normal 
CEA levels when their recurrence was diagnosed. 

Evans et al. [27] described a fourth prospective study in which 14 patients 
underwent re-operation for elevated CEA levels. Of these, 11 had recurrent 
disease, but only one was resectable. He also stated that 15 % of their patients 
had spurious transient CEA elevations on two consecutive occasions and that 
all patients with a single elevation greater than 25 ng/ml had recurrence, as 
did all patients with a 5 ng/ml rise on two consecutive determinations. In a 
retrospective review, Moertel et al. [38] reported on 36 patients with recurrent 
tumor, of whom 20 (56%) had a CEA less than 25 ng/ml and 27 (75%) had a 
CEA less than 5 ng/ml, despite the fact that all had symptomatic recurrence 
at the time of CEA determination. 

Finally, in a retrospective analysis of 15 patients with recurrence by Beatty 
et al. [20], 13 had a CEA greater than 5.0 ng/ml at the time of diagnosis and 
in eight the CEA rise preceded diagnosis of recurrence by a mean of 7.9 
months. From these several reports and the other data summarized in Table 4, 
there is considerable variation among investigators as to the value of CEA 
determinations in surveillance for recurrent cancer, not only among different 
groups, but also within the same institution. Until such time when random
ized, prospective studies are completed to answer these questions regarding 
CEA's usefulness in this area, some general impressions can be made. First. 
CEA is more effective in identifying extensive and hepatic metastases than in 
local recurrence. Secondly, a rapidly rising postoperative CEA level or a level 
greater than 25 ng/ml is highly suggestive of extensive recurrence, frequently 
hepatic. Thirdly, a post-operative CEA level that remains above 5 ng/ml and 
does not return to normal is associated with a higher incidence of recurrence. 
Fourthly, normal postoperative CEA levels do not preclude the presence of 
recurrent disease and do not replace careful clinical and laboratory follow-up 
in search for recurrence. Finally, CEA elevations postoperatively do not 
diagnose recurrent tumor, but may be spurious or due to other factors. 

In summary, CEA may be helpful in surveying for recurrence but to date 
has not been clearly shown to improve or replace careful clinical follow-up of 
patients at risk for developing recurrence. 
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Table 4. CEA in patients with recurrent colorectal cancer. 

No. pts. No. pts. % % % % 
followed with pos. CEA false faIse local 

recurrence pos. CEA neg. CEA recurrence 

Attiyeh [31] 32 29 100 9 3 38 
Minton [32] 22 21 100 5 0 43 
Martin [21] 18 17 100 5 0 76 
Sugerbaker [37] 33 22 100 33 0 
Rittgers [36] 25 8 100 68 0 
Evans [27] 14 11 100 21 0 
McKay [38] 220 53 100 32 32 11 
Ratcliffe [39] 148 37 97 10 3 46 
Steele [34,35] 75 18 94 5 5 
Mach [40] 66 19 89 41 11 5 
Beatty [20] 15 15 87 0 13 
Staab [41] 31 31 90 0 IO 
Herrera [I] 23 23 87 13 
Neville [I) 82 82 77 0 23 
Wanebo[29] 98 98 72 0 28 a 47 
Sugarbaker [37] 12 12 67 0 33 
Moertel [38] 36 36 25 0 75 b 25 

a Includes half of the patients with local recurrence. 
b Includes all of the patients with local recurrence. 

6.4. CEA and Second-Look Operations 
The efficacy of 'second-look' operations in the management of patients 

post-resection of colorectal carcinomas was first investigated in a prospective 
manner by Wangensteen et al. [42] in 1948. He reported on 153 patients with 
Dukes' C lesions of the colon and rectum who underwent' blind' second-look 
operations six to 12 months after initial resection. Ninety-seven patients who 
had carcinoma of the colon developed 50 recurrences, of which 43 were 
discovered at reoperation. Four in this group were resectable for cure and 
there were nine operative deaths. Thirty-five of 56 patients who had rectal 
lesions developed recurrence and 27 of these were noted at reexploration. 
There were two operative deaths and only two were amenable to reresection. 
With an operative mortality of 7% and a conversion to cure rate of only 7%, 
this concept was not popularized. Despite the low cure rates, the survival of 
both groups was prolonged after second operation with increased survival at 
one and two years for rectal lesions and at one year for colonic lesions. 
Gunderson et al. [2] at the University of Minnesota reported on a second 
group of 74 patients, of whom 52 developed recurrence. Forty-six of these 
were diagnosed at reoperation with four operative deaths (5 % and only four 
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patients converted to a disease-free state (15%). Once again, these figures 
were not very encouraging. Similarly poor results were reported by Machman 
et al. [3] in a group of patients who received adjuvant chemotherapy before 
blind reoperation. Despite a 76% reported two year survival, only five 
patients (5 %) were considered cured at five years. 

Polk et al. [43] reported a series of patients with recurrence who received 
either no therapy, radiotherapy or reresection. None of the first two groups 
were alive at three years, and 25% (three of 12) of the resected group 
survived more than five but less than ten years. In a review of other series, 
he noted an 8-41 % rate of reresection. One of these groups, described by 
Bacon, was a selected group of patients with recurrence: 79 had local pelvic 
recurrences and 14 occurred outside the pelvis. thirty-two of the local recur
rences were resected: 11 patients were alive at five years and of the six with 
distant metastases who were resected, four were alive at five years. The 
operative mortality was zero with a conversion rate of 16%. Although this 
was a selected group, the results of 50% resectability, with associated 
increased survival and 16% cure are more acceptable. Pemberton [44] and 
Wanebo et al. [29] published series of selected patients with hepatic metas
tases who underwent resection. The survival was 29% (two to five years) in 
the former and 40% (more than five years) in the latter. From these series, 
we can see that although blind reexplorations may not be efficacious, directed 
reoperation in selected patients with recurrence should result in a 15-30% 
incidence of improved survival with minimal operative mortality. 

Since the limiting factor for success at reoperation is the extent of recur
rence and/or presence of distant metastases, there has been considerable 
enthusiasm generated over the possibility of using CEA to identify 'earlier' 
recurrence and thereby improve results of reoperation. As noted in the pre
vious section, there is no clear data to show that monitoring of CEA levels in 
post-resection patients enables recognition of recurrence either more often or 
sooner than careful clinical follow-up. Nevertheless, several authors have 
studied prospective groups of patients who have undergone reoperation for 
suspected recurrence on the basis of rising CEA levels post-resection; and 
their results are summarized in Table 5. As shown, the results vary and the 
percentage of resectability ranged from 9 to 76% with the percentage of 
'cure' ranging from 9 to 35%. Unfortunately, the follow-up of all these 
groups is less than five years and often less than three years. which makes 
their presumption of cure on the basis of resectability somewhat optimistic. 
The authors of these series emphasize several points that mayor may not be 
validated by long-term follow-up. 

Martin et al. reviewed two groups, one prospective 121] and one retrospec
tive [45], and found striking differences in resectability and cure rates between 
them: 76% and 35% respectively in the former versus 27% and 0% respec-
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Table 5. Results of reoperation for recurrent colorectal cancer. 

No. of % % % % % Follow-up 
reaps. recurrence false operative resect- cure! 

at op. neg. op. mortality ability conver. 

\ Gund,,,,,n 121 74 70 11 5 5 
A Wangensteen[42] 153 46 10 7 7 1-10 yr 

Machrnan[3] 96 33 3 5 5 5 yr 

\ Pombertonl44! 31 100 0 16 100 29 2-5 yr 
B Wanebo [I8] 24 100 0 100 40 5 yr 

Bacon [43] 93 100 0 0 41 16 2-5 yr 

Attiyeh [31] 32 88 3 55 34 2-55 rno 
Savrin[21] 18 95 76 35 1-5 yr 

C 
Martin [45] 22 86 14 27 0 5 yr 
Evans [27] 14 79 9 9 
Rau[34] 16 94 24 13 13-24 rno 
Staab [41] 28 100 0 14 14 

A: Blind second look operations. 
B : Clinically directed second look operations. 
C: Rising postoperative CEA directed second look operations. 

tively in the latter. He emphasizes that the mean delay between increasing 
CEA. as determined by normogram. and operation in the retrospective group 
was 7 months as compared to 1.4 months in the prospective group. He claims 
that this factor is responsible for the difference in resectability and 'cure' 
rates. 

Attiyeh et al. [31] reported on a group of 32 patients with a resectability rate 
of 55 % and a presumed cure in 34 %. They stress that although 53 % of these 
recurrences were hepatic metastases, all 32 patients were asymptomatic with
out clinical evidence for disease at the time of operation. Unfortunately, for 
the five hepatic resections considered to be free of disease, the follow-up has 
only been 3 -14 months. Of the 31 patients reported by Staab et al. [41] to 
have developed recurrence, 28 had rising CEA levels an average of four 
months before diagnosis of recurrence and there was no false positive. How
ever, of the nine patients reoperated upon solely for rising CEA levels, none 
was resectable; and of the four patients resectable for cure, one had a normal 
CEA level and the remaining three had other evidence for recurrence in 
addition to a rising CEA. 
. Rau et al. [34] emphasized that although the mean interval before operation 

was two months after an increased CEA level, it was the rate of CEA rise 
that correlated with resectability and survival. Only one of seven 'fast rising' 
patients was resectable versus three of the eight 'slow rising' patients; and of 
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the remaining five patients in this latter group, four were alive at 10 months 
compared to none of the unresectable patients in the former group. Despite a 
25% incidence of resectability only two patients (13%) were still disease free 
at 13 and 24 months. Finally, only one of the patients in the group explored 
by Evans et al. [27] for a rising CEA had resectable disease. 

The short follow-up and lack of randomization in these later series of 
directed second look operations in patients with rising CEA levels makes 
comparison with the previous series of blind reexploration impossible. Never
theless, there is no clearly demonstrated advantage over careful clinical 
follow-up to monitoring of CEA levels in order to identify patients for second 
look operations. Similarly, there is no evidence that this method of follow-up 
and reexploration will result in improved survival in patients at risk for 
developing recurrent cancer. This impression is supported by Kjaer [46], who 
reviewed seven prospective studies using CEA levels in the follow-up of 
patients who were postresection of colorectal cancers. Despite a 67-100% 
incidence of elevated CEA levels at the time of recurrence (100 % in five of 
the series), these increased CEA levels were of therapeutic consequence in 
only 2.2% of the patients. Larger randomized studies with longer follow-up 
are needed to answer these questions. 

6.5. Identification of High Risk Groups 
The identification of those patients who are at higher risk for developing 

recurrent disease is a justifiable endeavor only if it is being done for more 
than mere assessment of prognosis. With this assuIPption, identification of 
high risk groups might allow for more cost effective follow-up, potentially 
provide a population for adjuvant therapy (chemotherapy, radiotherapy, 
immunotherapy, reoperation), and might possibly discriminate between those 
patients who are more likely to develop local versus distant metastases. 
Various authors have described pathologic characteristics of the primary 
tumor that correlate with a higher incidence of recurrence. Certainly the stage 
of disease, regardless of the system used, is correlated with recurrence ~nd 
survival. Polk et al. [43], after affirming that the only reason for any system of 
follow-up is if one intends to treat recurrent disease, noted that 65% of 
recurrences occur within 24 months and 85 % within 48 months. Within 
these categories, however, they found that 89% of patients with either infil
trating tumor margins or absence of surrounding inflammatory response man
ifested recurrence within eighteen months of operation, and thereby com
prised a high risk population. We have already reviewed Gunderson's series [2] 
in which he used the Astler-Coller modification of Dukes' Classification for 
staging. Usin~ this system he found that in patients with invasion through 
the bowel wall (B2, B3, C2, C3) and in patients with more than three positive 
nodes, there was a greatly increased incidence of recurrence (85% and 55% 
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respectively). If both factors were present, the incidence of recurrence rose to 
80-100%. In addition, he was able to correlate this system with the likeli
hood of developing local versus distant metastases. 

We have also already reviewed the data concerning the usefulness of 
preoperative CEA versus pathologic staging of the primary lesion in establish
ing prognosis. Although there is some disagreement regarding its efficacy, 
some statements can be made concerning the role of postoperative CEA and 
the risk of developing recurrence. Go [17], Wanebo et aJ. [7], Joyce et al. [23], 
Evans et al. [27], and Chu [47] concur that a CEA elevation >25 ng/ml is 
almost certainly associated with metastatic disease which is usually extensive 
and/or hepatic in nature. Several authors have also noted that a postoperative 
CEA that does not fall below 5 ng/ml is also associated with a significantly 
higher incidence of recurrence. Alsabti showed that a group of patients 
whose CEA was <2.5 ng/ml preoperatively and <2.5 ng/ml postoperatively 
had a 30% incidence of recurrence at 15 months; whereas those patients with 
CEA levels <5 ng/ml pre- and postoperatively had a 90% incidence of 
recurrence at 15 months. Wanebo et al. [7] found that in a group of Dukes' B 
patients, 78 % of those patients with normal CEA levels and only 44 % of 
those with elevated CEA levels were free of disease at 30 months (p<0-02). 
Similarly, 88% of Dukes' C patients with CEA levels> 10 ng/ml and only 
21 % with CEA < 10 ng/ml were disease free at 30 months (p<0.00l). Fur
thermore, 12 of 14 (85%) patients whose postoperative CEA never fell below 
5 ng/ml developed recurrence. 

Koch et al. [30] noted that during the first six months postoperatively 89% 
of patients with CEA levels greater than 5 ng/ml developed recurrence versus 
only 29% of those with CEA levels less than 5 ng/ml. After six months, the 
incidence of recurrence was: 6.4% with CEA <5 ng/ml, 67% with CEA 
>5 ng/ml and 87% for patients with CEA levels> 10 ng/ml. Steele et al. [35] 
has reported that the rate of rise of postoperative CEA levels is correlated 
with the extent of disease found at reoperation. Seven of nine patients in his 
group with resectable recurrences had an increasing CEA rate of less than 
2.1 ng/ml/30 days, whereas all six of those with unresectable recurrences had 
a rising CEA rate greater than 2.1 ng/ml/30 days. He proposed that this latter 
group might best forego reoperation entirely and be given alternative therapy. 

Thus, we see that although the evidence is not conclusive, there certainly 
exist identifiable groups which are at high risk for developing recurrent 
cancer. Wanebo et al. [29] summarizes them as: Astler-Coller Class Bl, B2, Cl, 
C2, and some D patients in whom all gross tumor has been resected. In 
addition to these, they add all patients who have both pre- and postoperative 
CEA levels >5 ng/ml. It remains to be shown whether identification of these 
high risk patients and their subsequent incorporation into adjuvant protocols 
will lead to improved survival. 
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6.6. Monitoring Response to Therapy 
As with the other potential applications of monitoring serial CEA levels, 

there is conflicting evidence that the CEA is efficacious in following the 
response of patients to nonsurgical therapy. Go [17] cautions that there other 
factors in addition to tumor response to chemotherapy which may cause CEA 
levels to rise or fall. He states that various chemotherapeutic agents may alter 
the synthesis or secretion of CEA without affecting progression of the tumor; 
conversely, CEA levels may rise due to liver toxicity without actual progres
sion of disease. AI-Sarraf et al. [48] reported that 16 of 18 patients achieving 
partial remission of their metastatic colon cancer with chemotherapy had a 
fall in CEA. Further, they noted that survival correlated in an inverse fashion 
with the change in CEA regardless of the clinical evaluation of response. 
These results were corraborated by Ravry [48] who noted that the response to 
chemotherapy correlated with the change in level of CEA (Le. those with 
increasing CEA had progression and those with decreasing CEA had 
improvement). Herrera [1] noted a correlation between survival and CEA 
response: 16 of 29 CEA responders were alive at the time of follow versus 
only six of 46 CEA nonresponders. However, 20% of the patients in his 
series with clinical progression of their disease had a false decrease in CEA 
levels. 

Shani et al. [49] found in their series that although there was generally a 
good correlation between serial CEA levels and objective responses (p<0.05), 
there were a number (11 of 53) of discordant values of CEA when compared 
to response. He also found that although there was a very good correlation 
between survival and objective response (p<0.00l), this was not as significant 
when comparing survival to CEA levels (p<0.07). Mayer et al. [50] concurred 
that although CEA frequently correlated with response, the prognostic value 
of this information was minimal. 

Unlike the response in patients receiving chemotherapy, Sugarbaker et 
al. [51] and others [48] found a direct and sensitive correlation between serial 
CEA levels and the dosage of and response to radiotherapy. They used this 
parameter to determine if the bulk of the tumor was within the radiotherapy 
port. They also noted this decrease in CEA to be shortlived, and felt that this 
indicated that in the case of preoperative radiotherapy, surgery should be 
performed within eight weeks to obtain maximal benefit. 

In sum, it appears that although CEA levels correlate with response in 
most cases, serial levels have not been shown to have any advantage over 
objective measurement of response in predicting prognosis and survival. 
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7. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF CEA 

Finally, there are potential uses of CEA in the management of colorectal 
cancer patients that have yet to be explored. One such area was recently 
studied by Kom et al. [53]. They labelled anti-CEA IgG and tested its accuracy 
as a radioimmunodetector in patients with primary and metastatic colon 
cancer. They found the sensitivity (true positive result) to be 90% in patients 
with both primary and metastatic disease. The specificity of the test was 94 % 
and the overall accuracy was 93 %. They also noted that high serum levels of 
CEA did not hinder the localization of disease and suggested use of this 
technique for determining the source of antigen in patients with rising CEA 
titres. 

In closing, it is the responsibility of surgeons and oncologists caring for 
patients with colorectal cancer not only to initiate randomized, prospective 
studies to test the efficacy of monitoring CEA in the areas we have discussed 
but also to develop and test other modalities of adjuvant/curative therapy in 
order to improve the prognosis and survival for this highly lethal disease. 
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12. Lymphomas of the Gut 

DANIEL N. WEINGRAD, JEROME 1. DE COSSE, PAUL SHERLOCK, 
DAVID J. STRAUS and PHILIP H. LIEBERMAN 

1. INTRODUCTION: CURRENT PROBLEMS 

Lymphomas involving the gastrointestinal tract comprise a heterogeneous 
group of uncommon neoplasms that are often a challenge to the skills of both 
clinician and pathologist. Among 23 000 new cases of lymphoma projected for 
1980 in the United States, fewer than 1200 new cases of primary gastrointes
tinal lymphomas can be expected [1 , 2]. However, there is a much larger 
group of cases with secondary gastrointestinal involvement from both Hodg
kin's and non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. 

Primary lymphoma is relatively uncommon in the stomach and large bowel 
compared to other primary neoplasms but is relatively frequent in the small 
bowel, where other malignant neoplasms are uncommon. When contiguous 
structures or nodal groups are involved, the distinction between primary and 
secondary lymphoma is difficult. 

Differentiation of primary gut lymphoma from other histologically similar 
lesions can occasionally be difficult for even the experienced pathologist. 
Lymphoma must be distinguished from other lesions, including lymphoid 
hyperplasia, leukemic infiltrate, plasmacytoma, non-epithelial tumors, undif
ferentiated adenocarcinoma and histiocytic tumors [3 -6]. Precise histological 
subclassification may present additional difficulties. 

The application of sophisticated histochemical, cytological, genetic and 
immunologic techniques to pathological diagnosis has led to the recognition 
of distinct subtypes of lymphomas and several proposed classification sys
tems. Earlier reports from Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center employed 
the subclassification then in vogue, which was little more than a nominal 
division of cases. Ideally, a system of classification should be sufficiently 
precise scientifically and effective prognostically to provide a basis for rational 
therapy. Presently only compromises exist. The need to evaluate and compare 
the potentially toxic and complex modern treatment regimens for lymphomas 
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has underscored the importance of careful staging of the disease. Although 
staging of nodal lymphomas seems appropriate by the current schemes, staging 
of extranodal lesions is less well adapted. This is especially true for gut lesions 
where precise staging is often difficult .because of local extension of disease 
and involvement of multiple intraabdominal nodal groups. 

During the past three decades, treatment of lymphomas has evolved rapidly 
to the current strategies of sophisticated radiation therapy and combination 
chemotherapy. Except for lymphomas of the gut, the role of surgery has been 
limited to diagnosis and staging with occasional adjunctive resection as part of 
primary therapy. At Memorial Hospital, emphasis has shifted from exclu
sively regional therapy towards intensive local treatment followed by vigorous 
systemic therapy for all except the most confined gut primary lymphomas. 

In this review previous reports about primary gut lymphomas are consid
ered in the perspective of the Memorial Hospital experience with these lesions 
from 1949 to 1978. The charts of all adults with clinical primary gastrointes
tinal lymphoma of stomach, small bowel or large bowel were reviewed. The 
diagnosis of lymphoma was then histologically confirmed. Cases where 
extraabdominal dissemination existed were included if the predominant lesion 
was confined to the gut. Patients with late secondary involvement of the 
gastrointestinal tract by lymphoma were excluded. Information was not com
plete for all determinants on all patients: the number for whom information 
is available is therefore indicated. Current treatment regimens that have 
evolved from previous experience at Memorial Hospital are presented. 

Although Dawson's [7] criteria are followed in many reports of gut lympho
ma [8-12], they may exclude more advanced lesions with primary origin in 
the gastrointestinal tract. For this reason we employed the criteria of 
Lewin [13] and Herrmann [14], which included lesions confined to or arising 
primarily from the gastrointestinal tract. Mesenteric and nodal primary lesions 
were excluded. Cases were staged retrospectively according to the Ann Arbor 
classification with modification according to Musshoff[15] as outlined below. 

2. INCIDENCE 

Primary gastrointestinal lymphomas comprise about 1 % of all gastrointesti
nal cancers [16] and 3.9-8.7% of large series of non-Hodgkin's lympho
mas [8, 14, 17-19]. 

An earlier review of lymphoma from Memorial Hospital [20] has reported 
that 11.1 % of patients had secondary gastrointestinal tract involvement at the 
time of presentation. Jones [21] reported that 45 of 405 patients, or 11.1 %, 
had secondary gastrointestinal involvement. In an earlier report from Memo
rial Hospital [20], 30% of patients who died with lymphoma and gastrointes-
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tinal involvement at autopsy. Other postmortem studies [14, 17] have sug
gested that secondary involvement of the gut may ultimately occur in over 
40% of cases. No instance of Hodgkin's disease primary in the stomach, 
small bowel or large bowel could be confirmed. Other exhaustively staged and 
carefully reviewed series corroborate this experience [22]. Sherlock [23] has 
emphasized the rarity of primary Hodgkin's disease of the gastrointestinal 
tract. 

3. GUT LYMPHOMA: GENERAL CLINICAL FEATURES AND DIAGNOSIS 

Of 104 Memorial Hospital patients, 60% presented in the fifth and sixth 
decade. The average age of the total series was 59 years with a range from 21 
to 83 years (Table O. Most primary gut lymphomas occur in middle-aged or 
elderly patients usually in their fifth or sixth decade [9, 10, 12-14, 19,24]. 

Of the Memorial Hospital cases, 64% were male. Other stu
dies [9,10, 12-14, 18] have confirmed a male predominance that persisted 
when cases were divided by site of occurrence. In contrast to the earlier 
Memorial Hospital experience which showed 54 % of lesions to be gastric, in 
the present review of 104 patients, we found 73 % of the lesions in the 
stomach, 14 % in the small bowel and 13 % in the large bowel. In all series, 
except those reporting on so-called Mediterranean lymphoma, the stomach 
has been the most frequent site of occurence [1,8-10,12,13,18,19,24]. In 
the review of 360 cases by Berg, 51 % occurred in the stomach, 33% in the 
small bowel and 16% in the colon. In FreemaIin's series [18] there was an 
even greater proportion of gastric cases. 

The clinical presentation of gastrointestinal lymphoma was generally indis
tinguishable from a variety of other infiltrative and neoplastic conditions of 

Table 1. Gut lymphoma. Age, sex, site and size in patients for whom information was available 
out of total of 104 patients. 

All patients Stomach Small bowel Large bowel 

Number 104 76 15 13 

Age 
Mean 59 58 57 61 
Range 21-83 21-83 40-73 31-79 

Sex (M: F) 1.7: 1 1.7: 1 1.\ : 1 2.3: 1 

Size 
Number 71 54 9 8 
Mean (cm) 9.0 9.2 7.7 8.9 
Range (cm) 1-20 1-20 4-14 3-16 
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the primary organ site. In 83 % of our cases, a definitive diagnosis was not 
made until laparotomy. However, most of the cases were collected before the 
extensive use of fiberoptic gastroscopy. In all except small bowel primaries, 
adenocarcinoma was the most frequent preoperative diagnosis. 

3.1. Gastric Lymphoma 
3.1.1. Clinical Features. Previous studies from Memorial Hospital[25] 

showed that primary gastric lymphoma represented less than 3 % of all gastric 
cancers. In a recent review of patients from 1958 to 1969, less than 3% of all 
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas occurred primarily in the stomach. In the same 
series, the incidence of secondary involvement of the stomach at initial 
presentation was 10%. 

The most common symptoms were non-specific pain, weight loss, nausea 
and vomiting and anorexia (Table 2). Gross bleeding occurred in less than 
25% of the patients. Occult or gross melena was detected in 35% on physical 
examination. An abdominal mass was found in only 18 %. Ulcer-type pain 
characterized by relief on ingestion of food or antacids occurred in only 30%. 
More commonly, food exacerbated or had little effect on the pattern of 
pain. 

Table 2. Gut lymphoma. Symptoms and findings in all 87 stage I and II patients. 

Symptom or finding Stomach Small bowel Large bowel 
No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) 

66 10 11 
Pain 53 (80) 7 (70) 8 (73) 

Dysphagia 3 (5) 
Ulcer pain 20 (30) 
Colic 0 4 (40) 1 (9) 

Nausea/vomiting 26 (39) 4 (40) 2 (18) 
Weight loss 41 (62) 5 (50) 3 (27) 
Diarrhea 3 (5) 2 (20) 3 (27) 
Bleeding 15 (23) 2 (20) 3 (27) 

Fatigue 17 (26) 5 (50) 3 (27) 
Altered bowel habits 8 (12) 5 (50) 5 (45) 
Anorexia 30 (45) 2 (20) I (9) 
Asymptomatic 1 (2) I (10) 0 
Blood in stool 23 (35) 2 (20) 3 (27) 
Mass 12 (18) 5 (50) 9 (82) 
Hepatomegaly 12 (18) I (10) 1 (9) 
Splenomegaly 1 (2) 2 (20) 0 

TOTAL 66 10 11 
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It has been suggested that the chronic inflammation and lymphoid hyper
plasia associated with long-standing peptic ulcer disease are related to the 
pathogenesis of gastric neoplasms [26]. Of our 66 patients, seven had an 
antecedent history of ulcer disease. In one patient, lymphoma occurred in the 
gastric remnant after subtotal gastrectomy for peptic ulcer disease. 

Of five tumors located in the cardia and distal esophagus, three were 
associated with dysphagia and often a startling degree of weight loss. Of all 
patients, 62% reported weight loss, of whom nearly 50% lost more than 9 kg 
and 17 % more than 14 kg. 

3.1.2. Diagnosis. The definitive diagnosis of primary lymphoma of the 
stomach was most often made at laparatomy undertaken for diagnosis and 
treatment of presumptive primary gastric adenocarcinoma (Table 3). With the 
advent of flexible fiberoptic gastroduodenoscopy the diagnosis has been made 
more frequently before exploration. Foreknowledge of the diagnosis has 
proven to be extremely important by permitting accurate staging, offering 
alternative operative approaches and enlisting early participation of a multi
disciplinary team in treatment decisions [10, 13,26-30]. 

Endoscopic features helpful in the diagnosis of gastric lymphoma have been 
defined at Memorial Hospital [27] and elsewhere [26, 30, 31]. In a prospective 

Table 3. Gut lymphoma. Diagnostic features and initial diagnosis in 87 stage I and II patients. 

For all categories: number positive/number for whom information available. 

All patients Stomach Small bowel Large bowel 
No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) 

Initial diagnosis 
Adenocarcinoma 63/83 (77) 57/66 (86) 117 (14) 5/10 (50) 
Lymphoma 9/83 (II) 4/66 (6) 217 (29) 311 0 (30) 
Leiomyosarcoma 2/83 (2) 1/66 (2) 1110 (10) 
Appendicitis 1183 (I) 1110 (10) 
Peptic ulcer 4/83 (5) 4/66 (6) 
Carcinoma of pancreas 1/83 (1) 117 (14) 

Leiomyoma uteri 1/83 (I) 117 (14) 

Mechanical obstruction 2/83 (2) 217 (29) 

Diagnostic studies 
UGI series 59/61 (97) 2/4 (50) 

Barium enema 113 (33) 5/6 (83) 

Acid study 3113 (23) 

Cytology 5115 (33) 

Means of Diagnosis 
Endoscopic biopsy 15/87 (17) 9/66 (14) 1/10 (10) 5111 (45) 

pre 1970 3/55 
1970-1978 6111 

Laparotomy 72/87 (83) 57/66 (86) 9110 (90) 6111 (55) 
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study of 40 patients with gastric leymphoma at M.D. Anderson Hospital, 
Nelson and Lanza [31] reported the correct diagnosis by endoscopy alone in 13 
of 21 patients; by endoscopic biopsy in 35 of 40 patients; by conventional 
radiology in seven of 21 patients; and by brush cytology in four of 20 
patients. The gastroscopic findings were divided into three groups: 1) large 
folds or masses; 2) large folds or masses with ulcers including a peculiar 
volcano-like crater observed in nine of 30 patients with reticulum cell sarco
rna; and, 3) atypical findings including mucosal alterations of gastritis and 
multiple benign-appearing ulcerations. 

In five of our 15 patients who had gastric cytology by a nasogastric tube, 
the diagnosis of malignant neoplasm was suggested. Other recent reports 
using gastric washings [32, 33], brushings alone [34], and combined washings 
with brushing [35] have yielded substantially better results. In one report [33], 
four of five cases of gastric lymphoma were diagnosed as lymphoma solely 
from cytology. Improvements in the methodology and interpretation of cyto
logy have made recognition of even histological subtypes of lymphoma pos
sible. Present experience suggests that endoscopic recognition coupled with 
aggressive biopsy, brushing and cytology will yield a correct diagnosis in the 
majority of cases. If the lesion is exophytic, the diagnosis is more likely to be 
made by biopsy or cytology than if the lesion is infiltrative [36]. 

Figure 1. Barium upper gastrointestinal series showing thickened mucosal folds and intraluminal 
filling defects in a stomach involved by lymphoma. 
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Figure 2. Barium upper gastrointestinal series showing thickened mucosal folds in a stomach 
diffusely involved by lymphoma. 

In the 13 of our patients for whom acid studies were available, only three 
were achlorhydric. Although the majority of patients with gastric adenocarci
noma may be expected to have little or no gastric acid, this was not neces
sarily the case in gastric lymphoma [10, 12,25,26,37,38]. 

The single most frequency positive study in patients with gastric lymphoma 
was the barium upper gastrointestinal X-ray series (Figures 1 and 2). In 97% 
of our patients, some diagnostic abnormality was recognized: only two 
patients had normal findings . Although abnormal findings were regulaily 
found on radiographic examination, the specific diagnosis of lymphoma was 
made in only 10-15% of cases [39] . Recent retrospective reviews [39- 41] have 
better defined the specific radiological attributes of gastric lymphoma. 
Menuck [39] concluded that gastric lymphomas often presented as lesions 
larger than carcinomas. Lymphoma frequently involved the adjacent duode
num or esophagus and presented commonly with multiple radiographic pat
terns. Privett [40] concluded that there was no single accurate pattern for 
recognition of gastric lymphoma, but found several distinguishing radiograp
hic characteristics: a distensible stomach in the presence of the mass; muco
sal hypertrophy in the presence of the mass ; mucosal hypertrophy associated 
with large or multiple gastric ulcers; contiguous spread of the abnormality 
into the duodenal bulb; and, duodenal ulceration associated with a gastric 
mass. 
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3.1.3. Gross Features. The typical gastric lymphoma is a large, ulcerated 
lesion completely infiltrating through gastric wall and serosa, and involving 
the stomach in more than one area. Infiltration into surrounding structures 
and organs occurred in 41 % of cases. These findings are similar to the earlier 
report by McNeer and Berg [25]. Ulcers were usually superficial, ranging from 
small to large, and were single or multiple. The earliest lesions usually had an 
intact mucosa. Infiltration of the gastric wall was extremely common, ranging 
from small plaque-like lesions to diffuse lesions similar to linitis plastica. 
Most tumors had some element of infiltration with a cobblestone pattern 
disrupting the gastric mucosa. A polypoid or nodular exophytic pattern was 
prominent in only 14%. In 16%, the lesion was multifocal arising from 
separately identified sites. Joseph and Lattes [37] found multicentric lesions in 
20% of their series of primary gastric lymphoma. 

3.2. Small Bowel Lymphoma 
3.2.1. Clinical Features. Although malignant neoplasms of the small intes

tine comprise only 3-5% of all gastrointestinal tumors [42], nearly 20% of 
these are lymphomas [43].1n one report [18] primary small bowel lymphomas 
comprised 1.3% of all non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. In an earlier Memorial 
Hospital report [17], primary small bowel lymphoma accounted for 1.4 % of all 
lymphomas. A more recent review of cases revealed four instances of primary 
small bowel lymphoma among 494 patients with lymphoma. 

Pain, weight loss, nausea, vomiting, altered bowel habits, fatigue and 
abdominal mass were the most common clinical expressions in our ten 
patients. Most often pain was colicky with vomiting, suggesting obstruction. 
Weight loss occurred in one half of the patients and ranged from 9 to 34 kg. 
Diarrhea was not a prominent symptom, being present in only two of ten 
patients, of whom one also had celiac sprue. 

In older reports [44-48], intussusception has been found in 5-25% of adult 
cases; one of our stage IV patients presented in this way. In the pediatric 
population with primary or secondary lymphoma, intussusception has occur
red frequently in patients with small bowel or ileocecal involvement. 

3.2.2. Diagnosis. The definitive diagnosis was made at laparotomy in nine 
of ten patients who had primary small bowel lymphoma (Table 3). The single 
instance of duodenal lymphoma was diagnosed by endoscopic biopsy. Of 
seven patients for whom information was available, two were explored for 
obstruction and two were diagnosed as lymphoma preoperatively. 

The role of endoscopic biopsy of small bowel lesions is undefined. Biopsy 
of duodenal lesions with fiberoptic gastroduodenoscopy is readily possible. 
Even lymphoma in the terminal ileum has been visualized and biopsied [49]. 
Peroral capsule biopsy has established the diagnosis of so-called Mediterra-
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Figure 3. Barium upper gastrointestinal series showing mUltiple nodular filling defects in duode
num involved with lymphoma. 

nean-type lymphoma in the upper small bowel [13] . 
The correct preoperative diagnosis of primary small bowel lymphoma was 

made infrequently [13,24,48,50,51]. Recently Marshak [41] reviewed the 
radiologic features of small bowel lymphoma and classified abnormalities as: 
multiple nodular defects (Figure 3); infiltrating form; endo-exoenteric form 
with excavation and fissure formation; and prominence of mesenteric inva
sion with large extraluminal masses or a sprue pattern. In Balikian's 
review [50] of small intestinal lymphoma, the infiltrating form was most 
common. 

3.2.3. Gross Features. The predominant lesion seen in primary small intes
tinal lymphoma was a large, ulcerated, infiltrating tumor arising from more 
than one focus. Size ranged from 4 to 14 cm. Of the ten small bowel tumors, 
four occurred in the jejunum, four in the ileum, one in the duodenum and 
one involved multiple sites in the small bowel. The site of lymphoma in the 
small intestine has been thought to vary directly with the amount of lym
phoid tissue present [1, 5,9,13,48]. However, the incidence of jejunal tumors 
was higher both in our series as well as in the reports of Loehr [12] and 
Naqvi [10]. 

Of the many gross classifications of small bowel lymphomas [7,44,52], the 
one proposed by Wood [52] has been cited most often . There were four 
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characteristic appearances; aneurysmal, ulcerative, polypoid and annular. Fu 
and Perzin [48] reported 12 of 26 cases as polypoid with the remainder being 
ulcerative, aneurysmal and least commonly annular. The polypoid type had 
the most favorable prognosis. 

3.2.4. Associated Conditions. Of our ten patients, only one had celiac sprue 
(gluten-enteropathy) and associated small bowel lymphoma. Despite regional 
lymph node involvement and extranodal extension of disease, he has 
remained without recurrence for over two years. None of our patients had 
immunoproliferative small intestinal disease or were alpha chain secretors. 

The association between primary abdominal lymphoma and celiac sprue is 
well established (Table 4)[53-56]. The small bowel was the most frequent site 
of lymphoma but gastric, retroperitoneal and mesenteric lymphomas were also 
documented [53,56,57]. At least two-thirds of patients with dermatitis herpe
tiformis suffer from celiac sprue [54,65]. Familial celiac sprue has also been 
associated with intestinal lymphoma [62]. Recent evidence has demonstrated 
an increased association of similar histocompatibility antigens in celiac 
sprue [97, 98] and some lymphomas [99]. 

Ulcerative jejunitis with malabsorption is a well-documented presentation 
of intestinal lymphoma [53, 61, 100, 10 1]. The association of celiac sprue and 
abdominal lymphoma may be higher than previously recognized because of 
the difficulty of distinguishing benign ulcerative jejunoileitis complicating 
celiac sprue from malignant ulcerative lymphoma [54]. Celiac sprue presenting 
later in life should be investigated for lymphoma as the primary cause. 

The majority of lymphomas occurring in association with celiac sprue have 
been classified as diffuse histiocytic lymphoma. Recently Isaacson and 
Wright [l00, 101] proposed that the majority of lesions associated with ulcer
ative jejunitis are in fact malignant histiocytosis of the small intestine. Mal
absorption can result from intestinal lymphoma [l02], but Thompson [53] has 
cautioned &gainst the suggestion that celiac disease is a complication of 

Table 4. Conditions with reported etiologic association with small bowel lymphoma. 

Celiac sprue [53--64] 
Dermatitis Herpetiformis [54, 65, 66] 
Immunoproliferative small intestinal disease [67-86] 

(so-called 'Mediterranean abdominal lymphoma' and alpha-chain disease) 
Primary immunodeficiency diseases [87-89] 
Lymphoid hypertrophy [90-92] 
Familial occurrence [62, 71, 93] 
Crohn's diSease [94, 95] 
Thymoma [96] 
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malignant neoplasm. Typically, many years elapse between the diagnosis of 
celiac sprue and the appearance of lymphoma with an age of onset of lym
phoma similar to that found in other gut lymphomas [53,54,56,58]. It was 
originally suggested that adherence to a gluten-free diet may diminish the risk 
of subsequent malignant neoplasm [56, 103], but a later series with long-term 
follow-up has failed to corroborate this observation [104]. 

Immune defects have been found in patients with celiac disease. Mac
Laurin [l05] demonstrated both diminished levels of lymphocyte proliferation 
upon stimulation with phytohemagglutinin as well as decreased lymphocyte 
cytotoxicity in vitro. A serum inhibitor of both phytohemagglutinin stimula
tion and cytotoxicity was also demonstrated. Ferguson [59] investigated the 
plasmacytes and lymphocytes in the lamina propria and epithelium of jejunal 
biopsies from celiac sprue patients, including 16 patients who subsequently 
developed primary intestinal lymphoma. Specimens were obtained at variable 
intervals before the diagnosis of lymphoma. When compared with untreated 
celiac sprue patients without lymphoma, lymphoma patients had lower 
plasma cell counts in the lamina propria and lower lymphocyte counts in the 
epithelium. Both MacLaurin as well as Ferguson speculated that a deficiency 
in immune surveillance may have permitted development of neoplasms in 
the gut. 

Since recognition by Azar [67] in 1962 of the high frequency of small bowel 
lymphomas in the Middle East, immunoproliferative small intestinal disease 
has been widely reported. Although frequently referred to as Mediterranean 
abdominal lymphoma, the presently-accepted designation of the World Health 
Organization is immunoproliferative small intestinal disease [106]. This condi
tion occurs in association with malabsorption and has a high incidence of 
alpha-heavy chain paraproteinemia [74,85]. Occurrence is not limited to 
Mediterranean countries but appears to be ubiquitous with the greatest num
ber of reports emanating from Middle Eastern countries and South Afri
ca [82]. 

Typically, men under 30 years of age of lower socioeconomic status are 
affected. In addition to abdominal pain and diarrhea, there is a high frequency 
of clubbing and osteoarthropathy [74,82]. A combination of chronic abdomi
nal pain, diarrhea and clubbing in a young patient is nearly pathognomonic 
for immunoproliferative small intestinal disease. 

Cases documented from Israel occur almost exclusively in Arabs and Jews 
of North African or Sephardic origin while sparing Jews of European or 
Ashkenazi origin [75,84]. Cases from South Africa are confined largely to the 
black and mulatto population [68, 74]. Novis [68] has suggested that local 
geographic factors may be important. Immunoproliferative small intestinal 
disease is frequently associated with bowel infestation by pathogenic microor
ganisms and parasites which may contribute to malabsorption [107]. 
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Ramos [108] has reviewed the radiographic findings in immunoproliferative 
small intestinal disease and concluded that none is diagnostic for the condi
tion. Peroral biopsy has resulted in a diagnosis in more than 60 % of 
cases [80,82,84]. Lesions occur proximally in the jejunum and are character
ized grossly by diffuse thickening of the mucosa often involving considerable 
lengths of bowel [109]. Single or multiple nodules may be present. There may 
be loss of the plicae circulares. The disease is usually confined to the intestine 
and mesenteric lymph nodes but extraabdominal lymph node involvement 
and rarely distant organ involvement occur. Salem [74] has stressed the impor
tance of stagin~ by laparotomy and offered a new system of staging. 

Rappaport [109] characterized the histologic picture as a diffuse plasma cell 
infiltrate of the mucosa and submucosa along with malignant lymphoma of 
the bowel wall. Four of his 20 patients had a plasma cell infiltrate without 
lymphoma. Rappaport suggested the plasma cell lesions was responsible for 
the malabsorption. It has also been suggested that the plasma cell infiltrate 
may represent a reversible premalignant phase. Lewin [80] proposed that lym
phoma in immunoproliferative small intestinal disease, which he designates 
as pleomorphic lymphoma, is in fact immunoblastic sarcoma in accord with 
the designation of Lukes and Collins [110]. 

This condition has been treated by various combinations of surgical resec
tion, radiotherapy and multiple drug chemotherapy. Few have survived more 
than three years [74, 80]. 

Paraproteinemia with IgA heavy-chain pattern (alpha-chain disease) is a 
frequent but not invariable concomitant of immunoproliferative small intesti
nal disease [85]. Salem [74] found nine patients with alpha-chain disease 
among 16 with immunoproliferative small intestinal disease. Two with alpha
chain disease did not have lymphoma. Whether the alpha-chain disease in 
these two patients was a premalignant phase of lymphoma or an isolated 
condition was uncertain. 

Alpha-chain disease can occur both in a pulmonary as well as in an 
intestinal form [85]. It has been reported from North America in a patient 
with polypoid lymphoma without malabsorption [92]. In contrast to other 
small bowel lymphomas, alpha-chain lymphoma appears most often in the 
duodenum and proximal jejunum [28,85]. Seligman and Rambaud [85] have 
suggested that the majority of cases of lymphoma and immunoproliferative 
small intestinal disease are a late malignant stage of alpha-chain disease. 

3.3. Large Bowel Lymphoma 
3.3.1. Clinical Features. Primary lymphoma of the large bowel is a rare 

tumor representing 0.3% of all colon and rectal neoplasms [16,111]. In our 
study, as in most other series, the large bowel was the least frequent site of 
primary extranodal lymphoma [1,9,10,12-14,17-19,24]. Pain, altered bowel 
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habits, and abdominal or rectal mass were the most significant features in our 
cases (Table 2). Bleeding and weight loss were observed less commonly than 
in other series [13,14,112]. Pain was typical of that caused by other tumors 
located at similar sites in the colon. In one case of a cecal primary lymphoma, 
the patient presented with findings typical of appendicitis. 

3.3.2. Diagnosis. Proctoscopic rectal or sigmoid biopsy established the diag
nosis of lymphoma in all five rectal cases (Table 3). For more proximal 
lesions, laparotomy was required for a diagnosis. Six patients were studied 
with barium enema examinations: five showed abnormalities but none was 
diagnostic. As with other sites in the gastrointestinal tract, flexible fiberoptic 
endoscopy should make earlier diagnosis possible. A case report by 
Green [113] has illustrated the important role of endoscopy. 

Review of the radiographiC appearances of colonic lymphoma have 
appeared with the aim of achieving a more diagnosis on barium enema 
examination [41, 112, 114]. Marshak [41] described two major forms of colonic 
lymphoma: discrete or localized tumor presenting as a single mass and, 
extensive diffuse infiltrating tumor involving long segments of bowel. O'Con
nell [114] used a modification of Marshak's scheme for small intestinal lym
phoma to retrospectively characterize the radiographic features of 34 patients 
with colonic lymphoma: mucosal nodularity; endoexoenteric; intraluminal 
mass; mural infiltration; and, mesenteric invasion. The endoexoenteric pat
tern was the most common, consisting of a large extended mass with mural 
infiltration and mucosal destruction. 

3.3.3. Gross Features. The usual appearance of primary colonic lymphoma 
in our patients was a large unifocal, circumferential, infiltrating and ulcerated 
mass. Unlike other reports [5,112,115,116], annular lesions were common in 
our series; diffuse or multifocal lesions were not found. Multiple lesions have 
been reported in up to 20% of cases [116]. 

In six of our patients the cecum was the primary site. Cecal primaries were 
common in other series reporting colonic lymphomas [9,12,13, 112]. 

3.3.4. Associated Conditions. Primary lymphoma of the large bowel has 
been reported in association with ulcerative colitis [6,112,115,117-122] and 
as a complication of immunosuppressive therapy for both transplantation [123] 
as well as treatment of macroglobulinemia [124]. No example was found 
among our patients. 

Morgan [6] reviewed the evidence for malignant neoplasms associated with 
inflammatory bowel disease .. Although adenocarcinoma was reported com
monly, lymphoma was less frequent. Wagonfeld [117] found fewer than 20 
adequately documented cases. Although Friedman [121] was uncertain if 
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ulcerative colitis gav~ rise to lymphoma or if lymphoma occurred simulta
neously with ulcerative colitis, Wagonfeld found that the age of onset, distri
bution, cell types and survival were similar to other large bowel lyphomas. In 
addition, large bowel lymphoma can mimic ulcerative colitis or both condi
tions may occur simultaneously [119]. 

The duration of antecedent ulcerative colitis before development of lym
phoma was usually very long, ranging from 12 to 30 years [117,118,120]. As 
with lymphoma in celiac sprue, the repeated episodes of lymphoid hyperplasia 
commonly seen in ulcerative colitis may predispose to development of lym
phona [122]. Sherlock [125] has proposed that abnormal lymphoid tissue in the 
lamina propria may represent a premalignant phase of colonic lymphoma. 

4. HISTOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION 

The histopathological classification on non-Hodgkin's lymphoma is a sub
ject of considerable controversy [126-128]. Ideally a classification should be 
scientifically correct, clinically useful with respect to treatment and prognosis, 
and readily reproducible among pathologists. In the United States the cur
rently popular scheme is the Rappaport classification [129]. Other systems 
have been proposed by Lukes and Collins [110, 130], Lennert (Kiel classifica
tion) [131], Dorfman [132], Bennett [133] and the World Health Organiza
tion [134]. 

The Rappaport classification has been demonstrated clinically useful with a 
prognostically significant division of cases (Table 5)[21]. The older literature 
on primary gut lymphomas used terms such as giant follicular lymphoma, 
lymphosarcoma, and reticulum cell sarcoma. There is some overlap of the 
older terms with those used in the Rappaport scheme, but the former are too 
imprecise to correlate exactly with the latter. 

The Rappaport classification is derived from presumed morphogenesis from 
normal cell types [129]. Immunological marker data have shown this concept 
to be inaccurate [135,1361; nonetheless, clinical correlations with respect to 
survival between those histologies identified as favorable or unfavorable have 
been well documented [137]. Favorable histologies are nodular, well-differen
tiated lymphocytic; nodular, poorly differentiated lymphocytic; nodular, 
mixed; and, diffuse, well-differentiated lymphocytic lymphomas. Unfavorable 
histologies include: diffuse, poorly differentiated lymphocytic (rare); diffuse 
histiocytic; nodular histiocytic; diffuse mixed; and, diffuse undifferentiated 
lymphomas. 

Only a few recent series of primary gut lymphomas employ the Rappaport 
classification [13, 14,24,138-140]. Of 327 patients reported, 55% had diffuse 
histiocytic lymphoma with the proportion of this histology ranging from 20 to 
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67%. Diffuse poorly differentiated lymphocytic lymphoma was the next most 
frequent type. It is difficult to conclude from the available reports if histology 
affects survival in primary gut lymphoma. Novak [24] and Lewin [13], found 
that the histological subtype had little influence on survival. Lim [139] 
reported that nodular lymphoma in the stomach and a better outcome. Herr
mann [14] concluded that diffuse histiocytic lymphoma has a more favorable 
prognosis when compared to other types. 

Lukes and Collins [110, 130] have proposed a functional classification of 
malignant lymphoma presupposing that various immunologic cell types may 
be recognized by morphology. The major premise behind this classification 
has yet to be proven. There are scant data available on primary gut lym
phoma classified according to Lukes and Collins. 

The Kiel classification by Lennert [131] is also a functional classification 
with separate terminology based on a morphological definition of cells. Mal
ignant lymphomas are divided into high grade or low grade neoplasms (see 
Table 5). In a recent review of primary lymphomas of the gastrointestinal 
tract, Buget [11] observed a poorer survival of patients with high grade malig
nant lymphoma as classified by Lennert. 

The terminology of the Bennett [133], Dorfman [132], and World Health 
Organization [134] classifications are for the most part descriptive and can be 
found in the works cited. 

Recent reports have appeared questioning the reported morphogenesis of 
many primary gastrointestinal lymphomas. Henry and Farrer-Brown [3] 
reported that 49 of 125 cases of gastrointestinal lymphomas were in fact 
plasma cell lesions, which they considered to be extramedullary plasmocyto
mas. Most of these lesions appeared in the ileocecal region. Other 
authors [109], however, conclude that the plasma cell infiltrate might be 
reactive rather than part of the neoplastic process. 

Isaacson [4] applied light microscopic and immunohistochemical techniques 
to classify 66 cases of primary gastrointestinal lymphoma. He found 50 % to 
be malignant histiocytic neoplasms as opposed to lymphocyte-derived neo
plasms. Lightdale [141] reviewed Isaacson's paper and expressed doubt about 
his contentions. It is important to ascertain that the cells being studied are in 
fact neoplastic and not part of an inflammatory infiltrate: studies on fresh 
material and cell suspensions will be required to settle this issue [142]. 

5. STAGING 

The currently recommended scheme for non-Hodgkin's lymphoma is the 
Ann Arbor classification adopted in 1971 [143, 144] (Table 6). In relation, to 
both the time of evaluation as well as the methods used, the staging of 
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Table 6. Current staging of non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. 

I Involvement of a single lymph node region or of a single extralymphatic organ or site (IE)' 
II Involvement of two or more lymph node regions on the same side of the diaphragm (II) or 

localized involvement of an extralymphatic organ or site of one or more lymph node regions 
on the same side of the diaphragm (liE)' Suggested modification by Mussho.ff[l5): Stage II 
divided into cases with involvement of regional lymph nodes (IIIE) and involvement of 
regional but non-confluent lymph nodes (112 E)' 

III Involvement of lymph node regions on both sides of the diaphragm (III) which may also be 
accompanied by localized involvement of extralymphatic organ or site (IIIE) or by involve
ment of the spleen (Ills) or both IIIE + s). 

IV Diffuse or disseminated involvement of one or more extralymphatic organ or tissue with or 
without associate lymph node enlargement. The stage IV patient is identified further by 
specifying sites. 

lymphoma is specified as: 1) clinical-diagnostic; 2) surgical-evaluative; 3) 
postsurgical treatment-pathological; and, 4) treatment. In this report and other 
publications, survival is generally expressed in terms of the post-surgical
pathological staging. Rosenberg [145] points out that satisfactory support for 
the application of the Ann Arbor staging classification in Hodgkin's disease 
exists, but there is no proof of the prognostic value of this classification when 
applied to the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. 

Gut lymphoma presents special problems in staging. Primary gut lym~ 

phoma often infiltrates adjacent organs. Our own experience (Table 7) showed 
that extranodal involvement is prognostically important. Relapse-free survival 
in patients with involvement of adjacent structures was 28.3% at five years 
and without involvement was 58 %. This may reflect differences in adequacy 
of treatment and stage of disease. The frequency of adjacent organ involve-

Table 7. Postsurgical treatment - pathologic stage of 104 patients with gut lymphoma I + and 
11+ designate patients with adjacent organ involvement. llIE and 112E are the substages of stage 
II according to Musshotrs modification of Ann Arbor staging (15). Substage and status of 
adjacent organ involvement unknown in one patient. 

Total Stomach Small intestine Colon 

IE 37 29 3 5 
1+ 7 6 0 I 

liE 50 37 7 6 
11+ 26 21 2 3 

HIE 38 29 4 5 
112E II 7 3 

IIIE I 
IV 16 10 4 2 

All stages 104 76 15 13 
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ment increases with advancing stage. Furthermore, in gastric lymphoma, the 
primary tumor size was larger in those cases with adjacent organ involvement 
and higher stage. 

Hermann [14] found local infiltration of adjacent structures to be prognosti
cally unimportant, whereas Lim [139] suggested that adjacent organ involve
ment by gastric lymphoma represented an advanced stage of disease with a 
poorer prognosis. The number of their patients involved was too small for 
firm conclusions. 

Nodal involvement occurred in 57% of our 87 stage I and stage II patients. 
Musshoff[15] concluded that the location of nodal involvement by primary 
gut lymphoma is prognostically significant. The Ann Arbor classification does 
not distinguish cases of gut lymphoma by involvement of primary draining 
nodal groups (II2E). This distinction is important to predict the prognosis and 
determine effective therapy; compare cases; and analyze results. Our experi
ence is similar to that of Musshoff[15] and Herrmann [14]. Five year relapse
free survival was 49.2% for stage IIIE compared with 0% for stage II2E 

cases. 
With the recognition of the weaknesses inherent in the Ann Arbor classif

ication as applied to gut lymphomas, other staging schemes have been pro
posed [9,14,139]. These do not seem an improvement over the modified Ann 
Arbor staging. 

Reasons for the importance of any staging system are provided by Rosen
berg [145]: 1) to furnish prognostic data for site and extent of disease; 2) to 
assist in choosing treatment regimens; 3) to provide a standardized means of 
comparison of results; and, 4) to establish an accepted descriptive form that 
communicates the extent of disease. In terms of the first and third reasons 
stated above, these proposals would make both comparison with lymphoma at 
other sites difficult as well as comparison with other institutions using the 
Ann Arbor classification. 

TNM staging has not been widely used for staging lymphoma because of 
the ambiguities between primary tumor, nodes and metastases in these 
lesions. Lim [139] has applied the TNM system to a carefully studied group of 
patients with primary gastric lymphoma when compared to gastric adenocar
cinoma and found that both serosal penetration and peri gastric nodal involve
ment were important in prognosis. Patients with nodular histology had longer 
survivals. Analysis of the survival curve, however, showed that there is little 
benefit to this system when compared with the Ann Arbor classification. The 
TNM classification does not account for other important prognostic variables 
such as histological sub-type, cytogenetic studies and immunological 

markers. 
The appropriate place for staging laparotomy in the diagnostic evaluation of 

patients with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma is controversial [146-151]. Using 
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laparoscopy, Lightdale [152] was able to demonstrate hepatic involvement by 
lymphoma. Chabner[146] reported that Stage III or IV disease was often 
established by non-surgical procedures. Without requiring staging laparotomy, 
these patients then received systemic as opposed to regional therapy. Chabner 
also defined a group of patients with diffuse histiocytic lymphoma who have 
localized, Stage I and II, disease. Diffuse histiocytic lymphoma has been 
found in up to 56 % of patients in some series of gastrointestinal lympho
ma [14]. 

Unlike Hodgkin's disease, laparotomy for primary non-Hodgkin's gut lym
phomas is often more than a diagnostic procedure. Some recent . series 
[153, 154] have reported high complication rates from bleeding and bowel 
perforation at tumor sites in the gut of patients undergoing treatment for 
diffuse histiocytic lymphoma. Hande [153] reported massive intestinal hemor
rhage or perforation from tumor necrosis in 38 % of treatment failures. Rosen
felt [154] found that 25 % of his patients had bleeding or perforation as a 
result of therapy. Earlier surgical resection or debulking might be therapeuti
cally important in these cases. 

Formal staging in instances of primary gastrointestinal lymphoma seems 
useful for clinical-diagnostic stage I and II cases. Identification of nonconti
guous involvement of spleen, liver or non-draining nodal groups should offer 
important information in planning modern treatment. Staging laparotomy 
should be carried out after lymphangiography: unfortunately, as in our series, 

Table 8. Staging procedures at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center for non-Hodgkin's 
lymphoma (NHL-4, NHL-5, NHL-6). Baseline studies. 

I. Histologic verification with cell markers, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase and, whenever 
possible, kinetic studies and electron microscopy. 

2. Detailed history and physical examination. 
3. Laboratory studies: Complete blood count; differential; platelet count; chemical profile (SMA 

12) including LDH, 5'nucleotidase, quantitative immunoglobulins (NHL-4), serum immuno
globulin electrophoresis, sedimentation rate (NHL-4). 

4. Radiograph and radionuclide studies: Chest X-ray; Iymphangiogram, gallium scan (NHL-5). 
5. Bilateral bone marrow aspiration and biopsy. 
6. Spinal tap (NHL-5). 

Additional studies when indicated by protocol or clinical situation: 

1. Intravenous pyelogram. 
2. Liver/spleen scan. 
3. Liver biopsy. 
4. Formal staging laparotomy with splenectomy and sampling paraaortic, iliac and porta hepatis 

lymph nodes. If laparotomy not feasible, liver biopsy with laparoscopic visualization, if 
possible. 

5. Baseline ECG (NHL-6). 
6. Abdominal CT scan and upper GI series for head and neck primaries (NHL-6) and others 

when indicated. 
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diagnosis is often made only at laparotomy. With advances in cytologic 
technique, endoscopic recognition and biopsy, and intraoperative frozen sec
tion diagnosis, the surgeon should be prepared to carry out a formal staging 
laparotomy including multiple node sampling, liver biopsies, bone marrow 
biopsy, and possibly splenectomy in all patients with lymphoma primary at 
gastrointestinal sites. Only in this way can the efficacy of various treatment 
regimens be assessed meaningfully. 

Table 8 presents the current diagnostic work-up required by treatment 
protocols (NHL-4, NHL-5, NHL-6) for non-Hodgkin's lymphoma at Memorial 
Hospital. 

6. TREATMENT AND RESULTS 

Life table survival results for 97 patients with primary gastrointestinal 
lymphomas (excluding seven postoperative deaths) are presented in Table 9. 

Table 9. Life table survival of patients with gut lymphoma at Memorial Hospital: 1949-1978. 
Seven postoperative deaths excluded. Substage and status of contiguous involvement unknown in 
one patient. 

Number Absolute (%) Relapse-free (%) 

5 yr 10 yr 5 yr 10 yr 

Cohorts (Stage I, II) 

1949-1958 32 47.3 43.7 42.5 38.6 
1959-1968 31 52.6 47.3 44.5 44.5 
1969-1978 18 74.4 58.4 

All cases 97 44.0 40.3 36.9 35.1 
Stages I, II 81 53.0 48.6 44.2 42.0 
Stage I 33 72.5 58.8 63.6 57.8 
Stage II 48 40.8 40.8 31.4 31.4 

Stage IIIE 37 60.7 60.7 49.2 49.2 
Stage II2E 10 0 0 

Stage IV 16 0 0 
Contiguous involvement 

IE+,IIE+ 35 35.0 18.1 28.3 22.0 
IE-,IIE- 45 71.4 71.4 58.0 58.0 

Site (Stage I + II) 
Stomach 60 47.2 41.1 37.1 32.5 
Small intestine 10 68.4 68.3 68.4 68.4 
Colon 11 58.3 58.3 35.0 35.0 

Treatment (Stage I + II) 
Surgery-only 29 57.3 57.3 
Surgery and RT 32 41.7 35.7 
Primary RT 10 40.0 40.0 
Other 10 
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Over the three decades reviewed, there was a trend toward improved survival 
with five year absolute and relapse-free survival for the 1949-1958 group as 
47.3% and 42.5% respectively; for the 1959-1968 group as 52.6% and 
44.5%; and, for the 1969-1978 group as 74.4% and 58.4%. In the last group, 
virtually all patients received some form of adjunctive treatment in addition 
to surgery. 

Stage, involvement of adjacent structures and location of nodal involve
ment in stage II patients all affected prognosis and survival. Although it 
would appear that large bowel and small intestinal primaries have a better 
prognosis when compared to gastric primaries, there is no agreement on this 
point when compared to other reports [10,12,14,19,24]. 

The respective places for surgery, radiation and chemotherapy have yet to 
be defined for localized lymphoma. Analysis of our survival results showed 
an advantage to the surgery alone group; however, this was due in part to the 
greater proportion of advanced cases who received postoperative radiotherapy, 
namely patients with stage lIE disease and those with continuous organ 
involvement (IE +, lIE +). Traditionally, aggressive surgical resection with 
extensive lymphadenectomy and en-bloc excision of clinically involved adja
cent structures has been practiced at Memorial Hospital. In our series, the 
postoperative death rate was less than 6 %, with the majority of deaths 
occurring before 1960. Since 1960, the postoperative death rate has been less 
than 1 %. 

Overall local control was 72 % (Table 10). Surgery alone achieved local 
control in 83 % of patients. Primary radiotherapy given at greater than 3000 
rads achieved similar results in 86 % of a smaller number of patients. It 
appeared from our data that in selected cases with localized disease, both 
surgery and radiotherapy were equally effective in achieving local control. 
Two patients had massive bleeding episodes: one during primary radiation 
therapy and another during treatment with chemotherapy for recurrent dis
ease. 

Bitran [155] reported that radiotherapy can effectively control disease for 5 
years in 78 % of carefully staged patients with stage IE and lIE diffuse 
histiocytic lymphoma. 

Lipton and Lee [156] from Memorial Hospital reported local control in all 
patients with stage I disease who received adequate radiotherapy of at least 
3500 rads. Fuks and Kaplan [157] reported approximately 80% local control in 
patients receiving more than 4400 rads. Fuller [158] stressed the importance of 
over 3000 rads of large volume radiation to achieve local control. 

Specific information on the use of radiotherapy in the treatment of primary 
gastrointestinal lymphoma suggests that it is effective used alone or in com
bination with surgery. Bush [19] demonstrated marked improvement in five 
year survival in 'early' cases of patients receiving postoperative radiotherapy. 
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Table 10. Recurrence, failure of local control and dose of radiation in stage I and II patients 
excluding seven postoperative deaths out of total of 87 patients. In some cases tumor recurred at 
multiple sites. Results of nine patients treated with chemotherapy in addition to radiotherapy 
excluded from analysis of treatment and recurrence. They are included in the analysis of 
adjunctive radiotherapy when information is available. 

Treatment and recurrence 

Primary Number Recurrent and Local Other Distant Unknown 
treatment treated resistant disease abdominal site 

No. (%) No. (%)No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) 

Surgery 29 10 (34) 5 (17) 2 (7) 3 (10) 5 (17) 
Surgery + radio- 32 20 (63) 12 (38) 6 (19) 13 (41) 1 (3) 
therapy 
Radiotherapy 10 5 (50) 3 (30) 0 2 (20) 0 
Total 71 35 (4~) 20 (28) 8 (11) 18 (25) 6 (8) 

Dose of radiotherapy and failure of local control 

Dose Adjunctive radiotherapy Primary radiotherapy 

Number Recurrence Local failure Number Local 
treated treated failure 

No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) 

<3000 rads 15 10 (67) 5 (33) 3 2 (67) 
~3000 rads 23 15 (65) 8 (35) 7 1 (14) 

Total 38 25 (66) 13 (34) 10 3 (30) 

More recently, Herrmann [14] cited radiotherapy as a prognostically important 
feature, with better survival in those patients who received radiotherapy with 
or without operation. 

In our experience (Table 10), of 35 patients with recurrence disease, 26 had 
involvement outside the -primary site. As in other series [14, 137, 
154,155,159,160], most recurrences occurred in the first two years following 
diagnosis. This was especially true in patients with diffuse histiocytic lympho
ma. 

There is evidence that in non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, perhaps unlike Hodg
kin's disease, relapse often occurs at sites other than those contiguous with 
the primary site, namely missed foci [159, 161, 162]. In a recent report from 
Sweden, Landberg [159] achieved an 8696 relapse free survival at 30 months 
in a group of non-Iaparotomized patients by adding adjuvant chemotherapy 
(cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and prednisone) for nine cycles following 
extended field radiotherapy (4000 rads in 20 fractions). The group receiving 
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Table 11. Current treatment regimens for non-Hodgkin's lymphoma at Memorial Hospital. 

NHL-4 

Stages II, III, IV patients with' favorable' histology (excluding diffuse well-differentiated lympho
cytic) 

I. Chemotherapy 
Regimen I: Thiotepa 

Vincristine (Oncovin) 
Prednisone 
Chlorambucil (Leukeran) 

Regimen II: (given if no complete response on Regimen I) 

Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan) 
Doxorubicin (Adriamycin) 
Melphalan (Alkeran) 

2. Radiation therapy (started after response assessed for Regimen I) 3000--3500 rads in 3!-4 
weeks to sites of initial bulky disease. If total nodal irradiation required, dose limited to 2000 
rads. 

NHL-5 

Comparison of two different chemotherapeutic regimens for stages II, III, IV B-cell type diffuse 
lymphomas (unfavorable histology) 

I. Chemotherapy 
Regimen I - CHOP (8 cycles) 

Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan) 

Doxorubicin (Adriamycin) 
Vincristine (Oncovin) 

Prednisone 
Methotrexate (intrathecal for patients with bone marrow involvement) 

Regimen II - BLEO-CHOP 
Bleomycin (Blenoxane) (cycles 1,5) Cyclophosphamide (cycles 
Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan) 2,3,4,6,7,8) 
Vincristine (Oncovin) 
Doxorubicin (Adriamycin) 
Prednisone 

2. Radiation therapy 

Doxorubicin 
Vincristine 
Prednisone 

Treatment to areas of bulky disease or in resistant areas after chemotherapy 

NHL-6 
A randomized trial of adjuvant chemotherapy after regional treatment for patients with stage I 

non-Hodgkin's lymphomas 
I. Standard regional therapy, surgery and/or radiotherapy 
2. Randomization to six months of chemotherapy or observation 
3. Chemotherapy 

Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan) Vincristine (Oncovin) 
Doxorubicin (Adriamycin) Prednisone 
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radiotherapy alone had a 41 % relapse free survival at 30 months. In 13 of the 
patients with recurrent disease, 12 recurred outside of the treatment field, 
with eight recurring on the opposite side of the diaphragm. In the adjuvant 
chemotherapy group there were no local recurrences. 

Present treatment for non-Hodgkin's lymphoma is presented in Table 11. 
For State I gut lymphomas, protocal NHL-6 has recently been instituted. 
Adriamycin is given in addition to cytoxan, vincristine, and prednisone in the 
hope of more effective elimination of subclinical disseminated disease [163]. 
Patients with more advanced disease are treated under protocols NHL-4 and 
NHL-5, which involve intensive multi modality therapy employing chemo
therapy, radioth~rapy and in some cases immunotherapy. Patients are often 
treated after resection of primary disease with the extent of intraabdominal 
disease carefully assessed at laparotomy and often marked with clips. 

It is hoped that early diagnosis, meticulous staging and multimodality 
treatment regimens will achieve improved survivals with long-term remission 
and minimal toxicity. Results over the last decade have suggested some 
progress in this respect, but many challenges remain for those involved in the 
diagnosis, treatment and care of patients with primary gut lymphoma. 
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13. Functioning Tumors of the Gut 

ST ANLEY R. FRIESEN and JOSEPH B. PETELIN 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been a traditional clinical observation that tumors, in general, and 
specifically of the gastrointestinal tract, produce symptoms because of their 
mass encroachment upon surrounding structures (pressure symptoms), upon a 
lumen (obstructive symptoms), and upon the mucosa (erosive bleeding symp
toms). In the instance of functioning tumors these physical and pathologic 
features are often entirely overshadowed and masked by the systemic mani
festations due to their excessive elaboration of humoral products. Neuroend~
crine tumors are thus characterized, not so much by their histologic appear
ance, as by their functional capabilities [1]. 

The neuroendocrine system, central and peripheral, is composed of several 
functional groups such as the central hypothalamic-pituitary axis, the pituita
ry-thyroid-adrenocortical-gonadal endocrine axis, and the entero-insular para
crine axis of the peripheral diffuse gastro-enteropancreatic (GEP) system. The 
discussion in this chapter is limited to the humoral tumors of the GEP 
system. 

1.1. Characteristics of the Neuroendocrine System 
1.1.1. The Endocrine Cell and its Humoral Products. The tumor cell, as well 

as its normal cell of origin, has ultrastructural evidence of secretory granules 
that store the synthesized amines or peptides for the process of secretion 
directly into the contiguous blood stream of capillaries (a process of emiocy
tosis). Normal neuroendocrine cells, having this capacity to synthesize, store 
and secrete hormonal substances, are sensitive to stimulation and/or suppres
sion for regulatory homeostatis; tumor cells, on the other hand, secrete their 
products excessively and autonomously, usually independent of stimulatory 
or suppressive influences. If the pathologic process is one of hyperplasia, the 
normal influences of stimulation and suppression are maintained, at least 
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until neoplastic autonomy supersedes that responsiveness. 
There are three general types of humoral substances: steroids from the 

adrenal cortex and gonadal organs; amines from the adrenal medulla, thyroid 
and the gut, including the neurotransmitters; and, the largest group, the 
polypeptides from the brain and the gut. The latter two types are present 
almost universally in the autonomic and central nervous systems, the brain 
and 'the gastro-entero-pancreatic (GEP) system. Together the three types of 
humoral substances are responsible for normal maintenance of functional 
homeostasis by the regulation and control of responses to the internal and 
external human environment. Another characteristic of the neuroendocrine 
system is the functional necessity of an end-organ (target cell) response to the 
neuro-humoral substance which is mediated through appropriate specific 
receptors. Thus a tumor's elaboration of a peptide hormone produces its effect 
only if the receptor on the target cell is receptive, unblocked or unoccupied, 
which allows the end-organ to produce its systemic biologic clinical syn
drome. Autoantibodies or pharmacologic receptor-blockers or even other pep
tides may block the receptor so that there is no exocrine response to the 
endocrine product, a circumstance probably accountable for silent, 'non
functional' endocrine tumors. For some polypeptides a function or end-organ 
cell has not yet been identified and they are thus termed 'candidate' hor
mones. 

1.1.2. The APUD Concept, Entopia and Ectopia. Most of the neuroendo
crine cells that secrete amines and peptides have common cytochemical 
characteristics, as described by Pearse [2]. The cells contain amines, take up 
precursor amines and are capable of decarboxylation (amine precursor uptake, 
decarboxylation). The resulting acronym has been applied to the APUD 
system, the APUD concept, APUD cells and their tumors, Apudomas. The 
common cytochemical properties are probably owing to their common 
embryologic origin from the various components of the neuroectoderm, 
including the neural crest. The precursor cells of the APUD system, having 
, arrived' in the mucosa of the gut and the islets of the pancreas, mature to 
function normally and thus entopically secrete a single amine or peptide. 
Normally there has been a repression of other precursor cell functions. This 
intracellular process requires enzyme(s), a peptidase, to act on the large 
molecular 'pro hormones' to form smaller molecular peptides that circulate 
normally. 

When dysplastic changes occur in these cells for whatever reason, genetic 
or acquired, an excessive elaboration of amines and/or polypeptides occurs to 
produce clinical syndromes through the hormonal action on receptive end
organ target cells. When the morphologic change is hyperplastic or adenoma
tous, the endogenous hypersecretion is usually the peptide hormone which 
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Figure I. Diagrammatic representation of the hypothesis of ectopic phenomena in which malig
nant derepression of peptidase activity results i':l the secretion of large molecular polypeptides into 
the circulation. The malignant APUD cells thus function in a toti-potential primitive manner to 
produce a kaleidoscopic array of ectopic clinical syndromes. 

normally is synthesized by those cells, an entopic phenomenon that occasion
ally occurs also in endocrine carcinomas. On the other hand, when there has 
been a malignant change is these cells, it has been postulated that there is a 
derepression back to the primitive totipotential capability of the precursor 
APUD cells; this results in either hypersecretion of the normal (entopic) small 
molecular polypeptide and/or one or more of the large molecular precursor 
prohormones that are elaborated ectopically from that site. The derepression 
may be due to a peptidase failure to convert the large molecule (prohormone) 
to the smaller molecule (hormone) (see Figure 1). 

Because of these conceptual considerations, a generality can be expressed 
concerning pathologic abnormalities of neuroendocrine system: Hyperplasias 
and adenomas usually hypersecrete one entopic hormone, while malignancies 
usually hypersecrete one or more prohormones entopically or ectopically, 
resulting in kaleidoscopic clinical syndromes [3]. Furthermore, endocrinopa
thies may occur in either a sporadic or genetic fashion. Most sporadic endo
crinopathies are adenomatous (single benign adenomas) while most genetic, 
familial endocrinopathies cover the whole pathologic spectrum from hyperpla
sia to malignancy and are mUltiple in highly predictable associations. For 
instance, the multiplicity of involved cells leads to diffuse hyperplasias and 
multifocal, bilateral, mUltiple micro- or macro-adenomas or even carcinomas. 
The multiple systems include the pituitary, parathyroid and pancreatic islets 
in Multiple Endocrine Adenopathy (MEA), type I [4], or in the instance of 
MEA type II complexes [5,6], the adrenal medullary and thyroid medullary 
tumors. Multiplicity is also evident in families affected with the abnormal 
gene as a dominant trait in multiple members of the families [7]. 
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1.2. Historical Considerations 
The humoral expression of endocrine tumors became apparent only after 

years of sporadic observations. For instance, the clinical picture associated 
with insulin-secreting tumors was not recognized as such until after insulin 
was synthesized, administered and observed in patients as an 'insulin reac
tion '. Moreover, to this day, although secretin was described as a biologically 
functional humoral substance in the duodenal mucosa years ago (1902) by 
Bayliss and Starling [8], a proven secretin-producing duodenal tumor has yet 
to be described. Furthermore, the first gastrin-secreting tumors to be reported 
(1955) were found in the pancreas [9] and not in the gastric antrum, where 
'gastric secretin' (gastrin) was postulated to be biologically present 50 years 
earlier in 1905 [10]. The ulcerogenic tumor of the Zollinger-Ellison syndrome 
was thus an ectopic humoral manifestation - a spectacular clinical phenome
non that stimulated a surge of scientific investigations, both basic and clini
cal. 

1.3. Diagnostic Features 
The observable clinical picture of an endocrinopathy depends upon the 

stimulated exocrine function of the end-organ system involved; the major 
diagnostic parameters relate thus to the abnormal exocrine effect of the 
endocrine stimulation. For instance, the clinical appearance associated with 
tumor hypergastrinemia will actually consist of severe acid-peptic duodenal! 
jejunal ulcer disease due to the hypersecretion of hydrogen ion as gastric 
hyperacidity from the gastric parietal cells. Most diagnostic events are thus 
directed to demonstration of the ulcer(s), the acid hypersecretion and then 
confirmed by the elucidation of the excessive circulating peptide, gastrin, and 
finally, localization of the tumor. Whereas bioassays, originally devised to 
identify the hormone by its effect of the exocrine end-organ, are useful and 
circumstantially corroborative, absolute diagnostic identification is now more· 
confirmatory by means of radioimmunoassay of the polypeptide. Final sub
stantiation is attained by cytochemical identification of the peptides and/or 
amines in the tumor cells and granules by immunofluorescence, immunope
roxidase and radioimmunochemical assays. 

1.4. Therapeutic Considerations 
The most beneficial therapeutic modality, that of surgical excision of the 

hyperfunctioning tumor, depends upon the localization and presence of a 
removable single benign hypersecreting tumor (adenoma). Such fortunate 
circumstances may be present in most entopic and sporadic occurrences, of 
which insulinoma is a classic example. Such direct approaches are not always 
possible when the hyperfunctioning tissue is diffusely multiple (hyperplasia or 
multi focal microadenomata) as in the genetic multiple endocrinopathy syn-
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dromes, or when the tumor is metastatic as in many of the ectopic malignan
cies such as the Zollinger-Ellison syndrome. Therefore, in the instance of 
hyperplasia, subtotal excision may suffice to numerically reduce the number 
of hypersecreting cells, but when metastatic disease is non-resectable, surgical 
excision of the end-organ, such as total gastrectomy in metastatic pancreatic 
gastrinoma, may be the most practical palliative and beneficial therapeutic 
procedure. Non-surgical treatment of any of the endocrinopathies are also 
directed to the tumor, usually by specific chemotherapeutic agents (streptozo
tocin, chlorozotocin, or mithramycin), inhibition of humoral release (diazox
ide, somatostatin), blockade of the end-organ receptors (cimetidine), or by 
palliative symptomatic treatment of the exocrine effects of the endocrino
pathy. 

In the following descriptions of the endocrinopathies of the GEP system, it 
will be noted that functional, rather than morphologic characteristics take 
precedence in their recognition, diagnosis and treatment. The clinical syn
dromes are presented according to their functional origin as either entopic or 
ectopic phenomena. The entopic syndromes include: the carcinoid syndromes 
due to the release of amines and polypeptides from enterochromaffin tumors 
(EC cells of the midgut and foregut, including the pancreas); glucagonoma 
syndrome due to elaboration of glucagon from tumors of the alpha cells of 
the pancreas and gut; insulinoma syndrome from tumors of the beta cells of 
the pancreas; somatostatinoma syndrome due to secretion of somatotrophin 
release-inhibiting factor (SRIF) or somatostatin (SST) from the delta cells of 
the pancreas; and, the multiple endocrine adenopathy syndrome (MEA, I) in 
which the entopic pancreatic polypeptide (hPP) is elaborated from pure PP 
apudomas and appears to be a marker for the pancreatic component of the 
syndrome. The ectopic syndromes are those due to excessive elaboration of 
ectopic polypeptides from pancreatic tumors, which include the Zollinger
Ellison syndrome (gastrin), the Verner-Morrison or watery diarrhea syndrome 
(vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP», the ectopic Cushing's syndrome 
(ACT H), and the ectopic hyperparathyroidism syndrome (parathyrin). 

2. CLINICAL SYNDROMES 

2.1. Entopic 
2.1.1. The Carcinoid Syndromes. The carcinoid syndromes encompass a 

group of clinical manifestations including vasomotor, gastrointestinal, and 
cardiopulmonary phenomena that occur when the humoral products of a 
carcinoid tumor enter the systemic circulation. Although serotonin was ini
tially thought to be responsible for these effects, extensive research has 
revealed that a number of amines, polypeptides and other substances, includ-
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ing kallekrein, bradykinin, histamine, motilin, and prostaglandins, play an 
integral role in production of the symptom complex known as. the carcinoid 
syndrome. In fact, it is becoming more clear that a number of atypical 
variants of this syndrome exist and that the key to the understanding of them 
is intimately linked to the APUD concept. 

History. In 1888, Otto Lubarsch published what is generally credited as 
being the first description of a carcinoid tumor [11]. This report described the 
autopsy findings on two patients, one of whom had two small tumors of the 
ileum, and the other who had six. He showed that these' little carcinomata' 
arose from the crypts of Lieberkuhn. Shortly thereafter, a patient with mas
sive liver metastases from an ileal carcinoid was reported but it received little 
attention [12]. Oberndorfer, in 1909, emphasized the benign nature of this 
slow-growing, usually small tumor, even though it had the appearance of a 
carcinoma, by coining the term, 'Karzenoide' [13]. In 1914, Masson demon
strated that the granules of the Kultschitsky cells, or 'enterochromaffin' cells 
of Ciaccio, present in the crypts, had an affinity for silver stain and proposed 
that these 'argentaffin' cells were the cells of origin of the carcinoid 
tumor[14]. The functional aspects of these tumors were not recognized until 
the early 1950s. In 1953-54 serotonin was isolated from a carcinoid tumor 
and elevated levels of serotonin were found in the blood and urine of two 
patients.wi~h carcinoid [15,16]. Since then an explosion of information regard
ing the biochemical (humoral) nature of this tumor has provided a better 
understanding of the functional aspects of the carcinoid tumor. 

Pathology. It is now generally accepted that the enterochromaffin cells are 
members of the APUD cell population derived from the neuroectoderm, and 
are ubiquitous throughout the gastrointestinal tract. Understandably then, 
tumors arising from these cells could be expected to be found in many sites. 
About three-fourths of all abdominal carcinoid tumors are of midgut origin. 
Over 40 % arise from the appendix, and approximately 30 % occur in the 
small intestine, usually the terminal ileum. These are, in fact, the most 
common tumors of the small intestine and appendix. The rectum is the third 
most common site of involvement, accounting for approximately 16 % of all 
abdominal carcinoids. Foregut carcinoids, which are responsible for an atypi
cal presentation of the carcinoid syndrome, occur in the duodenum, stomach, 
pancreas, biliary tract and lung. Those of bronchial origin are the most 
common among this group, occurring in 10% of cases. Less frequently, 
carcinoids have been found in ovarian teratomas, the testis, urethra, larynx, 
thymus, and sacrococcygeal teratomas [17]. 

Carcinoid tumors are typically small submucosal growths with discrete 
borders. They are often multicentric and not infrequently associated with 
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other tumors, many of which are endocrine in nature. Seventy-fiver per cent 
are less than 1 cm, and only 5% are greater than 2 cm in size [18]. They are 
usually yellow, owing to their high lipid content, but may be tan or gray. 
Microscopically, they are composed of small uniform cells arranged in clus
ters, ribbons, or a scirrhous pattern without a capsule. Since few mitoses are 
evident, the degree of malignancy is usually determined by the invasiveness 
of the tumor. Electron microscopy reveals characteristic granules in the cyto
plasm. 

These tumors generally exhibit slow growth in a stepwise fashion through 
the muscularis to the serosa and directly into the mesentery. Regional lymph 
node involvement occurs only after local invasion is present. These metas
tases often grow- to be larger than the primary tumor. The liver is the most 
common site of distant metastases. The lung is the second most common site 
and involvement here usually indicates far-advanced disease. Other sites of 
metastatic spread include bone (osteolytic and osteoblastic), skin, brain, ovary, 
breast, pancreas, heart, spleen, adrenals, bone marrow, kidney, thyroid, blad
der, pleura, nose, testes, epididymis, prostate and cervix. 

Although Oberndorfer stressed the relative benignity of these tumors, most 
extra-appendiceal carcinoids should be considered potentially malignant, as 
demonstrated by MacDonald in 1956 [19]. The site of origin and the size of 
the tumor appear to be two important factors useful in predicting the ability 
of these tumors to metastasize. Those in the appendix metastasize 2-3% of 
the time, those of the jejuno-i1eum 33%, those of the colon 60-70% and 
those of the rectum 18 %. Tumors lesS than 1 cm in diameter metastasize in 
less than 2 % of cases, while those greater than 2 cm in diameter present with 
metastatic involvement in more than 80% of cases. Interestingly, it is the 
presence of distant metastases to the liver, rather than the mass effect of the 
original tumor, than leads to development of the symptoms characteristic of 
the carcinoid syndrome. 

Classical Carcinoid Syndrome 
Pathogenesis. When the secretions of midgut carcinoid tumors Uejunum, 

ileum and appendix) reach the systemic circulation, the classical carcinoid 
syndrome appears. Usually this implies significant metastatic spread to the 
liver or retroperitoneum since the liver and lung are known to metabolize the 
major product of carcinoids, serotonin, quite effectively. The major manife.s
tations include flushing, cramping abdominal pain, hepatomegaly, and endo
cardial lesions. 

Some of these symptoms are related to the properties and metabolism of 
serotonin, 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT). The chemical synthesis and degrada
tion of serotonin are depicted in Table 1. Serotonin has long been known to be 
a vasoconstrictor. Another substance felt to be responsible for some of the 
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Table 1. The synthesis- and degradation of serotoni:1 (5HT). 

Synthesis 

Tryptophan' 
! 

5-HTP (5-hydroxytryptophan) 
! 

5HT (5-hydroxytryptamine) (serotonin) 

Degradation 

5HT (serotonin) 
! 

5HA (5-hydroxyindol acetaldehyde) 
! 

5-HIAA (5-hydroxyindol acetic acid) 

Table 2. The formation and metabolic breakdown of bradykinin. 

Kininogen 
! 

Lysyl-bradykinin 
! 

Bradykinin 
! 

Inactive peptides and amino acids. 

manifestations of the disease is kallikrein, which has been found in some 
carcinoid tumors. It catalyzes the formation of bradykinin from a serum 
alpha-2 globulin as shown in Table 2. Bradykinin is known to be an 
extremely potent vasodilator and also produces bronchoconstriction and 
increased intestinal motility. 

Prostaglandin E (POE) and a peptide, motilin, have also been isolated from 
these tumors and do, in fact, produce effects characteristic of the syndrome. 
POE may cause flushing and both substances produce increased gastrointes
tinal motility [20]. 

Clinical presentation. Diarrhea is the most common and often the most 
incapacitating feature of the syndrome. Hypermotility of the intestine and 
abnormal fluid and electrolyte fluxes by the mucosa are considered to be the 
underlying mechanisms. The result is borborygmus, urgency and the frequent 
passage of non-bloody, watery diarrhea. These events often accompany or· 
follow attacks of flushing. Hyperserotoninemia seems to correlate best with 
the diarrhea and anti-serotonin drugs may ameliorate this aspect of the 
disease. However, other substances, including motilin, bradykinin and prosta
glandin, are known to cause hypermotility and may be implicated. 

Cutaneous flushing occurs in most carcinoid patients. When produced by 
the midgut variety of the tumor, the flush may appear deep red or occasion
ally almost cyanotic. The face and neck are first affected, followed by the 
trunk and extremities. Episodes are often triggered by emotional stress or 
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ingestion of cheese or alcohol and typically last for only several minutes. 
Bradykinin appears to be primarily responsible" for these flushes and its release 
is triggered by endogenous or exogenous epinephrine stimulation. Prostaglan
din E and serotonin may also be involved in the production of these flushes. 
At the present time, the exact mediator of the cutaneous flushing of the 
classic carcinoid syndrome is unknown. 

Endocardial lesions occur in 50% of cases and are localized to the right side 
of the heart. Apparently due to chronic exposure to the products of the 
carcinoid tumor, the valve cusps, papillary muscles, and chordae tendinae 
display fibrous thickening, which results in dysfunction and eventual cardiac 
failure in the form of tricuspid insufficiency and pulmonary stenosis. 

Hepatomegaly is common and is secondary to massive replacement by 
tumor. It is this gross metastatic involvement with systemic release of the 
humoral products, in fact, that is responsible for the production of the 
syndrome. 

Venous telangiectasias occur in a butterfly pattern on the face in 50% of 
patients. The pathogenesis is unknown. 

Other vasomotor changes are common and may be secondary to bradykin
in, serotonin or prostaglandin. Hypotension commonly accompanies attacks of 
flushing. 

Edema occurs in about one half of the patients with carcinoid syndrome 
and probably relates to hypoproteinemia and right-sided heart failure. 

Bronchial constriction presents in 10-20% of cases. Serotonin, prostaglan
dins and kinins are known to produce this effect. 

Pellagra occurs in a small number of patients and although this was initially 
thought to be secondary to generally poor nutrition, it is likely to be due to 
niacin deficiency since dietary tryptophan is routed preferentially from niacin 
biosynthesis to serotonin production. 

Retroperitoneal fibrosis is found in some patients. In others, Peyronie's 
disease, a dense fibrosis of the dorsal shaft of the penis, is present. The agent 
here is unknown but it is interesting that the anti-serotonin drug, methyser
gide, is known to produce the same effects. 

Atypical Carcinoid Syndrome 
Pathogenesis. Carcinoid tumors of the foregut differ biologically, chemi

cally and clinically from their midgut counterparts. The former tumors are 
generally more aggressive with metastases to bone, skin, brain, lungs, heart, 
thyroid, kidneys and lymph nodes. They are more often associated with other 
endocrine tumors. In addition to the production of the usual amines, these 
foregut tumors produce histamine and other polypeptides including corticotro
phin, insulin, gastrin, glucagon and a heterogenous parathyrin. Foregut carci
noid tumors often lack the enzyme 5-HTP decarboxylase so that they may 
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secrete large amounts of 5-HTP and the blood and urine may contain both 
5-HT and 5-HTP, while the urinary 5-HIAA levels may be low. Gastric 
carcinoids have been shown to produce large amounts of histamine and 
appear to be a special subset of these foregut tumors. 

Clinical presentation. Cutaneous flushing is the most common clinical 
finding. These flushes differ from those secondary to the midgut variety of 
tumor in that they are more livid, more prolonged and more severe. Marked 
hypotension, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting and bronchoconstriction accom
pany these episodes. Periorbital edema and lacrimation are pronounced. The 
attacks may last up to three or four days. With bronchial tumors the flush is 
probably related to kinin release, which can be suppressed by corticosteroids, 
an effect not seen with midgut tumors. Gastric carcinoids, on the other hand, 
produce a distinctive flush with sharply defined serpentine borders, which is 
thought to be secondary to histamine release, and which has been shown to 
be relieved by both histamine-l and -2 blockers [21]. Additionally, gastric 
carcinoids are associated with an increased incidence of peptic ulceration with. 
typical attendant symptoms. 

Diagnosis of the Carcinoid Syndromes. Carcinoid tumors are occasionally 
found on routine physical examination long before the functional syndrome is 
present. This most often occurs when the tumor is in the rectum, testis or 
ovary. Occasionally a routine chest X-ray will reveal a mass or its secondary 
atelectatic effects. When the tumor is present in the appendix the diagnosis is 
usually made during or after appendectomy for appendicitis. Rarely, the 
jejuno-ileal variety produces symptoms of obstruction by acting as an intus
susceptum. 

More commonly the patient with an early carcinoid tumor will have non
specific symptoms and may be considered to have a nervous or drinking 
problem. Once the diagnosis is suspected, however, there are certain specific 
tests that aid in confirmation and localization of the tumor. The most useful 
of these is the measurement of 5-HIAA in the urine collected over a 24 hour 
period. Normal values are 2-9 mg per 24 hour period. During the collection, 
the patient must abstain from fruits, fruit juices and nuts since these contain 
serotonin. Falsely elevated values occur in patients taking glyceryl guaiaco
late, phenacetin and mephenesin. Falsely low values may be caused by 
phenothiazines, methenamine mandelate, methyldopa, ethanol and mono
amine oxidase inhibitors. 

In those patients in whom the tumors lack decarboxylase, 5-HT and 5-HTP 
levels are useful since urinary 5-HIAA may be high or low in this group. This 
finding also helps to localize the tumor to the foregut. 

Blood serotonin levels may aid in the diagnosis. Histamine, bradykinin and 
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PGE levels are available in some laboratories. When mUltiple endocrinopa
thies or foregut tumors are present, measurement of glucose, calcium, electro
lytes, cortisol, gastrin, glucagon, insulin, ACTH, growth hormone, parathyrin 
and calcitonin may be useful. 

Provocative tests include the epinephrine test and calcium infusion test. 
The epinephrine test may be hazardous, but when it is necessary for diagno
sis, increasing doses of epinephrine, beginning at 1 J1.g, are given at ten 
minute intervals until a flush occurs. A positive test is thought to be secon
dary to kallekrein release mediated by epinephrine. The dangers of hypoten
sion, bronchoconstriction and tachycardia make it imperative that the test be 
done under strict control. 

Calcium infusion can produce the same symptoms and is generally consid
ered to be a safer test, although hypotension and bronchoconstriction may 
still occur. Blood serotonin levels are found to be elevated in patients with 
carcinoid tumors upon stimulation by calcium. 

Localization of the tumor may be accomplished with routine roentgeno
grams, upper and lower gastrointestinal barium studies, angiography, radionu
clide scanning, sonography and computerized tomography. Endoscopy of the 
upper and lower G.!. tract and tracheobronchial tree is also useful. Caution 
must be exercised in performing biopsies, however, since carcinoids, especially 
of bronchial origin, are known to bleed massively when biopsied. 

Treatment. The treatment of choice for cure or palliation of carcinoid 
tumors is surgical. In those patients known to have tumors but without 
functiol1al symptoms, exploration is associated with little risk to the patient. 
Operative principles include: 1) Resection of as much of the primary tumor as 
possible to prevent complications of obstruction and ulceration, and 2) 
removal of as much of the metastatic tumor as possible. Since these tumors 
are usually slow growing, the patient is more likely to experience humoral 
effects of an unresected tumor than from its local mass effect. Lesions greater 
than 1 cm in diameter should be treated as 'frank carcinomas'. Those less 
than 1 cm may be adequately treated by local resection. Jejuno-ileal carcinoids 
should be treated by segmental resection if they are small and by radical 
resection of all lymph node-bearing tissue if there is any evidence of inva
sion. 

Appendiceal carcinoids that are found incidentally and that appear not to 
have metastasized are adequately treated with removal of the appendix and 
mesoappendix. However, if lymph node involvement or local invasion is 
present, or if the lesion is greater than 1 cm in diameter, a right hemicolec
tomy with wide node dissection should be performed. 

Rectal carcinoids should be excised transanally if they are less than 2 cm in 
size. Frequent proctoscopic examinations are then suggested. If invasion of 
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the muscularis is present or if the lesion is larger, treatment as for a 'frank 
carcinoma' is appropriate. Other colon carcinoids behave as malignancies and 
should be treated as such. 

Gastric carcinoids require gastrectomy and node dissection. Associated 
ulcers should be treated with a standard ulcer operation. Tumors present in 
the duodenum may be resected if small, but if they are invasive or arise in 
the head of the pancreas, a radical pancreaticoduodenectomy is indicated. 

Bronchial carcinoids may be removed by lobectomy or pneumonectomy. 
Ovarian tumors can similarly be resected in their entirety. 

Palliative resections and/or bypass operations for obstruction may be neces
sary for the poor risk patient with widespread metastases [22]. 

In symptomatic patients with a functional carcinoid tumor surgical inter
vention must be undertaken with caution. Many of these patients exhibit a 
paradoxic response to endogenous or exogenous epinephrine release, which 
has become known as 'bradykinin shock'. For this reason all anesthetic 
agents capable of producing this response should be avoided. Similarly, alpha 
receptor agonists such as neosynephrine (phenylephrine) and Vasoxyl (me
thoxiamine) should be available if a vasoconstrictor is needed during induc
tion of anesthesia. An endotracheal tube should be used and curare avoided 
because of the potential effects of bronchospasm. 

The same principles of resection apply in patients with the carcinoid syn
drome as in those with only the carcinoid tumor present. Additionally, 
however, liver metastases will usually be present. Local enucleation of these 
metastases has been shown to be of some benefit [23]. Formal hepatic lobec
tomy may be performed if the involvement is confined to one lobe. Hepatic 
dearterialization or placement of an hepatic artery infusion catheter for che
motherapy are also possible choices for palliation [24-27]. 

Chemotherapy of carcinoid tumors is of some benefit. Agents that have 
been used include cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, 5-fluorouracil and strep
tozotocin. These have been administered peripherally or directly into the 
hepatic circulation with varying results. 

Diarrhea will often respond to narcotics, including paregoric, codeine, tinc
ture of opium or lomotil. Methysergide, a serotonin antagonist, used in doses 
from 2 mg to 16 mg daily may ameliorate this symptom. Cyproheptadine, an 
antiserotonin, antihistamine drug, in 1 to 4 mg doses Q.I.D., may be effective 
in relieving diarrhea. Five-fluorotryptophan, an analog of 5-HTP, has relieved 
diarrhea and decreased 5-HIAA levels when given in a dose of 200 mg T.1.D. 
for a year. Tumor size, however, remained unchanged [28]. Parachlorophenyl
alanine (PCP A) is an inhibitor of tryptophan hydroxylase and available only 
on an experimental basis. 

Flushing may be controlled by the alpha blocker phenoxybenzamine given 
in doses of 10 to 20 mg per day. Prednisone is effective in treating the 
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flushing associated with bronchial carcinoids. Patients whose tumors secrete 
5-HTP may receive symptomatic relief from flushing with the decarboxylase 
inhibitor, methyldopa. Phenothiazines have also been effective for flushing 
secondary to foregut carcinoids. The administration of histamine-l and his
tamine-2 receptor blockers together has been shown to inhibit the flush 
associated with gastric carcinoids. Somatostatin may also be effective here. 
Frolich et at. have reported two patients with carcinoid tumors wherein 
infusion of 100-500 I1g of somatostatin per hour completely inhibited penta
gastrin-stimulated flushing [29]. 

Bronchoconstriction may respond favorably to inhalation of beta adrenergic 
agents such as epinephrine and isoproterenol, but these must be used cau
tiously because of their known adverse effects of flushing and hypotension in 
these patients. Pellagra-like symptoms may be relieved by niacin replacement 
in the form of a simple multivitamin pill daily. 

Prognosis. Long term survival is dependent upon the site of the primary 
tumor, its stage, and the completeness of surgical excision. Appendiceal 
carcinoids have the best overall prognosis, 99% five-year survival; lung and 
bronchial and rectal carcinoids average an 85 % five-year survival. Colon, 
small intestine and gastric varieties have the poorest outlook with the five
year survival of approximately 50%. 

Tumors demonstrating only local invasiveness are associated with over 
90% five-year survival. Those with regional node metastases average 60% 
five-year survival and where distant spread is present, five-year survival drops 
to 20% [30]. 

Many of these patients will live for extended periods with their tumors only 
to be harassed by the symptoms of this functional syndrome. 

2.1.2. The Gtucagonoma (Diabetogenic-Dermatitis) Syndrome 
History. The presence of mild diabetes mellitus, dermatitis, glossitis, anemia 

and weight loss associated with a pancreatic tumor was first described in a 
45-year-old female by Becker in 1942 [31]. A glucagon-secreting alpha cell 
tumor of the pancreas was documented by McGavran et at. in 1966 as the 
culprit responsible for similar clinical features found in a 42-year-old house
wife [32]. This was made possible, at least in part, by Unger's introduction of 
a specific radioimmunoassay for glucagon in 1963 [33]. The classic dermato
logic description of the rash was defined and named necrotizing migratory 
erythema by Wilkinson in 1971 [34]. The concept of the glucagonoma syn
drome was solidified by Mallinson in 1974 when he reported an additional 
nine cases and described the clinical manifestations, including dermatitis, 
diabetes, weight loss and anemia [35]. Since then attention has focused on the 
relationship between hyperglucagonemia, the tumor and the mechanism for 
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the production of the symptoms. Indeed, many of the details are still 
unclear. 

Pathology. These tumors are found in the sites normally harboring alpha 
islet cells, notably the tail, body, neck and superior portion of the head of the 
pancreas. The primary tumor may remain small, but most are greater than 
3 cm when found at operation. Metastases to the liver are common and often 
involve both lobes. 

Microscopically, the tumor is composed of variously-sized cells, with some
what enlarged nuclei. Mitoses are infrequent. Cells may be arranged in trabe
cular, glandular, follicular or haphazard patterns, interwoven with variable 
amounts of connective tissue, depending on the level of differentiation. A 
rich vascular network is generally present in the more malignant tumors. 
Histochemically, tumor cells react as do normal alpha cells. 

Electron microscopy reveals numerous secretory granules, averaging 
200 nm in diameter, which are somewhat smaller than beta cell granules and 
are limited by an agranular membrane. The granules differ from those of 
normal alpha cells only in that they vary more in size. 

Indirect immunofluorescent studies generally reveal only glucagon reac
tivity. 

Although it is uncertain whether all glucagonomas produce glucagon at an 
excessive rate, it is clear that they release it in an abnormal way. The tumors 
themselves may contain variable amounts of the hormone and this may 
reflect differences in storage and secretory rates. 

Glucagon is a polypeptide that has been found to exist in human plasma in 
a number of molecular sizes. All of these have identical immunoreactivity, 
suggesting a common terminal peptide. Biologic activity, on the other hand, 
may be different and may be responsible, in part, for the variety of clinical 
presentations. Glucagon is catabolic, lowers plasma amino acids, and 
enhances hepatic uptake and deamination of amino acids, resulting in gly
cogen and glucose formation. Its Iypolytic effects result in increased gluco
neogenesis. It appears to be intimately involved in the regulation of the 
entero-insular axis and glucose metabolism. Glucagon suppresses gastric 
secretory activity and inhibits gastric, jejunal and colonic motility. It lowers 
serum calcium by inducing hypercalcuria and stimulating release of calcitonin. 
It also exerts direct chronotropic and inotropic influences on the heart. 

Most patients with glucagonomas present with various manifestations of 
the cutaneous syndrome, which consist of necrotizing migratory erythema, 
glossitis, anemia, weight loss, diabetes mellitus, depression and venous 
thrombosis. However, there are patients who present only with diabetes and 
hyperglucagonemia who have malignant glucagonoma. Others with pluriglan
dular syndromes show alpha cell hyperplasia, adenomatosis, adenomas or 
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carcinomas without elevated glucagon levels and with a clinical picture char
acteristic of one of the other endocrine tumors. Of the 47 patients reported in 
the literature, 28 have been females. Patients have ranged in age from 20 to 
73 with a mean age of 56 at the time of diagnosis [36]. 

The rash commonly involves the perineum, lower abdomen and lower 
extremities and has a tendency to migrate. Glossitis and angular cheilitis are 
usually present. It begins as a slightly raised erythematous patch, which is 
extremely friable and easily rubbed off, with resultant secondary infection. As 
the lesion migrates, the old central areas heal, displaying brown pigmentation 
while the erythematous boundaries lend a geographic appearance. The lesions 
are easily confused with atypical forms of psoriasis, pemphigus or eczema and 
resemble acrodermatitis enteropathica. Histologically the superficial epidermis 
shows necrosis with underlying vesicles or bullae. 

The diabetes associated with the syndrome is usually mild and most often 
responds to oral hypoglycemic agents. No known reports of the usual compli
cations of diabetes, such as ketoacidosis, retinopathy, neuropathy or nephro
pathy have been recorded. In most patients there is an associated hyperinsu
linism, which is probably partially responsible for the mildness of the diabetic 
state. 

A normochromic, normocytic anemia almost always accompanies the rash 
in these patients. The pathogenesis of this finding is not clear but more than 
one half of the patients have had normal erythropoiesis and iron stores on 
marrow examinations. Hemoglobin concentration returns to normal with con
trol of the rash. 

Weight loss is universal in this population and is thought to be related to 
the catabolic effects of glucagon which result in hypoaminoacidemia. In the 
later stages of the disease, malnutrition and massive liver replacement by 
tumor exacerbate the situation. 

Deep vein thrombosis has been reported in 30% of cases and pulmonary 
embolism has also occurred. One-third of all patients have been described as 
severely depressed. This is considered secondary to the humoral products of 
the tumor but the exact mechanism is unknown. Some patients may exhibit 
episodic diarrhea or constipation, but these are by no means constant find
ings. 

Diagnosis. The diagnosis of this syndrome begins with a .high index of 
suspicion on the part of the clinician when confronted with a patient display
ing the characteristic rash, diabetes mellitus and anemia. This should. lead to 
a determination of the plasma glucagon level. Traditionally, fasting samples 
have been used but this requirement is not necessary. Dilantin and cytotoxic 
drugs lower glucagon levels and can be diagnostically confusing in interpreta
tion of results. All patients reported thus far, however, have had consistently 
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high values. 
Stimulation tests include the glucose tolerance test, tolbutamide infusion 

test, arginine infusion test and the glucagon provacative test. The glucose 
tolerance test yeilds blood glucose levels in the diabetic range. Oral adminis
tration of glucose in these patients leads to a marked increase in plasma 
glucagon, whereas normal subjects show a modest depression of plasma 
glucagon. Intravenous glucose, however, produces a decline in the glucagon 
levels in the glucagonoma patient. Tolbutamide given intravenously normally 
depresses glucagon thereby lowering blood glucose; however, patients with 
glucagonoma display a sharp rise in glucagon, a slow rise in insulin and a 
modest fall in glucose. Arginine infusion normally stimulates insulin and 
glucagon release but in these patients the increase is dramatic in absolute and 
relative terms. The intravenous administration of glucagon in a patient with a 
glucagonoma does not significantly raise the blood sugar or insulin concentra
tion (i.e. flat glucose tolerance curve) as it does in normal patients. 

Localization of the tumor and possible metastases may be effectively 
achieved by radionuclide scans, sonography, computerized tomography, 
angiography or endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). 
Alternatively, pancreatic venous and arterial assays may define the location of 
the tumor. 

Treatment. The treatment of choice for all glucagonomas is surgical exci
sion. When the tumor is in the head of the pancreas this will entail pancrea
ticoduodenectomy. Focal metastases to the liver should be excised, if possible, 
and if localized to one lobe, may be amenable to hepatic lobectomy. When 
the primary tumor, but not the metastases can be removed, it is prudent to 
do so, along with consideration of placement of an hepatic artery catheter for 
subsequent chemotherapy. 

Chemotherapy has most commonly involved streptozotocin. A number of 
reports have shown its effectiveness in reducing plasma glucagon levels, 
decreasing the rash and improving the patient's well-being. The most success
ful regimen consists of intravenous administration of 1.5 g/M2 of streptozoto
cin daily for six weeks [37]. 5-Fluorouracil and diaminotrizaineimidazole car
box amide (OTIC) have been used empirically. OTIC effectively lowered the 
glucagon levels and improved the necrolytic migratory erythema in one 
patient [38]. 

Diphenylhydantoin given as 1 g daily for 5 days has been shown to have 
anti secretory effects thereby lowering glucagon levels. This may be used as an 
adjunct to other chemotherapy. 

Somatostatin has been shown to suppress glucagon production by the 
tumor [39]. 

The necrolytic migratory erythema (NME) h~s been treated successfully 
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with methotrexate, corticosteroids, tetracycline, zinc and somatostatin. Topical 
antiseptic and -antifungal agents are useful for proven superinfection. 

Prognosis. Little is known about the prognosis for patients with glucagono
mao The tumor itself is considered slow-growing and in Mallinson's review, 
1974, histories spanning ten years were documented prior to diagnosis [35]. 
Higgins reported survivors eight and 12 years after the diagnosis was made. 
In one case a subtotal pancreatectomy had been done five years before 
documentation of liver metastases and 12 years before death and in the other 
case only biopsies of a huge pancreatic mass were performed [36]. 

2. J.3. The Insulinoma (Hypoglycemic) Syndrome 
History. In 1902 the anatomic features of an islet cell adenoma were 

described by Nicholls [40]. Twenty years later Banting and Best discovered 
insulin [41]. In 1924 Harris reported three cases of spontaneous hyperinsulin
ism, the features of which resembled those of overdosage of exogenous 
insulin, including central nervous system changes in mentation, memory and 
personality [42]. The demonstration of the presence of insulin in lymph node 
metastases was made by Wilder in 1927 [43]. The first cure of hyperinsulin
ism came in 1929 when Graham removed a functioning islet cell tumor [44]. 
In 1935 Whipple and Frantz added a report of six cases of insulinomas to the 
existing 11 reported cases and established more firm criteria called, Whipple's 
Triad, for the diagnosis of insulinoma [45]. Since then considerable knowledge 
and experience with this syndrome has led to earlier diagnosis and more 
precise localization of the tumor(s). Advances in the medical management of 
those cases not amenable to surgery have also been made. 

Pathology. Approximately 85 % of insulinomas occur as solitary benign 
adenomas. Multiple tumors are present with an approximate incidence of 
10%. There is no usual location of the adenomas having been found to be 
evenly distributed throughout the pancreas [46]. Occasionally, these tumors 
are found in the duodenum or periduodenal tissues. Generalized hyperplasia 
of the islets has also been held responsible for hypoglycemic symptoms. 

Grossly, benign adenomas are encapsulated and small, 65% being less than 
1.5 cm in diameter. Generally these highly vascular tumors appear reddish 
brown whereas others appear pale yellow. They are generally firmer than the 
normal pancreas. 

Microscopically, the benign adenomas are composed of small prismatic cells 
with cytoplasmic secretory granules. The cells are arranged in alveolar pat
terns with occasional ductal differentiation. Variable amounts of hyalinization 
and fibrosis are present. Mitotic activity is not a prominent feature and 
diagnosis of malignancy is usually dependent on the demonstration of inva-
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sion. 
Immunoreactivity and immunofluorescent studies show that virtually all 

insulinomas stain with suitably prepared anti-insulin immunochemical 
stains. 

Both insulinomas and normal pancreatic beta cells produce insulin. It is 
synthesized as its precursor pro insulin in the endoplasmic reticulum, trans
formed to insulin with connection of the C chain in the Golgi complex, and 
stored into beta granules. Both insulin and proinsulin are normally secreted 
into the circulation and although the half-life of proinsulin is much longer 
than that of insulin, it normally constitutes only 25 % of the "total plasma 
immunoreactive insulin. The biological properties of the two peptides are the 
same but on a molar basis, proinsulin has only 10% to 25% of the activity of 
insulin. 

Insulin is known for its ability to lower blood glucose concentration. This is 
accomplished through inhibition of gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis. The 
net result is restriction of inflow of glucose into the body glucose pool. The 
free outflow of glucose from the extracellular fluid to dependent tissues 
appears to be significant only in the case of the red blood cell and the brain, 
and these demands are usually met by the steady glucose release from the 
liver, which is only partially inhibited by the small amount of insulin present 
in the portal blood. The ability of insulin to stimulate glucose uptake by the 
tissues apparently plays only an insignificant role in the pathogenesis of 
hypoglycemia secondary to insulinoma. 

The amount of insulin released into the blood is under feedback control 
mechanisms, one of which is the glucose concentration of the blood perfusing 
the pancreas. As blood glucose falls to the 30-35 mg/dllevels, insulin release 
normally ceases. This mechanism is uniquely absent in insulinoma cells, such 
that they function more or less autonomously, allowing the blood glucose to 
fall to dangerously low levels. Eventually the central nervous system becomes 
glycopenic and characteristic symptoms follow. 

Clinical presentation. The incidence of insulinomas appears to be from one 
per 106 to five per 10 5 persons annually. Women are affected only slightly 
more often than men - approximately 55 % of cases. The average age at the 
time of diagnosis is 42 [46]. 

These patients behave normally between attacks of hypoglycemia. How
ever, when exposed to prolonged periods of fasting, such as occurs overnight, 
or when increased glucose demands are present, such as during exercise, the 
hypoglycemia syndrome becomes manifest. The clinical presentation during 
an episode depends largely on the rapidity of the fall in glucose concentration. 
If it occurs rapidly, epinephrine release will be stimulated and the classical 
signs of an adrenergic barrage will appear. These include nervousness, tachy-
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cardia and sweating. If the fall in glucose concentration is slower, over hours 
instead of minutes, characteristic central nervous system manifestations will 
supervene. The symptoms may include bizarre behavior, personality changes, 
impaired work performance, mental deterioration, amnesia, psychoses (para
noia), seizures and coma. If hypoglycemia occurs repeatedly over a prolonged 
period of time, permanent idiocy may result. 

Many of these patients have been found on psychiatric wards and often 
their bizarre behavior during attacks has gained for them rather dubious 
reputations in their community. However, with increased recognition of this 
entity these sad situations are becoming rare. 

Diagnosis. As with other uncommon diseases, the diagnosis of insulinoma 
begins with a high index of suspicion. This is substantiated by documentation 
of Whipple's Triad: the presence of central nervous system symptoms asso
ciated with a blood glucose level of less than 50 mg/dl, and the relief of those 
symptoms by glucose administration. But at this point in the diagnostic 
sequence, even the presence of Whipple's Triad is far from being specific for 
insulinoma. Indeed, non-pancreatic tumors such as pleural mesothelioma, soft 
tissue sarcoma, carcinoid, adrenal cortical carcinoma, hepatoma and gastroin
testinal carcinoma may produce hypoglycemia. 

The test of choice for diagnosis of insulinoma is the measurement of 
plasma insulin during an episode of spontaneous fasting hypoglycemia. The 
uncontrolled release of insulin in the face of hypoglycemia is characteristic of 
insulinoma. The normal range of plasma immunoreactive insulin (IRI) in 
fasting subjects is reported to be 5-30 ,uU/ml with an average of 14-19 ,uU/ 
ml. More important than the absolute value of plasma insulin is its relation
ship to the blood glucose level. This has been characterized as the IRIIglucose 
ratio, calculated as microunits of insulin/ml and mg glucosellOO ml blood. 
Under this definition most patients with ratios greater than OJ have been 
proven to have insulinoma [47]. 

The diazoxide suppression test has been used to demonstrate depression of 
plasma insulin levels in hypoglycemic patients. The usual dose is 600 mg LV. 
over one hour. Failure of response to this infusion suggests either a non
diazoxide suppressible tumor or an error in insulin assay [46]. 

The ratio of proinsulin to insulin in patients with beta cell tumors is higher 
than in normals. The highest ratios are generally found in those with malig
nant tumors. 

The tolbutamide stimulation test, which usually produces an exaggerated 
rise in insulin in patients with insulinoma, is non-specific, dangerous and 
yields little useful information. It is contraindicated if the blood glucose is 
40 mg/dl at the start of the test. 

The glucagon stimulation test involves the injection of glucagon 1 mg LV. 
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over 2 min with subsequent glucose and insulin measurements. Seventy to 
80% of insulinoma patients will have an exaggerated insulinemic response to 
150,uVlml or higher within 5 to 10 min. Because glucagon causes a rise in 
blood glucose, the test is safer than the tolbutamide test; for that reason the 
pre-test glucose level need not be known. 

Other stimulation tests involve L-leucine, L-arginine and caerulein. The 
first two tests have little role in establishing the diagnosis today. Caerulein, a 
pancreozymin-like polypeptide obtained from toad skin, has been shown to 
stimulate insulin release in insulinoma patients but little is known about its 
applicability. Glucose tolerance tests are so unpredictable in insulinoma 
patients that they are of little use; if such a test is performed it should be 
continued through 6 hours, at which time a low glucose level may be 
diagnostic. 

Localization of the tumor(s) may be attempted in a variety of ways, includ
ing celiac angiography, sonography and computerized tomography. Of all the 
pancreatic apudomas, the insulinoma may be most readily demonstrated by 
angiography, as is the case in approximately 75 % of instances. 

Treatment. Surgical removal of the tumor is the procedure of choice when 
the diagnosis is insulinoma. With the usual (85 %) solitary adenoma simple 
enucleation is often possible. If such a tumor is deeply embedded within the 
pancreatic substance a subtotal distal pancreatectomy may be required. When 
the tumor is present in the head of the pancreas and enucleation is not 
feasible because of the likelihood of injury and leakage of the duct, a pan
creaticoduodenectomy may be necessary. Duodenotomy with local resection 
may be curative for those tumors located within the wal1 of the duodenum. 
In those cases where the tumor cannot be found and a high index of 
suspicion persists, a distal pancreatectomy may be performed sequential1y, 
removing up to 85-90% of the pancreas. If subsequent microscopic examina
tion of the tissue fails to reveal the tumor(s) and the patient's symptoms do 
not abate, total pancreatectomy may be necessary. Intraoperative monitoring 
of glucose levels as an indicator of successful excision or of the presence of a 
second lesion is a controversial procedure because it is not reliable in all 
instances [48]. 

Nonoperative treatment may be indicated for those with nonresectable 
tumors, those with massive metastases, or for poor surgical risk patients. 
Dietary adjustments may be of some benefit; multiple smal1 meals, judi
ciously spaced, with a nighttime snack may avoid hypoglycemia. Some 
patients do well with a high protein diet. This avoids caloric excess, which 
commonly leads to obesity in this patient population. 

Antihormonal therapy may alleviate some of the symptoms attributed to 
the tumor. Diazoxide exerts a hyperglycemic effect principal1y by direct inhi-
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bition of insulin release. Although plasma insulin levels return to normal, the 
hormone accumulates in the beta cell and the tumor continues to grow. 

Diphenylhydantoin is also a known hyperglycemic agent which inhibits 
insulin secretion [49] and has been effective in some insulinoma patients 
refractory to other therapy. There are many patients, however, who do not 
respond to this drug. 

Somatostatin has been shown to inhibit insulin. release. Although it is still 
available for investigational use only, it promises to be helpful especially in 
those with inoperable tumors [50]. Corticosteroids have proved useful to 
reverse hypoglycemia and to potentiate the effects of other modes of therapy. 
Their long-term use is not without well-known side effects. 
Antitumor chemotherapy currently focuses on streptozotocin, a naturally 
occurring nitrosourea isolated from the fermentation cultures of Streptomyces 
achromogenes. It appears to selectively destroy beta cells. At daily doses of 
500 mg/M2 for five days patients have been effectively treated. Reduction of 
the tumor mass has been reported in 48 % of cases and complete remission in 
17% of those with islet cell carcinomas [51]. Adverse effects include renal 
tubular damage and the production of renal adenomas and hepatomas in 
rodents. Alloxan is toxic to islet cells, and although it increases blood glucose 
levels, its overall toxicity is too great to warrant its use in humans. 5-
Fluorouracil and alkylating agents met with little success in treating islet cell 
carcinomas. 

Radiotherapy may achieve some measure of palliation but it is not fre
quently advocated and should probably be used only when all else fails. 

Prognosis. The long-term outlook is dependent on the nature of the tumor, 
whether it is benign or malignant, solitary or multifocal, and whether metas
tases are present. For those with benign disease, cure rates following surgical 
treatment approach or exceed 90% [48]. 

2.1.4. The Somatostatinoma (Inhibitory) Syndrome 
History. The association of hypochlorhydria, steatorrhea and diabetes melli

tus in a patient with a pancreatic Delta-cell tumor containing large amounts 
of the polypeptide, somatostatin, was first described by Larrson in 1977 [52]. 
This report followed only four short years after the isolation and characteri
zation of somatostatin from the hypothalamus by Brazeau, and only two years 
after its localization to the delta cell population of the pancreas [53]. The 
syndrome is sometimes called the inhibitory syndrome because of the inhibi
tory characteristics of somatostatin (SST) or somatotrophin-release-inhibiting 
factor (SRIF). 

Pathophysiology. The delta cells, 'which store and secrete somatostatin, 
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appear to be located between the alpha and beta cells of the islets, such that 
much of their function is thought to be of a paracrine nature [54]. However, 
when neoplastic, elevated levels of somatostatin can be found in the pan
creatic and hepatic veins, suggesting true endocrine function. Primary pan
creatic tumors are composed of solid nests and cords of cells forming ribbons 
or follicular patterns surrounded by cuboidal or columnar cells and penetrated 
by bands of connective tissue. Typically multiple granules are present in the 
cytoplasm on electron microscopy and stain strongly with somatostatin anti
serum. Mitoses are infrequent. Radioimmunoassay shows' tumors of this cell 
type to contain large amounts of immunoreactivity to somatostatin [55]. 

Having received its name because of its inhibitory effect on the release of 
growth hormone, the tetradecapeptide somatostatin has since been shown to 
have many other peripheral effects. These include inhibition of function of 
alpha and beta pancreatic islet cells, G.1. mucosa, thyroid follicles, and the 
juxtaglomerular apparatus in the kidney. Somatostatin suppresses the release 
of gastrin, CCK, secretin, GIP and substances with glucagon-like immuno
reactivity. Somatostatin lowers the basal and stimulated levels of insulin, 
glucagon and pancreatic polypeptide. It decreases splanchnic blood flow, 
hydrochloric acid secretion, gallbladder contraction, duodenal motility, pan
creatic exocrine function and the absorption of glucose and xylose. Physiolog
ically, it is thought to regulate nutrient entry from the gut by a negative 
feedback mechanism [54]. 

Clinical presentation. Excessive production of somatostatin may present a 
variety of gastrointestinal manifestations. Its pharmacologic action on the 
stomach, including decreased hydrochloric acid response to pentagastrin, his
tamine and meals, decreased pepsin response to meals, and slowed gastric 
emptying lead to dyspepsia and postprandial fullness. Intestinal reactions to 
somatostatin include impaired absorption of amino acids and fat and motility 
changes. This results in indigestion. Decreased gallbladder contractility leads 
to bile stasis and cholelithiasis. Somatostatin's effect on the endocrine and 
exocrine pancreas is responsible for the appearance of diabetes mellitus, mal
digestion and steatorrhea [56]. Six patients with somatostatinoma have been 
reported in the literature [52,55-59]. The most common clinical findings in 
this group include diabetes mellitus, steatorrhea, cholelithiasis and weight 
loss. Hypochlorhydria was found in three of the four patients in whom it was 
studied. Liver metastases were present in all but one patient at the time of 
diagnosis. 

Diagnosis. Early diagnosis is difficult since initial features, dyspepsia, mild 
diabetes mellitus and cholelithiasis, are non-specific and common in the older 
age group (46-70 years) in which the tumor has been found. Stimulation of 
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somatostatin release by tolbutamide administration may reveal early cases. 
However, a high index of suspicion and localization of the tumor by sonogra
phy, CT scanning or angiography may be necessary to identify benign disease. 
Steatorrhea appears to be a late manifestation of the disease since the only 
patient reported without metastases had none. An elevated plasma level on 
assay for somatostatin confirms the diagnosis. 

Treatment. Surgical removal of the tumor is currently the treatment of 
choice. Four of the six reported patients underwent Whipple's procedure of 
radical pancreaticoduodenectomy. One patient underwent an exploratory lapo
ratomy only, and one patient was treated with streptozotocin. The only 
known survivor is Ganda's patient who has no metastases, underwent pan
creaticoduodenectomy and is asymptomatic four years postoperatively [56]. 

2.1.5. The Pancreatic Polypeptide (MEA, I) Syndrome 
History. Pancreatic polypeptide, discovered by Kimmel et al. [60] during the 

process of purification of insulin from chicken pancreas, was shown to be 
present in mammals by Lin and Chance in 1974 [61]. Floyd et al. in 1977 
found increased levels of this hormone in the serum of some patients with 
multiple endocrine adenopathy, type I [62]. Larsson et al. have reported on.a 
patient with watery diarrhea and a predominantly hPP-secreting pancreatic 
tumor [63]; Tomita et al. have described a similar clinical picture in a patient 
with pancreatic islet hyperplasia of hPP cell origin [64]. Polak et al. have 
found elevated hPP levels in the plasma of 18 or 28 patients with pancreatic 
islet neoplasms, including five of eight with the Zollinger-Ellison syn
drome [65]. Recently, plasma hPP elevations have led to the discovery and 
excision of asymptomatic pure polypeptide and mixed pancreatic apudomas in 
three MEA, I patients; moreover, exaggerated plasma hPP response to a 
protein meal is indicative of familial islet cell hyperplasia [66]. Thus, plasma 
hPP determinations appear to be important in the detection of the pancreatic 
component of MEA, type I. 

Pathology. Human polypeptide-containing cells have been identified only in 
the pancreas. These F (or D1) cells normally are interspersed in the islets and 
parenchyma of the posterior portion of the pancreatic head. Pancreatic apudo
mas, however, occur in all portions of the pancreas and the cells containing 
hPP have been isolated not only in tumors, but also in extratumoral islets, 
suggesting that hPP may be an additional marker for mixed functioning 
pancreatic lesions. However, pure primary hPP-cell hyperplasia and hPP-cell 
tumors have been described. Larsson reported on a patient with a diarrheo
genic syndrome indistinguishable from the classical WDHA syndrome of 
Verner and Morrison. This patient's tumor contained only hPP and plasma 
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levels of hPP were markedly elevated, while vasoactive intestinal polypeptide 
(VIP) levels were normal [63]. Bordi reported on a 45-year-old man with 
recurrent ulcer and two pancreatic tumors which contained only hPP [67]. 
Tomita reported on a patient with severe watery diarrhea associated with 
pancteatic hyperplasia of hPP-containing cells [64]. Admittedly, the role of 
hPP in sporadic functioning islet cell tumors is less clear than its role in the 
genetic MEA, I pancreatic endocrinopathy. 

While its biological activity is still somewhat elusive, some of the pharma
cologic effects of hPP are known. This 36 amino acid polypeptide generally 
acts in opposition to cholecystokinin-pancreozymin (CCK-PZ). It inhibits pan
creatic exocrine function, relaxes the gallbladder, increases choledochal tone 
and inhibits pentagastrin-stimulated gastric acid secretion [68]. Human pan
creatic polypeptide levels normally increase after an ingested meal (enteric 
response) and in the presence of insulin hypoglycemia (vagal response). Pan
creatic popypeptide is also released after bombesin (an amphibian dermal 
tetradecapeptide) infusion. Bombesin-Iike peptides have been found scattered 
throughout the endocrine and nerve cells of the gastrointestinal tract in man. 
Bombesin's ability to stimulate release of pancreatic polypeptide, gastrin and 
gastric acid suggest the possibility of a complex neurohormonal regulatory 
mechanism [68]. Normal levels of hPP increase. with the age of the patient, 
while levels are decreased in patients with cystic fibrosis of the pancreas. 

Clinical presentation. Although elevated hPP levels have been found in a 
variety of settings, no consistent clinical picture has been associated with 
plasma hPP excess. Commonly, elevated hPP levels are present in association 
with excess hormone production from mixed pancreatic tumors. In such 
instances the other hormonal products of the tumor usually give rise to 
symptoms and thereby mask whatever biologic and clinical effect hPP may 
have. Larsson, however, in an attempt to unravel the mystery of the WDHA 
syndrome, suggested that hPP might be responsible for the pancreatic source 
of the diarrheogenic syndrome, while VIP might be the agent in neurogenous 
tumors that cause diarrhea [63]. Diarrhea is not a clinical feature of most pure 
hPP apudomas; therefore Larsson's patient is probably an isolated example. 
Lamers et al. have demonstrated elevated levels of hPP in patients with the 
Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and also with hyperparathyroidism in MEA, type 
I, as compared to normal controls; these endocrinopathies are integral com
ponents of the MEA, I syndrome and may thus signal an undetected islet 
abnormality [69]. 

Diagnosis. In families at risk for· the development of endocrinopathies 
within the MEA, type I syndrome, the use of plasma hPP assays in both 
basal and stimulated states is diagnostic. Significantly elevated basal and 
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meal-stimulated levels of hPP in these patients suggest the presence of a 
pancreatic tumor, while a normal basal value with an exaggerateq response to 
a meal indicates islet hyperplasia. Those with normal basal and stimulated 
values have not been found to have hyperplasia or pancreatic tumors. Thus 
hPP appears to be a specific marker for the pancreatic component of MEA, 
type I and may' be elevated in approximately 50% of non-familial sporadic 
pancreatic apudomas. The greatest usefulness of the hPP assay is in the 
prospective screening of MEA, I patients for the detection of silent pancreatic 
apudomas, as has been reported. in three asymptomatic patients whose basal 
hPP levels were elevated. By this means early diagnosis has prompted surgical 
excision before metastases were evident. Confirmation by CT scan and/or 
angiography is advisable preoperatively. Another indication for the use of 
plasma hPP assays is in the differentiation between the antral (entopic) and 
the pancreatic (ectopic) hypergastrinemia of the ulcerogenic syndromes. Basal 
plasma hPP concentrations are elevated in approximately half of patients with 
pancreatic gastrinomas of the sporadic Zollinger-Ellison syndrome; a normal 
basal, but highly elevated stimulated plasma hPP response is indicative of 
antral G-cell hyperplasia (AGCH) type of the ulcerogenic syndrome, as well as 
in islet hyperplasia in the familial MEA, I syndrome. Plasma hPP assays are 
also indicated in the diagnosis of the watery diarrhea syndrome for the 
differentiation between the pancreatic and a neurogenic source of the secre
tory diarrhea. Normal levels of basal hPP must be interpreted in light of 
age-matched controls since the normal levels increase with age. The basal 
value is not considered abnormal unless it is three and one half or four times 
the age-matched mean including two standard deviations [66]. 

Treatment. Surgical excision of the tumor and metastases, if possible, is the 
treatment of choice in most instances. If the ulcerogenic syndrome is present, 
then total gastrectomy is probably warranted in addition, depending on 
patient compliance with cimetidine therapy. Guidelines for specific antitumor 
or antihormonal therapy in situations where mixed tumors are present should 
be determined by the nature of the primary product. In patients with hepatic 
metastases from a resected pure pancreatic polypeptide apudoma of the pan
creas, selective (intra-arterial) and systemic (intravenous) administration of 
streptozotocin has resulted in 'complete' disappearance of the metastases on 
serial CT scanning, together with a return of elevated plasma hPP values to 
normal [70]. 

Prognosis. The prognosIs In patients with mixed functioning pancreatic 
apudomas generally follows that of the specific syndrome present. In those 
whose hPP levels fall following surgical removal of the tumor or antitumor 
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chemotherapy, the outlook is good, but long-term studies in relation to pure 
hPP tumors are not complete. 

2.2. Ectopic 
2.2.1. The Gastrinoma (Ulcerogenic, Z-EJ Syndrome 
History. In 1905 Edkins speculated that a humoral substance, which be 

called gastric secretin (gastrin), was released by the antral mucosa upon gastric 
absorption of certain foodstuffs, ard that this hormone, in turn, stimulated 
gastric parietal cells [10]. Subsequently it was shown that a variety of factors 
caused elaboration of this hormone, including alkalinization of the antrum, 
absorption of proteins and distension of the stomach. In 1951, Dragstedt et al. 
demonstrated that experimental hyperfunction of the gastric antrum, sutured 
to the colon as a diverticulum, caused gastrojejunal ulcers in dogs [71]. Four 
years later, in 1955, Zollinger and Ellison presented two cases of the ulcero
genic syndrome, pointing out a triad of features, duodenojejunal ulceration, 
gastric hypersecretion and a non-beta islet cell tumor of the pancreas [9]. This 
was the first clinical example of an extra-gastric source of the hormone, thus 
an ectopic phenomenon. In the early 1960s, Gregory purified the substance, 
, gastrin' and demonstrated its presence in extracts of the pancreatic tumor 
and its metastases [72]. Its subsequent characterization has fully accounted for 
all the manifestations of the tumor and syndrome. Experience and investiga
tion over the last 25 years has led to a better understanding of the pathogen
esis, diagnosis and treatment of this and other islet cell tumors of the 
pancreas. 

Pathology. The gastrin-secreting tumor is most often located in the islets of 
the pancreas. However, tumors have been found in the wall of the duode
num, the stomach, in the hilus of the spleen and rarely in other endocrine 
organs. Solitary lesions occur in 50% of cases with a head-body-tail ratio of 
4-1-4. Multiple sites are present in approximately 30% of cases and diffl,lse 
hyperplasia in 15 - 20 %. Duodenal wall tumors were found in 13 % of patients 
with more than half of this group bearing an additional pancreatic tumor site. 
Benign adenomas account for less than 30% of cases, with the remainder 
being hyperplasias or metastatic malignant lesions [73]. 

None of the identified normal entopic islet cells appears to be the parent of 
the pancreatic gastrinoma except that any of the APUD islet cells may have 
reverted to its primitive totipotential state for the ectopic secretion of gastrin. 
The cells contain secretory granules, as seen on electron microscopy, which 
are 150-250.um in size. Histochemically the cells contain gastrin and are 
microscopically similar to the antral G-ceUs, which also produce gastrin. As 
with most of the other APUD tumors, mitotic activity is not a prominent 
histologic feature and these tumors are generally considered to be slow-
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growing. Metastases occur primarily in adjacent lymph nodes and the liver. 
Rarely, lung metastases have been observed. 

Gastrin in several molecular forms is the primary product of the tumor and 
its effect upon target cells is responsible for the clinical manifestations of the 
syndrome. It exists in at least three known forms: G-17 gastrin, G-34 (big) 
gastrin and big, big gastrin (MW 21,000). The most active form appears to be 
G-17 gastrin. Physiologically it sprincipal role is stimulation of parietal cell 
secretion of gastric acids. Pharmacologically it affects almost every gastroin
testinal organ. It causes contraction of the lower esophageal sphincter and the 
smooth muscle of the stomach, small intestine, colon and gallbladder. It 
inhibits the pyloric sphincter, the ileocecal valve and sphincter of Oddi. 
Moreover, it may have a trophic effect in that is appears to stimulate growth 
of gastric and duodenal mucosa. Pathophysiologically it accounts for the 
hyperplasia of the gastric mucosa, which results in hypersecretion of acid and 
subsequent severe acid-peptic ulcer disease. The continuous high rate of acid 
secretion leads to acidification of a much longer length of duodenum and 
jejunum and is felt to be responsible for ulcers seen in these atypical sites and 
for the steatorrhea, which is often present [74]. 

Clinical presentation. Over 1000 cases have been recorded in the Tumor 
Registry at the Medical College of Wisconsin. The age at onset of the disease 
is commonly in the third to fifth decade of life. However, approximately 8 % 
of cases occurred in patients less than 20 years of age. Males are affected 
more often than females with a 6: 4 ratio. 

The classic triad of findings includes the presence of severe peptic ulcera
tion, gastric hypersecretion and an islet cell tumor of the pancreas. The 
ulcerrations, usually of the duodenum, also occur in the distal duodenum, 
jejunum or in 25% of cases as recurrent stomal ulcers [73]. 

Abdominal pain is the most common symptom due to ulceration in 93% of 
patients. Vomiting, hemorrhage and perforation may occur in approximately 
25% of the patients. Diarrhea (steatorrhea) is present in one-third of the 
patients and is secondary to the effect of the large volumes of gastric juice on 
the small bowel mucosa with acid inactivation of the pancreatic fat-splitting 
enzymes [74]. 

Although most patients with the Zollinger-Ellison syndrome represent spo
radic occurrences, upon prospective endocrine observation and family screen
ing, an increasing number are found to have a genetic, familial basis. The 
multiplicity of cellular and endocrine organ associations in multiple members 
of families tends to involve the pancreas, the pituitary and the parathyroid 
glands in a dominant fashion, called multiple endocrine adenopathy (MEA, 
type I) syndrome of Werrner[75]. 

In addition to the usual ectopic Zollinger-Ellison syndrome due to pancrea-
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ticoduodenal gastrinoma of both the sporadic and genetic forms, there is an 
unusual and rare type of the ulcerogenic syndrome that is entopic in origin. 
In such patients the ulceration, hyperacidity and the hypergastrinemia is the 
result of the entopic elaboration of excessive gastrin from hyperplastic G-cells 
of the antrum. This entity, antral G-cell hyperplasia (AGCH), is clinically 
indistinguishable from the Zollinger-EJ.lison syndrome, except that a pan
creatic gastrinoma is absent. Furthermore, the moderate hypergastrinemia is 
not further elevated by secretin or calcium stimulation and endoscopic biopsy 
of the antral mucosa reveals G-cell hyperplasia, all of which differentiate this 
entopic type from the ectopic pancreatic gastrinoma patients [76]. 

Diagnosis. The diagnosis of either the ectopic or entopic ulcerogenic syn
dromes should be suspected in the following individuals: 1) those with onset 
of severe peptic ulcer disease at a young age; 2) post-bulbar, jejunal or 
gastrojejunal stomal ulcers; 3) radiographic evidence of gastric hyperrugosity, 
duodenal nodularity or intestinal hypermotility; 4) unexplained diarrhea; 5) a 
strong family history of peptic ulcer; and, 6) other endocrine abnormalities or 
diabetes mellitus. 

Documentation of the presence of an ulcer is generally made with upper 
gastrointestinal barium studies or endoscopy. The X-rays may also reveal 
prominent gastric rugal folds with a large amount of gastric fluid and hyper
motifity of the intestine. Gastric secretion in excess of 1000 ml during a 12 
hour overnight collection is found in 85% of cases. Similarly, secretion of 
greater than 100 milliequivalents (mEq) of free acid during the same time 
period occurs 75% of the time[73]. Basal acid output (BAO) of greater than 
15 mEq/hr and a ratio of basal acid outputlmaximal acid output (BAO/ 
MAO), as determined by histamine stimulation, greater than 0.6 strongly 
suggests gastrinoma. Patients with Zollinger-Ellison syndrome have fasting 
serum gastrin concentrations ranging from 300 to 350,000 pg/ml with a 
median of 2000. Normal fasting serum gastrin levels range from 20 to 
160 pg/ml [77]. 

Provocative tests include the calcium infusion test and the secretin infusion 
test. Calcium gluconate, given intravenously in a dose of 4-5 mg/kg/hr for 
three hours produces a twofold or more increase in gastrin levels in the 
ectopic Zollinger-Ellison patients. Maximum levels are reached in the last 
hour of the collection. When secretin is given as a bolus injection intra
venously (2 units/kg) the serum gastrin rises within 15 minutes. With cal
cium stimulation, gastrin levels are almost uniformly increased 500 pg/ml or 
more if a pancreatic gastrinoma is present and secretin stimulation produces 
increases of 110 pg/ml or more. No rise in serum gastrin concentration is 
observed in the entopic (antral) type of the ulcerogenic syndrome [78]. 

The assay of plasma pancreatic polypeptide (hPP) concentration may be 
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helpful in confirming the type and etiology of the ulcerogenic syndrome. It 
has·been shown that 50% of patients with the sporadic pancreatic gastrinoma 
elaborate excessive hPP in a fasting state; if the pancreatic gastrinoma is due 
to a genetic, familial etiology the response of hPP to a meal is also usually 
markedly elevated over the normal response. On the other band, if a pan
creatic gastrinoma is absent (entopic AGCH) the basal hPP level is normal 
and the response to a meal is exaggerated only if the patient is a member of 
an MEA family. In other words, an elevated basal level of hPP depends upon 
the presence of a pancreatic tumor and an elevated response to a protein meal 
depends upon a genetic familial association [66]. 

Localization of the pancreatic tumor is often difficult. Both arteriography 
and computerized tomography may complement each other in improving 
results since only 40- 70% success rates are now achieved with arteriography. 
Endoscopy is indicated for the detection of duodenal gastrinomas and for 
antral biopsy for the presence or absence of antral G-cell hyperplasia. 

The treatment of choice for the gastrinoma is surgical for its dual role of 
possible ablation of the tumor and the permanent control of the massive 
gastric acid hypersecretion by total gastrectomy [76]. The latter objective 
becomes especially important in patients with multiple or metastatic souces of 
hypergastrinemia, except in extremely poor risk patients when cimetidine 
receptor blockade of acid secretion may be preferable. Every attempt should 
be made to remove all resectable tumor if it can be removed by partial or 
subtotal pancreatectomy with lymph node excision [79]. Duodenal wall 
tumors, if detected, are usually resectable but 53 % of this group of patients 
harbor additional gastrinomas [80]. Tumor excision plus total gastrectomy 
provides the only opportunity for attainment of tumor control and eugastri
nemia [76]; occasionally actual regression of metastatic tumor is observed [81]. 
Before the advent of cimetidine less than total gastrectomy was inevitably 
followed by recurrent ulceration [80,82]. Cimetidine, by its antagonistic action 
on the histamine-2-receptor on the parietal cell effectively suppresses gastric 
secretion and, combined with antacids, controls ulcer symptoms [83,84]. Its 
administration requires careful dose monitoring and complete patient com
pliance. It has not been shown to have any effect on the tumor itself or on 
the hypergastrinemia [76, 79]. Patients with proven AGCH are preferably 
managed by surgical antrectomy, although cimetidine therapy is symptomati
cally adequate. 

Streptozotocin has been infused intra-arterially and intravenously in a num
ber of gastrinoma patients with various results. Encouraging reports from 
Stadil et at. demonstrated relief of symptoms in two patients and regression of 
metastases in one patient given 1 to 4 g over 30 to 60 min at 6 and 12 week 
intervals [85]. 
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Prognosis. Patients with pancreatic gastrinomas may live for extended per
iods even when metastatic tumor is present if acid hypersecretion is con
trolled either medically or surgically.. Occasionally the course may be fulmi
nant in spite of treatment. Wilson and Ellison reported a 73 % survival in 
patients who had undergone total gastrectomy [86]. One of the two original 
patients reported by Zollinger and Ellison is alive and well 25 years after total 
gastrectomy and excision of tumors. 

2.2.2. The Vipoma (Watery Diarrhea) Syndrome 
History. In 1958 Verner and Morrison reported two patients and cited 

reports of seven additional patients who presented with profuse watery diarr
hea, hypokalemia and non-beta cell tumors of the pancreas [87]. The absence 
of peptic ulceration in this group led them to the conclusion that this repre
sented a syndrome distinct from the previously reported Zollinger-Ellison 
syndrome. In 1960 Chears et al. resected a non-beta cell adenoma from a 
patient and thereby cured his diarrhea [88]. The fulminating, relentless diarr
hea as a characteristic clinical feature led to the terminology of the syndrome 
as 'pancreatic cholera' [89]. Murray and Paton in 1961, and Espiner and 
Beaven in 1962 demonstrated achlorhydria as an accompanying feature of the 
syndrome [90, 91]. 

Subsequently, the term WDHA (Watery Diarrhea, Hypokalemia, Achlorhy
dria) was used to describe the syndrome, although Verner and Morrison 
believe it is more appropriately labeled WDHH since hypochlorhydria is a 
more constant finding than achlorhydria. More recently, with the advent of a 
radioimmunoassay for vasoactive intestinal peptide, and the demonstration of 
elevated levels of this peptide in many patients with the syndrome, the term 
Vipoma has been used. Admittedly, the pathogenesis, pathophysiology and 
the ultimate cellular and hormonal culprits are still less than adequately 
defined, although more than 60 patients have been reported in the litera
ture [92]. 

Pathology. Lesions responsible for the clinical manifestations have been 
localized to the pancreas and may exist as a benign adenoma, a carcinoma, or 
as a diffuse non-beta islet cell hyperplasia. The solitary lesions are most 
commonly found in the body and tail of the pancreas. 

Grossly, the tumors are usually encapsulated and vary in color from yel
low-white to fleshy pink. They are generally larger than other islet cell tumors 
and range in size from 1 cm to 5-6 cm in diameter. When hyperplasia is 
present the pancreas may appear and feel normal. 

Microscopically the tumors are composed of islet cells that are not identi
fied with any of the normal entopic islet cells; thus they are ectopic in 
location and function. They are arranged in columns or acini, separated by 
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thin-walled blood vessels. Even electron microscopy has failed to reveal the 
exact identity of these cells, but it has shown the presence of secretory 
granules ranging in size from 100 to 150 nm [93, 94]. 

The precise hormonal product has yet to be documented universally. Sev
eral hormones have been ruled out as mediators of the syndrome, glucagon, 
gastrin, serotonin and secretin. Currently the three humoral products receiv
ing most attention are vasoactive intestinal polypeptide, human pancreatic 
polypeptide and prostaglandin E2 . While the actions of hPP are not known in 
great detail, those of VIP and PGE2 include all of those associated with the 
syndrome. VIP is a peptide neurotransmitter which stimulates intestinal 
secretion and diarrhea and pharmacologically relaxes gallbladder smooth mus
cle, augments bile flow, inhibits gastric secretion and motility, enhances 
glycogenolysis, thereby inducing hyperglycemia, stimulates pancreatic bicar
bonate secretion, produces peripheral vessel dilatation and hypercalcemia [95]. 
It has been found elevated in a number of patients with tumors, but not 
consistently. 

Jaffe and Condon reported eight of 21 patients with the WDHA syndrome 
in whom elevated levels of prostaglandin E (PGE) were found [96]. This 
compound causes contraction of non-vascular smooth muscle, increases intes
tinal motility and inhibits intestinal absorption of water and electrolytes. 
Moreover, they reported successful treatment of a patient with the WDHA 
syndrome and elevated levels of PGE with indomethacin, an inhibitor of 
prostaglandin synthesis [97]. 

Larsson et al. reported four cases in 'which the WDHA (watery diarrhea) 
syndrome was associated with a pancreatic tumor. In two of these, equal 
populations of VIP and hPP cells were found to comprise 5 -1 0 % of all tumor 
cells. In another, hPP cells comprised 90% of the tumor while VIP cells were 
scarce. Moreover, the serum levels of VIP were within normal range while 
hPP levels were elevated one thousandfold [63]. 

It appears at this point that the WDHA syndrome is a somewhat collective 
description of more than one diarrheogenic state which may involve several 
interrelated hormones. 

Clinical presentation. The major clinical manifestations include profuse 
watery diarrhea, massive potassium losses that result in hypokalemia, and 
hypochlorhydria or achlorhydria. More than one half of the patients exhibit 
hypercalcemia, steroid-responsive diarrhea and glucose intolerance. Less fre
quently tetany, in the face of a normal or high calcium, dilated gallbladder, 
flushing, dermatitis and psychosis are seen. Congestive heart failure and renal 
failure are late manifestations of the disease. Females are affected three times 
more frequently than males. The average age at diagnosis is 47 years with a 
range of 17 - 72 years. 
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The diarrhea is the most profound and disabling symptom. Volumes up to 
six to eight liters daily have been recorded. The output is described often as 
having the color and consistency of weak tea. Initially it may be an intermit
tent phenomenon but with time or malignant change it often becomes explo
sive and relentless. Hypokalemia is routinely associated with the diarrhea, 
since massive amounts of potassium, up to 300 mEq per 24 hours, may be 
lost in the stool. Patients commonly present with potassium levels in the 2 to 
3 mEq per liter range. This hypokalemic state, if untreated, leads to vacuolar 
renal tubular degeneration and ventricular fibrillation. 

Basal achlorhydria is found in over one half of the patients although gastric 
biopsies fail to disclose microscopic abnormalities. Temporary rebound 
hyperchlorhydria has occurred in some patients following successful excision 
of the pancreatic tumor. 

Tetany is not an uncommon finding in these patients, especially during 
treatment of their hypokalemia. It is possibly due to hypomagnesemia from 
the diarrhea. It is this magnesium shortage that is also probably responsible 
for parathyroid stimulation leading to hypercalcemia [92]. 

Diagnosis. Because of the lack of a specific tumor marker, establishing the 
diagnosis of the watery diarrhea, hypokalemia, achlorhydria (WDHA) syn
drome requires the exclusion of a number of other possibilities in the differ
ential diagnosis in patients with diarrhea. These include villous adenoma, 
laxative abuse, celiac disease, Zollinger-Ellison syndrome, carcinoid syn
drome, medullary carcinoma of the thyroid, parasitic infestation and inflam
matory bowel disease. Specific diagnostic maneuvers include the measure
ment of gastric acidity with response to histamine stimulation. Intestinal 
perfusion studies appear to be the most specific indicator of i.ncreased jejunal 
secretion and pancreatic cholera. Hormone analyses for VIP, PGE, hPP, 
secretin, gastrin, serotonin, thyrocalcitonin and urinary 5-HIAA are usually 
required for accurate diagnosis. 

Localization of the tumor can be accomplished with angiography or compu
terized tomography. Occasionally an upper gastrointestinal series will show 
displacement secondary to a large tumor. 

The ultimate diagnostic procedure is surgical exploration. 

Treatment. The specific therapeutic modality for the WDHA syndrome is 
excision of the tumor. This is a straightforward matter when a solitary mass is 
present in the body or tail of the pancreas. If the pancreas appears normal on 
surgical inspection an excision of the tail of the pancreas may reveal islet 
hyperplasia on frozen section and histological examination and this should 
then be followed by subtotal distal pancreatectomy. In the rare circumstance 
that the patient is still symptomatic and no other cause of the diarrhea is 
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forthcoming, a total pancreatectomy may then be considered. If metastases 
are present an attempt at resection of as much of the gross tumor as possible 
should be made because significant palliation is possible by such a proce
dure [92]. 

For those tumors not amenable to surgical removal, the diarrhea may be 
controlled, at least temporarily, by corticosteroid administration. In those 
patients with high PGE levels, indomethacin has been shown to alleviate the 
diarrhea. 

The most encouraging new development in the medical management of 
this tumor is its response to streptozotocin. When administered intra-arterially 
to three patients by Gagel et al., two patients showed dramatic clinical 
response and regression of the tumor mass [94]. Kahn similarly reported two 
patients with equally impressive results [98]. 

Although radiotherapy and 5-fluorouracil have been used, these modalities 
have not been consistently effective to warrant their routine use. 

Prognosis. Of the 64 patients reported by Verner and Morrison, 35% had 
malignant lesions, 41 % had adenomata and 24 % had diffuse hyperplasia. 
Those without malignant lesions, treated surgically, responded with an 
approximately 50 % remission rate [92]. There have been reports of those 
treated with streptozotocin who have experienced tumor regression and 
absence of symptoms for as long as 12 and 13 months [94,98]. 

2.2.3. The Ectopic Corticotrophinoma (Ectopic ACTH) Syndrome 
History. The presence of truncal obesity, weakness, osteoporosis, hirsutism, 

moon facies, buffalo hump, purple striae, acne, arterial hypertension and 
diabetes associated with a corticotrophin-secreting pituitary tumor with secon
dary adrenocortical hyperplasia is known as Cushing's disease. The same 
constellation of clinical findings secondary to glucocorticoid excess without 
a pituitary tumor is described as Cushing's syndrome. The syndrome may 
be due to exogenously administered steroids or to entopic adrenocortical 
tumors or to ectopic adrenocorticotrophin (ACTH) secreting tumors. Cushing, 
in the early part of this century, conceived that pituitary hyperfunction, like 
thyroid hyperfunction, could be due to hyperplastic or adenomatous changes 
of the entopic organ and that selective surgical excision, even by transsphe
noidal approach to the pituitary, could lead to amelioration of the syn
drome [99]. However, in his day the pituitary-dependent variety was diag
nosed and treated only after the sella had become enlarged; he might reason
ably marvel at present-day methods of diagnosing not only early pituitary 
microadenomas, but the more remarkable non-pituitary, non-adrenal, and 
therefore ectopic tumors that elaborate a large molecular corticotrophin 
(ACT H), which stimulates secondary adrenocortical hyperplastic hypercortiso-
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lemia. Such ectopic production of ACTH, with the resultant syndrome, is 
found most commonly in bronchogenic carcinomas [100], but tumors of the 
pancreas [101, 102], thymus, thyroid, prostate, esophagus and colon that pro
duce Cushing's syndrome have also been reported. Pancreatic islet tumors are 
the most frequent in this latter group. 

Pathology. Islet cell tumors that produce ACTH often secrete other hor
mones as well, including melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH), insulin, 
gastrin and 5-hydroxytryptamine [103]. These tumors are characteristically 
highly malignant and will often have metastasized widely by the time clinical 
expression of the Cushing's syndrome appears. In these cases serum ACTH 
levels are very high and not suppressible by exogenous corticosteroid admin
istration. Histology of the tumors is typical of apudomas with clusters of cells 
interspersed among numerous blood vessels. However, these tumors appear 
more malignant with frequent mitoses, bizarre cells and invasion. Electron 
microscopy reveals the presence of secretory granules [102]. 

Clinical nresentation. The clinical expression of ectopic ACTH-secreting 
tumors is often more subtle than that of the classical syndrome. These 
patients are less likely to exhibit obesity, striae and osteoporosis; however, 
they frequently are hypokalemic and display easy bruisability and glucose 
intolerance. Hyperpigmentation is frequent. These patients harbor highly mal
ignant tumors, which are responsible for markedly shortened survival when 
compared to other islet cell tumors [104]. 

Diagnosis. The diagnosis of Cushing's syndrome is established by demon
stration of elevated urinary free cortisol levels and lack of suppression of 
cortisol production by the dexamethasone suppression test. The latter 
involves administration of dexamethasone 1 mg orally at 11 PM and measur
ing plasma cortisol levels the following morning. While levels in normal 
subjects will be suppressed to less than 5 ,ug/lOO ml, levels in patients with 
Cushing's syndrome will not be suppressed below 10 ,ug/lOO ml [105]. 

Measurement of ACTH levels, combined with the high dose dexametha
sone suppression test (2 mg orally every 6 hours times 2 days with concom
itant 24 hour urine collection for 17-hydroxycorticosteroid values) will deli
neate the cause of the syndrome. Low ACTH levels and lack of suppression 
indicate primary adrenal tumors. Adrenal carcinoma is more likely if urinary 
17-ketosteroid levels are elevated. Normal to elevated plasma ACTH levels 
with partial suppression of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids are found in Cushing's 
disease. Markedly elevated .ACTH levels and lack of suppression with high 
dose dexamethasone are characteristic of the ectopic ACTH syndrome [106]. 
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Localization of the tumor and its metastases may be accomplished with 
angiography or computerized tomography. 

Treatment. Since most of the tumors causing the ectopic Cushing's syn
drome are highly malignant and will probably have metastasized by the time 
the diagnosis is made, treatment is . largely palliative. Those with incurable, 
but slow-growing tumors may be candidates for bilateral adrenalectomy. 

Medical therapy for those patients who are not candidates for surgical 
extirpation includes metapyrone, aminoglutethimide and cyproheptadine. 
Metapyrone inhibits adrenal II-hydroxylase activity where as aminoglute
thimide blocks the conversion of cholesterol to pregnenolone. Neither agent 
affects the growth of the tumor. The efficacy of cyproheptadine in treating 
hypercortisolism is controversial [107]. 

Prognosis. The outlook for patients with ectopic ACTH-secreting tumors is 
dismal because of the highly aggressive nature of the neoplasm itself. 

2.2.4. The Ectopic Parathyrinoma (Ectopic Hypercalcemic) Syndrome 
History. It is only in the last decade that non-parathyroid tumors were 

observed to cause hypercalcemia and a hyperparathyroid-like clinical pic
ture [108, 109]. Ectopic production of parathyrin (PTH) occurs most often in 
tumors of the lung, kidney or lymphomas. However, tumors of the pancreatic 
islets, adrenal cortex, gonads, intestines and liver may produce 
PTH [110-112]. The resultant hypercalcemia must be differentiated from that 
associated with tumors in which bone metastases, vitamin D-like sterol pro
duction, vitamin D-enhancing factors, prostaglandin release, osteoclast-acti
vating factors or parathyroid gland stimulation are the responsible factors. 
Indeed, tumor hypercalcemia is at least as frequent as primary hyperparathy
roidism [113]. 

Pathology. The ubiquity of the APUD cells and the concept of malignant 
derepression back to a state of totipotentiality help explain the occurrence of 
ectopic PTH-secreting tumors. There are immunoreactive differences between 
normal PTH and that secreted by ectopic tumors [J 14]. While tumor PTH 
appears to be more potent in producing hypercalcemia than parathyroid PTH, 
their pharmacologic and biologic activities are similar. Parathyrin increases 
plasma calcium concentration, decreses plasma phosphate -concentration, 
increases tubular excretion of phosphate, increases tubular resorption of cal
cium, increases bone remodeling by increasing the number and activity of 
osteoblasts and osteoclasts, increases bicarbonate excretion by the kidney, 
activates adenylate cyclase in cells of target tissues and increases gastrointes
tinal absorption of calcium by enhancing vitamin 0 synthesis [J 15]. 
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Clinical presentation. Patients with ectopic PTH production may exhibit 
many of the primary effects of hypercalcemia including lethargy, fatigue, 
anorexia, constipation, polyuria and polydipsia. Secondary signs of hypercal
cemia, such as bone resorption and renal calculi are rarely observed [116]. The 
symptoms may be easily confused with those of a preterminal state and 
patients sometimes present in the coma of hypercalcemia crises. Other clinical 
features related to the mechanical presence of the primary tumor itself are not 
usually obvious. 

Diagnosis. The exocrine parameters related to calcium and phosphorus 
metabolism in ectopic tumors are similar to those of primary hyperparathy
roidism and should include calcium, phosphorus, chloride, protein, albumin, 
globulin, alkaline phosphatase, creatinine, urea nitrogen, pH, uric acid and 
magnesium determinations. The tubular reabsorption of phosphate is usually 
less than 80%. Because of the heterogeneity of the molecular forms of 
parathyrin-like peptides, the usual laboratory immunoassay techniques will 
not always demonstrate elevated plasma levels. In fact, the measured immu
nocomponents of the PTH molecule may be undetectable. In such instances, 
the pharmacologic administration of phosphates to decrease ~he serum cal
cium levels will be followed by an elevation of the PTH concentration to 
normal levels; this diagnostic circumstance suggests that the hypercalcemia 
suppressed parathyroid release of parathyrin until the calcium was therapeuti
cally reduced, a phenomenon typical of normal parathyroid glands. When the 
normal parathyroid glands respond in this way, a search should be made for 
an ectopic source of tumor parathyrin of different immunochemical character
istics. Because of variants of PTH elaborated by tumors, special assay tech
niques have been developed [117]. 

On the other hand, when PTH values are immunologically elevated using 
the usual assay for parathyrin, the hypercalcemia associated with ectopic PTH 
is often higher than that associated with comparable levels of parathyroid
produced PTH. This higher ratio may help in differentiating the source of 
excess parathyrin [118]. Selective venous assays of PTH may help localize the 
tumor but the more common techniques for detection of malignancies are 
more likely to be diagnostic. When a pancreatic tumor is suspected compu
terized tomography improves the diagnostic yield. 

Treatment. Surgical excision of the tumor is the treatment of choice when 
possible. Alternatively, chemotherapy using streptozotocin has been reported 
to be effective for hypercalcemia associated with pancreatic islet cell carcino
ma [119]. Hypercalcemia is treated by a variety of agents including saline and 
sulfate infusion, chelating agents and the administration of oral and intra
venous phosphorus and mithramycin. Hemodialysis will also effectively 
reduce calcium levels. 
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Prognosis. Tumors that produce ectopic hormones are known for their more 
malignant course: those which manifest hypercalcemia are no excepfion and 
often eventuate in crises of stupor and renal failure. 

3. OVERVIEW 

It is clear from the descriptions of the syndromes caused by functioning 
tumors of the pancreas and gastrointe.stinal tract that there is a wide spectrum 
of clinical pictures running the gamut from asymptomatic pancreatic polypep
tide tumors to the fulminating ulcerogenic tumors. Some syndromes such as 
those due to glucagonomas and even insulinomas may present in such a 
subtle way that they are easily overlooked as diabetic patients or 'nervous' 
patients, respectively. That such an array of endocrinopathies result from 
pathologic changes of cells which have a common embryologic origin is quite 
remarkable. The types of hormones, polypeptides and amines that are com
mon to them vary tremendously in their biologic effects but only slightly in 
their molecular weights and amino acid residues. The actions of the amines 
are almost instantaneous where as polypeptide effects require at least minutes 
and symptomatic fluctuations can be detected clinically. 

The cells that become dysplastic have common APUD cytochemical and 
embryologic characteristics. When pathologic abnormalities occur in cells 
which are native to their functional location, the resulting syndromes are 
called entopic; when the tumors arise in a locus with biologic effects foreign 
to that site, the syndrome is called ectopic. If it is accurately appreciated that 
the cells of origin of both entopic and ectopic functioning tumors are the 
same, namely APUD cells or their precursors, then the term ectopic is not 
necessarily applicable; functionally they 'appear to be ectopic' owing only to 
the fact that the abnormal cell has reverted to a precursor functional state. 
With a clear understanding of the APUD concept and the theory of eCtopia, it 
should not be a surprise to discover that a pancreatic apudoma might elabo
rate serotonin and gastrin, or ACTH or parathyrin. Such bizarre revelations 
add to the clinical excitement of endocrinology and stimulate basic research 
and ultimately bring out the best in the surgical and medical management of 
more and more newly recognized syndromes. 

The innovative thrust in the development of humoral assays, using 
radioimmunochemical techniques has revolutionized the diagnosis of endocri
nopathies so that diagnostic and prognostic markers assist clinicians in their 
management of such patients. Even markers in asymptomatic patients at risk 
for development of familial endocrinopathies are just beginning to become 
significant as early detectors of tumors. A case in point is the assay for 
human pancreatic polypeptide for the pancreatic component of-the MEA, type 
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I syndrome. Because the most certain possibility for cure in most endocrino
pathies today is surgical excision, it is all the more important that diagnoses 
be made early, before metastases develop. There also is some consideration 
that dysplasias may progress from cellular hyperplasia to neoplasia, a possibil
ity that also augurs for early detection and excision. Since diagnosis depends 
first upon clinical recognition of .a possible syndrome with its general and 
systemic manifestations, certain specific observations of laboratory determina
tions of exocrine end-organ derangements should then prompt the more 
specific assays of the appropriate endocrine hormone. The two types of 
determinations should be made simultaneously to look for 'inappropriate' 
levels, such as glucose and insulin determinations or calcium and PTH 
values. In these ways early diagnoses are possible; further localization of 
tumors then requires the newer radiologic techniques of computerized tomo
graphic scanning and selective angiography with selective venous humoral 
assays. 

Finally, selective angiography is important also for intelligent administra
tion of selective chemotherapy of non-resectable tumors. Present day experi
ence with the use of both intra-arterial streptozotocin, as well as its intra
venous administration, is demonstrating increasing therapeutic benefit for 
some patients even with hepatic metastases. Further innovations in receptor 
blockade, such as with cimetidine interruption of one of the receptors on the 
acid-secreting parietal cell, provide excellent palliation of the gastrin-secreting 
syndromes. Further developments in tumor chemotherapy and receptor mod
ification will certainly enhance the surgical treatment of patients who develop 
neoplasms of endocrine cells. 
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14. Epidemiology, Early Diagnosis and Treatment 
of Liver Cell Cancer 

SUN TSUNG-TANG, TANG ZHAO-YOU and CHU YUAN-YUN 

Liver cell cancer, arISIng from the hepatic parenchyma cells, may very 
likely be one of the commonest human cancers in the world. This is based on 
the fact Jhat its occurrence is very frequent among densely populated areas, 
especially in the Far East and southern Africa [1-4]. Prognosis of this grave 
disease is, still very poor. However, progress had been achieved in recent years 
of research on possible etiological factors, mechanism of carcinogenesis, early 
diagnosis and surgical treatment of liver cell cancer. Some aspects of the 
recent development will be reviewed here. 

1. EPIDEMIOLOGY 

1.1. Geographic Distributions 
The pattern of incidence or mortality rate of liver cell cancer is character

ized by its great variation in worldwide distribution and by the frequent 
occurrence in the densely populated areas of developing countries [1,4,5]. It 
had been stressed [1] that the true incidence of liver cell cancer was to a large 
extent incomplete. Cancer registries that provided reliable epidemiological 
data began to be established only recently in many developing countries. 
Besides, the lack of internationally accepted standardized classification of 
hepatic tumors in previous years also introduced difficulties in the identifica
tion of acinar type of liver cell cancer from cholangiocarcinoma. Therefore, 
the incidence rate in different areas can not be compared in strict quantitative 
terms. In spite of these difficulties, the general pattern of global incidence of 
liver cell cancer remained to be an established fact. This has been further 
substantiated by the recently published data of cancer epidemiology in Chi
na [4,6], which demonstrate the wide variation in nationwide distribution and 
the relatively high incidence of liver cell cancer maintained in recent years. 
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On a worldwide scale, the highest incidence of liver cell cancer was 
reported among the Shangaans of Mozambique. The age adjusted incidence 
rate reached around 100/1 00 000 per annum among males [1, 7], but recent 
data showed that the rate was declining. The average age-adjusted mortality 
rate of liver cell cancer in the mainland part of China was recently reported to 
be 10/100000, being 14.5 among males and 5.6 among females [4]. Greece 
also has a relatively high frequency of this disease, and the mortality rates for 
men and women were reported to be 23.3 and 14.8 per 100000 respective
ly [8]. This seemed to be followed by Switzerland [5], black people of the 
U.S.A., Romania [1], and Japan [9], being in the range of 2 to 10/100000 per 
annum. The frequency of liver cell cancer is generally considered to be low in 
central and North Europe, in North America and in many countries of Latin 
America. In general, males are more prone to develop liver cell cancer than 
females, the ratio being 2: 1 or more. In areas of high incidence, this ratio 
may exceed 3: 1. The reason for the influence of sex is not yet clear. 

As a result of enormous collaborative effort, the mortality rate of liver cell 
cancer in the whole mainland part of China has been mapped. This work was 
based on retrospective analysis of mortality data collected for 3 consecutive 
years [6]. The map shows that the geographical distribution of this disease is 
very uneven. The south east coastal regions have much higher frequency of 
occurrence than the north west inland areas. The areas where liver cell cancer 
is relatively prevalent are heavily populated. As a matter of fact, more than 
90 000 people died from this disease each year in China. There are a few 
, hotspots' where, as in Qidong county, the age adjusted mortality rate 
reached 76.3 among males, nearly 100 times higher than that of the lowest 
incidence areas. The identification of high incidence fields has facilitated the 
collaborative study on etiology, early diagnosis and control strategy of human 
liver cell cancer. 

Pattern of geographical distribution of liver cell cancer and the analytical 
epidemiological studies thus followed among high incidence areas had offered 
in recent years valuable etiological clues to human liver cancers. Factors such 
as race, malnutrition, alcohol, parasites, metabolic disorders, liver diseases, 
viral agents and environmental chemical carcinogens, had been suggested in 
association with liver cell cancer. Many of them did not appear to play any 
important role [10]. Epidemiological studies in China also led to the same 
conclusions. For example, inhabitants of areas having a several fold difference 
in incidence are of the same ethnic group: hence, the racial factor is not 
significant. Malnutrition in the general sense is not a problem in the south 
east coastal regions of China where liver cell cancer is quite frequent. Areas 
of higher incidence do not coincide with endemic areas of schistosomiasis. 
There is no schistosomiasis in the hotspot of Qidong county. Consumption of 
alcohol is generally low in China, especially in the relevant areas including 
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the hotspots mentioned. 
Close association with chronic liver disease, including cirrhosis, appears to 

be a more general phenomenon [11]. However, the association seems to be 
pathog~njcally related, rather than a causal one. Cirrhotic patients are not 
equally likely to develop liver cell cancer subsequently. HBsAg positive 
patients with cirrhosis were found at about 4 times greater risk than compar
able but HBsAg negative patients [12]. Individuals in the high incidence area 
having serological expression of active and persistent liver cell hyperplasia had 
a very high risk of developing the cancer [13]. Strong evidence accumulating 
in recent years has narrowed down the field of searching for relevant causal 
factors, and has identified the mycotoxins and the hepatitis B virus to be the 
most probable candidates as the etiological factors of human liver cell cancer. 
The list of candidates may well be expanded in subsequent years. Meanwhile, 
the possible role of host factors influencing the development of liver cell 
cancer also needs to be re-examined. 

1.2. Hepatotoxins 
Among substances having hepatocarcinogenic potential, the mycotoxins 

deserve special interest. The most important mycotoxins are the aflatoxins, 
elaborated by the strain of mould Aspergillus .flavus, a common and widely 
distributed food spoilage fungus. Aflatoxin B, is the most frequently encoun
tered member and possesses the highest hepatotoxicity. It may induce liver 
cancers in a wide variety of animals, including nonhuman primates, though 
considerable variation exists in susceptibility among different spe
cies [14, 15]. 

Strong evidence on the relationship between aflatoxin exposure and liver 
cell carcinoma incidence in human populations was obtained as a result of 
several field studies designed to obtain quantitative estimates of actual 
amounts of aflatoxin ingested by local inhabitants and then to compare them 
with the incidence of liver cell cancer in the same population group. Thus, 
investigations carried out in areas of Thailand [16], Kenya [17], Mozam
bique [18], and Swaziland [19] had obtained consistent results, demonstrating 
that the amount of aflatoxin B, ingested was directly correlated with the 
incidence of liver cancer. This approximately linear relationship [20], resem
bling the dose-effect curve obtained in experimental animals, offered very 
strong evidence supporting the concept that aflatoxins might be one of the 
major factors in the causation of human liver cell cancer. Increased exposure 
to aflatoxin B, had also been observed in the high incidence areas in Chi
na [21]. 

The epidemiological data just mentioned do not constitute proof of the 
causal nature of aflatoxins, but do justify an intervention trial. This appears to 
be further supported by the results obtained by feeding aflatoxin B, to 
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monkeys [22]. Of the 45 animals fed, two female monkeys developed liver 
cell carcinoma after four to six years. Another three developed adenocarci
noma of the biliary system. Although these results came from one series of 
experiments, the difference with human situations in high incidence areas 
appeared to be impressive. The successive conduction of an intervention trial 
required the constant monitoring of the amount of aflatoxin ingestion on 
individual basis. This needs quantitative measurements of minute amounts of 
aflatoxin B, in a large number of biological samples. Recent developments 
using HPLC [23] and radioimmunoassays [24] for aflatoxins may provide a 
promising approach to that problem. Works along this direction are under 
way in several centers. 

Other mycotoxins such as sterigmatocystin, .Iuteoskyrin, cyclochlorotine 
and others had also been suggested for playing a possible role in the causation 
of liver cancer. Much work remains to be done to clarify their signifi
cance [25]. 

Nitrosamines are a group of potent and versatile chemical carcinogens. 
Currently available evidence suggests that people may be constantly exposed 
to variable amounts of N-nitroso compounds either directly from the environ
ment, or after their formation in the alimentary tract. It constitutes a potential 
carcinogenic risk to humans. Nevertheless, field studies comparable to that on 
aflatoxins are generally lacking. It should be noted that studies done in the 
high incidence area. Qidong county, of China has revealed that nitrosamines, 
mainly diethylnitrosamine, were frequently detected in the salted vegetables 
used at home by local inhabitants, especially in those samples taken from the 
families of liver cell cancer patients [26]. 

1.3. Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) 
For a long time, liver cell cancer was known to be closely associated with 

chronic liver disease, especially with cirrhosis. Since the discovery of Australia 
antigen by Blumberg, the identification of HBV, its association with hepatitis 
and liver cell carcinoma has made rapid progress. Work done in many centers 
over the world gave consistent results on the association of HBV infection 
with the development of liver cell cancer. 

Three lines of strong evidence were collected. First, there is a close corre
lation in the geographical distribution of liver cell cancer and HBV infections. 
Cancer occurs frequently in the regions where chronic carriers are also preval
ent [2,3,27]. Secondly, liver cell cancer patients very frequently had co
existing HBV infections, as shown by various markers of the infec
tion [3, 27, 28]. This also included patients who were asymptomatic but had 
liver cell cancer at its early resectable stage [13]. The association appeared to 
be specific when compared with control groups of either normal people, 
patients with benign diseases or patients with non-hepatic malignancies. 
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Thirdly, prospective studies on patients with chronic liver diseases demon
strated that the HBsAg positive group had a significantly higher risk than the 
HBsAg negative group to develop liver cell cancer in the subsequent 3 to 3.5 
years of follow up [12,28]. Furthermore, prospective studies on 'healthy' 
chronic carriers of HBY and controls who were not carriers showed that 
significantly higher number of liver cell cancer patients developed in the 
carrier group during a follow-up period of about 4 years [29,30]. Available 
evidence appears to be sufficiently strong to consider HBY to be a very 
probably candidate that might be etiologically related to human liver cell 
cancer. 

Recent data indicate that two factors, one chemical and one viral, may play 
an important role in the causation of liver cell cancer, certainly not excluding 
other factors. Actually, increased exposure to aflatoxin and prevalence of 
chronic carrier of HBY were both observed in the endemic areas of liver cell 
cancer, as in Qidong field of China. They may act synergistically. This 
concept is also supported by the epidemiological data from Qidong. Based on 
the incidence rate of liver cell cancer[4], chronic carrier rate [29] and the 
positivity rate of HBsAg in liver cell cancer patients [28] in the same popula
tion of Qidong, it has been calculated that the annual incidence rate among 
HBsAg negative people is 17.1110 5 [see Table 1]. This value is quite high, 
suggesting increased exposure to the environmental carcinogens, although the 
role of other viral factors could not be excluded. However, when the factor of 
HBY infection is further added to the same population, the annual incidence 
rate of liver cell cancer increased to 20611 05. The addition of HBY infection 
to the local inhabitants further increases the risk 12 fold. In areas of lower 
incidence of liver cancer in China, the risk introduced by HBY infection 
appears to be higher than that found in the high incidence field. The inter
action of various etiological factors remains an important issue for further 
investigation. 

1.4. Host Factors 
Even in the endemic areas where exposure to various oncogenic agents 

would be severe, only a very small portion of the population develop liver cell 
cancer. In Qidong, the carrier rate is around 17 %, but 83 % are not. Only a 
small percentage of the chronic carriers develop chronic liver disease, whereas 
the majority remain apparently healthy. Finally, only a certain proportion of 
the group having a background of liver disease develop liver cell cancer. 
Obviously, there are many ways through which the host factors might be 
expressed. The acquisition of a chronic carrier state appears to be the expres
sion of tolerance. The latter was postulated to result from the cross-reactivity 
between a determinant on HBsAg and a host antigen, preferentially a male
associated antigen [2]. It was also suggested to be an immunodeficiency to 
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Table 1. Liver cell cancer incidence among different groups in the Qidong county. 

People group 

HBsAg negative population 
HBsAg positive population 
Low fluctuating AFP group* 

Annual incidence 

17.1110 5 

206110 5 

-3% 

* Among 233 persons having low level fluctuating AFP, 8 developed liver cell cancer in the 
second year of follow-up and 6 in the 3rd year (Chu Yuan-yun, unpublished data). 

HBV which might be HLA-gene associated [31]. Another aspect of possible 
host influence is on the development of chronic liver disease. As shown in 
Table 1, the HBsAg positive population has a very high incidence of liver cell 
cancer. There are patients in the same region who exhibit low level fluctuat
ing pattern of serum AFP, probably reflecting persistent hyperplasia of the 
hepatic cells [32]. They are mostly HBsAg positive, but show an extremely 
high probability of developing liver cell cancer, possibly reaching around 3 % 
per annum. Even after correcting for age difference and others, a further 
increase of risk of about 3 fold is observed over the HBsAg positive local 
inhabitants. This probably reflects that a small percentage of people might be 
inherently susceptible to develop persistent liver cell hyperplasia in respond
ing to the common assault from external causative factors. 

For chemical carcinogenesis, the species and tissue specificity of tumor 
development might be explained in part by the heterogeneity of the mono
oxygenase system, concerning the amount and the specificity of the various 
groups of cytochrome p-450 species [33]. It is not inconceivable that the 
inherent difference in the capacity of metabolic activation of carcinogens and 
other processes might also be present among different individuals. Further
more, case control studies carried out in the Qidong field suggested the 
presence of some genetic influence on the occurrence of liver cancer. Retro
spective analysis of over 4000 members of families having liver cell cancer 
patients and comparable controls showed that the significantly higher cancer 
incidence among cancer families were correlated mainly with the common 
living environment (living together) and less so with consanguineous relation
ship [34]. These observations were also consistent with the concept that both 
environmental and host factors might be operative in the development of 
liver cell cancer, but the effect of environmental causative factors appeared to 
predominate. 

J .5. Prevention Trials 
Research on etiological aspect of liver cell cancer has justified the first stage 

of primary prevention, the intervention trials. Control of aflatoxin intoxication 
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seems to present socio-economical problems but no serious technical ones. 
Besides the difficulty of affording large investment in developing countries, 
a change of living habit is also very difficult to achieve. For example, it is 
very hard in Qidong field to persuade local people to give up salted and 
pickled vegetables which have been a favorite food for generations. The 
control of hepatitis is easier to approach from the socio-economical side, but 
there are still many technical uncertainties. An effective vaccine against HBV 
appears to be on horizon [35], and encouraging results were observed in young 
children [36]. However, a safe and effective vaccination procedure, especially 
among the immunologically immature infants and very young children, still 
needs further substantiation. The control of the chronic carrier state of the 
mothers still poses a serious challenge to the medical field. Interferon appears 
to offer some promise in this respect [37], but there is still a long way to go 
even if the initial observations are confirmed. In spite of the difficulties just 
mentioned, field trials are justified. As a matter of fact, prevention studies in 
several areas, including the Qidong field where we have been participating, 
have already started. It might be expected that a real possibility of approach
ing the primary prevention of human liver cancer would be formed in the 
coming decade through cautiously controlled trials in the high incidence 
fields. 

2 .. EARLY DIAGNOSIS 

Early diagnosis of liver cell cancer means the definition of the cancer at a 
stage during which proper intervention may lead to the cure of patients with 
high probability [38]. The diagnostic technology in detecting hepatic tumors 
has been refined significantly in recent years. Application of alpha fetoprotein 
(AFP) serology was proved to have potential in the early diagnosis of liver cell 
cancer in the high incidence areas of China [39-41]. This potential might be 
fully expressed if the highly probable candidates found through AFP assays 
could be further confirmed and their tumor mass be identified in size and 
location through other diagnostic techniques, preferably non-traumatic ones. 
Early diagnosis of AFP negative liver cancers is obviously hampered by the 
lack of suitable tumor markers which may permit first line detection as AFP 
has done for the positive counterparts. 

2.1. AFP Serology 
AFP is a normal foetal serum il] globulin, a glycoprotein with a molecular 

weight around 71000. It is synthesized in the foregut and liver cells during 
embryonic life, but the synthesis is significantly depressed after birth. The 
production at high levels may be re-expressed in the malignant liver cells and 
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in the embryonal cells of teratoblastomas [42]. It is the best characterized and 
the most specific member of the group of onco-foetal proteins. 

It had been repeatedly stressed that AFP assays were useful for the diag
nosis of clinical cases of liver cell cancer, especially for monitoring the 
therapeutic effect [43]. Its value in early diagnosis of liver cell cancer had been 
demonstrated in mass screening trials conducted in Qidong and Shanghai areas 
using sensitive techniques since 1973 [40, 41,44]. The most impressive facts 
following these sero-surveys were the significant increase of survival rates as 
well as the appearance of a significant number of long-term survivors. A 
several fold increase of 3 year survival among patients detected in mass 
survey over those found in the clinic was observed (further discussed in 3.1). 
The presence of long-term survivals is exemplified by a group of 27 patients 
detected and operated in Qidong during 1974 and 1975. They have survived 
over 4 or 6 years after surgical resection, and resumed their normal work. 
They are still healthy and have shown no signs of recurrence. It should be 
noted that long-term survival in that high incidence area was a rare event 
before the introduction of a mass survey program. These facts demonstrate 
that an early stage of liver cell cancer does exist and may be identified 
through an AFP survey, at least in the areas studied. 

The diagnostic task to differentiate those candidates for early liver cell 
cancer from other nonmalignant patients is rather difficult. Among the group 
of people having elevated serum AFP in the range of 25 to 400 ng/ml 
detected in mass screening, the patients with chronic liver diseases usually 

,- • 

Figure I. AFP pattern of early liver cell cancer patient before and after surgical resection. Serial 
AFP assayed by radio-rocket electrophoresis autography [39J. Wells from left , No. I : normal 
serum , Nos. 2-4: Standard AFP, 125 , 250, 500 ng/ml respectively. Nos. 5- 7: patient sera before 
surgery,2 wks between 5 and 6, 6 wks between 6 and 7. Surgery done soon after No.7. Nos. 8, 
9: 6 months and I yr after resection. The patient is still well , 6 years after operation. 
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outnumbered the candidates by a factor of several fold. The dynamic pattern 
of serum AFP obtained by sequential determinations of its concentration 
appeared to provide valuable information. As shown in Figure 1, there was a 
steady rise of serum AFP in the time course. The average doubling time in 
this case was found to be 30 days. After the surgical resection of localized 
liver cell cancer, the serum AFP fell sharply and mostly remained at the level 
of normal people. This particular patient is still well and has survived over 6 
years after operation. 

The steadily rising pattern in the range of 50 to 1000 ng/ml, having an 
average doubling time of 20 to 50 days in most cases, appears to be the most 
reliable serological expression of the presence of liver cell cancer, usually 
asymptomatic. Over 90 % of cases presenting this pattern were found to be 
suffering from liver cancer [32,40]. Analysis of the histological pictures of the 
surgical specimens taken from these patients showed that the rising pattern 
probably reflected the expanding mode of the tumor cell populations at this 
stage of malignant growth. The doubling time found in the high incidence 
areas of China appeared to be longer than the value reported in Africa [45], 
reflecting the slower growth rate of the cancer in China. The importance of 
the rising pattern had also been reported for the detection of liver cell cancer 
at a relatively early stage through continuous monitoring for AFP in patients 
with chronic liver disease [46]. 

The identification of the critical moment to start radical intervention on the 
patients on the basis of serological information appeared to be an important 
factor in deciding the outcome of the patients. The use of double diffusion 
and also countercurrent electrophoresis in the initial phase of the mass 
screening program in China found a significant number of asymptomatic 
patients. However, their survival rate was still low. Subsequent use of more 
sensitive techniques, such as reverse passive hemagglutination [47] and radior
ocket electrophoresis autography [48] having a sensitivity of 50 ng/ml or less, 
has detected more patients at an earlier stage. Analysis was made to fin~ out 
whether the level of AFP at which the surgery was performed would effect 
the survival of the patients, taking 1 ,ug/ml as the line of demarcation in 
accordance with the previous experiences. The group operated above l,ug/ml 
had a relatively low 3 year survival rate, around 6% (4164), thus confirming 
the results of previous studies. However, the group of patients operated below 
1 ,ug/ml had a significantly higher 3 year survival rate, reaching around 40% 
(13/33)[32]. Twelve patients of the latter group are still healthy, having 
survived over five years after operation. This result also demonstrated that a 
significant percentage of liver cell cancer still remains in localized state when 
the serum AFP of the host has not exceeded the level of l,ug/ml. 

It was possible to detect the majority of liver cell cancer patients~in a stag~ 
without apparent symptoms and find their AFP below the level of l,ug/ml 
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through regular surveys performed twice a year[44, 49]. However, the poten
tial thus provided could not be fully utilized without the introduction of 
additional diagnostic techniques that might define the extent and location of 
the suspected cancer mass. As an example to illustrate this pr,oblem of a more 
general nature, let us analyze the remaining patients of the series of 33 
patients just mentioned. The remaining 20 patients, 60% of the series, could 
not be successfully treated because of the following situations: 1) the tumor 
had already grown to a stage beyond resection; 2) the tumor could not be 
found during operation; and, 3) in a small number of patients, the tumor was 
situated in the' forbidden areas' of liver. Hepatic angiography, computerized 
tomography and ultrasonography may offer opportunites [50] for addressing 
this problem. When this issue can be solved, a more complete strategy on early 
diagnosis of AFP positive liver cell cancer can be formulated and impact 
favorably on the survival of patients suffering from this dreadful disease in 
some populated areas, taking into consideration the capacity of surgical treat
ment. 

2.2. Hepatoangiography 
Angiographic characteristics of liver cell cancer have been thoroughly stu

died for years [51]. It is important to accumulate experience in the diagnosis 
and localization of small liver cell cancer. It should be further stressed that 
hundreds of patients with subclinical liver cancer were picked up by screen
ing. Of these asymptomatic patients, only 26.7% showed a space-occupying 
lesion in liver scintiscan, and 20.6 % showed positive features by conventional 
ultrasound [52]. Transumbilical hepatography has been tried, and the smallest 
tumor detected by this procedure and confirmed by operation was found to- be 
2.5 x 2.5 cm. However, it failed to show filling defect of small liver cancer in 
the right lobe in majority of cases [53]. Selective celiac or hepatic arteriogra
phy was claimed to be the modality of choice for the identification of small 
liver cell cancer[54-56]. Tumors as small as 1 cm in diameter have been 
demonstrated in the hypervascular type [55,56]. Tumor vessels and tumor 
stains are two distinctive features of small liver cell cancer in selective 
arteriogram. The lower limit of detection by this technique was considered to 
be 1 cm. However, arteriography for tumors of hypovascular type and for 
tumors located in the left lobe was found to be unsatisfactory [57]. 

2.3. Ultrasonography 
Both gray scale ultrasonography (B-scan) and computerized tomography 

(CT) provide a hopeful future for a non-invasive approach to the diagnosis 
and localization of small liver cell cancer [50]. Ultrasound is less expensive 
than CT. However, accuracy of B-scan seems to be less favorable than 
scintigraphy and angiography, being 72 %, 85 %; and 93 % respectively in a 
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series of cases reported [58]. Its potential in the detection of small liver cell 
cancer remains to be studied. 

2.4. Computerized Tomography 
Computerized tomography had been proved of value in demonstrating 

lesions in the liver [50]. Patients with suspected lesion in liver found by 
radionuclide scan had been subjected to CT examinations before invasive 
angiography [59]. It was commented that in the majority of liver cell cancer, 
the difference in densities between tumor and the surrounding parenchyma 
was so small that the relatively lucent area might easily be overlooked [50]. 
The accuracy for liver tumors with CT varied from 63.2% [60] to 93.8% [61]. 
The accuracy for CT, radionuclide scan, and arteriography was found to be 
63.2%,94.7% and 100% respectively [60]. Although the non-invasive feature 
of CT is very attractive, the large expense involved is a problem, especially 
for the developing countries. The exploration of the potential of using CT for 
the identification and localization of early liver cell cancer found in the field 
has been started by us recently. Preliminary results appear to be encouraging 
though problems still exist. 

2.5. Radionuclide Imaging 
Radionuclide scan remains a valuable tool for the localization in the clinical 

situations. Combined liver and gallium scan was claimed to have special 
value for detection of liver cell carcinoma [62]. Several studies comparing the 
effects of radionuclide scan, CT, and/or ultrasonography gave inconsistent 
results [58,63,64]. Since only 20% of the early liver cell cancer were demon
strated to have space-occupying lesions, the use of conventional radionuclide 
scan is of limited value in the early diagnosis of this cancer[55]. 

2.6. Tumor Markers other than AFP 
Despite some advances achieved in the early diagnosis of AFP posItIve 

liver cell cancer, the early diagnosis of the AFP negative counterparts 
(10-50% of liver cell cancer in different areas of the world) remains a serious 
problem. Search for new tumor markers was one of the main topics in the 
recent International workshop on primary liver cancer held in Singapore. 
Several new markers were reported to be hopeful in the diagnosis of low level 
« 400 ng/ml of AFP) or AFP negative liver cell cancer. The positivity rate of 
several agents were reported as follows: novel gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase 
32 %, carcinoplacental alkaline phosphatase 32 %, basic feto-protein 64 % [65], 
hepatoma-liver antigen 58-67% [66]. Other markers studied including alpha] 
antitrypsin [67, 68], alpha] acid glycoprotein [68] and 5'-nucleotide phospho
diesterase (NPD) isozyme V test for human liver cancer [69] were also reported. 
Positivity rate of 5'-NPDase isozyme V up to 78.2% was found in 23 AFP 
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negative liver cell cancer in Shanghai[70]. No data have yet been available for 
assessing the potential of using the above-mentioned markers for the early 
diagnosis of AFP negative liver cell cancer. 

3. TREATMENT 

Liver cell cancer is one of the most malignant cancers with grave prognosis. 
However, substantial progress, although far from adequate, has also been 
achieved in the field of treatment. Early detection, aggressive approach and 
multi modality treatment contribute to this progress. 

3.1. Early Treatment of Mass Survey Patients and its Ultimate Outcome 
It has been accepted that early detection and early treatment of subclinical 

cancer may be the principal approach to rescue patients dying from malignan
cies before breakthroughs are made in relevant basic research. In China, over 
1000 patients with liver cell cancer were detected in AFP screening. Of these, 
more than 400 patients were found in the subclinical stage. More than 100 
cases of small cancers were resected. Of these patients, a good number 
resume their original wC?rk without recurrence [71, 72]. In Japan, patients with 
small liver cell cancer have also been discovered by monitoring AFP in 
patients with chronic liver disease [46]. Resection of small liver cancers in 20 
cases was reported in 1976 [73], and some survivors were observed. 

3.1.1. Clinical Pattern of the Mass Survey Patients. The clinical stage distri
bution, the therapeutic pattern and the survival pattern have clearly 
changed with introduction of mass screening. The discovery of subclinical 
cases remarkably increases the role of surgical resection and improves the 
overall prognosis. Subclinical liver cell cancer only amounted to 0.4-0.9% in 
clinical cases [74,75], but it went up to 44.7 to 71.2 % in mass survey 
patients [52, 75]. In clinical patients, only 5.3 to 17.7% could be re
sected[74,75], but it rose to 23.1-56.1% among the mass survey 
patients [52, 75, 76]. Results of a comparative study of pathologically proven 
220 clinical and 66 mass survey patients in the same period showed that 1 
year, 2 year and 3 year survival were 14.8,7.4 and 5.5% in the clinical group, 
but increased to 64.2, 39.3 and 28.9% respectively in the mass screening 
patients [75]. The survival data of 117 patients in Qidong detected in mass 
survey and treated surgically were also very striking [76]. The survival pattern 
of clinical patients has been stable for several decades. The 3 year survival 
also amounted to 6% both in the United States during 1964-1969 [77] and in 
Japan during 1968-1977 [78]. It seems, therefore, that mass screening might 
be the principal approach to improve the prognosis of patients having liver 
cell cancer. 
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3.1.2. Comparison Between Surgical Resection and Conservative Treatment. 
Surgical resection is so far the curative treatment of choice. The priority of 
this modality is even more clearly demonstrated among mass survey patients. 
The longer, the follow-up, the greater will be the difference. 79.1 % vs 45.2% 
in 1 year survival, 67.8% vs 16.4% in 2 year survival and 61.6% vs 4.1 % in 
3 year survival were observed in the patients who received resection or 
conservative treatment respectively [75]. Similar results were also obtained in 
the Shangai group. The 1, 2, and 3 year survival rate of cases with tumor 
excision were 86.7, 75.0 and 57.1% respectively. The corresponding figures in 
the group treated by drugs were only 70.4%, 26.8% and 10.0% [52]. In 
another series with small liver cell cancer, the corresponding survival rate rose 
to 83.3%, 70.5% and 70.0% after resection [79]. The conclusion is to make 
every effort for radical resection of tumor in subclinical stage with compen
sated liver function. 

3.1.3. Pathological Basis for Early Resection. A comparative study on the 
pathology of liver cell cancer in different groups revealed that the following 
factors may contribute to the improvement of survival after resection of the 
small liver cell cancer: 1) Well encapsulated tumor was observed in 85.0% of 
the small cancer group, 45.0% in the clinical group and none in the necrop
sies. 2) Tumor embolus in portal or hepatic vein occurred less frequently in 
the small liver cell cancer, being 30.0%, 70.0% and 100% in the correspon
ding groups. 3) The accompanied liver cirrhosis in small liver cell cancer was 
less severe. It was observed in 37.5%, 83.3%, and 94.7% among the corre
sponding groups. 4) Small liver cell cancers were mostly well differen
tiated [80]. Similar results were also reported from necropsy material in 
Japan [81]. Furthermore, a better immunological status was observed in 
patients with small liver cell cancer [79]. 

3.2. Surgical Resection 
The history of surgical resection for liver cancer has progressed from the 

stage of anatomical basis, through the stage of physiological basis to the 
present stage of biological basis. Owing to the rapid growing knowledge on 
tumor immunology and cancer biology, some new concepts have been 
emphasized; early detection and radical resection, local resection for small 
tumors, muItimodality treatment, second look operation, etc. During the last 
ten years, large series (over 80 cases) of resection for liver cell cancer were 
recorded [76, 82-89]. Efforts have been directed to further increase the resec
tability, decrease the operative mortality and prolong the survival. 

3.2.1. Efforts to Increase Resectability. The relatively low resectability of 
liver cell cancer mostly resulted from the dissemination of malignant cells, 
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the accompanying liver cirrhosis and the involvement of the portahepatitis. 
Early detection has been stressed to enable the dramatic increase of the rate 
of resection. The so-called 'bloodless hepatectomy' - vascular isolation 
with [90, 91] or without hypothermic perfusion [92]- has been employed. 
These new techniques have further increased the resectability of tumors 
located near the portahepatis and inferior vena cava. The cirrhosis present 
makes resection difficult, especially on the right lobe. Nevertheless, local 
resection or partial hepatectomy instead of typical right lobectomy for cancer 
in relatively early stage is usually helpful to increase the resectability and 
provides similar survival [93]. 

3.2.2. Efforts to Decrease Operative Mortality. Operative mortality for resec
tion of liver cell cancer has decreased from 24% to around 10% or 
less [82,87,88] in recent years. Hepatic failure and hemorrhage are the two 
major causes of postoperative death. Efforts include: prior dissection of the 
hilum with ligation of lobar portal vein and hepatic artery [95]; and, finger 
fracture method and hepatic clamp [85] or temporary occlusion of the porta
hepatis [88] to control bleeding. Careful judgement of the extent of hepatic 
resection in right lobe on cirrhosis background is one of the key links to 
decrease operative mortality [93]. Resection in mass survey patients further 
decreases the operative death from 5.1 % to 2.7% in one series [75] and from 
8.6% to 0 in another [87]. 

3.2.3. Efforts to Prolong Survival after Resection. Analysis of the resected 
cases of liver cell cancer showed that early detection and curative resection 
were the two major factors influencing the probability of long-term survi
vals [82, 96]. Most favorable outcome was indicated by the rapid return to 
normal level of serum AFP, below 20 ng/ml. Reappearance of AFP was 
observed in 33.3 % of a series after radical resection [79]. Second look opera
tions were tried to remove the solitary lung metastasis or liver recurrence in 
selective cases, and encouraging results were recorded [97]. Postoperative mul
timodality treatment has also been emphasized. 

3.3. Surgical Approach to Nonresectable Cases 
Surgical management of nonresectable liver cell cancer has been a major 

issue for years. Intravascular infusion chemotherapy, dearterialization, cryosur
gery, and laser irradiation have been employed. 

3.3.1. Intravascular Infusion Chemotherapy. Intravascular infusion chemo
therapy has been an essential form of treatment for nonresectable liver cell 
cancer since 1962 [98]. Based on the hypervascular nature of the cancer in 
most cases, transhepatic artery catheterization and chemotherapy infusion 
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remains the most common procedure. However, portal vein catheterization 
via umbilical vein or mid-colic vein has also been reported [99]. 5-FU, FUDR, 
thiotepa, methotrexate, adriamycin [100, 101], mitomycin C, and actinomycin 
D are agents commonly used. The use of Corynebacterium parvum [102] and 
radioisotopes [103] have also been reported. 

Some modifications have been developed: intermittent occlusion of hepatic 
artery by balloon [104], or by starch microsphere [105]; one shot chemotherapy 
through selective celiac or hepatic artery catheterization [106]; isolation perfu
sion chemotherapy [107]; and, hepatic artery infusion with whole liver irradia
tion [108]. In China, infusion chemotherapy in combination with Chinese 
medicinal herbs has been used [109, 110]. One patient survived for 6 
years [110]. Complications including bleeding in the upper GI tract and arter
ial thrombosis in a transbrachial procedure [111] were observed. Prolongation 
of survival, fall of AFP and relief of symptoms in patients having good 
response were also observed [106, 109]. 

3.3.2. Dearterialization and Arterial Embolization. Hepatic dearterialization 
has been claimed as a useful palliative treatment for hypervascular nonresect
able liver cancer[112-115]. Liver cell cancer derives most of its blood supply 
from the artery [116]. Ligation of hepatic artery resulted in necrosis of tumor, 
but collateral circulation was reestablished within 6 weeks [117]. The mortality 
rate after hepatic artery ligation is 6.7% [118] to 17% [114]. Renal failure 
resulting from massive tissue necrosis was reported to be the major cause of 
death [119]. This procedure is contraindicated in case of huge tumor, occupy
ing over 70% ofliver[120]. Blood gases were employed as a guide to the safety 
of hepatic artery ligation [121]. Patients having severe cirrhosis, decompen
sated liver function, portal vein occlusion, jaundice or ascites are also con
traindicated. Intermittent occlusion has been designed to minimize the com
plication mentioned above [104, 105]. In a series of 22 cases receiving figita
tion of the hepatic artery, 1 year survival amounted to 33.3 % [109]. 'In 
another series of 60 cases, 19 survived over one year[118]. Arterial emboli
zation by gel foam injection through selective hepatic arteriographic catheter 
offers similar palliative results. Regression of tumor, decline of AFP and 
prolongation of survival time were observed [122]. 

3.3.3. Cryosurgery and laser. Since 1974 cryosurgery has been employed for 
treatment of nonresectable liver cell cancer in China. It is indicated for 
localized tumor without severe liver cirrhosis. The I, 2, and 3 year survival of 
28 cases was found to be 58.3, 18.2 and 12.5% respectively. One patient 
survived 4 years and 2 months and died from pneumonia: autopsy revealed 
no recurrence in the area of cryosurgery [123]. Experimental study for laser 
evaporization of tumor has also been explored [124]. 
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3.4. Conservative Treatment of Liver Cell Cancer 
3.4.1. Radiation Therapy. In 1956 impressive results of radiotherapy were 

obtained; five of ten patients survived over one year [125]. In subsequent 
studies the effect observed was not encouraging [126,127]. Of 43 patients, 
22% survived over one year [127]. The present trend of radiotherapy has been 
its combination with chemotherapy and immunotherapy [118]. Anticoagulants 
might be of value for minimizing radiation hepatitis [128]. Longer survival 
was obtained after radiotherapy when compared with drug therapy [129]. 
Experiences accumulated led to the following opinion: in localized cancer 
without severe cirrhosis, radiotherapy may be an acceptable modality for non
resectable cases. In 178 cases of moderate stage during 1966-1975, 1 year 
survival was 37.1 % and 5 year survival 5.1 %. Accuracy of radiation field, a 
total dose over 4000 rads, combination with small dose of chemotherapy and 
Chinese medicinal herbs were considered to be important factors [130]. Inter
nal radiation by intra-arterial or intravenous administration of radioactive 
isotopes 90y microsphere [103], colloidal 32p [131], colloidal 198 Au [132] have 
also been reported. 

3.4.2. Chemotherapy. The relatively low response rate of systemic chemo
therapy in liver cell cancer has not been changed for a long time. The 1 year 
survival was 5.4% [74] and 12% [77] before the 1970s. Neither single agent 
nor combination therapy provided a satisfactory response [126,133,134]. 
Since 1975, adriamycin has been claimed to be a promising drug in the 
treatment of liver cancer [135-137]. Meanwhile, oral 5-Fu or its analog Ftora
fur has also been reported to be useful [138,139]. 35.7% of partial response 
was observed by using camptothecin suspension treatment in 263 cases, but 
the remission period was only 30-100 days [140]. Recently, Eckhardt [141] 
reviewed the literature and concluded: of drugs adequately tested, only 
methotrexate, adriamysin and 5-fluorouracil show activity against primary 
liver cancer. Adequately tested drugs showing no or marginal activity include 
actinomycin D, CCNU, methyl-CCNU, cyclophosphamide, and cytosine ara
binoside. 

3.4.3. Chinese Traditional Medicine. The one year survival rate after treat
ment with Chinese medicinal herbs was 11.7% in 205 cases of moderate 
stage, compared with 10.8 % in the chemotherapy group [74]. It appeared to 
be more acceptable among patients accompanied by severe liver cirrho
sis [142]. Results of 400 cases using a combination of Chinese traditional 
medicine and chemotherapy showed that lower incidence of bleeding (GI 
bleeding or rupture of tumor nodule) and longer survival were observed with 
appropriate combination of the two modalities [143]. 
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3.4.4. Immunotherapy. Observations demonstrated that the cellular immun
ity of liver cancer patients was inversely related to the stage of development 
of the disease, as revealed by various immunological parameters [144,145]. 
An array of immunotherapeutic agents, such as tumor cell vaccine, fetal liver 
cell, transfer factor, immune RNA, BCG, c.parvum, levamisole and others, 
have been tried for any beneficial effect on liver cell cancer. Only BCG had 
been adequately tested and proved to be of limited value to the 
patients [146, 147]. 

4. SUMMARY 

Epidemiological studies have identified aflatoxins and hepatitis B virus to 
be the most probable candidates for etiological factors in human liver cell 
cancer, and have stressed the importance of host factors in determining the 
mode of response. Prevention trials on the basis of recent development have 
been planned and started in the high incidence areas. 

Serological-survey studies have demonstrated the existence of an early 
stage of liver cell cancer having a high potential of being cured, and have 
formulated the serological basis for its early diagnosis among the AFP posi
tive members. Further exploration for non-traumatic techniques capable of 
assessing small liver cancer in location and extent, as well as for new tumor 
markers of the AFP negative counterparts, will promote the development of a 
complete strategy for early diagnosis of liver cell cancer. 

Liver surgery has been refined in recent years. Radical resection of the 
localized tumors among subclinical patients detected and diagnosed through 
AFP serology has significantly increased the survival rate and has led to the 
appearance of a considerable number of candidates for long-term survival. 
Facing the problems of possible early dissemination of tumor, severe cirrhotic 
background, possible location of tumor in 'forbidden areas', the lack of 
suitable marker among AFP negative tumors, and others, further improve
ment in survival and further reduction of iatrogenic complications remains a 
great challenge to medicine. 
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15. Chemotherapy of Pancreatic, Colorectal and 
Gastric Cancer 

JOHN R. NEEFE and PHILIP S. SCHEIN 

I. ADENOCARCINOMA OF THE PANCREAS 

1.1. Epidemiology and Natural History 
Pancreatic cancer currently represents the fifth leading cause of cancer 

death in this country; its toll is surpassed only by lung, colon and rectum, 
breast, and prostate cancer [1]. The only therapeutic modality with the poten
tial for cure is surgery, and even with surgery the cure rate is exceedingly 
low. Most patients present with localized or regional disease but an attempt at 
resection is warranted in only a minor fraction because of involvement of 
major abdominal structures [2]. Gudjonsson et al. [3] have analyzed 100 
patients from their own institution and reviewed a number of series in the 
literature. They calculate from their own patients a median survival of 51/2 

months from the time of first symptoms, a median survival of four months 
from the time of histologically confirmed diagnosis, a one year survival of 
10% and a five year survival of 1 % (a single patient who survived eight years 
with a palliative bypass procedure gut without resection). They estimate from 
review of the literature that 80% of patients with carcinoma of the pancreas 
come to abdominal exploration; however, only 10-15% of these are resected 
for cure. Fewer than 1 % survive five years, and many institutions have failed 
to record their first five year survival. 

1.2. Staging 
The development of a staging system usually depends on variables of 

presentation which determine prognosis. Since the prognosis of pancreatic 
cancer is uniformly grim, staging has not been of very great practical impor
tance. It is worthwhile, however, to delineate certain groups of patients, 
particularly in understanding drug trials. Patients are inoperable if they have 
evidence of "distant metastasis but no evidence of biliary or intestinal obstruc
tion. Patients are resectable for cure if they have tumor confined to the 
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pancreas without involvement by local extension of neighboring vascular or 
other vital structures and without evidence of distant metastasis or lymph 
node involvement. Patients with locally advanced disease have involvement 
by direct extension into neighboring vital structures or lymph nodes and no 
evidence of distant metastasis. Patients with advanced disease have evidence 
of distant metastases, often to the liver. 

1.3. Importance of Histological Diagnosis 
It has been claimed that diagnosis of pancreatic cancer can be made by 

observation at laporatomy. Since biopsy of the involved pancreas may lead to 
fistula formation, hemorrhage, pancreatitis, and abscess in up to 10% of cases 
and even an occasional death [4] many surgeons are reluctant to establish the 
diagnosis histologically. As a consequence, patients without cancer in the 
operative specimen have undergone a needless aggressive resection. If diagno
sis of cancer carries a therapeutic implication in a given patient - either 
resection, radiotherapy, or chemotherapy, none of which is risk-free - histo
logical diagnosis must be made. This will also ensure proper identification of 
benign pancreatitis, the occasional lymphoma or mucinous cystadenocarcino
ma, each of which has a very different natural history from the usual 
pancreatic carcinoma. At laporatomy, patients with tumor restricted to the 
pancreas can be biopsied with an acceptably low risk of complications [5]. An 
alternative to open biopsy is percutaneous fine needle aspiration with ultra
sound guidance [6, 7]. Although this procedure requires a skilled cytopatho
logist, the reported morbidity is negligible and the false negative rate is only 
about 20%. Tissue diagnosis has also been accomplished by endoscopic aspi
ration biopsy through a flexible fiberoptic duodenoscope [8] or by cytology of 
pancreatic juice obtained by cannulation of the main pancreatic duct via a 
duodenoscope [9]. 

1.4. General Considerations in Chemotnerapy of Pancreatic Cancer 
Despite the obvious need for effective systemic therapy, only a few anti

cancer drugs have undergone adequate trials in patients with advanced but 
measurable disease [10,11]. Several reasons account for this. The widely held 
concept that this tumor is resistant to chemotherapy and radiotherapy damp
ens investigator enthusiasm for pursuing new trials. This concept in turn 
traces from difficulties in identifying measurable parameters of disease and 
from the fact that the disease is rapidly progressive and debilitating. Modern 
methods of delineating masses including ultrasound and computed tomogra
phy have not yet been fully accepted as reproducible enough to allow actual 
measurement of pancreatic masses. Most patients with measurable disease 
must therefore have huge, palpable abdominal masses. or large defects by 
radionuclide scan of the liver. Measurable disease is far advanced, and the 
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concomitant of far advanced disease is pain, anorexia, malabsorption, malnu
trition and weight loss; obstructive jaundice and hepatic dysfunction impair 
the patient's tolerance of many chemotherapeutic agents. Most adequate 
studies of drug activity in pancreatic cancer have been biased against detec
tion of drug activity by heavy reliance on difficult patients such as these; 
reports of low activity may reflect more the rapidly progressive nature of the 
disease than any intrinsic resistance to chemotherapy. 

1.5. The Therapeutic Activity of Single Anti-Cancer Agents (Table 1) 
5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) has been studied more extensively than any other 

drug in pancreatic cancer. The range of reported responses in various series is 
wide, but Carter et al. [12] found an overall response rate of 28 % in 212 
patients collected from various series. Even this low response rate is probably 
an overestimate, as current trials with carefully defined criteria of response 
report rates of under 20% [13]. 

The value of various modes and schedules of administration of 5-fluorou
racil has been debated. Stolinsky et al. compared oral 5-FU at 15 mg/kg 
weekly to the same dose given intravenously in 30 patients with advanced 
measurable pancreatic cancer. The response for the group receiving intra
venous 5-FU was 21 %, but none of the patients receiving oral 5-FU res
ponded [14]. 

The anti-cancer antibiotic mitomycin C has activity as a single agent 
comparable to 5-FU. In a relatively small number of patients collected from 
several series, 27% responded to mitomycin C [12]. This drug was initially 
given in a loading course of small intravenous doses at daily intervals; this 
appeared to be well tolerated until it was realized that there is a serious 
delayed and cumulative myelosuppression commonly resulting in chronic 

Table 1. Activity of single agents in adenocarcinoma of the pancreas*. 

Drug Responders/total patients Response rate % t 

5-FU 60/212 28 
Mitomycin C 12/44 27 
Streptolotocin 8/22 36 
Adriamycin 2/15 13 
Methyl CCNU 3/34 9 
BCNU 0/31 0 
Actinomycin D 1128 4 
Methotrexate 1125 4 
Chlorambucil 4/6 
Cyclophosphamide 1/2 

* References: see text. 
t Where total patients were greater than 10. 
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marrow hypoplasia [I5]. This problem with mitomycin C may be ameliorated 
if the drug is given in single doses at about 6 week intervals when one can 
document recovery of peripheral blood counts from previously observed max
imum suppression. When used in this fashion, mitomycin C has been an 
effective and acceptably safe component of combination regimens. 

Chloroethylnitrosoureas have been tested in patients with pancreatic cancer. 
1,3 Bis (2 chloroethyl)-I-nitrosourea (BCNU) showed no activity in a trial at 
the Mayo Clinic. Thirty-one patients were studied, and 22 of these had 
received no prior therapy [16]. The analogs of BCNU - CCNU and methyl 
CCNU - were also tested by Moertel and colleagues. A small number of 
responses to both agents was observed. A larger series of 34 patients studied 
by the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group resulted in a 9 % response rate to 
methyl CCNU [I7]. 

Streptozotocin is a naturally occurring nitrosourea with toxicity for the 
pancreatic islet beta cell in animals [I8]. This apparent predilection of strepto
zotocin for pancreatic tissue has provoked clinical trials of the single agent 
activity of this drug. An overall response rate of 36% has been observed in 
collected series of small numbers of patients[l2, 19-21]. It seems unlikely 
that this response rate would be borne out in larger series of consecutive 
patients, but streptozotocin does have the advantage of relatively mild mye
losuppressive properties. 

There are few data on alkylating agents in pancreatic cancer. Occasional 
responses have been reported. 

Like streptozotocin, the enzyme inhibitor of protein synthesis, L-asparagi
nase, seems to have some predilection for pancreatic tissue in that it produces 
pancreatitis in man. It has been tested for activity against two continuous cell 
lines derived from pancreatic carcinoma (MiA Pa Ca-2 and PANC-I) and it 
did result in significant growth inhibition [22]. No therapeutic activity has 
been reported in clinical trials, however. 

A series of Phase II studies was undertaken by the Gastrointestinal TUlT!or 
Study Group in an attempt to identify single agents active in pancreatic 
carcinoma. Sixty-six consecutive patients with measurable advanced disease 
were treated with doxorubicin (Adriamycin), methotrexate, or actinomycin D 
as single agents with random assignment to one of the treatment groups [23]. 
Fifteen of 25 assigned to Adriamycin received the drug as initial therapy 
and two of these responded for a response rate of 13 %. None of the 
previously treated cases responded. One patient responded to each of the 
other agents. 

Overall, the single agent data are not very encouraging in pancreatic carci
noma, and new agents with activity remain an urgent need. 5-FU, streptozo
tocin, mitomycin C, and Adriamycin thus far seem to offer the greatest 
promise and have formed the basis of combination therapy. 
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1.6. Combination Chemotherapy 
The earliest randomized studies of combination chemotherapy failed to 

demonstrate any superiority to 5-FU administered as a single agent [24,25]. 
In part, the discouraging results in the early studies may have been a conse
quence of (a) small numbers of patients, (b) combination regimens of drugs 
without any significant activity as single agents, and (c) the debilitated condi
tion of many patients at the time of entry into the studies. Recent reports 
have been more encouraging, and Table 2 presents a selected list of combi
nation regimens that have been used in carcinoma of the pancreas. 

Most combinations have employed 5-FU with a nitrosourea or 5-FU with 
mitomycin C. Kovach et al. in a randomized study compared 5-FU by 
continuous infusion with BCNU alone and with the combination of 5-FU 
plus BCNU. Eighty-two patients with advanced pancreatic carcinoma were 
randomized to one of these three treatment regimens. Of the patients treated 
with 5-FU alone, 16% responded, but 0 of 21 cases responded to BCNU 
alone. Ten of 30 patients treated with the combination responded. However, 
there was no survival benefit when patients treated with the combination 
were compared with either of the single agent groups [25]. 

Lokich and Skarin administered 5-FU and BCNU in combination [26]. 
They obtained 27% objective responses, and responding patients had a longer 
median survival than nonresponders. 

Buroker and colleagues studied two regimens of 5-FU administered by 
continuous intravenous infusion [27]. The first regimen involved addition of 
mitomycin C and the second regimen involved the addition of methyl 
CCNU. One hundred and forty-four patients with advanced measurable pan
creatic carcinoma were randomized to one of these treatment arms. The 
combination of 5-FU and mitomycin C produced a response rate of 30%, 

Table 2. Combination chemotherapy for advanced pancreatic cancer: collected experience of 
selected regi mens*. 

Combination 

5-FU+BCNU 
5-FU + methyl CCNU 
5-FU + mitomycin C 
5-FU + mitomycin C 

+ streptozotocin 
5-FU + Adriamycin 

+ mitomycin C 
Cyclophosphamide + 

vincristine + methotrexate 

* References: see text. 

Responders/total patients 

14/45 
9/113 

22172 

15/49 

16/42 

6123 

Response rate % 

31 
8 

30 

31 

38 

26 
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which was statistically superior to the 17% response rate observed with the 
other combination. 

The Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group studied the combination of 5-FU 
and methyl CCNU in 41 patients with advanced measurable pancreatic carci
noma. Four of 41 responded for an objective response rate of 10% [28]. 

The' three drugs with the highest reported activities as single agents are 
streptozotocin, 5-FU, and mitomycin C. The Vincent T. Lombardi Cancer 
Research Center of Georgetown University studied a combination of these 
three drugs (SMF) in 23 consecutive patients with advanced" measurable 
pancreatic cancer [29]. Forty-three percent of the patients showed an objective 
response and one patient with biopsy proven hepatic metastases showed a 
complete response. This patient remains alive and free of clinical evidence of 
disease more than four years from initiation of SMF therapy. The median 
survival of all cases was six months, but responders achieved a median 
survival of 10 months, whereas nonresponders survived only three months. 
The majority of patients in this study were of good performance status i.e. 
asymptomatic or symptomatic but ambulatory. Only three of 23 patients were 
bedridden greater than 50% of the time. The good performance status of the 
patients in this trial stands in contrast to other treatment series, and the 
results of this trial demonstrate what can be accomplished with such 
patients. 

The results of the SMF regimen at the Vincent T. Lombardi Cancer 
Research Center have been confirmed [30]. Sixteen patients were treated with 
a similar regimen in which 5-FU was given as a loading course, 500 mg/ 
m2/day IVx5; streptozotocin was given 300 mg/m2/day IVx5; and mito
mycin C was given 10 mg/m2 IV on day l. The cycle was repeated every 
eight weeks. An objective response was recorded in 31 % of the patients 
treated, and the three drug combination was superior to the two drug combi
nation of 5-FU and streptozotocin. 

The nausea and vomiting produced by the streptozotocin as well as the 
renal toxicity associated with this drug motivated a search for other combina
tions which might circumvent these problems. The Vincent T. Lombardi 
Cancer Research Center initiated a pilot study of the F AM regimen in which 
streptozotocin was replaced by Adriamycin. This regimen is also given in 56 
day cycles, and the doses and scheduling are shown in Table 3. Appropriate 
modifications of dose and schedule were made when necessary. Twenty-seven 
patients with advanced measurable carcinoma of the pancreas were available 
for response evaluation. Ten of the 27 patients obtained a partial response for 
a response rate of 37%. The results with the FAM regimen have been 
confirmed by other centers [31]. 

The three drug combination of 5-FU, mitomycin C and hexamethylmela
mine was tested in 15 evaluable patients [32]. Six patients (40 %) had objective 
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Table 3. F AM chemotherapy for pancreatic and gastric cancer. 

Day of 56-day cycle 

8 15 22 29 36 43 50 

5-FU X X X X 
600 mg/m 2 i.v. 

Adriamycin X X 
30 mg/m 2 i.v. 

Mitomycin C X 
10 mg/m 2 i.v. 

tumor regressions. The combination of 5-FU, methyl CCNU, and streptozo
tocin, tested by the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, resulted in a 7 % 
response rate, and was not superior to 5-FU plus methyl CCNU [28]. The 
Central Oncology Group compared a three drug combination of 5-FU, strep
tozotocin, and tubercidin with 5-FU alone [33]. There was no benefit of the 
three drug combination over 5-FU alone. The three drug combination of 
Adriamycin, BCNU, and the 5-FU analog ftorafur was tested in 19 patients 
with pancreatic carcinoma [34]. Twenty-six percent of the patients achieved 
partial remissions. This would not appear to be superior to results achievable 
with 5 -FU alone, and, moreover, a significant myelotoxicity was observed 
with this three drug combination. 

Twenty-three patients were treated with the combination of cyclophos
phamide, vincristine, and methotrexate. Twenty-six percent of the patients 
responded [35]. Although the response rate appeared to be no better than that 
reported for 5-FU alone, the responders in this study had a strikingly long 
duration of response. 

In summary, regimens of combination chemotherapy are beginning to 
show encouraging results in selected patients with advanced carcinoma of the 
pancreas. Patients with normal liver function, good nutrition, good perfor
mance status, and with modest tumor burden can now be expected to 
respond 40% of the time to the FAM combination of 5-FU, Adriamycin, and 
mitomycin C. With careful monitoring and appropriate dosage adjustments, 
these drugs can be administered with a minimum of toxicity. 

1.7. Combined Modality Treatment of Locally Advanced Carcinoma of 
the Pancreas 

Traditionally, it has been believed that carcinoma of the pancreas is not 
susceptible to radiotherapy, either because of intrinsic radioresistance of the 
tumor cells or because of limited radiation tolerance of adjacent structures. 
However, Haslam et al. [36] had suggested that regional irradiation, 6000 rads, 
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in several courses separated by 2 week rest periods, could provide effective 
palliation. A report from the Mayo Clinic [37] also suggested that 3500 to 
4000 rads of regional irradiation in two courses separated by a rest period 
could be enhanced significantly by the addition of intravenous 5-FU in daily 
doses on the first three days of the course of radiation. The Gastrointestinal 
Tumor Study Group, compared in a randomized fashion, regional irradiation 
at two dosage levels with or without 5-FU in patients with locally advanced 
pancreatic cancer[28]. The first arm of the study consisted of 6000 rads of 
irradiation in three split courses of 2000 rads in 2 weeks separated by 2 week 
rest intervals. This arm was subsequently dropped from the study when it 
was apparent that the regimen produced significantly inferior survival. The 
other two arms involved split courses of 4000 or 6000 rads combined with 
intravenous 5-FU at 500 mg/m2 on the first three days of each course of 
irradiation and continued weekly after radiation. 

The early results indicated that the combined modality regimens of radio
therapy and chemotherapy were superior to radiotherapy at the higher dose 
alone. The median time to progression with high dose irradiation alone was 
13 weeks compared to 28 weeks with 4000 rads plus 5-FU and 32 weeks with 
6000 rads plus 5-FU. It was very unlikely that the result could be attributed 
solely to the toxicity of high dose irradiation, since the same dose of irradia
tion in combination with chemotherapy produced a much longer median 
survival period. When the combined modality data were corrected for certain 
prognostic determinants of survival, the corrected median survival for 4000 
rads plus 5-FU was 31 weeks. The corrected median survival for 6000 rads 
plus 5-FU was 39 weeks, but this difference was not statistically signifi
cant [39]. 

Fast neutron radiotherapy has a theoretical advantage over conventional 
photon therapy in that it does not require oxygen for effectiveness. It may be 
more appropriate therapy for poorly vascularized tumor masses with anoxic 
centers [40]. The Vincent T. Lombardi Cancer Research Center in cooperation 
with Mid Atlantic Neutron Therapy Association attempted to take advantage 
of this theoretical advantage by combining 15 MEV fast neutron therapy with 
or without 5-FU on the first and last three days of radiotherapy. Thirteen 
patients had measurable disease and partial responses were reported in 46 % 
of these patients. 5-FU at higher doses in combination with fast neutron 
therapy was excessively toxic. Fast neutron therapy alone or in combination 
with the lower doses of 5-FU was quite well tolerated. Whether 5-FU added 
anything to the radiotherapy could not be ascertained due to the small 
number of patients. However, the two longest survivors did receive 5-FU. 
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2. COLORECT AL CANCER 

2.1. Epidemiology and Natural History 

421 

Cancer of the colon and rectum taken together is the second leading cause 
of cancer death among both males and females and accounts for 12-15 % of 
all deaths in the United States from cancer. 112 000 new cases of colorectal 
cancer appeared in the United States in 1979, and 52 000 individuals died of 
this disease [1]. About one half of patients with large bowel cancer develop 
disseminated disease, and these patients invariably die of their disease. 
Despite extensive investigations of therapeutic approaches used successfully 
in other malignancies, the static survival statistics for colorectal cancer during 
the past three decades demonstrate the lack of real progress in this disease. 
No curative therapy is available for the patient with disseminated colon 
cancer, and available palliative therapy is characterized by the modest propor
tion of patients responding, the limited duration of response, and the margi
nal impact of response on survival. 

2.2. The Therapeutic Activity of 5-FU 
Response rates for single drugs used for the treatment of advanced cancer of 

the colon are summarized in Table 4. Many of these data were tabulated by 
Wasserman et al. [411 from collected series. The extensive Mayo Clinic expe-

Table 4. Activity of selected single drugs in adenocarcinoma of the colon*. 

Drug Responders/Total patients Response rate % 

5-FU 454/2107 21 
Ftorafur 9/84 11 

Mitomycin C 35/218 16 
Streptozotocin 5/33 15 
BCNU 17/128 13 

CCNU 7175 9 

Methyl CCNU 18/148 12 
Chlorozotocin 6/34 18 
Vincristine 0126 0 

Cyclophosphamide 15171 21 
Melphalan 19/110 17 

Methotrexate 19/111 17 

Actinomycin D 7148 15 
Adriamycin 8/92 9 

Hydroxyurea 16/151 10 

* References: 41 and others noted in text. 
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rience, which may be more representative, generally yielded lower objective 
response rates [42]. 

Since its development in 1957, 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) has remained the 
standard drug for colon cancer, and no other drug has thus far proved 
superior [43]. Carter and colleagues collected over 2000 patients from various 
series and calculated an overall response rate of 21 % [41]; among these series 
the range of reported response rates was quite large [44]. 

One approach to improving the response rate of 5-FU has been to optimize 
the method of administration. Substantial toxicity was seen with the original 
'loading course' administration, which involved rapid intravenous injection 
of 15 mg/kg/day for five days followed by four half doses every other day. 
Nausea, vomiting, stomatitis, and bone marrow suppression were observed in 
50-90% of patients, and toxic deaths have been observed [44, 45]. Other 
methods of administration have included continuous intravenous infusion 
lasting hours to days, rapid intravenous injection on a weekly schedule, and 
the 'loading course' with lower doses of drug [44, 46-48]. A 5 day 'loading 
course' of 12 mg/kg/day was compared with a 96 hour continuous infusion 
of 30 mg/kg/day [49]. The infusion resulted in less marrow suppression and a 
numerically superior response rate without improved duration of survival. 
Other studies have confirmed the advantage of infusion in terms of bone 
marrow suppression but have failed to support the suggestion of therapeutic 
advantage [44-48]. However, this advantage of the infusion method of 
administration might be useful in combination therapy. 

In early studies of oral 5-FU dramatic response rates, especially of hepatic 
metastases, were reported [48, 50, 51]. Subsequently, oral and intravenous 
5-FU have been compared in controlled trials involving patients with colon 
cancer[52, 53]. These trials have shown a superiority of intravenous adminis
tration both in response rate and in response duration; no advantage of oral 
5-FU was observed in the management of liver. metastfl,ses. Inconsistent 
absorption appears to account for the inferiority of the oral route [54]. 

Four methods of administration of 5-FU were compared in a randomized 
controlled trial of 141 evaluable patients with advanced measurable adenocar
cinoma of the colon [53]. Treatment one consisted of five intravenous doses 
of 12 mg/kg/day followed by half doses every other day to toxicity or to a 
total of 11 half doses. Then weekly doses of 15 mg/kg were given. Treatment 
two consisted of weekly intravenous doses of 15 mg/kg. Treatment three 
consisted of 500 mg/day intravenously for four days followed by 500 mg 
weekly. Treatment four was orally administered, 15 mg/kg/day for six days 
and then 15 mg/kg once weekly. The 'loading course' (treatment one) pro
duced a superior response rate of 33 %. This result was statistically significant. 
However, the patients receiving this regimen also experienced increased tox
icity including severe or life-threatening marrow suppression in 18 % . 
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Response duration and patient survival were statistically superior in this 
group. 

5-FU has a well-defined response rate and a median remission duration of 
four to five months in patients with colon cancer, yet there is little evidence 
that a patient responding to 5-FU will survive longer than he would have 
survived otherwise. Our own experience at the Lombardi Cancer Research 
Center of Georgetown University is that occasional patients responding to 
5-FU enjoy many months of useful remission. The original Mayo Clinic 
experience showed a definite prolongation of median survival when a group 
of patients responding to 5-FU was compared to nonresponders in an 
untreated historical control series [44]. It is not necessary to treat to toxicity 
with 5-FU in order to obtain a response [44], and it may be concluded that 
5-FU offers a significant chance of benefit for the responder at the price of an 
acceptable risk of toxicity for the non-responder. Intravenous administration 
of 5-FU is the preferred mode of administration. Intensive schedules of 
administration such as the 'loading course' probably offer a higher likelihood 
of response, but this schedule is more toxic and is relatively inconvenient for 
outpatient management. 

Ftorafur is a 5-FU analogue that is slowly metabolized in vivo to release the 
active drug. It has been employed as a slow release form of 5-FU with the 
hope that it might be similar in its pharmacokinetics to the continuous 
infusion method of 5-FU. Limiting toxicity has been to the central nervous 
system with lethargy and nervousness the prominent manifestations [55,56]. 
Myelosuppression has been minimal. Buroker et al. studied 84 previously 
untreated patients with advanced colon cancer. The drug was administered at 
a dose of 2.25 glm 2 Iday for five days in 3-week cycles. The response rate of 
11 % does not suggest any superiority of ftorafur to 5-FU [51]. 

2.3. The Therapeutic Activity of Other Anti-Cancer Drugs 
AI2-16% response rate has been observed for mitomycin C in advanced 

colon cancer[41, 42, 58]. However, the duration of response has been less 
than three months, and toxicity, primarily in the form of chronic myelosup
pression, limits the usefulness of this drug. 

A response rate of 10-15 % has been observed with the chloroethyl nitro
soureas, BCNU, CCNU, and methyl CCNU [41,42]. Methyl CCNU appeared 
to be as active as 5-FU in one controlled trial [59]. For this reason, and also 
because methyl CCNU is administered orally, it has come to be the preferred 
nitrosourea in colon cancer. In studies at the Lombardi Cancer Research 
Center, chlorozotocin, a new nitrosourea, produced responses in 18 % of 34 
patients with a median remission duration of 19.5 weeks [60]. Many drugs 
including cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, hexamethylmelamine, actinomy
cin D, Adriamycin, and hydroxyurea have reported response rates of less than 
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20% [41] and have not proved useful in colon cancer. Vincristine, which has 
been widely used in combinations of drugs for colon cancer, has negligible 
activity as a single agent [41]. L-PAM (melphalan) was reported to produce a 
20 % response rate [61], but DiBenedetto et at. observed only a 4 % response 
rate in previously treated patients [62]. Baker's antifol (BAF) was studied at 
the Mayo Clinic in 28 patients with cancer of the colon, including 14 who 
had been previously treated with other anti-cancer therapy. An objective 
response rate of 18 % was observed at a dose of 250 mg/ m 2/ day on three 
consecutive days. Four of the five responders were previously treated [63]. 
Padilla et at. noted a 10% response rate in 29 previously treated patients with 
colon cancer[64]. Dibromodulcitol was studied in 16 patients who had been 
previously treated. The drug was administered in six week cycles at a dose of 
180 mg/m2/day for 10 consecutive days. A response rate of 12.5% was 
observed, but significant hematologic toxicity occurred [65]. 

Recent trials of other newer agents include rubidazone [66], metronidi
zole [67], chromomycin Ad68], cytembena [69], pyrazofurin [70], cytosine ara
binoside[71], and maytansine[72], vindesine[73, 74], 2,2' anhydro a beta-D 
arabinofuranosyl-5-fluorocytosine [75], anguidine [76], VP-16-263 [77], and di
glycoaldehyde [77]. None of these agents appear to have significant activity 
for colorectal cancer. 

2.4. Combination Chemotherapy 
Cancer chemotherapy has yielded the greatest benefits when individually 

active cytotoxic drugs have been brought together in combinations with 
additive antitumor affects and nonoveriapping toxicities. This approach has 
not been particularly effective in cancer of the colon because few drugs have 
important single agent activity. Many combinations have been tried (Table 5); 
although improved response rates have occasionally been observed with com
bination therapy, no combination has significantly improved overall survi
val. 

A 20% response rate was obtained through the use of the earliest combi
nation of 5-FU, BCNU and mitomycin C [78]. However, Falkson et at. 
compared 5-FU with the combination of 5-FU, BCNU, vincristine, and DTIC 
in a randomized trial. The 43 % response rate yielded by the combination was 
not significantly different from the 25% response rate with 5-FU alone [79]. 
In a report from the Mayo Clinic, a similarly high response rate of 43 % was 
obtained with the combination 5-FU, vincristine, and methyl CCNU; controls 
randomized to 5-FU alone had 19.5% response rate [80j. The results with the 
three drug combination were confirmed by Falkson and Falkson in a random
ized study and in an uncontrolled trial at the Lombardi Cancer Research 
Center [81 , 82]. The experience of some others with the combination was not 
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Table 5. Combination chemotherapy of adenocarcinoma of the colon: collected experience with 
selected regimens*. 

Combination Responders/total patients Response rate % 

5-FU + methyl CCNU 107/561 19 
5-FU + methyl CCNU + 

vincristine 871403 22 
5-FU + vincristine + 

methyl CCNU + streptolotocin 10128 36 
5-FU + methyl CCNU + 

daunomycin 6/38 16 
5-FU + Adriamycin + 

mitomycin C 1511 13 13 
Mitomycin C + cyclophosphamide + 

methotrexate 4114 29 
Cyclophosphamide + vincristine + 

methotrexate 4/20 20 

* References: see text. 

as favorable [66,83,84], and a subsequent report from the Mayo Clinic 
involving a larger number of patients revealed an overall objective tumor 
regression rate revised downward to only 27% [85]. 

Because of the suggestion that the three drug combination of 5-FU, vin
cristine, and methyl CCNU might be useful in colon cancer and because 
vincristine alone is not active in this disease, the two drug combination 
without vincristine has been tested by a number of groups. The Central 
Oncology Group observed a 37% response rate, while randomized controls 
receiving methyl CCNU alone responded only 7 % of the time [86]. The 
Southwest Oncology Group also found the two drug combination to be 
useful. In a randomized phase III trial of 5-FU compared with 5-FU plus 
methyl CCNU, the combination resulted in a 32% response rate [87]. How
ever, other studies have not confirmed these results, and the overall response 
rate of 561 patients treated with 5-FU and methyl CCNU in eight series is 
19% [83,85-91]. Efforts to increase the efficacy of the 5-FU plys methyl 
CCNU regimen have included alterations in the dosage and scheduling of 
5-FU. Administration of 5-FU by continuous infusion did not result in 
improved response rates [91,92] although Vaughn et al. recently reported a 
47% response rate including four complete responses in a small number of 
patients receiving infusional 5-FU at a high dose plus mitomycin C [93]. The 
Southwest Oncology Group substituted ftorafur for 5-FU with a similar 
rationale, but the substitution did not improve the response rate [94]. 

Kemeny et al. at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center attempted to 
ameliorate the gastrointestinal intolerance of the 5-FU, methyl CCNU, vin-
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cristine combination by administering the nitrosourea in smaller doses for five 
consecutive days (30 mg/m2/dayx5). They compared this schedule with the 
usual regimen in which methyl CCNU is administered in a single dose on 
day one. The response rates of the two schedules were identical and disap
pointingly low, although the new schedule was tolerated better[95]. These 
investigators have recently added streptozotocin to produce a four drug com
bination, MOF-streptozotocin [96]. 5-FU was administered at a dose of 
300 mg/m2/day for five consecutive days; methyl CCNU was given at a dose 
of 30 mg/m2/day for five consecutive days; 1 mg of vincristine was given 
every five weeks; and streptozotocin was given at a dose of 500 mg/m 2 

weekly. The MOF-streptozotocin combination was compared to MOF without 
streptozotocin in a prospectively randomized controlled trial; the 36 % 
response rate for the four drug combination in 28 patients was significantly 
superior to the response rate for MOF without streptozotocin. 

Other single agents with activity against colon cancer have been added to 
the basic combination of 5-FU plus methyl CCNU, but improved response 
rates have not resulted. The Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group added 
DTIC or vincristine plus DTIC, and also tested 5-FU with hydroxyurea. 
None of these combinations was superior to the response to be expected from 
5-FU alone [83]. The Cancer and Leukemia Group B added daunomycin to 
the two drug combination without advantage [97]. The addition of Baker's 
antifol yielded no improvement [98]. 

Other combinations which have shown no activity greater then 5-FU alone 
include mitomycin C with cyclophosphamide and methotrexate [99], 5-FU 
and melphalan [90,100], 5-FU with cyclophosphamide and CCNU [101,102], 
5-FU cyclophosphamide and methotrexate [102], ftorafur and mitomycin 
C [56], 5-FU and streptozotocin [103], 5-FU with Adriamycin and mitomycin 
C [104,105], 5-FU with Adriamycin, mitomycin C, and cytosine arabino
side [106], 5-FU plus anguidine [107], and 5-FU plus thymidine [108, 109]. 

At the present time there is no irrefutable evidence that any combination of 
drugs is superior in colon cancer to 5-FU alone. Although some studies 
suggest that the addition of methyl CCNU with or without vincristine may be 
advantageous, even with the combination, responses are partial, response 
duration averages not more than four to five months, and no impact on 
survival has been shown. There is currently some enthusiasm for the four 
drug combination MOF-streptozotocin, but a final assessment must await 
further data. 

2.5. Chemotherapy after 5-FU Failure 
Even more difficult than the choice of initial chemotherapy in colon cancer 

is the choice of second line therapy for the patient who has progressive tumor 
growth while receiving 5-FU. Mitomycin C is unsatisfactory as a single agent 
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even in the previously untreated patient. The nitrosoureas occasionally pro
duce responses in patients progressing on 5-FU, but the response rate is lower 
than in previously treated patients. At the Mayo Clinic 10% of 112 patients 
progressing on first line chemotherapy responded to one of the nitrosour
eas [11 0]. Of the 33 patients progressing on prior chemotherapy, 15 % res
ponded to the naturally occurring nitrosourea, streptozotocin [111]. In a study 
of the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, 7% of 205 patients who had 
received prior 5-FU responded to one of various two drug combinations 
containing methyl CCNU [83]. Isolated responses have been reported in pre
viously treated patients with melphalan [112], Baker's antifol [113], and with 
the combination cyclophosphamide plus vincristine plus methotrexate [114]. 

2.6. Peifusion of the Liver with Chemotherapy 
The liver represents the predominant site of involvement in many patients 

with metastatic cancer. Infusion of chemotherapy, usually 5-FU, directly into 
the liver via an hepatic artery catheter has its theoretical justification in 
evidence that metastases to liver derive most of their blood supply from the 
hepatic artery [115-118]. Moreover, 5-FU is metabolized to less toxic products 
via the liver, and intra-arterial administration of this drug allows greater 
delivery of cytotoxic drug to a major site of metastases with minimal systemic 
toxicity. 

Ansfield reported 419 patients in whom a catheter was placed in the hepatic 
artery usually from a transbrachial approach. In most patients, 5-FU was 
infused continuously at a rate of 20 mg/kg/day for four days and then at 
15 mg/kg/day for 15 days. Subsequently 5-FU was administered intra
venously on a weekly basis. 293 patients were considered evaluable, and 55% 
of these were considered to have responded with measurable reduction in 
liver size [119]. Many of the patients responding had shown progressive dis
ease previously while receiving intravenous 5-FU. Buroker et al. described a 
35 % objective response rate in 21 colon cancer patients who has previously 
failed adequate trials of intravenous 5-FU. All received 5-FUDR, an analogue 
of 5-FU, by continuous infusion at OJ mg/kg/day via a portable pump [120]. 
Similar results have been reported by others [121]. Major toxicity consisted of 
gastro-intestinal side effects in about 10% of patients and myelosuppression 
in less than 5 %. Problems related to the catheter included cracking of the 
catheter and infection at the sight of insertion, but such problems were 
observed in fewer than 10% of patients [122]. 

The value of hepatic perfusion was determined in a randomized comparison 
of intra-arterial 5-FU with intravenous 5-FU conducted by the Central Onco
logy Group [123]. Intraarterial 5-FU was given at a dose of 20 mg/kg/day for 
14 days followed by 10 mg/kg/day for 7 days. Systemic 5-FU was given as a 
'loading course' of 12 mg/kg/day for 4 days and 6 mg/kg/day every other 
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day for four doses. All patients subsequently received intravenous 5-FU 
weekly. The response rate was 23% with intravenous administration and 34% 
with hepatic perfusion. The duration of response was also greater with intraar
terial 5-FU. However neither difference was statistically significant. 

A variety of other chemotherapeutic drugs either singly or in combination 
have been delivered via an hepatic artery catheter [124-126]. 

Hepatic artery infusion, particularly with 5-FU, offers a significant chance 
of palliation of liver metastases, even in the patient who has previously 
developed progressive disease while receiving intravenous 5-FU. The toxicity 
of such therapy is generally acceptable, but it involves considerable expense 
and inconvenience to the patient. It remains unproven that patient survival or 
well-being is improved, and this approach should be reserved for very care
fully selected patients, preferably in the setting of a clinical study. 

2.7. Adjuvant Chemotherapy for Colorectal Cancer 
Many patients with resectable colon cancer, even those with no evidence of 

residual disease at the time of surgery, subsequently die of disseminated 
disease. Patients with B2 lesions (extension of tumor through the tunica mus
cularis) or C lesions (involvement of adjacent mesenteric lymph nodes) in the 
Astler-Coller modification of the Dukes' staging scheme have five year sur
vivals of about 50% and 30% respectively, despite complete absence of 
clinically detectable disease at the conclusion of primary surgery [127]. There 
is a great need for an additional adjuvant therapy for these patients to reduce 
the unacceptably high relapse rate and improve the cure rate. 

Adjuvant trials in colon cancer have emphasized the use of 5-FU, the 
single drug with the most important activity in advanced cancer of the colon. 
The Veterans Administration Surgical Adjuvant Group studied several sche
dules of adjuvant 5-FU, but no c1earcut benefit was obtained with any 
schedule. In one trial, 5-FU was given at 12 mg/kg/day intravenously for five 
consecutive days in six to eight week cycles. Therapy was continued for 18 
months or until recurrence was noted, and results were compared to those in 
a concurrent untreated matched control population. Five year survival for the 
treated group was 49 % and for the control group was 45 %, but this difference 
was not significant [128]. The Central Oncology Group attempted to improve 
this result with more aggressive administration of adjuvant 5-FU. In this trial 
5-FU was administered until toxicity was noted, and weekly maintenance was 
continued for one year. A small survival benefit was noted in the treated 
population, but this difference was not statistically significant [129]. In sum
mary, the available evidence does not support the use of 5-FU as a single 
drug in the adjuvant treatment of patients with colon cancer resected for cure 
and with a high risk of recurrence. 

The Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group initiated a prospectively random-
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ized multi-institutional trial of adjuvant therapy in colon cancer. The trial 
consisted of four arms: 1) a control group receiving no treatment; 2) a group 
receiving combination chemotherapy with 5-FU and methyl CCNU; 3) a 
group receiving adjuvant immunotherapy with methanol extracted residue 
(MER) of BCG (attenuated tuberculosis mycobacteria); and, 4) a group receiv
ing both the chemotherapy with 5-FU and methyl CCNU and the immuno
therapy with MER. This study remains coded at the time of writing, but 
results may be available in the near future. 

A recent report concerned the adjuvant infusion of 5-FU through an 
umbilical vein catheter. After surgery with curative intent, both high and low 
risk patients were randomized to receive 5-FU and heparin for 7 days or no 
therapy. Some toxicity was noted in the treatment group including one 
treatment related death, but the early results suggested a very substantial 
benefit in the treated group [130]. Further followup will be necessary before 
this study can be interpreted unequivocally, and confirmation from other 
centers would be desirable. 

In summary, there is no evidence to dictate the use of adjuvant therapy for 
the patient with resected cancer of the colon and a high risk of recurrence. 

2.8. Immunotherapy of C%n Cancer 
There has been great interest in the possible role in cancer therapy of 

agents that have been used in experimental models to heighten specific 
immune responses. It has seemed obvious to many that immunological fac
tors are extremely important in oncogenesis and this belief has been streng
thened by the extensive publicity surrounding animal experiments in which 
'immune stimulants' have led to tumor eradication and some clinical stu
dies involving human patients in which immunotherapy seemed to be of 
benefit. In September, 1979, the International Registry on Tumor Immuno
therapy of the National Cancer Institute listed more than 25 studies with at 
least one immunotherapy arm in colorectal cancer. The agents under investi
gation included BCG, MER, C. parvum, levamisole, tumor vaccines, and 
other immunological or quasi-immunological agents. No benefit has resulted 
in randomized controlled trials to date [131-133]. Although the rationale for 
immunotherapy remains attractive, it is clear that our knowledge of the 
phenomena of tumor immunology is too meager at the present time. It seems 
likely that breakthroughs at the level of clinical immunotherapy must await 
important breakthroughs at the fundamental research level. 

2.9. Radiation Therapy of C%recta/ Cancer 
Radiation therapy has been studied most extensively in patients with cancer 

of the rectum. The bowel below the peritoneal reflection cannot be mobilized 
for excision with wide margins and this limits the effectiveness of resection in 
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rectal cancer. Moreover, the pattern in rectal cancer of lymphatic drainage and 
progress by local spread is such that advanced disease frequently can be 
encompassed within a radiation port [134]. Preoperative radiotherapy in 
patients subsequently receiving resection with curative intent and displaying 
no evident residual disease after surgery conferred an apparent survival 
advantage in a large nonrandomized study [135]. However, this result was not 
confirmed in subsequent randomized studies [136-138]. Surgeons have prefer
red postoperative radiotherapy since preoperative radiation delays resection, 
interferes with staging at surgery, and exposes some patients with very 
limited disease to extra morbidity. Several cooperative studies involving post
operative radiotherapy have been established, but final results will not be 
available for several years. Thus the role of radiotherapy in rectal cancer and, 
by inference, in colon cancer is undefined and any potential benefit is 
unproven. Significant palliation in a high proportion of patients with advanced 
disease has been achieved in specific situations such as painful metastases of 
liver, nerve or bone and local complications in the rectum including tenes
mus, bleeding, and mucus discharge [134,139]. 

2.10. Summary 
5-FU remains the standard chemotherapy of unresectable cancer of the 

colon or rectum. 5-FU has a clearcut but low response rate of about 20 %, and 
when a response is achieved it can be expected to last for four or five months. 
Patients who respond to 5-FU occasionally live many months with normal 
activity, and this observation provides the justification for offering 5-FU to 
patients with advanced disease despite the absence of proof that 5-FU pro
longs survival of the total treated population. Oral administration of 5-FU is 
inferior. Intensive' loading course' administration of 5-FU probably results in 
higher response rates, but this advantage is balanced by increased toxicity and 
an inconvenient schedule. Consequently, a weekly or intermittent schedule of 
IV administration is frequently employed. Combinations of drugs including 
5-FU, particularly the two drug combination of 5-FU and methyl CCNU 
have seemed to be superior to 5-FU alone in some trials but not in others. 
Current interest centers around the four drug combination of 5-FU, vincris
tine, methyl CCNU, and streptozotocin, but the advantage of this combina
tion remains to be proved. In no study of chemotherapy of colon cancer has a 
survival benefit been demonstrated for the entire study group. 

Chemotherapy of the patient who has developed progressive disease while 
on first line chemotherapy is totally inadequate at present, and only a few 
agents have detectable response rates in this setting. Infusion of 5-FU into 
the hepatic artery may reduce hepatic metastases in patients who have pre
viously received intravenous 5-FU, but the method is quite complicated and 
expensive, and the advantages do not justify its routine use. 
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Radiotherapy offers useful palliation in certain clinical situations. Immuno
therapy has no defined role in the routine treatment of colorectal cancer. 

3. GASTRIC CANCER 

3.1. Epidemiology and Natural History 
Early in this century gastric cancer was the leading cause of cancer death in 

the United States. For unknown reasons, the incidence of this disease has 
declined dramatically, until the number of new cases predicted for 1979 was 
about the same as for carcinoma of the pancreas - 23 000 [l]. In contrast to 
carcinoma of the pancreas, a significant number of patients with stomach 
cancer are cured by primary surgery ~ nevertheless, the majority of patients, 
estimated to be 14 000 in 1979, die of disseminated disease. 

3.2. The Therapeutic Activity of Single Drugs in Advanced Gastric Carcinoma 
Table 6 summarizes the single agent activity of selected drugs for advanced 

carcinoma of the stomach. As in other gastrointestinal malignancies, the most 
extensive experience has been gained with 5-FU, and Comis and Carter 
calculated an overall 21 % response rate in 392 patients from collected ser
ies [140]. Mitomycin C has been associated with a partial response rate of 
30%, but this figure is probably inflated by overly optimistic results from 
early reports [141]. A more realistic response rate may be 24 %, and the 
average duration of response is less than three months. Adriamycin has 

Table 6. Activity of drugs used alone in gastric cancer*, 

Drug 

5-FU 
Mitomycin C 
BCNU 
CCNU 
Methyl CCNU 
Adriamycin 
Chromomycin A3 
Mithramycin 
Cytosine arabinoside 
Mechlorethamine 
Chlorambucil 
Hydroxyurea 
Vinblastine 
OTIC 

* References: see text. 

Responses/total patients 

84/392 
24/98 
6/33 
1135 
1128 
7/27 

53/152 
3/11 
3/11 
4125 
3/18 
6/31 
3/16 
2/15 

Response rate % 

21 
24 
18 
3 
4 

26 
35 
27 
27 
16 
17 
19 
19 
13 
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significant activity as a single agent in advanced gastric cancer, with a 
response rate of 26% in the small number of patients reviewed by Wasserman 
et al. [41], and higher response rates in some other series [141]. The nitrosour
eas, particularly BCNU, have a modest response rate, less than 20 % [41, 141]. 
Some other drugs, including alkylating agents, vinblastine, cytosine arabino
side, hydroxyurea and DTIC, produce occasional responses [41, 141]. 

3.3. Combination Chemotherapy for Advanced Gastric Carcinoma 
Among the major gastrointestinal malignancies, stomach cancer has 

appeared to be relatively more responsive to chemotherapy. This reputation 
has led to considerable interest in combination chemotherapy, and it now 
seems clear that regimens containing Adriamycin may provide significant 
benefit to the patient with gastric cancer. Some selected regimens are listed in 
Table 7. 

Early trials conducted by the Mayo Clinic and by the Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group [142,143] have suggested that a combination of 5-FU with a 
nitrosourea could result in' response rate and survival superior to that 
obtained with 5-FU alone. However, Kingston et al. [144] were unable to 
confirm the efficacy of the combination of 5-FU and methyl CCNU. 

Because other drugs including mitomycin C and Adriamycin seem to have 
greater activity as single agents in gastric cancer than nitrosoureas, a number 
of trials have evaluated combinations of these agents. The Eastern Coopera
tive Oncology Group compared Adriamycin alone with the combination of 
5-FU plus mitomycin C and with the combination of 5-FU plus methyl 
CCNU. The single agent activity of Adriamycin was confirmed with a 
response rate of 22%, and the best arm was the 5-FU plus mitomycin C 
group, which achieved a response rate of 32 % [145]. In contrast to these 
results is the report of the randomized trial of the Southwest Oncology Group 
in which 5-FU was given in a continuous 96 hour infusion with either 
mitomycin C or methyl CCNU [146]. In this study, the combination with 

Table 7. Combination chemotherapy of advanced gastric cancer: collected experience with 
selected regimens*. 

Regimens 

5-FU + methyl CCNU 
5-FU + mitomycin C 
5-FU + mitomycin C + cytosine arabinoside 
5-FU + Adriamycin + methyl CCNU 
5-FU + Adriamycin + mitomycin C 

* References: see text. 

Responders Response rate % 
total patients 

31/155 20 
23/96 24 
3/18 17 

15/37 41 
49/134 37 
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mitomycin C was superior, but a response was seen in only six of 43 patients. 
The difference between the two studies may be related to differences in the 
scheduling of drug administration. Early reports from Japan [147] and from 
the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center [148] had suggested the combi
nation of 5-FU, mitomycin C, and cytosine arabinoside might be very effec
tive in advanced gastric cancer with an objective response rate as high as 
55 %. The Gastrointestinal Tumor Study group was unable to confirm this 
optimistic estimate of activity; of 18 previously untreated patients, only 17 % 
responded to this combination [149]. 

Extensive and persuasive data are now accumulating to indicate the impor
tance of Adriamycin in combination chemotherapy of advanced gastric carci
noma. The F AM regimen (Table 3) has now been evaluated in a number of 
patients from several centers. The Lombardi Cancer Research Center had 
initially recorded a 50% objective response rate with this combination in 36 
patients [150]. In a recent update of this study with 61 patients, an overall 
partial response rate of 43% was observed [151]. Even more impressive was a 
statistically significant survival benefit for the responders as compared with 
the non-responders - 13 months vs 3.5 months. F AM has been well toler
ated, but mild to moderate myelosuppression has been dose-limiting. These 
results have been confirmed by Bitran et al. [31], who observed an impressive 
55% response rate in a small number of patients with advanced gastric 
cancer. A randomized trial of the Southwest Oncology Group has provided 
further confirmation [152]. In this study patients were randomized to receive 
FAM or to receive the same three drugs in sequence. A total of 123 patients 
were considered evaluable, and 40 % of those treated with F AM responded, a 
result superior to those obtained with the sequential regimen. Bernath et al. 
studied the combination of the F AM drugs with a nitrosourea and observed a 
response rate comparable to those previously reported for F AM alone [153]. 

Several studies of a nitrosourea in combination with 5-FU and Adriamycin 
have been reported. Lacave et al. compared 5-FU, Adriamycin, and methyl 
CCNU to the two drug combination of 5-FU and methyl CCNU [154]. Of the 
patients receiving this three drug combination, 36 % responded as compared 
with 9% of the other group. Levi et al. observed a 52% response rate in 35 
patients treated with the three drug combination of 5-FU, Adriamycin, and 
BCNU[155]. The Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group compared Adriamycin 
as a single agent with the three drug regimen also including 5-FU and methyl 
CCND. Four of 17 patients responded to Adriamycin alone, whereas seven of 
15 responded to the three drug combination [149]. 

Currently, it is of great importance to compare three drug regimens with 
the two drug combination of 5-FU and Adriamycin alone. In addition, it 
would be important to compare in a randomized trial the two three-drug 
combinations FAM and FAMe (5-FU, Adriamycin, and methyl CCNU). Both 
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of these questions are currently being evaluated in a phase III study of the 
Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group. 

Other combinations currently of interest include cis-platinum diaminedi
chloride. A preliminary report of a combination of this drug with anhydro
ara-5-fluorocytidine describes three responses among five previously untreated 
patients [156]. 

3.4. Adjuvant Chemotherapy After Surgical Resection for Cure 
Patients with no known residual carcinoma after surgical resection for cure 

remain at high risk for recurrence. Such patients are excellent candidates for 
adjuvant chemotherapy with drugs known to be active in gastric carcinoma in 
an attempt to improve the surgical cure rate. Published studies to date have 
been inconclusive with regard to the value of adjuvant chemotherapy, how
ever. The earliest reports involved short-term administration of single 
agents [157-160]. A more recent report by Nakajima et al. suggested a possi
ble benefit to a short course of combination chemotherapy followed by long
term oral 5-FU [161]. 

The Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group initiated a randomized trial (pro
tocol 8174) in patients with no known residual disease after surgery for gastric 
carcinoma. The control group received no therapy, and the treatment group' 
received long-term 5-FU plus methyl CCNU. Accrual to this trial continues 
at the present time and no data will be available for several years. 

No data are now available to support or reject the hypothesis that adjuvant 
therapy with an Adriamycin containing regimen, such as one of the combi
nations known to be effective in advanced disease, increases disease-free 
interval after surgery or five year survival rate. 

3.5. Combined Modality Radiotherapy Plus Chemotherapy in Locally 
Advanced Gastric Cancer 

Locally unresectable or locally advanced gastric cancer is, by definition, 
tumor remaining after surgery and confined to the stomach, local lymph 
nodes, local omentum, and/or local peritoneum. Such disease should be 
contained within an area of 20 X 20 cm and would permit a radiation field 
sufficiently small that radiation could be delivered to all areas of known 
disease with acceptable gastrointestinal toxicity. Efforts to define optimal 
treatment for such patients are ongoing at the present time. 

An early trial from the Mayo Clinic suggested that radiation plus 5-FU 
produces a significant benefit in comparison to radiation alone in terms of 
mean survival [162]. 

The Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group proceeqed from this result to 
attempt to assess a combined modality radiation ther~py plus combination 
chemotherapy in comparison with combination chemotherapy alone. The 
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chemotherapy group received 5-FU plus methyl CCNU. The combined 
modality group received two courses of 2500 rads over three weeks, and the 
courses were separated by a 2-week rest period. Intravenous 5-FU was given 
for the first three days of each radiation course. After the completion of 
radiotherapy, the group received maintenance chemotherapy with the same 
regimen of 5-FU plus methyl CCNU. Initially, this study suggested a sub
stantial advantage for combination chemotherapy without radiotherapy in 
terms of longer survival and diminished toxicity [163]. In a more recent 
evaluation of follow up data the survival advantage for the group receiving 
chemotherapy alone remains: the median survival for the group receiving 
chemotherapy was 70 weeks, while the median survival for the group receiv
ing combined modality therapy was 36 weeks [164]. However, the proportion 
of long-term survivors may be greater in the group receiving radiotherapy. 
The final conclusions from this study must await further observation of the 
remaining patients. 

3.6. Summary 

A number of anticancer drugs including 5-FU, Adriamycin, mitomycin C, 
and methyl CCNU have significant activity against gastric cancer. Combina
tion chemotherapy can be expected to confer a significant benefit to as many 
as 40% of patients with advanced disease. A combination regimen including 
Adriamycin is optimal, and excellent results have been obtained at several 
institutions with the combination of 5-FU, Adriamycin, and mitomycin C 
(F AM). It is tempting to treat the patient with no known residual disease after 
surgery with adjuvant chemotherapy, such as one of the combination regim
ens active in advanced disease. However, data are not yet available to demon
strate that such adjuvant therapy either increases disease-free interval after 
surgery or increases five year survival rate. The optimal treatment of the 
patient with locally advanced unresectable gastric cancer remains controver
sial. The use of combination chemotherapy is appropriate. 

Whether radiotherapy should be offered in addition is unclear. Combined 
modality therapy in this setting will certainly entail significant toxicity, but it 
is possible that the final analysis will show a larger number of long-term 
survivors among those patients receiving both radiotherapy and chemo
therapy. 
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Diet, 123-125, 127, 128. See also 

Esophageal cancer; Large bowel 
cancer 

Distribution subsite. See Colorectal cancer 
Diverticular disease, 233 
Diverticulitis, 263, 282 
DNA 

polymerase assay with 3 HTTP, 15 
synthesis, 3-5, 7, 9-17 

Dukes' classification, 289, 296, 304 
Duodenoscope, 414 
Duodenotomy, 362 
Duodenum, 284, 322, 369 

ulceration of, 317. See also Mucosa 
Dysphagia, 3, 110 
Dysplasia, 127, 142-143, 180, 235-237,239, 

244, 262, 263, 277, 280, 281. See 
also Polyp; Precancer 

esophageal, 102, 103 
mucosal ('precancer'), 261, 269, 270 
rectal-biopsy, 234 

Edema, 351 
periorbital, 352 

Electrocoagulation, 241, 242, 246 
Embolization, arterial, 401 
Endoscopy, Ill, 136, 146, 160,272,283, 

371 
and diagnosis, 141-144 
fiberoptic, 119 

Endometrium, cancer of, 197 
Enema 
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barium, 230-235, 238, 239, 244, 245, 
247, 266, 270, 271, 275, 277, 280, 
295 

double/or air-contrast, 230-231, 266 
hydrocortisone, 271 
phosphate, 231, 238 

Eosinophilia, 74, 75 
Epithelium, 3, 321. See also Cell 

adenomatous, 236 
esophageal, 4 
squamous, 264 
'unstable', 242 

Erythrocytosis, 74 
Esophageal cancer. See also Heredity 

and age, 100 
and alcohol consumption, 106 
and cigarette smoking, 105 
and diet, 101-104 
early, detection of, 102, 109, 111 
geographic incidence of, 97-99 
incidence rates of, 97-100 
irradiation as an etiologic factor in the 

development of, 108 
kinetics of, 4 
preven tion of, III 
and race, 100, 101 
and sex, 99-100 

Esophagitis, 102, 108 
associated with reflux, 102 
erosive, 107 

Esophagram, double contrast, 111 
Esophagus, 3, 4, 317. See also 

Adenocarcinoma; Dysplasia 
carcinoma of, 30, 32-34, 48, 68, 283. 

See also Heredity 
histology of, 2, 3 
leukoplakia of, 108 

Estrogens, 208, 209 
Eugastrinemia, 371 

Fat necrosis 
in bone marrow, 67 
nodular, 66 

Fibre(s), 194 
cereal,214 
depletion, 201 
fruit, 214 

Fibre-sigmoidoscopy, 231, 232, 234, 238, 
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240,247 
Fibrosis, submucosal, 102 
Flushing, 83 
Ftorafur,423 

Gall bladder, carcinoma of, 53. See also 
Heredity 

Gangrene, 72 
Gardner's syndrome, 42, 46, 47,69,70, 197 
Gastrectomy 

partial, 165-168,177,180,181 
totru, 347, 371, 372 

Gastric. See also Carcinoid; Lymphoma; 
Mucosa; Polyp; Stomach 

cancer, 431, 435 
advanced, 142-144 
biopsy, endoscopic, 144, 146 
CEA levels in patients with, 293 
and class, 122, 123 
and combination chemotherapy, 419 
cytodiagnosis of, 152 
cytology, 316 
defInition and classifIcation of early, 

132 
early, 131-161 
early detection of, 131 
geochemistry, 123 
histopathology, 119 
incidence of early, 134 
localization of, 177 
mass screening for, 160, 161 
mortruity in, decline of, 120 
nitrates, effect of in water supply 

upon, 6 
precursors, 125, 127 
radiologicru diagnosis of early, 135 
and sex, 120 

carcinoma. See Metaplasia 
juice, 41,170 

Gastrinoma,78 
syndrome, 368: pathology of, 368 

Gastritis, 7, 38 
atrophic, 6, 38, 39, 169, 180, 181 
chronic, 38 
chronic atrophic, 126 
severe atrophic fundic, 38, 39 
superfIciru, 126 

Gastro-enteropancreatic (GEP), 343 
Gastrocamera, 146 
Gastroscopy, 150, 172, 180 
Geochemistry. See Gastric cancer 
Glucagon, 12 
Glucagonoma, 355, 356 

INDEX 

syndrome, pathology of, 356, 357 
Gonadotropin 

chorionic, 82, 86, 87 
production, 86 

Heart disease. See Carcinoid 
Hemag~utination,395 

Hemochromatosis, 52 
Hemodiruysis,378 
Hemorrhage, 241 
Hepatitis, 292 
Hepatitis B virus (HBV), as factor of liver 

cancer, 389-391,403 
Hepatoangiography,396 
Hepatoma, malignant, 52 
Hepatomegaly, 351 
Heredity and 

bile duct carcinoma, 53 
celiac disease, 44 
colonic carcinoma, 48-50 
esophageal cancer, 109 
esophageal carcinoma, 32 
gall bladder carcinoma, 53 
inflammatory bowel disease, 46 
large bowel cancer, 189, 210,211 
pepsinogenemia, 39 
small intestinru mruignancy, 42 
stomach carcinoma, 34 

Hernia, hiatru, 107 
Herpes zoster, 68 
Heterotopia, 125 
Hirschsprung's disease, 263 
Histamine, 10 
Histology. See Esophagus; Intestine; 

Stomach 
Histopathology. See Gastric cancer 
Hodgkin's disease, 313 
Host factors, 391, 392 
Hydrocortisone. See Enema 
Hypercrucemia, 79 
Hypercoagulability of the blood, 71 
Hyperinsulinism, 85 
Hyperkeratosis, 34 
Hyperplasia, 280. See also Antrru G-cell; 

Polyp 
Hypertrichosis lanuginosa, 69 
Hypertrophy, mucosru, 317 
Hypoaminoacidemia,357 
Hypocrucemia, 85, 86 
Hypochlorhydria, 3 
Hypo~ycemia, 78, 86, 360-363 
Hypopepsinogenemia,39 
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Ileitis, 'backwash', 255. See also Crohn's 
disease 

Ileoproctostomy, 281 
Ileostomy, 70, 256, 257, 275, 281, 284 
Ileum, to, 256, 284. See also Carcinoid; 

Lymphoma 
Immunoproliferative small intestinal disease, 

322 
Immunotherapy. See Colon cancer; liver 

cell cancer 
Index labeling (L.I.), 2, 11, 18 
Inheritance 

mendelian, 28 
polygenic, 30, 31 
quantitative, 27 

Insulin, 360, 364 
Insulinoma, 78, 359 

diagnosis of, 361,362 
pathology of, 359, 360 

Intestinalization. See Mucosa 
Intestine. See also Lymphoma; Polypeptide; 

Tumor 
large, 12 

histology of, 12 
kinetics of cancer of, 17-20 

resection of, 11, 12 
small, 8. See also Heredity 

histology of, 8, 9 
kinetics of cancer of, 9 

Irradiation. See Esophageal cancer 
Islands, lipid, 179, 180 
Islet cell carcinoma syndrome, 76 

Jejunitis, ulcerative, 320 
Jejunum, 322. See also Carcinoid 
Jowar Rotis, 104 

Kaposi's sarcoma, 255, 282 
Kiel classification, 324,326 

Laparotomy, 284, 314, 318, 322, 328-330, 
334,414 

Large bowel cancer. See also Bowel 
and class, 189, 190 
and diet, 210 
geographical distribution of, 189, 192 
and race, 191, 19i 
and radiation, 203 
and sex, 189 
and stress, 203 
and viruses, 204 

Laser evaporization, 401 
Leukemia, 74, 162, 283 
Leukocytosis, 74, 75 
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Leukoplakia. See Esophagus 
liver, 291,292. See also Cirrhosis; Hepatitis 

cancer, 85 
carcinoma, 52 
cell cancer 

and chemotherapy, 400, 401, 402 
geographic distribution of, 387-389 
and immunotherapy, 403 

disease, chronic, 389, 392 
function tests, 279 
metastases, 364 
toxicity, 306 

Lukes and Collins classification, 324-326 
Lumen, 260 
Lung cancer, 28 
Lye. See stricture 
Lymphangiography, 329 
Lymphocytes, 256 
Lymphoma(s), 282 

alpha-chain,322 
gastric, 314-318 
gut 

general clinical features and diag
nosis,313 

special problems in staging, 327 
intestinal, 320, 321 
large bowel, diagnosis of, 323 
malignant ulcerative, 320 
Mediterranean, 313,321; abdominal: see 

Immunoproliferative small intestinal 
disease 

non-Hodgkin's, 284, 312, 314, 318, 
324; 

and adjuvant chemotherapy, 334 
small bowel, 318, 319 
stomach, diagnosis of primary, 315-317 
in the terminal ileum, 318 

Macroglobulinemia, 323 
Malabsorption, 320, 322 
Marrow. See also Bone marrow 

examinations, 357 
hypoplasia, 416 
suppression, 422 

Mass screening. See Gastric cancer 
McKittrick-Wheelock syndrome, 89 
Medulloblastoma, 46 

of the cerebellum, 47 
Melanin pigmentation, 70 
Mesenchymal-epithelial cell interaction, 13, 

14 
Metabolites, 

carcinogenic, 268 
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tryptophan, 208 
Metaplasia, 

correlation with gastric carcinoma, 126 
epithelial, 255 
intestinal, 6 

Methyl CCNU, 416-418, 425-426, 432, 
435 

Methyl CCNU, 5 fluorouracil and vincristine 
(MOF),440 

Microcarcinoma, 155, 156, 159 
Mitomycin C, 415, 424,425,431,432,435 
Mucin, 261, 263 
Mucosa, 1-4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15,39,119,126, 

235-237, 261-263,322,343. See also 
Dysplasia; Fibrosis; Hypertrophy 

adjacent, 140 
adjacent to polyps, 16 
antral,39 
barrier, 128 
colonic, 17, 256 
discoloration of, 13 3 
duodenal, 369 
flat, 44, 277 
gastric, 7, 369 

intestinalization of, 178 
intact, 133 
neoplasm in, 16 
rectal, removal of, 275, 281 

Muir's syndrome, 48 
Mutagens, 210 
Mycotoxins, 101, 105, 389 
Myelosuppression, 423 
Myelotoxicity, 419 

N-nitroso compounds, 4, 6, 7, 16, 128, 209 
Nalosone (Narcan), 229 
Neoplasia. See also Mucosa 

multiple endocrine (MEN), 82 
I, multiple endocrine, 51-52 

Neuro-modulation. See Cell 
Neuromyopathy, carcinomatous, 87 
Neutron therapy, 420 
Nitrate. See Gastric cancer 
Nitrosamines, 104, 390 
Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. See Lymphoma 
Noradrenaline, 10 

Osteoarthropathy, hypertrophic pulmonary, 
88 

Pancolitis, 255, 256, 265-267, 269, 275, 
279,281,282 

frequency of cancer surveillance in, 279 

INDEX 

Pancreas, 346, 359, 360, 368, 369, 372, 
374, 376. See also Polypeptide 

cancer of, 292,413-420 
and combination chemotherapy, 417-

419 
carcinoma of the, 29, 50, 67. See also 

Adenocarcinoma 
secretion, 10 

Pancreatectomy, 362, 371, 374, 375 
Pancreaticoduodenectomy, 354, 365 
Pancreatitis, 31, 50 
Paneth. See Cell 
Parachlorophenyl-alanine (PCP A), 354 
Parathyrin (PTH), 377, 378, 380 
Pathology. See Gastrinoma; Glucagonoma; 

Insulinoma 
Pellagra, 84, 103 
Pemphigoid lesions, 68 
Pepsinogenemia, 39, 40. See also Heredity 
Perforation, 229 
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, 42, 43, 47, 70 
Peyronie's disease, 85, 351 
pH, elevated, 129 
Photography, intragastric, 146 
Platelet binding, 83 
Plummer-Vinson syndrome, 3,103 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 

205 
Polyp, 231-233, 239-247,260, 277. See also 

Mucosa 
adenomas (adenomatous polyps; tubular 

adenomas), 14, 15, 178, 243-245, 
268,280,291,293,296 

with regard to colon cancer, 14 
colonic, 46, 47 
dysplastic, 247 
follow-up, 246-247 
gastric, 47 
hamartomatous, 43, 71 
hyperplastic, 14, 15 
inflammatory, 236, 257, 262,263 
juvenile, of colon, 29 
kinetics, 15 
large, 242, 243 
multiple, 243 
regenerative, 178 
small, 243, 245 
villous adenomas, 14, 15 

Polypectomy, 293 
Polypeptide. See also Cell 

pancreatic, 365 
diagnosis of, 366, 367 

vasoactive intestinal (VIP), 373 
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Polypoidy, 6, 11 
Polyposis coli, 29, 30,46,47 
Precancer, 261, 262, 271, 277-279, 281, 

283. See also Dysplasia 
difficulties in identifying, 277, 279 
surveillance for, 276, 277 

Prevention trials in China, 392, 395 
Proctitis, 276, 280 

ulcerative, 255, 266 
Proctocolectomy, 256, 275, 276,280, 281 
Proctoscopy, 271 
Proctosigmoiditis, 276, 280 
Proctosigmoidoscopy, 235, 248, 273, 280 
Proinsulin, 360, 361 
Pseudopolyps, 263, 272 

inflammatory, 263 

Race. See Esophageal cancer; Large bowel 
cancer 

Radiation. See Large bowel cancer 
exposure, 270 
therapy, 402. See also Radiotherapy 

Radiorocket electrophoresis autography, 
395 

Radiograph, barium-filled, 138 
Radiography, 272 

double contrast, 141 
Radioimmunoassay, 291 
Radiology. See Gastric cancer 
Radionuclide scan, 397 
Radiotherapy, 331, 332, 334, 363, 375, 

419,420,429,430,431,435 
Rappaport classification, 324, 325 
Rectal cancer. See Rectum 
Rectosigmoid, 258, 265 
Rectum, 12, 13, 240, 242, 245, 257, 

258,281,282,284. See also 
Carcinoid; Dysplasia; Mucosa; 
Tumor 

cancer of, 276 
squamous carcinoma of, 282 

Reflux. See also Esophagitis 
of bile, 170 
duodenogastric, 169, 170, 181-183 

Riboflavin, 103 

Saline lavage, 228 
Schistosomiasis, 388. See also Colitis 
Scleroderma, 108 
Screening for early detection of cancer, 111. 

See also Gastric cancer 
Sedation, 229, 232 
Serotonin, 10 
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Sex. See Esophageal cancer; Gastric cancer; 
Large bowel cancer 

Sigmoidoscopy, 197, 234, 238, 273, 276, 
279,280 

Somatostatin, 10, 81, 363 
Somatrophin release - inhibiting factor 

(SRIF),347 
Spleen, 329 
Splenectomy, 330 
Sprue, 11 

celial, 320,321,324 
Steatorrhea, 364, 369 
Stenosis, 3 
Steroids, 205 

fecal, 214 
Stomach. See also Gastric; Gastro-; 

Lymphoma 
cancer 

distribution (geographic) of, 120 
kinetics of, 7, 8 

carcinoma of, 29, 34-39, 41, 283. See 
also Heredity 

histology of, 5, 6 
Streptozotocin, 371, 375, 378, 380, 416, 

427 
mitomycin C and 5-FU (SMF), 418, 

426 
Stress. See Large bowel cancer 
Stricture, 233, 234 

lye, 106 
Syndrome. See also Carcinoid 

entopic, 379 
ectopic, 379 
of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone 

secretion (SIADH), 86 

Teleangiectasias, venous, 351 
Thrombocytopenia, 75 
Thrombocytosis, 75 
Thrombophlebitis, 71 
TNM classification, 296 
Tolbutamide test, 361, 362 
Torre's syndrome, 48 
Tritiated thymidine eHTdR), 2, 3, 16, 18 
Tryptophan. See Metabolites 
Tumor 

diffuse type, 121, 122 
extrapancreatic, 86 
foregut, 353 
intestinal type, 122 
islet cell, 76, 78-82 
of the rectum squamous cell, 264 

Turcot's syndrome, 46 
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Turnbull's no-touch technique, 289 
Turner's syndrome, 46 
Twins, 35, 46 
Tylosis, 33, 67, 68 
Tyrosine, 208 

Ulcer, peptic, 370 
Ultrasonography, 396 
Ureterosigmoidostomy, 230,237 

Vipoma (watery diarrhea) syndrome, 372 
Viruses'. See Large bowel cancer 
Vitamins A and C, 194 
Von Recklinghausen's disease, 69 

Watery diarrhea, hypokalemia, achlorhydria 
syndrome (WDHA), 76, 79, 80, 372-
374 

Werner syndrome, MEN type I, 78 

INDEX 

Wilson's disease, 52 

X-ray, 234, 266, 270, 275, 279, 280, 370 
examination, 136: double contrast, 138 

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome, 1, 51, 52, 78, 
346, 347, 366, 369, 370, 372, 374 

tymogen. See Cell 

1.3 Bis (2 chloroethyl) - 1 nitrosourea 
(BCNU), 416, 417, 423, 424, 432 

5-Fluorouracil (5-FU), 415417, 421425, 
427435 

5-Fluorouracil, adriamycin and mitomycin
C (FAM), 418, 419, 433, 435 

5-Hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), 83 
5-Hydroxytryptamine (5-HT or serotonin), 

83,84 
5-Hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP), 83 
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